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Abstract

Many physically-based models of surface and groundwater hydrology are con-

structed without the possibility of multiple stable states. For such a conceptuali-

sation, at the cessation of a transient hydrological disturbance of any magnitude,

the model will return to the original stable state and therefore will have an infinite

resilience. Ecosystem resilience science propose a very different dynamic where,

if the system has a positive feedback, disturbances may shift the system over a

threshold where, upon cessation of the disturbance, the system will move to a

different steady state. This dissertation brings together concepts from hydrology

and ecosystem resilience science to highlight this often implicit assumption within

hydrology. It tests the assumption that dryland water-limited catchments always

have only one steady state (henceforth referred to as attractor). Following a discus-

sion of this implicit assumption within hydrology, approaches for rigorous testing

that could result in its falsification are considered and that of numerical modelling

is adopted. The aims of the research were to test this assumption by proposing a

biophysically plausible hydrological model; utilise it to investigate the catchment

attributes likely to result in multiple attractors; and to assess the model’s validity

by way of implementation and calibration.

Little research has been undertaken into multiple hydrological attractors. Ex-

cept for plot scale investigation of vegetation patterns, the only existing quantitative

hydrological resilience research is a model for the Goulburn-Broken catchment (Vic-

toria, Australia) in which the catchment is modelled as two lumped units of 5,000

km2 and groundwater head, soil and aquifer salt stores and fluxes are simulated.
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Within each lumping unit the water table elevation was assumed homogeneous,

and considering the importance of depth to water table on the predicted two attrac-

tors, this was considered to be a major limitation. The first investigation conducted

herein was disaggregation of this model into five units and then to a distributed

model. This highlighted numerous new challenges and complexities in hydrologi-

cal resilience necessitating development of a considerably more plausible hillslope

Boussinesq model coupled to a vertically integrated vadose zone model. Using

hypothetical parameters and limit-cycle continuation analysis, exploration of this

model was undertaken for two boundary conditions. Two water table elevation

attractors did emerge over a considerable range in saturated hydraulic conductiv-

ity. A change from the shallow to deep water table attractor also resulted in very

significant reduction in baseflow and runoff. The critical dynamic controlling the

emergence of two attractors was a positive feedback resulting from a reduction in

leaf area index (LAI) as a saline water table intersects the root zone.

Limit-cycle continuation, while a powerful method widely adopted within

resilience science, is however limited to either constant or smooth cyclical climate

forcing. To investigate whether multiple attractors still emerge under stochastic

climate forcing, Monte-Carlo simulations using monthly and daily climate replicates

were undertaken. Multiple attractors did still emerge for both time steps. However,

the crossing into and persistence within each attractor differed considerably from

the standard resilience science concepts. In analysing these stochastic results new

measures of resilience were developed and some existing methods were shown to

be inadequate. Furthermore, analysis of fluxes from the monthly and daily forcing

concluded that estimation of hydrological attractors requires the use of daily forcing.

The final investigation undertaken was application of the model to an actual

catchment. This was undertaken to assess both the performance of the model and

to attempt field prediction of multiple attractors, thereby strengthening the testing

of the current assumption of only one hydrological attractor. This analysis was

undertaken for paired dryland catchment near Great Western, Victoria, Australia.

Implementation replied on parameter estimates from the literature and numerical
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calibration using the Levenberg-Marquardt gradient based weighted least-squares

algorithm. It was applied to a model of daily climate forcing and calibrated to

monthly streamflow and monthly groundwater head observations. Split sam-

ple calibration-evaluation was undertaken and an acceptable calibration for the

groundwater heads were achieved for both catchments. However, calibrations to

streamflow was poor and lower catchment parameters were implausible. To inves-

tigate the potential for multiple attractors, time-integration simulations with and

without the LAI feedback were undertaken. Multiple attractors did not emerged

from any model.

This dissertation has investigated the implicit hydrological assumption of

one attractor explicit and shown that minor, defensible and plausible modifications

to existing hydrological models can result in multiple attractors and qualitatively

different disturbance-response behaviour. While prediction of an unobserved hy-

drological attractor is likely to remain a challenge, this dissertation has brought

together the disciplines of resilience science and hydrology and concluded that cer-

tain catchments appear likely to have multiple attractors. The proposed positive

feedback investigated here is unlikely to be the only one within hydrology, and it

is hoped that this research initiates a wider inquiry into other positive hydrological

feedbacks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Catchment hydrological modelling frequently simulates disturbance-response be-

haviour using complex models that result in very simple near-linear dynamics. As

a result of a disturbance, such as from deforestation or a series of wet years, stream-

flow or groundater heads may be modelled to increase, but upon the return to prior

landuse or climate conditions the streamflow and heads decrease to approximately

their initial levels. To further illustrate this concept, Figure 1.1(a) shows the steady

state water table elevation against the irrigated fractional area within a catchment.

It shows the steady state water table elevation rise near linearly as the irrigated area

increases and, for a given irrigation area, the water table converges to the steady

state elevation from any initial condition. Many complex hydrological models dis-

play such simple near linear behaviour where the steady state is independent of

the initial conditions. Figure 1.1(b) shows a more complex disturbance-response

behaviour whereby the steady state water table elevation increases very rapidly

when irrigation area increases beyond a threshold. Effectively this behaviour is

just a folding of the linear behaviour of Figure 1.1(a). Further folding results in

markedly different and rarely considered disturbance-response behaviour. Figure

1.1(c) shows a situation that has two steady states when the irrigation area is be-

tween Fa and Fb. Within this range the steady state water table becomes dependent

1
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upon the initial condition such that if the initial water table is just above the dashed

line the water table will rise to a high elevation steady state. Conversely, and for

the same irrigation area, if the water table elevation is just below the dashed line

the water table will decline to the low elevation steady state. These dynamics are

illustrated in Figure 1.1(c) by the divergent arrows. When at the low water table ele-

vation steady state, if the system experiences a significant disturbance, say a decade

of very high precipitation, then the water table may rise sufficiently and cross the

dashed line. Upon cessation of this disturbance the water table will shift, not back

to the pre-disturbance low elevation as would occur for Figures 1.1(a) and 1.1(b),

but to the high elevation steady state and demonstrate a finite capacity to absorb

such disturbances. This example illustrates that the further folding of steady state

behaviour can result in qualitatively different and complex disturbance-response

dynamics. Furthermore, this complex behaviour can emerge from simple numerical

models (Anderies 2005).

The widespread adoption within hydrological modelling of a single steady

state for a given parameterisation implies an infinite resilience to disturbances. It

is not recognised explicitly as an assumption but is implicit and emerges from a

reductionist model construction. It is an assumption based on little evidence or

theory and is thus an open question. It is an assumption that appears to be based

upon an error of induction. Hume’s problem of induction states that it is not log-

ically justified, for example, to conclude that all swans are white after observing a

finite number of white swans, no matter how numerous, because it is still possible

for a black swan to be sighted in the future (Klein and Herskovitz 2005). Likewise, it

is postulated herein that hydrologists have only observed single steady state catch-

ments and incorrectly concluded, by induction, that all catchments have only one

steady state. Furthermore, as the decision of which observations to obtain from

which catchments rely on existing theory (assuming an anti-foundationalist knowl-

edge structure as discussed in Kleindorfer et al. 1998), few observations are likely to

be sought or obtained which challenge the theory of only one hydrological steady

state. When implemented into numerical hydrological models, it is contested that
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual steady state water table elevation (—) against irrigated area.
Arrows illustrate the convergence from an initial condition at arrow tail to a steady
state. Adapted from Scheffer and Carpenter (2003) to a hydrological scenario.

this theory of one steady state is not just an omission for modelling convenience but

also an unfounded and significant implicit assumption that warrants investigation.

This dissertation undertakes an investigation into whether catchments can have

more than one steady state.

The concept of multiple co-existent steady states, and its application to envi-

ronmental systems, arose from ecology to form the discipline of resilience science.

It has substantially advanced the management of a wide range of natural resources

(Scheffer et al. 2001). Unfortunately, hydrology has not yet benefited despite its po-

tential significance and calls for further investigation (Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. 2007;

Dent et al. 2002). It unclear why hydrology has not yet benefited and, furthermore,

even the consideration within the hydrological and water resource management

literature of the prevalence, relevance or possibility of such multiple steady states

is minimal. This dissertation brings together concepts from hydrology and ecosys-

tem resilience science to: (i) highlight this often implicit hydrological assumption;

and (ii) initiate falsification of the assumption that dryland water-limited catch-

ments always have only one steady state. In Section 1.2 the fundamental concepts

of ecosystem resilience are presented. Section 1.3 then presents evidence for the

existence of an assumption that catchments having only one steady state. The re-

search questions for the dissertation are then presented in Section 1.4 followed by

an outline of the thesis in Section 1.5.
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1.2 Ecosystem Resilience - Overview of Concepts

The concept of ecosystem resilience was first proposed by Holling (1973) using

theoretical ecosystem models. It considered the stability of an ecosystem system

when far from equilibrium and the disturbance required to produce a crossing of a

threshold to a new equilibrium. It proposed the use of domains of attraction, that

is the size of the stability domain around a stable time invariant equilibria (point

attractors) or stable oscillations (periodic attractors), as a measure of resilience. The

size of the stability domain was defined as the state variable distance from the

equilibrium to the threshold. Subsequent to Holling (1973) ecosystem resilience

has received considerable and ongoing research attention as demonstrated by near

thirty years of review articles (May 1977; Pimm 1984; Scheffer et al. 2001; Schroder et al.

2005), introductory and edited texts (Gunderson et al. 1995; Gunderson and Holling

2002; Walker and Salt 2006), and inception of the academic journal Ecology and Society.

Recently, resilience concepts have been extended from the vulnerability of a

system to a state change to include the adaptive and transformative capacity of the

system to reorganise following a state change (Walker et al. 2004). Focusing on the

above mentioned fundamental measure of resilience, the two steady states in Figure

1.1(c) between Fa and Fb denote the centre or bottom of the two basins of attraction. As

a result of stochastic forcing, such as from climate variability, the system is unlikely

to approach and remain at a steady state but rather will stochastically fluctuate

around it. Furthermore, the steady state may in fact not be an equilibrium but

rather a phase cycle, as would occur for average seasonal climate. For both reasons,

henceforth the steady state is referred to as an attractor. At the intersection of two

basins of attraction is also a threshold and again it may a phase cycle and as such is

henceforth referred to as a repellor. The state variable distance between an attractor

and the repellor (assuming only two basins of attraction) provides a measure of

the resilience of a basin of attraction. This is also a measure of the cumulative

disturbance the basin of attraction can absorb and does not require specification

of the magnitude, frequency or sequence of disturbances. Henceforth resilience
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is referred to by this measure and not by alternate measures such as the distance

from the current state to the repellor or the local resilience as measured by the

displacement per unit disturbance (Pimm 1984). Within Figure 1.1(c), the resilience

of the low water table elevation attractor decreases as the irrigation fraction increases

from that at Fb. When increasing the irrigation fraction from x to y (see Figure 1.1(c))

the rise of the water table attractor is modest but the resilience has markedly declined

and the probability of a crossing to the alternate basin of attraction increased.

Importantly, the recovery from an undesired basin of attractor change can result in

significant hysteresis. If the repellor is crossed or the irrigated fraction increases

past Fa, the water table would rise to the high elevation attractor. To ensure a return

to the low elevation attractor the irrigation fraction must be reduced significantly

past Fa to below Fb. Combined, the measure of resilience and hysteresis effects

provide a powerful framework in which to extend our understanding of risks from

management decisions beyond the typical linear disturbance-response dynamics.

Resilience science provides more than just the above conceptual framework.

Considerable deterministic modelling, and to a lesser extent field observations

and direct experiments, have been undertaken to identify and predict multiple at-

tractors. Deterministic modelling has indicated that multiple attractors have the

potential to exist only when the system has a positive feedback; and that for the

multiple attractors to emerge, the positive feedback must become sufficiently strong

relative to the negative feedbacks (Scheffer and Carpenter 2003). Unfortunately most

such modelling investigations have been theoretical and, of the few applied stud-

ies, exceptionally few have undertaken calibration let alone split-sample evaluation

against observed data. Walker and Myers (2004) summarise a database of existing

ecosystem resilience investigations and, while many contributors to the database

state a demonstration of an attractor change, most rely on questionable modelling

or interpretation of observation data criticised as overly subjective and open to in-

terpretation (Schroder et al. 2005). In addressing such criticism, Scheffer and Carpenter

(2003) proposed four outstanding challenges to resilience science: (i) improved us-

age of field observations; (ii) building more realistic numerical models; (iii) in-field
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direct experimentation; and (iv) smarter restoration strategies to gain insight into

alternative attractors at a region scale. An additional challenge, though related

to the first, is the calibration of realistic models to observation data. While it is

questionable whether an unobserved attractor can be identified by calibration to

observation data from an observed attractor, this is thought to be a necessary ini-

tial step in advancing the validity of resilience theory and models. Clearly, many

different models can be calibrated successfully to the same observation data and

as such successful calibration provides no measure of which particular model is

correct. However, as a correct model should simulate the observed data, those

resilience models which cannot be adequately calibrated can be rejected. Consider-

ing hydrology has a strong history of modelling and calibration, and often access

to long-term observations, it is well placed to contribute to this additional chal-

lenge and to advance both resilience science and our understanding of catchment

disturbance-response dynamics.

1.3 Catchment Hydrology and Resilience

In the above section, it was stated, without supporting evidence, that hydrology has

made an error of induction by assuming all catchments have only one hydrological

attractor. Unfortunately, evidence within the hydrological literature of an explicit

assumption of a single attractor could not be found. However, models in which a

steady state solution is independent of the initial conditions do provide examples in

which two attractors cannot exist. Such models include: ModFlow-2000, in which

an elliptical linear partial differential equation for the steady groundwater heads

are solved as a set of linear equations independent of the initial heads (Harbaugh

et al. 2000); Flowtube, a one dimensional Boussinesq equation based groundwater

model (Argent et al. 2001); and a one dimensional soil moisture model of Laio et al.

(2001), in which the stochastic differential equation is solved independent of initial

conditions. For rainfall runoff models such as Topmodel (Beven and Kirkby 1979),

or SIMHYD (Chiew et al. 2002) the fluxes are of interest rather than the comparably
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slower responding state variables of groundwater models, and as such steady state

solutions are very rarely sought. A single attractor can though be inferred by the

return of the output hydrograph to that of the pre-disturbance hydrograph for any

magnitude disturbance assuming the pre and post disturbance climatic forcing is

identical. A second indicator of the assumption of one attractor is provided by the

minimal attention given to initial conditions for transient simulations. For transient

groundwater modelling, initial conditions are often defined only to ensure solu-

tions are derived from observed initial states rather than to investigate changes in

response with different initial conditions (e.g. Beverly et al. 1999). For lumped rain-

fall runoffmodels, such as SIMHYD, initial conditions are often arbitrarily assigned

and simulations undertaken with a warm-up period to minimise the sensitivity

during later time periods to the initial conditions. A final indicator is the almost

non-existent use of continuation analysis, a widely used quantitative technique for

identifying multiple attractors and their change with a parameter (see Section 2.4.1

for a description). The only known exception is the very simple one-dimensional

model of Ridolfi et al. (2006).

Clearly the above review is an incomplete review of multiple attractors in

hydrology. However, it does support the existence of an extremely widespread

hypothesis that catchments have only one hydrological attractor. Furthermore the

lack of evidence, attempted falsification or explicit investigation does suggest it is

actually an implicit assumption and not an hypothesis. Recently, there have been

notable recommendations for investigation of multiple hydrological attractors and,

while somewhat contrary to the proposition that the assumption is implicit and

widely adopted, the existence of these recommendations does indicate that the

consideration of only one hydrological attractor is standard practice. This is slowly

changing and recently a few quantitative modelling studies have been undertaken

(see Section 2.4.2 for a review). The only notable such studies at the catchment

scale are those by Anderies (2005) and Anderies et al. (2006). Other studies have

been at a scale of minimal relevance to catchment hydrology. That is, they have

either been at a point or plot-scale and investigating runoff from soil-vegetation
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interaction (e.g. Walker et al. 1981; D’Odorico et al. 2005; van de Koppel and Rietkerk

2004; von Hardenberg et al. 2001) or at the continental scale investigating rainfall-

recycling feedbacks (e.g. Charney and Stone 1974; D’Odorico and Porporato 2004).

While these models provide some challenge to the assumption of a single attractor,

with the exception of D’Odorico and Porporato (2004), none have been assessed

against observation data. Predominantly this was because evaluation against data

was not the purpose for developing the models. For example, the soil-vegetation

interaction studies were theoretical investigations and the catchment scale model

by Anderies (2005) was a study into regional catchment management policy options.

However, considering the hydrological response of catchments to climate variability

and change is becoming increasingly important, it is inadequate for assessments

and predictions to be based either upon an unfounded assumption of one attractor

or upon models predicting multiple attractors that have not been assessed against

or supported by observation data. Furthermore, the development of models able to

be assessed against observation data would facilitate application and incorporation

into sub-regional scale catchment management decision making.

1.4 Research Questions

The overall aim of this dissertation was to challenge the assumption that dryland

catchments can have only one hydrological attractor. Like all scientific theories,

the current theory that catchments have only one attractor cannot be proven but

only supported if it withstands attempts at falsification. As such, this challenge

attempted to falsify the current implicit assumption of catchments having only one

hydrological attractor. Furthermore, as it is unlikely that all catchments have only

one or only multiple attractors, the dissertation also aimed to identify which catch-

ment attributes are least likely to result in only one attractor. As hydrological fluxes

are known to be highly dependent upon the precipitation intensity, the validity of

the falsification and the identification of catchment attributes is dependent upon

the climate forcing time step. Therefore the dissertation also aimed to understand
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the significance of the climate forcing time step size. Finally, as almost all quanti-

tative resilience investigations do not consider spatial dimensions or the time step

size, both of which are central to catchment hydrology, few resilience techniques

applicable to hydrology are available. Therefore the dissertation also aimed to de-

velop quantitative resilience techniques applicable to hydrology. To summarise,

the dissertation aimed to address the following four research questions:

1. Is the assumption that dryland non-urban catchments always have only one

attractor valid?

2. How can the existence of multiple attractors be identified?

3. For what catchment attributes may the assumption be invalid?

4. What is the impact of climate forcing time-step and variability on the crossing

between basins of attraction?

1.5 Thesis Roadmap

The research into the above four questions is presented over the following seven

chapters. Table 1.1 presents an overview of each chapter and the research questions

addressed. In summary, Chapter 2 discusses the available research approaches and

details the decision to adopt a numerical modelling approach. Resilience science

and hydrological methods are then discussed and the adopted methods detailed.

Chapter 3 then details an exploratory phase where four models were developed

and tested. These led to the model developed in Chapter 4. The behaviour and

plausibility of this model was then explored using hypothetical parameters and

both monthly average climate forcing (Chapter 5) and stochastic monthly and daily

climate forcing (Chapter 6). In Chapter 7 the model was then further assessed

by means of implementation, calibration and split-sample evaluation to paired

catchments in western Victoria, Australia. The potential for a second attractor
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in each catchment was then investigated using the calibrated models. The final

chapter, Chapter 8, draws together the findings from the five models developed,

and the three implementations, to summarise the contributions made in addressing

the above research questions.
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Table 1.1: Overview of thesis chapters and research questions addressed.

Chapter No.
& Title Overview

Research
Questions
Addressed

2 - Research
Methods

Presents a review of approaches and methods of inquiry. Resilience science concepts and tools
are reviewed and existing applications within hydrology are critiqued. Outcomes include:

1. development of an approach and methods of inquiry; and

2. specification of the hydrological context of the research.

1 and 2

3 - Prelimi-
nary Model
Develop-
ment

Summarises four models developed prior to and informing the model presented in Chapter 4.
The models are: (i) a spatially disaggregated version of the lumped Anderies (2005) model; (ii)
a distributed version of the Anderies (2005) model; (iii) a simple lumped non-solute groundater
model; and (iv) a coupled vadose zone-hillslope saturated flow model. Together, they provide
evidence and a justification for the major decisions made regarding the structure of the model in
Chapter 4. The four models are presented as four numerical experiments, with each providing
insight into the necessary structure for a hydrological resilience model. Outcomes include:

1. identification of fundamental catchment dynamics for the emergence of two attractors;

2. identification of the necessary spatial and temporal resolutions for modelling attractors; and

3. development of three techniques for quantifying multiple attractors and resilience using
hydrological models.

2

4 - Model De-
velopment

Details development of an unsaturated zone-Hillslope Boussinesq model used throughout Chap-
ters 5 to 7. Outcomes include:

1. development and justification of a unsaturated zone-hillslope Boussinesq numerical model;
and

2. numerical methods for time-integration and continuation analysis.

2

5 - Model Ex-
ploration I

The unsaturated zone-hillslope Boussinesq model developed in the prior chapter is implemented
for a hypothetical catchment and its behaviour explored for different values of saturated lateral
conductivity and boundary conditions. The methods from Chapter 2 are adopted to identify
attractors and repellors. Outcomes include:

1. theoretical falsification of the assumption of catchments having only one hydrological at-
tractor; and

2. identification of catchment characteristics likely to result in multiple attractors.

1 to 3

6 - Model Ex-
ploration II

Using the parameterised model from the prior chapter, the role of climate variability in causing a
crossing of the repellor is investigated. This effectively investigates the occurrence of each attractor
and compares this estimate of resilience with that from the prior chapter. Outcomes include:

1. understanding of the role of climate variability and the time step size in the emergence of
multiple attractor;

2. advancement of quantitative resilience methods; and

3. probabilistic estimation with time of the crossing of a repellor.

3 and 4

7 - Applica-
tion of Model

The model from Chapter 4 is implemented, numerically calibrated and evaluated for two dryland
catchments from a paired treatment study. Each model is then investigated for multiple attrac-
tors. The implementation was undertaken to provide some assessment of the model and thus
strengthening of findings to question 1. Outcomes include:

1. strengthened plausibility of the model from Chapter 4 and thus strengthening the falsifica-
tion of catchments only having one hydrological attractor; and

2. estimation of multiple attractors within a non-theoretical catchment.

1 and 2

8 - Synthesis
Findings from Chapters 2 to 7 are brought together to address each of the four research questions. 1 to 4
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Chapter 2

Research Approach and Methods

2.1 Introduction

The previous chapter outlined the concept of attractors, multiple attractors and their

investigation within resilience science. These concepts were framed within a hydro-

logical context and then evidence was presented of hydrology implicitly assuming

the existence of only one attractor. Following this, four research questions for the

dissertation were presented. This chapter considers approaches and methods by

which these questions may be addressed. Firstly, a review of ecosystem resilience

research is presented. Secondly, options for the investigative approach are detailed,

considered in the context of the existing hydrological resilience research and then

an approach is proposed. The methods for applying the selected approach are then

considered. Both the existing resilience and hydrological modelling methods are

reviewed and then methods are proposed. Importantly, because of the very mini-

mal existing research into hydrological resilience, this investigation was somewhat

iterative and as such the details of all methods could not be decided a priori. Where

specific methods are required they are detailed in the relevant chapter. The final

section of this chapter summarises the approach and methods and critiques their

potential to address the research questions.

13
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2.2 A Review Ecosystem Resilience Research

The concept of ecological resilience was first proposed by Holling (1973) using theo-

retical ecosystem models. He considered the stability of an ecosystem system when

far from equilibrium and the disturbance required to produce a change to a new

equilibrium. The stability was termed resilience and was quantified as the size

of basin of attraction, which is the stability domain around a stable time invariant

equilibria (point attractors) or stable oscillations (periodic attractors). The size of the

basin of attraction was defined as the state variable distance from the equilibrium to

the threshold. Subsequently to Holling (1973) ecosystem resilience has received con-

siderable attention. Numerous notable reviews (May 1977; Pimm 1984; Schroder et al.

2005) and edited texts (e.g. Gunderson et al. 1995; Gunderson and Holling 2002) have

been published and the discipline has made a significant contribution to ecosystem

management (Scheffer et al. 2001). In the years following Holling (1973) numerous

definitions of ecosystem resilience have emerged. To formalise the nomenclature

Walker et al. (2004) proposed three attributes of ecosystem resilience that determine

the future trajectories of managed ecosystems. These are: resilience, adaptability

and transformability. Considering the more biophysically determined attribute of

resilience, they formalised four properties:

1. Latitude: the maximum deviation from an attractor before crossing a repellor.

The latitude is what is defined within previous definitions as the domain of

attraction or stability domain;

2. Resistance: the ease or difficulty of changing the current location within a

basin of attraction. This is a measure of the strength of the negative feedbacks

within the system but is also a function of time;

3. Precariousness: proximity of the current state of the system to a threshold

into another basin of attraction; and

4. Panarchy: because of cross scale effects, the resilience of a system at a partic-

ular focal scale will depend upon the influences from states and dynamics at
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Figure 2.1: Three-dimensional stability landscape with two basins of attraction
showing, in one basin, the current position of the system (black circle) and three
properties of resilience: L = latitude, R = resistance, Pr = precariousness. Figure
and caption sourced from Walker et al. (2004).

scales above and below it. All else being equal, loss of resilience at a smaller

and more socially manageable scale of organisation will be more resilient than

loss at a larger scale (Walker et al. 2004)

To communicate the concepts Walker et al. (2004) presented the diagram repro-

duced in Figure 2.1. It shows the stability landscape of a two state variable system

(as represented by the horizontal plane) with two basins of attraction. In the lower

right basin the Holling (1973) definition of resilience is defined as the latitude and the

depth of the basin as the resistance. The current state space location of the system is

denoted by the black circle in 2.1 and its proximity to the threshold between basins

of attraction is the precariousness. The fourth property, panarchy, as stated above

considers interactions across scales and could not be represented within Figure 2.1.

While implied by Holling (1973), this framework provides a means to distinguish

between the system state at a given time and its resilience. Lele (1998), in considering

a comparable framework, proposes that resilience be measured as the state space

distance from the centres of the basin of attractor to the threshold and not from the

current state of the system to the threshold. Thus a reduction in the excursion away

from an attractor or a reduction in the disturbing force or the displacement per unit

of disturbance does not constitute an increase in resilience.
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The attributes of adaptability and transformability noted above relate to the

ability for the reshaping of this stability landscape. Like Lele (1998), adaptability

was defined by Walker et al. (2004) as the collective capacity of the human agents

to manage the system’s resilience. Putting this definition into the context of the

stability landscape of Figure 2.1, agents may (i) change the width or depth of a

basin of attraction; (ii) create or eliminate basins of attraction; and or (iii) shift the

current state of the system within the stability landscape. While of questionable

difference to adaptability, transformability was defined as the capacity to create a

fundamentally new system when ecological, economic or social conditions make

the current system untenable.

Despite the framework of Walker et al. (2004) being informative and having

arisen from a considerable body of theoretical research, caution has been urged in

extending the metaphor of Figure 2.1 too far (Batabyal 1998). Considering that if

the bottom of an attractor basin is very flat then the duration required for a system

to reach it may be near infinite, Batabyal (1998) argues that other properties such

as Pimm’s resistance (Pimm 1984), which quantifies resilience as the displacement

per unit disturbance, may be more essential to estimate and monitor. The need for

caution in extending the metaphor too far is also illustrated by numerical modelling

studies investigating: spatial resilience and the impacts of heterogeneity and disper-

sion (D’Odorico et al. 2008, 2007a; van Nes and Scheffer 2005; van de Koppel and Rietkerk

2004); stochastic disturbances resulting in loss and emergence of second attractors

(D’Odorico et al. 2007a, b; Guttal and Jayaprakash 2007); and the time frame of the

ecosystem under consideration (Peterson 1999). Furthermore, considering the dis-

turbance magnitude and frequency is central to concepts of resilience (Holling 1973;

Scheffer et al. 2001), resilience science is vague on what constitutes a disturbance.

To clarify the definition of a disturbance, Lele (1998) notes a perturbation to

be temporary but significant enough disturbance to produce a move from an equi-

libria. Conversely, a permanent perturbation would cause structural change, that

is a change in the stability landscape, and displacement of the equilibria and is

therefore not considered a perturbation. Thus, only forces that are both tempo-
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rary and significant enough to cause a perturbation were defined as a disturbance.

Peterson (1999) extends this definition to perturbations being only those of signifi-

cantly different spatial and temporal scale to the system, thus differentiating it from

variations characteristic of the current state. He also differentiates between exoge-

nous and contagious disturbances, where exogenous disturbances are independent

of the state of the system while contagious disturbances are dependent upon the

state in defining the magnitude and extent of the disturbance. Recently, Guttal and

Jayaprakash (2007) more rigorously differentiated such disturbances as additive and

multiplicative respectively. They demonstrated that multiplicative disturbances can

result in a loss of all alternate attractors, and thus an interaction between the distur-

bance and the system outside the framework and metaphors of Walker et al. (2004).

The importance and minimal attention given to disturbances, despite their pivotal

role within ecosystem resilience, highlights the frequent lack of context within the

concepts. While only implicitly acknowledged within the resilience literature, any

definition of resilience should consider the context. That is, the type of disturbance

W to shift system X from state Y to state Z over a duration t (Carpenter et al. 2001).

The fundamental concepts of resilience are, despite the above deficiencies

and subtleties, an appealing framework for understanding the cumulative im-

pact of disturbances on natural systems and the effects of management actions

in changing vulnerabilities to these disturbances. However, the key concepts have

undergone minimal falsification or direct criticism. In one of the few criticisms,

Hanley (1998) argues, and only to partial success, that the concepts of resilience are

a repackaging of non-linear systems dynamics, feedback effects, policy and market

failures. This is partially true, but the repackaging has proven a useful framework

for both conceptualising and modelling complex natural systems (Scheffer et al.

2001). Resilience concepts have also been criticised for the minimal direct experi-

mental evidence of ecosystems switching to alternate attractors and often relying

upon non-manipulative, indirect methods resulting in inconclusive findings open

to alternative explanations (Schroder et al. 2005). To date many of the findings have

derived from very simple theoretical differential equation models. Most likely,
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this is because of the significant difficulty in undertaking manipulative or observa-

tional in-field experiments of alternate attractors, and particularly so in comparison

to more traditional disturbance-response experiments investigating Pimm’s resis-

tance (Batabyal 1998). Furthermore, the models have often been applied only to

hypothetical cases without application or calibration to real cases, both of which

have been noted as often quite difficult (Cumming et al. 2005). Scheffer and Carpenter

(2003) argue that for the foreseeable future resilience investigations will rely on

numerical models but they do need to comprise of more realistic dynamics and be

better supported by field observations and direct experiments. In the following the

fundamental features and methods of resilience models are reviewed.

2.3 Investigative Approach

The challenge to the assumption of catchments having only one attractor, and the

subsequent exploration of catchment attributes, could be undertaken by way of the

following: (i) direct manipulative field experiments; (ii) field observation of fluxes

or indicators; (iii) statistical analysis of long term time series; and/or (iv) numeri-

cal modelling. While all four methods have been adopted in ecosystem resilience

investigations, their applicability herein depends upon the existing knowledge of

multiple hydrological attractors. This is because methods i and ii, and potentially

iii, require a working hypothesis around which to design the field experiments.

As outlined in Section 2.4.2 below, very little research has to date been undertaken

into catchment scale multiple hydrological attractors. The only notable quantitative

research is a regional scale differential equation hydrological model (Anderies 2005);

however it provides little insight into the key dynamics nor proposes a sufficient

working hypothesis. The conclusions that can be drawn from it suggest: (i) the

number of hydrological attractors is dependent upon the landcover; and (ii) the

time scale over which a change to an alternate basin of attractor occurs is of the

order of multiple decades. Thus, adoption of a field based approach would require

selection of a catchment likely to have multiple attractors and long-term observa-
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tions, assuming the investigation is not using an indicator of an historic attractor

change. Furthermore, if the disturbance inducing a change of attractor is not ap-

plied as part of a direct manipulative experiment, then a field approach would also

be dependent upon there being a sufficient disturbance over the observation period

and the resulting system change being attributable to this disturbance. Considering

the minimal existing working hypothesis, and the time-constraints of the investi-

gation, it is unlikely that a catchment having the potential for multiple attractors

could reliably be identified and observed or manipulated for a sufficient duration

to detect a change of attractors. While numerous catchments could be selected to

increase the probability of identifying one in which a change of attractors occurs,

the problem of the duration of monitoring would remain. Field observations could

alternatively investigate an indicator of an historic change in attractors but again

the existing hypothesis is of insufficient detail for selecting an appropriate indicator.

Because of these challenges to undertaking field investigations, the options

are limited to statistical analysis of time series data and or numerical modelling.

Firstly, time series analysis could be undertaken from observations of the uncon-

fined aquifer head at numerous locations. As the Anderies (2005) model predicts

two attractors of aquifer head, the model could be used to inform the time series

likely to emerge if such an aquifer switched to an alternate attractor. Furthermore,

such analysis could be easily undertaken for numerous sites and, as groundwater

head observations are often of many decades in length, longer time scale dynamics

would be considered. Importantly, detection from the time series of a step change

from, say, a shallow to deep water table would not be sufficient evidence of two

attractors. This is because the change could, and would most likely, be as a result of

a change in the catchment landcover or climate forcing and not as a result of a posi-

tive biophysical feedback. This distinction is important because if not as a result of

a positive feedback then the change would be reversible if the landcover or climate

forcing returned its prior condition. Therefore, detection from time series data of a

step change could only make a notable challenge to the assumption of catchments

having only one attractor if sufficient auxiliary data existed to exclude alternative
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explanations. Furthermore, an understanding of the catchment attributes likely to

result in multiple attractors could only be derived by empirical analysis of many

catchments with and without multiple attractors. Because of these deficiencies,

and not because of the modest number of existing potential methods, time series

analysis was not considered a viable approach for addressing the thesis research

questions.

The only remaining approach to consider is numerical modelling. As dis-

cussed in Section 2.4.1, most quantitative resilience investigations use differential

equations to identify attractors and repellors and to quantify their change with

model parameters. However, these models are often exceedingly simple, spatially

lumped and very rarely implemented or calibrated. If such resilience modelling

techniques were combined with the considerable body of process-based hydrolog-

ical theory, more rigorous and defensible hydrological resilience models could be

developed. Furthermore, the validity of such models could be assessed via imple-

mentation, calibration and evaluation. Undertaking this would also be tractable

considering the widely available catchment spatial and observation data. Unlike

the experimental, field observation and long-term time series analysis approaches,

numerical modelling would facilitate identification of the fundamental biophysi-

cal process for multiple attractors and investigation of scenarios such as differing

landcover or climate forcing. A considerable deficiency from adopting a numerical

modelling approach though is that, if multiple attractors are identified, then the fal-

sification to the assumption of only one hydrological attractor would be significantly

weaker than if from the alternate three approaches. This is because, and in addition

to more detailed calibration issues such as non-uniqueness, over-parameterisation

or conceptualisation errors, any catchment hydrology model remains an open prob-

lem and thus the dynamics and predictions can never be proven, validated or ver-

ified but only falsified (Oreskes et al. 1994). In contrast, the alternative approaches,

if successful, would produce direct evidence and thus a significantly stronger chal-

lenge to the assumption of only one attractor. Despite these deficiencies, numerical

modelling has been adopted as the approach for this thesis. Its implementation is
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detailed in the following section followed by a critique of both the approach and

methods. As noted by Scheffer and Carpenter (2003), field data and experiments are

important, but models remain central to the investigation of multiple attractors.

While the adoption of a numerical modelling approach herein is not ideal, research

into hydrological resilience is in its infancy and the models developed will allow

working hypotheses to be developed to support future applications of the stronger

alternate three approaches.

2.4 Investigative Methods

The investigation into multiple hydrological attractors draws methods and concepts

from both the resilience and hydrologic sciences. In the following sub-section,

resilience science is reviewed and the existing methods outlined. The adopted

resilience methods are then outlined and justified. In Section 2.4.2 the hydrological

resilience literature is reviewed in the context of the preceding review of resilience

science. The hydrological methods and context are then outlined and justified.

2.4.1 Resilience Science Modelling

Review of Existing Research

The vast majority of numerical resilience investigations utilise deterministic non-

spatial differential equation models. A central feature of these models is the in-

clusion of a positive feedback. If the feedback is parameterised to be sufficiently

strong to overcome negative feedbacks then multiple attractors can emerge. Essen-

tially, these are simple models producing complex disturbance-response behaviour

and differ markedly from conventional models that, while often very detailed,

produce near-linear disturbance-response behaviour. Resilience models have been

developed for a wide range of ecosystems and at a wide range of spatial scales.

Examples of such include: boreal forest-spruce budworm dynamics; lake eutroph-

ication and fisheries (Carpenter et al. 1999; Carpenter and Brock 2004; Janssen and

Carpenter 1999; Carpenter and Lathrop 2008); and open grass rangelands switching to
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woody vegetation (Walker et al. 1981; Anderies et al. 2002). Features common to such

models are: the use of non-spatial differential equations comprising of only a few

state-variables; state variables for both temporally slow and fast dynamics; and a

focus on equilibrium behaviour where disturbances are often temporally uniform

and non-stochastic.

The identification of attractors is often undertaken by deriving solutions from

different initial conditions (Scheffer and Carpenter 2003) and if these initial conditions

are within differing basins of attraction, and if the model disturbance is tempo-

rally uniform, then the solutions from each will converge to differing attractors. To

quantify the resilience of each attractor, which is almost exclusively measured by

the latitude, does however require identification of the state space location of the

repellor between the attractors. This can be undertaken by conducting simulations

at various initial conditions in order to search the state-space but it is most often

conducted using equilibrium continuation analysis. This technique, sometimes re-

ferred to as bifurcation analysis, allows quantification of the attractors and repellors

in state-space with a change in small number of parameters, often only one. It is

undertaken by identifying the value of all state variables at which their rate of

change all equal zero, assessing whether these points are stable or unstable, and

then quantifying how these points shift with a change in a model parameter. Often

the model parameter is a management option such as nutrient loading rates to a

lake, fraction of a landscape clear of native vegetation or grazing stocking rates.

As continuation analysis requires first and second derivatives for identifying

equilibria and their stability respectively, the models almost exclusively comprise of

differential equations. If analytical continuation is to be undertaken then the model

must also be sufficiently simple (see Ludwig et al. 1997, for an introduction to such

analytical techniques.). For more complex models iterative numerical methods can

be adopted in which the equilibrium points are traced from an initial approximation

(Dhooge et al. 2003; Kuznetsov 2004). While overlooked in some resilience applica-

tions (e.g. Anderies 2005), adoption of numerical methods requires the model to have

smooth and continuous second order derivatives. If the model includes min, max,
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or if terms then discontinuities emerge and continuation methods become unreli-

able. Continuation analysis also comprises of additional methods for investigating

dynamics other than just equilibriums. Such methods include those for mapping

the parameter-space where the number of attractors change or the type of stabil-

ity changes from equilibrium to cyclical. Numerous other types of continuation

methods exist (Kuznetsov 2004), though resilience investigations have to date been

limited, almost exclusively, to equilibrium continuation.

While continuation methods are very powerful in exploring the dynamics of

differential equations, they do have numerous deficiencies. In the context of re-

silience science they are only able to quantify the resilience as measured by latitude.

Measures such as the resistance or precariousness are not available. With regard to

disturbances, attractors are predominantly quantified for mean disturbance rates,

for example the average nutrient loading to a lake. More advanced continuation

methods do exist for considering stable cyclical disturbance rates, that is limit-

cycle continuation (Kuznetsov 2004). Except of the simplest of models, continuation

analysis cannot incorporate stochastic disturbances and as such provides no in-

sight into the variance of the disturbances. Furthermore, resilience applications of

continuation analysis are very much limited to non-spatial investigations. There

are continuation methods for investigating partial differential equations simulating

spatial processes but these methods have not been adopted in past studies and as

such supporting concepts for spatial resilience are lacking.

Contrary to what the above discussion may suggest, there is not a clear con-

sensus within resilience science on either the measures of resilience or techniques

for quantification. With regard to measures of resilience, alternatives to that dis-

cussed above have emerged which aim to address the asymptotic stability near

to an attractor. These measures accordingly measure the recovery time and are

generally referred to as persistence (Batabyal 2003; Neubert and Caswell 1997). Nu-

merous studies have also investigated coupled biophysical-socioeconomic systems

and have utilised alternatives to deterministic differential equations. Those inves-

tigating management options have commonly adopted deterministic differential
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equations models for the biophysical components but have linked these to non-

spatial multi-agents for the socioeconomic component (Carpenter et al. 1999; Janssen

and Carpenter 1999). Investigations that are more economics focused have adopted

significantly different techniques (Brock 1998; Martin 2004; Perrings 1998; Perrings

and Stern 2000). Perrings and Stern (2000) note two methods for modelling dynamic

joint economic-environmental resilience: (i) as a deterministic non-linear system of

differential equations; and (ii) as a system of unobserved non-stationary stochastic

state variables. They argue that the prior method is applicable only to smaller spa-

tial scales and not to the regional scale as local scale patches may switch state but

a region wide state change is unlikely. Unlike most other estimates of resilience,

Perrings and Stern (2000) consider the duration until a state change and, using an

extended Kalman filter, model the resilience of the economic-environmental system

as an unobserved non-stationary stochastic state variable experiencing two types of

environmental disturbances and a third economic disturbance. Time series analysis

methods have also been proposed and focus on the persistence measure of resilience

(Ives 1995; Ives et al. 2003), though their application seems limited to species compo-

sition data. Despite the above alternative measures and techniques, deterministic

differential equation techniques remain widely adopted. Some of the deficiencies

of these techniques are being addressed, most notably quantification of spatial re-

silience (van Nes and Scheffer 2005; van de Koppel and Rietkerk 2004) and the inclusion

of stochastic disturbances (D’Odorico et al. 2007a, b; Porporato and D’Odorico 2004).

Adopted Methods

The review of resilience science methods in the previous sub-section highlighted

deterministic differential equations as the basis for the majority of quantitative re-

silience investigations. Alternative methods were detailed though these have not

been widely adopted and the range of applications is somewhat limited. For exam-

ple the Kalman filter method of Perrings and Stern (2000) would require estimation

of the as yet unobserved second hydrological attractor and estimation of the state-

space location of the repellor. Considering hydrological resilience is an emerging
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discipline, and that this thesis is focusing on falsification of the assumption of only

one attractor, the techniques of Perrings (1998) and Perrings and Stern (2000) were

considered unlikely to provide a defensible prediction of multiple attractors. In-

stead, adoption of differential equations would allow utilisation of the considerable

hydrological literature using differential equations and the identification of hydro-

logical dynamics potentially driving the emergence of multiple attractors. It also

allows use of well established numerical methods for quantifying attractors and re-

pellors. Because of these considerable advantages, the investigation of hydrological

resilience was therefore undertaken using differential equations.

The identification of attractors and repellors was undertaken using standard

resilience methods plus emerging or new techniques for non-spatially lumped mod-

els and stochastic forcing. Specifically, identification of attractors for a single pa-

rameter set was undertaken, as outlined in Scheffer and Carpenter (2003), by deriving

solutions from multiple different initial conditions. To assess the change in the

attractors with a change in parameters, equilibrium continuation analysis was un-

dertaken. Where the model was too complex for analytical solutions, the numerical

methods of Kuznetsov (2004) and Dhooge et al. (2003) were implemented. Where

the implementation of numerical continuation analysis required finite difference

estimation of the Jacobian matrix (that is ∂
∂βi

( dy
dt

)
where βi is a model parameter, y

is a state variable and t is time) terms such as min, max and if statements would

produce discontinuities and thus spurious gradient estimates. Where such terms

were unavoidable the discontinuities were smoothened by implementation or ex-

tension of methods from Kavetski and Kuczera (2007). As equilibrium continuation

methods are limited to input of constant climate forcing, where necessary, more ad-

vanced numerical continuation methods will be adopted to allow input of seasonal

repeating-cycle climate forcing. Recently, a method has emerged for equilibrium

continuation stochastic under climate forcing (Porporato and D’Odorico 2004). How-

ever, it has been applied only to the simplest of one-dimensional vegetation-soil

moisture equations. Considering the non-linearity of the partial differential equa-

tions (PDE) developed throughout this thesis and the few numerical techniques for
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solving stochastic PDEs, the adoption of such stochastic continuation methods was

considered premature in the study of hydrological attractors. Nevertheless, stochas-

tic forcing was investigated by a method comparable to Guttal and Jayaprakash (2007)

using Monte-Carlo time integration simulations with climate replicates.

2.4.2 Hydrological Resilience Science

Review of Existing Research

Consideration within the hydrological and water resource management literature of

the prevalence, relevance or possibility of multiple attractors or positive feedbacks

has been minimal. The significance to hydrology is well introduced by Dent et al.

(2002). Numerous qualitative examples are presented of riverine geomorphological

and riparian vegetation multiple attractors, their dependency on hydrological pro-

cesses, and the requirement of a positive feedback for their emergence (see Cinquin

and Demongeot 2002, for a critique of this requirement). More recently, van Dijk

(2004) noted the importance of considering multiple attractors in ecohydrology and

Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (2007), in considering outstanding challenges to humid land

ecohydrology, noted an understanding of the resilience and stability of wetland

hydrology as one of nine unresolved issues. In the broader discipline of integrated

assessment modelling, one of the noted future challenges is “how to identify and

represent thresholds where systems may flip from one state to an entirely different

discontinuous state” (Parker et al. 2002). In addition to these reviews, research com-

prises of: qualitative agricultural case studies (Allison 2003; Allison and Hobbs 2004;

Walker et al. 2002); arid-climate one-dimensional soil moisture models of multiple

equilibria, or modes, resulting from assumptions of multi-equilibrium landcover

(e.g. Walker et al. 1981; D’Odorico et al. 2005; van de Koppel and Rietkerk 2004; von Hard-

enberg et al. 2001); rainfall recycling producing multiple soil moisture modes (e.g.

Charney and Stone 1974; D’Odorico and Porporato 2004), and a simple non-biophysical

one-dimensional water table model presenting multiple hydrological attractors (Ri-

dolfi et al. 2006). Although the soil moisture and rainfall recycling investigations
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cited above do explicitly investigate multiple hydrological attractors, they are not

at a scale relevant to water resource management. The rainfall recycling positive

feedback is proposed to operate at the sub-continental scale, while the arid-climate

soil moisture feedback has been investigated only at the sub-plot scale.

The only significant quantitative catchment scale hydrological resilience model

is that of Anderies (2005) and its extension Anderies et al. (2006). The Anderies (2005)

model is an annual time step, salt and water storage, groundwater-vadose zone

lumped model of the Goulburn-Broken catchment (Victoria, Australia). It predicts

the region to have two attractors: a near surface water table and a deep water table.

As a result of widespread clearing of woody vegetation the deep water table attrac-

tor is predicted to have been lost with only the near surface water table attractor

remaining. Anderies (2005) modelled the Goulburn-Broken catchment as two 5,000

km2 lumped regions: one for the lowland regional plains, comprising the Sheppar-

ton Irrigation Region; and the second for the upland region dominated by dryland

grazing and cropping. Each region is characterised by three state variables and

their evolution is defined by a set of ordinary differential equations with Darcy’s

law simulating lateral groundwater flow from the upland to lowland region. Sim-

ulations are at an annual time step and rainfall is parametrically partitioned into

evaporation, runoff, infiltration, transpiration and recharge. The model does not

include a state variable for soil moisture, and thus assumes a negligible annual

change of soil moisture storage. Unlike other models, such as BC2C (Gilfedder et al.

2006), the partitioning is dependent upon the depth to the water table (henceforth

DTWT) and the soil salinity. This is implemented by transpiration being a function

of soil salinity and DTWT.

Equilibrium continuation of the model for the percentage cleared in a single

region identified two attractors. (Anderies 2005). The first has a deep DTWT, high

soil salt store and the second a near zero DTWT, low soil and groundwater salt store.

In both cases the percentage cleared was defined as the percentage area converted

from 100% high density trees to annual pastures. When the percentage cleared

exceeds 15.4%, only the near zero DTWT state remains. The current percentage of
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the catchment cleared is approximately 65% in uplands and 90% in the lowlands

(Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority 2002). According to the model

the catchment is tending towards the near zero DTWT state, resulting in a significant

and long-term increase to the region’s salt exports.

The multiple attractors within Anderies (2005) emerge from a change in rain-

fall partitioning. As the water table becomes shallow both runoff and capillary

discharge of salt to the unsaturated zone increase. The capillary rise increases

the soil salinity, which in turn reduces the vegetation maximum transpiration and

transpiration efficiency (i.e. percentage of the infiltration that is transpired). The

reduced transpiration increases the fraction of infiltration going to recharge and

thus produces an even shallower water table. A positive feedback is thus initiated

whereby the shallower water table and higher soil salinity further reduce transpi-

ration, which increases recharge and causes the water table to further rise and the

transpiration to further decline.

Prior to critiquing Anderies (2005), it is important to be aware that any envi-

ronmental model simulating an open system must be a simplified version of reality

and can never simulate all dynamics of the system at all spatial and temporal scales

(Oreskes et al. 1994). Simulations will always be partial and, as some features must

therefore be omitted, a model must be developed for an intended purpose. While

no universally accepted model typology exists (Mulligan and Wainwright 2004, page

15), the model purpose may be prediction, forecasting, aggregation of knowledge,

testing of hypothesis or exploration of scenarios (Beven 2009; Mulligan and Wain-

wright 2004, pages 11-12 and 19-22 respectively). The Anderies (2005) model was

explicitly developed to explore regional catchment management policy options and

not for testing the hypothesis of multiple attractors or the derivation of predictions

or forecasts. With this in mind, the Anderies (2005) model is critiqued below in the

context of this dissertation, namely falsifying the hypothesis that catchments have

only one attractor.

Potential structural uncertainties within Anderies (2005) may invalidate the

prediction of multiple attractors. A region suffering from landscape salinity rarely, if
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ever, has a near uniform DTWT over its extent. Due mostly to topography, the water

table is shallow at very limited sites, such as alluvial depressions and breaks of slope

(Coram et al. 1998). This is clearly displayed within the Salinity Management Plans

for the region (Salinity Pilot Program Advisory Council 1989). Therefore while such

sites, according to the model, will have crossed over the repellor into the shallow

DTWT state, in practice the vast majority of a region will not have crossed this

repellor and will remain in the basin of attraction for the deeper DTWT. Inclusion

of such heterogeneity may result in a significant change to the critical percentage of

land clearing at which multiple attractor emerge or even eliminate the emergence

of multiple attractors. Inclusion of such spatial heterogeneity has been noted as one

of four outstanding challenges to resilience modelling (Scheffer and Carpenter 2003).

A broader criticism of Anderies (2005), and of almost all existing resilience

models, is the lack of confirmation (that is, in the model predictive assessment se-

mantics of Oreskes et al. 1994) against observations. The model was not numerically

calibrated and model predictions were evaluated only against the average observed

stream flow from three locations for the current land cover of each region. Despite

secondary salinity being a major motivation for development of the model, no as-

sessment was made against observed stream salt loads or water table depths. While

calibration and or confirmation of such a regional and spatially lumped hydrolog-

ical model would be challenging, the significance and novelty of the predicted

multiple hydrological attractors does necessitate such supporting evidence if it is to

challenge the existing, and often very extensively confirmed, hydrological theories

and models of only one attractor.

Adopted Methods

This sub-section details the context for the investigation of hydrological resilience.

It establishes the spatial and temporal scale, landuse, climate and biophysical pro-

cesses to be investigated. Above, the minimal existing hydrological resilience re-

search was outlined. The only notable catchment scale quantitative resilience re-

search, namely Anderies (2005), was also reviewed. While having notable structural
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deficiencies that weaken the validity of the predictions and being at a scale very

difficult to calibrate, it does provide a useful starting point for addressing the the-

sis research questions. Other catchment scale positive hydrological feedbacks and

multiple attractors may exist but the adoption of the Anderies (2005) model provides

an efficient means of challenging the assumption of only one hydrological attractor

as opposed to identifying or proposing new positive feedbacks.

As for Anderies (2005), the context of the investigation was vadose zone-

groundwater interaction where the unconfined aquifer was saline; the vegetation

water usage was water-supply limited; and the time scale was decadal or greater.

Importantly, modifications made to the Anderies (2005) model were not undertaken

simply to make the simulated dynamics more valid. The modifications were un-

dertaken to produce a model, and thus theory, that can be rigorously tested against

catchment observation data. This was essential for the rigorous challenge to the as-

sumption of catchments having only one hydrological attractor. The testing against

observation data was undertaken by numerical calibration and evaluation of the

model and subsequent investigation for multiple attractors. To strengthen the va-

lidity of the calibration, the model was modified under the following modelling

principles: (i) parsimonious structure and minimal parameters; (ii) parameters,

where possible, will be independently observable; and (iii) non-observable param-

eters requiring calibration will be exercised over a wide state variable range. To limit

the number of parameters, the investigation was also be limited to non-irrigated

landuse.

The numerical investigation of multiple hydrological attractors required some-

what of an iterative approach. This is because very little research has been under-

taken to date and numerous questions therefore remain regarding the biophysical

processes leading to multiple attractors, the catchment attributes for such and the

impact of spatial and temporal scales. While Anderies (2005) provides a starting

point for inquiry, the breadth of these open questions provides little constraint or

framework upon which to continue the inquiry and has therefore relied on iterative

investigations.
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2.5 Discussion of Approach and Methods

This chapter presented several options for the investigative approach and methods.

The approach that was adopted throughout is that of numerical modelling. The

adopted methods comprise of those from both resilience science and hydrology.

From resilience science, the modelling is to use deterministic differential equations

and the exploration for multiple attractors is to be undertaken by three meth-

ods, namely: (i) simulations derived from differing initial conditions to identify

attractors for a single parameter set; (ii) equilibrium, and if necessary limit-cycle,

continuation to identify the change in the number and state-space location of attrac-

tors with a change in a single model parameter; and (iii) Monte-Carlo simulations

using climate replicates to identify emergence of attractors under stochastic cli-

mate forcing. Furthermore, the adoption of continuation methods also requires

the differential equations to have a smooth and continuous first and second order

derivatives with respect to the state variables and the continuation model parame-

ter. This was achieved by minimising the use of threshold functions and adopting

threshold smoothing methods where required. From hydrological sciences, the in-

vestigation focused on a catchment scale saline unconfined aquifer at its interaction

with the vadose zone. To omit the requirement for modelling energy balances, and

thus simplify the investigation, the vegetation water use was assumed to be sup-

ply limited. To strengthen the calibration, the model was developed with minimal

parameters which, where possible, were independently observable. Accordingly,

the investigation was limited to catchments of non-irrigated landuse and without

major surface water storages. As stated in the prior section, the investigation began

from an expansion of Anderies (2005) and was somewhat of an iterative process.

Additional detail of the methods and techniques will be presented where required

throughout the dissertation.

The challenge to the assumption of one attractor by means of modelling

entails the considerably broader concepts of falsification of scientific theories and

the validity of numerical modelling. Broadly, the philosophy of science addresses
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such issues though the attention given to numerical modelling is modest and to

resilience modelling is non-existent. In the following, the philosophical issues of

modelling are discussed in order to set the context of the modelling investigations.

However, no attempt is made to contribute to the philosophy of science or its

application to modelling.

The first issue is whether the existing assumption of one attractor can be falsi-

fied. As theories are subject to being falsified upon observation of a single counter

instance (see Klein and Herskovitz 2007, for an accessible discussion), identification of

a single catchment having multiple attractors would require rejection of the theory

of catchments having only one attractor or proposition of an auxiliary condition.

As such the assumption of one attractor is considered to be falsifiable.

The second issue is how the model is to be developed and calibrated and

whether it could be concluded as valid or plausible. Broadly, scientific theory

is proposed to advance, in a somewhat idealised of framework, by a deductive-

nomological method whereby in response to observations a hypothesis is proposed

and then attempted to be falsified by way of prediction. Consideration of such

within a numerical modelling framework has though received little attention and,

while only a partial summation, the existing research comprises of: early philo-

sophical considerations of model validation (McKenney 1967; Naylor and Finger 1967;

Schrank and Holt 1967); more recent and less methodological reviews of such vali-

dation issues (Kleindorfer et al. 1998; Klein and Herskovitz 2007, 2005); philosophical

aspects of mathematical models and laws applied to public policy investigations

(Shrader-Frechette 1989; Morton 1993; Oreskes 2004); the application of the above

mentioned research to the proposal of new scientific frameworks for environmental

modelling (Beven 2002a, b); and the logical impossibility of validating or confirm-

ing environmental models (Oreskes et al. 1994; Oreskes 1998). With respect to model

development, Kleindorfer et al. (1998) proposes that numerical modelling and simula-

tion is undertaken as empirically oriented conventionalism. That is, in modelling a

component of a system, a specific mathematical equation or distribution is adopted

and a decision is made not to further explore the logic of the process any further.
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The adoption is based on an agreement with others that empirically the modelling

of this sub-system has gone far enough. These decisions are then often buttressed

by calibration and evaluation. If there is disagreement with the decisions made then

the relevant component can be modified until agreement is achieved. Clearly, this

framework is Popper-like in that simulation models are viewed as mini-theories to

be falsified and, although it is but one philosophical framework for modelling, it

has been noted by others as the most appropriate for numerical model validation

(Klein and Herskovitz 2005).

Throughout the following two chapters, the challenge to the assumption of

one hydrological attractor was undertaken by modifying hydrological convention-

alism, as in the empirically oriented conventionalism of Kleindorfer et al. (1998), to in-

clude positive hydrological feedbacks and thus the potential for multiple attractors.

The proposed positive feedback, while initiated from Anderies (2005), was founded

upon evidence from direct experiments (that is by empiricism) and structured into a

mathematical equation by additional inference from hydrological principles (that is

by rationalism). However, this framework provides minimal guidance as to which

hydrological processes are to be modelled or omitted and the appropriate spatial

and temporal scales. As discussed on page 30, these decisions where guided not

by an aim to make the simulated hydrological processes more valid, but rather to

produce a model, and thus theory, that could be rigorously tested against catch-

ment observation data by means of numerical calibration and evaluation. This was

essential for the rigorous challenge to the assumption of catchments having only

one hydrological attractor.

As a model is to be used in an attempt to falsify the assumption of one attractor,

the model itself must also undergo some falsification to ensure it is plausible.

To address a common misconception, no environmental model applied outside

a closed laboratory can ever be verified or validated (Oreskes et al. 1994). As all

environmental models are inherently open (because their assumptions, boundary

conditions and parameters are inherently unknown), they can only be evaluated,

and possibly confirmed, but never validated or verified. Considering this, the
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assessment of the models herein adopted a two step process (adapted from the

modelling guidelines of Refsgaard and Henriksen 2004): (i) inspection of modelled

dynamics for agreement with accepted standard hydrological principles; and (ii) if

this inspection was acceptable then the model was evaluated by implementation

and calibration to trial catchments and evaluated using split-sample prediction of

observed data (Klemes 1986). If either were deemed unacceptable then the model

was either revised or rejected. This negative filter for the adequacy of calibration

was adopted because the successful fitting of a model simulation to observation

data provides no indication of the model being correct. Calibration only provides

a means for rejecting or revising models that inadequately simulate observed data.

Therefore, the models developed herein were derived from an iterative process

which ceased at the point when, as noted above, general agreement on the model

plausibility was thought likely and model calibration was acceptable.

The third issue is whether the prediction of a second hydrological attractor

using a calibrated model is of any value or significance. On this matter, the literature

from either philosophy of science or resilience science provides very little guidance.

Assuming a plausible model can be developed and adequately calibrated, there is

the possibility that it will not predict a second attractor or if it does then the model

may be insufficiently plausible to differentiate it from the performance of a model

without a positive feedback. The later problem is effectively an issue of equifinality,

or non-uniqueness, with respect to the model structure. Assuming equifinality is

not an issue and a second attractor is predicted, the strength of the challenge to

the assumption of one attractor will also be dependent upon the uncertainty of

parameters controlling the strength of the positive feedback. Overall, the adoption

of a modelling approach is clearly just a first step in investigating hydrological

attractors. It will though allow development of working hypotheses in future

field observations or experiments of multiple attractors. Over the following two

chapters a series of numerical hydrological models are developed that, while not

aiming to improve hydrological predictions, aims to progress understanding of

whether multiple hydrological attractors could exists and under what conditions.



Chapter 3

Preliminary Explorations of

Hydrological Resilience

3.1 Introduction

The assumption that dryland catchments always have a single hydrological attractor

was detailed in the previous chapter. It also discussed methods for falsification of

this assumption and justified the use of numerical models for the falsification.

Throughout this and the following chapter, four models are sequentially developed

from the assumption that multiple coexistent hydrological attractors do not exist.

The aim is not to prove that multiple attractors exist but rather that minor, defensible

and plausible changes to modelling of groundwater-vadose zone processes can

give rise to multiple attractors. That is, falsifying the assumption that dryland

catchments only have a single hydrologic attractor. For this chapter, a specific aim

was to explore a range of model structures and the impact of model structure on the

emergence of multiple attractors. To achieve this, the investigation starts from the

only existing catchment hydrology resilience model (Anderies 2005) and sequentially

new models are developed and tested to achieve a stronger falsification and to

ascertain the critical dynamics for the emergence of multiple attractors. Although

presented more breifly than in the latter chapters, each model is developed and

discussed in sufficient detail to provide justification for the the major findings of the

35
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chapter. The findings from this chapter provide the basis for the model developed

in Chapter 4.

3.2 Disaggregation of the Anderies (2005) Model

Disaggregation of the Anderies (2005) Model 1 The only existing hydrological re-

silience model is Anderies (2005) and it provided a starting point for the investiga-

tion. Anderies (2005) modelled the entire Goulburn-Broken Catchment Management

Authority region as two lumped 5,000 km2 units. As discussed in Section 2.4.2, it is

an annual time step deterministic model of three state variables: salt storage within

the soil and the unconfined aquifer and aquifer head. Continuation analysis was

undertaken for the percentage of land cleared within one region, when the other

region is not cleared and not irrigated, and predicted two stable states (henceforth

referred to as attractors). The first attractor is of a deep depth to water table (hence-

forth DBNS for depth below natural surface) and high soil salt store and the second

attractor is of near zero DBNS and low soil and groundwater salt store. Above 15.4%

land cleared within the upland region, only the near zero DBNS attractor existed.

The current percentage of the catchment cleared is approximately 65% in uplands

and 90% in the lowlands (Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority 2002).

According to the model the catchment is tending toward the attractor of near zero

DBNS, resulting in a significant and long-term increase in the region’s salt exports.

While the model does have numerous sources of parametric uncertainty, po-

tential structural uncertainties may invalidate the prediction of multiple attractors.

A region suffering from landscape salinity rarely, if ever, has a near uniform DBNS

throughout its extent. Due mainly to topography, the water table is shallow at very

limited sites, such as alluvial depressions and breaks of slope (Coram et al. 1998).

This is clearly displayed within the Salinity Management Plans for the region (Salin-

ity Pilot Program Advisory Council 1989). However, according to the model the entire

1This section was published as Peterson et al. (2005) and is re-printed within Appendix B.
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landscape has crossed the threshold (henceforth referred to as a repellor) to the shal-

low DBNS attractor. In actuality the vast majority of a region is unlikely to have

crossed this repellor and is likely to remain within the deeper DBNS attractor basin.

As such, the critical percentage of land cleared at which only the shallow DBNS

attractor remains may therefore also significantly differ. As discussed in Chapter 2

this omission of spatial detail was considered to be an assumption potentially inval-

idating the conclusion of multiple attractors and warranted further investigation.

The following numerical experiment disaggregates the upper catchment lumped

region of Anderies (2005) into three and four smaller regions to assess if the multiple

attractors still emerge.

3.2.1 Methods

The disaggregation of Anderies (2005) into three and four regions was achieved

by implementing the biophysical processes of one region within MatLab Simulink

and duplicating it for the required total number of lumped regions. Each region

was linked via Darcian saturated lateral flow. The only model structural change

from Anderies (2005) was the expansion of the constant for the cross-sectional area

of saturated groundwater flow to use, as per Darcy’s Law, the saturated thickness.

This was required to ensure that a change in the surface elevation of a disaggregated

region produced an appropriate change in maximum saturated thickness and thus

saturated flow. In order to investigate the impact of increased topographic detail

within the model, the upper elevation region of Anderies (2005) was disaggregated

into two and then three regions. This disaggregation also required modification

to these region’s saturated lateral flow and river-aquifer conductance parameters.

The saturated conductance was parameterised to achieve comparable saturated

flow into the lower region with Anderies (2005). The river-aquifer conductance

was parameterised to achieve comparable baseflow per unit of river length and a

plausibly deep depth to water table for 100% forest cover. All of the parameters

modified from those of Anderies (2005) are detailed in Table 3.1.

Equilibrium continuation was undertaken numerically within MatLab by
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implementation of a Broyden updating Newton-chord pseudo-arc length predictor

corrector algorithm (Kuznetsov 2004). This algorithm traces a line of zero state

variable derivatives as a function of the change in a model parameter, in this case the

percentage area of the upland region cleared of native woody vegetation. To ensure

all zero derivative states are traced, a local minimisation / maximisation recursive

algorithm was developed. Starting from a near maximum DBNS within each region,

the algorithm perturbed the DBNS of each region and obtained a time-integration

steady state solution. The size of the perturbation was increased until a new attractor

was identified. The perturbation algorithm then called itself recursively to locate

other attractors from this new attractor. This algorithm ensured all attractors were

identified for a zero percentage clearing of native vegetation. To again ensure a

valid comparison with Anderies (2005), the continuation analysis was undertaken

so that the fraction of land clearing was applied equally to all disaggregated regions.

Finally, to estimate the stability of each continuation point eigenvalues were derived

from a finite difference estimate of the differential equation’s Jacobian matrix. A

point was identified as an attractor only if all eigenvalues were negative, else it was

identified as a repellor. The continuation results were finally confirmed at critical

points, such as those near a change in the number of attractors, by calculation of

time integration steady state solutions.

3.2.2 Results

Figure 3.1 presents the continuation results for the DBNS state variable. The results

for the two, three and four region models are presented in the left, centre and right

columns respectively. The results for the lowland plains of the Goulburn-Broken

catchment are presented across the top row across all three columns. The most

significant result was that two attractors still emerge when region 2 of Anderies (2005)

(left column) was disaggregated into two and then three regions. Below a critical

fraction of land clearing all three models had a set of attractors clustered at a deep

DBNS and a second set at a very shallow DBNS. The most significant differences

arising from the increased spatial resolution of the 3 and 4-region models was, firstly,
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Table 3.1: Model parameters modified for disaggregation of Anderies (2005) model.

Region Area Elevation Saturated River-Aquifer
No. (km2) (m AHD+) Conductance (m yr−1) Conductance (m yr−1)

Anderies (2005) Model:
1 5,000 100 N/A 42,000
2 5,000 700 536 200

Three-Region Model:
1 5,000 100 N/A 42,000
2.1 2,500 200 1,395 5,000
2.2 2,500 550 865 87

Four-Region Model:
1 5,000 100 N/A 42,000
2.1 2,500 200 1,395 5,000
2.2.1 1,250 400 1,494 92
2.2.2 1,250 550 1,315 43
+ AHD, Australia Height Datum
N/A, not applicable

the more complex group of deep DBNS attractors. The second major difference was

the increased fraction of clearing beyond which only the zero DBNS attractor set

exists. For region 2.2, the maximum critical fraction of clearing increased from

15.8% to 26%. For regions 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the critical fraction of land clearing also

increased to 24% and 43% respectively. However, when the DBNS within each

region was deep, the critical fraction of clearing did decline from 15.8% for the 2

and 3-region models to 11% for the 4-region model.

3.2.3 Discussion and Conclusions

The modest increase in regional topographic detail of Anderies (2005) by disaggre-

gation of the upper catchment region did not eliminate the emergence of multiple

attractors. For example, equilibrium continuation of the 4-region model identified

a deep water table attractor in all regions for zero percentage cleared (black line in

Figure 3.1) and a repellor to a second shallow water table attractor, for region 2.2, at

21 metres. This deep attractor persisted until land clearing exceeded 11%, at which

the deep attractor was lost and only the shallow attractor remained. Continuation

analysis also identified numerous additional attractors of the 4-region model, with

each set of attractors having very contrasting DBNS at a zero percentage clearing.
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While less numerous, such additional sets of attractors emerged for the three region

model and fewer again emerged for the two region model. Thus, disaggregation

resulted in an increase in the number of attractors. Importantly though, many of

these attractors are unlikely to actually occur as they require very heterogeneous

DBNS over the regions. For example, the yellow line attractor of the four region

model is of a DBNS greater than 20 metres in all regions except region 2.2.1, at which

it approaches the land surface. Assuming the crossing to an alternate attractor is

as a result of climatic disturbances, and this disturbance is comparable over the

regions, such a heterogeneous DBNS across the regions is considered unlikely.

Of all the regions, only region one (lower plains region) was not disaggregated

and/or re-parameterised. It therefore provides additional insights to the effects of

disaggregation. Of particular note, the deepest DBNS attractor in the lower plains

was 25 metres deeper once disaggregated (upper red line of region one for the two

and three region models and black line for the four region model). Disaggregation

also resulted in a decline in the resilience of this deep water table attractor, as

measured by the DBNS distance to the repellor (Lele 1998). Further disaggregation

may thus cause region one to cease to have multiple attractors.

Overall, the implementation, of and minor modifications to Anderies (2005),

resulted in equilibrium continuation results very comparable to Anderies (2005).

Both versions of the two region model had two attractors when the percentage of

land clearing was less than approximately 16%, and the only notable difference be-

tween them was the DBNS within region 2 (see Figure 3.1) being 40 metres shallower

though still over 100 meters deep. These findings regarding the disaggregation of

Anderies (2005) suggest further investigation into the effects of disaggregation was

warranted.
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Figure 3.1: Depth to water table continuation results for the disaggregation of the
Anderies (2005) two-region model (left column) into three regions (central column)
and four regions (right column). Note, lines of equal colour over a column of results
correspond to the same set of attractors/repellors. Coloured lines not observable
within a plot, though observable in other regions of a model, are of a near zero
DBNS and are overlain by other near zero DBNS lines.
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3.3 Distribution of the Anderies (2005) Model 2

The disaggregation of the Anderies (2005) model from two lumped regions to three

and four regions found that multiple hydrological attractors did still emerge within

each region. More complex sets of attractors were found to emerge as a result of very

heterogeneous initial conditions but for 0% clearing all regions had two attractors.

Similar to Anderies (2005), as land clearing increased a percentage was reached

where the deep water table attractor no longer emerged and only the shallow

attractor remained. Based on these findings it was felt appropriate to undertake a

more rigorous investigation of whether multiple attractors emerge when catchment

topography is more thoroughly incorporated into the model.

The model was restructured into a distributed model. Being explicitly spa-

tial, additional model processes were required. These included groundwater flow

direction defined by hydraulic gradient, routing of runoff and stream flow through

model cells and modification to the stream-aquifer interaction dynamics. No other

changes were made to the rainfall partitioning or unsaturated zone salt dynamics

of Anderies (2005) and the model still comprised of three state variables at each cell,

namely groundwater head, soil salt store and groundwater salt store.

Implementation of the distributed model to the entire Goulburn-Broken catch-

ment was implausible. For even a relatively coarse discretisation to cells of 1 km2,

implementation to the entire catchment would require 24,316 model cells. Such a

model would also be very difficult to numerically calibrate to the considerable num-

ber of surface and groundwater observations and the identification of fundamental

processes to the emergence of multiple attractors would be opaque. Alternatively,

adoption of larger grid cells would aid calibration but the topography would be

excessively smoothed, resulting in spatially smoothed phreatic surface gradients

and the compromised estimation of saturated lateral fluxes. Considering that the

first thesis research aim was to invalidate the assumption of catchments always hav-

ing only one hydrological attractor, the validity and conclusions from modelling

2This section was partially published as Peterson et al. (2006) and is re-printed within Appendix B.
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the entire Goulburn-Broken catchment by either method would be weak. Addi-

tionally, identification of the catchment attributes likely to cause an invalidation

of the assumption of one attractor (thesis question number three) would be overly

cumbersome. For these reasons, a considerably smaller catchment was sought for

implementation. Overall, this investigation aimed to answer whether multiple at-

tractors still emerge when the Anderies (2005) model is expanded to incorporate

topographic control of hydrological fluxes and implemented to a single catchment.

The criteria for selection of a catchment for model implementation were as

follows:

1. surface and groundwater catchment boundaries coincide;

2. sufficiently small scale to be tractably modelled and calibrated using 1 km2

grid cells;

3. stream and groundwater head observations of sufficient length and frequency

for calibration and split-sample confirmation (Oreskes et al. 1994; Klemes 1986);

4. no major surface water storages;

5. no irrigation in order to allow omission of partitioning parameters for such;

and

6. within the Goulburn-Broken catchment.

Sunday Creek was one of the very few catchment meeting these criteria. It is located

in the south west of the Goulburn-Broken catchment and has an area of 337 km2.

It is of high priority for salinity management (Cheng et al. 2003) and has undergone

considerable prior investigation (Cheng et al. 2003; van Dijk et al. 2004; Sinclair Knight

Merz 2004a). In the following sub-section the distributed model is detailed and the

Sunday Creek catchment, and the model implementation, is detailed further.

3.3.1 Methods

The distribution of the Anderies (2005) model required the simulation of additional

biophysical processes and additional numerical methods for derivation of time
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integration solutions and mass balance error estimation. The following details

the biophysical processes added to the model, the numerical methods and the

implementation to Sunday Creek catchment.

The additional simulated biophysical processes comprised of Darcian two

dimensional lateral groundwater flow; modification of the saturated hydraulic con-

ductivity as the saturated thickness approaches zero in order to elimination the

requirement for a state variable vector for aquifer re-wetting; surface routing of

runoff to stream cells; and stream-aquifer interaction and routing. Table 3.2 further

details these four additional biophysical processes. Additionally, the implemented

surface runoff and streamflow routing required the calculation of the fluxes at each

grid cell to be undertaken in the order of descending cell elevation. The precipita-

tion forcing was also modified to account for spatial variation over the catchment.

The average annual precipitation was input to each cell and a time series of pre-

cipitation for each cell was derived by multiplication of a single input precipitation

time series by the ratio of the cell average to the time series average precipitation.

The distributed model was implemented in C# and The Invisible Modelling

Environment (TIME), a software development framework for creating, testing and

delivering environmental simulation models (Rahman et al. 2003). The TIME frame-

work was adopted as it provided an efficient means of developing the model and

inputing and retrieving spatial data and parameters. Time integration solutions

were obtained using Runge-Kutta 4th-5th order solver (Cash and Karp 1990) with

embedded error estimation and variable step size control as implemented by Press

et al. (1992). The time step was constrained such that the relative error was less than

1E−6 and the absolute annual error for groundwater head was less than 0.1 metres

and for groundwater and soil salt store less than of 10 grams metre−2. Solver per-

formance was assessed by calculation of annual water and salt balance errors. The

error at the end of each annual time step was calculated by summation of the errors

over each sub-annual solver time step. These sub-annual errors were calculated by

the change in each state variable over the sub-annual time step minus the difference

between the input and output fluxes at the end of the sub-annual time step.
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Table 3.2: Summary of biophysical processes added in the distribution of the An-
deries (2005) model.

Biophysical pro-
cess

Details of implementation

Darcian ground-
water flow and
direction.

Unconfined groundwater flow between adjacent model cells was simu-
lated by Darcy’s Law such that the hydraulic gradient was estimated by
finite difference and the branch lateral conductance (saturated thickness
multiplied by the saturated lateral hydraulic conductivity) estimated by
Harbaugh et al. (2000) equation 14.

Aquifer saturated
thickness.

The drying and re-wetting of an aquifer is modelled within ModFlow
(Harbaugh et al. 2000) by the inclusion of an additional state variable for
re-wetting. To overcome the need for this additional state variable within
the Anderies (2005) model, the saturated lateral hydraulic conductivity
was modified to rapidly decline as the saturated thickness approached
zero. The conductivity, ks [L T−1], was thus estimated as ks = ksmax

bτ
bτ+bτk/2

where ksmax [L T−1] is a parameter for the cell saturated hydraulic con-
ductivity when the saturated thickness, b [L], is significantly deeper
than bk/2 [L], which is a parameter for the saturated thickness at which
ks is 50% of ksmax . The rate of decline of ks is defined by the dimensionless
parameter τ.

Surface runoff
routing.

The runoff into each stream cell was estimated by the sum of upstream
runoff. The upstream cells were defined, as per THALES (Grayson et al.
1992), by topographic based runoff pathways. Routing of stream flow
was based only on the mass balance of stream inflow, baseflow fluxes
and runoff. Conventional stream routing methods, such as those based
upon storage and or roughness, would not have been applicable at the
annual time-step of the model. As runoff was not allowed to infiltrate
at down slope cells and stream-aquifer interaction was restricted to
groundwater flow into the stream, the routing of runoffwas not required
to derive model solutions. However its inclusion did allow estimation
of annual streamflow throughout the catchment, and not just at the
catchment outlet as would be available if runoff and streamflow were
simply summed. The utility of such is that the validity of the model
could be more rigorously assessed by an improved understanding of
the simulated catchment processes.

Stream-
groundwater
interaction.

Baseflow at each stream cell was implemented as a ModFlow drain cell
(Harbaugh et al. 2000), that is LCrivbriv (h − hriv) where L [L] is the cell
stream length; Criv [L T−1] is a parameter for the the unit stream length
flow conductance; briv is the saturated thickness defined as difference
between the stream bed elevation and aquifer head, h [L]; and hriv is the
stream stage elevation. As stream stage cannot be plausibly estimated
at an annual time step, hriv was assumed temporally constant. For cells
at which the aquifer head is below the stream bed elevation, baseflow
equalled zero and the stream outflow equalled the stream inflow plus
runoff.
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The distributed Anderies (2005) model was implemented for the Sunday Creek

catchment in the South-West Goulburn, Victoria Australia. The Sunday Creek catch-

ment was selected using the criteria of Section 3.3 and more specifically because:

(i) stream gauge 405212 at the catchment outlet and comprises of both flow and

salinity since 1978; (ii) ten groundwater head observation bores exist at 7 locations

(four bores are in a nest) and are of up to 12 years observation length; and (iii) the

catchment hydrogeology is relatively simple facilitating the modelling as a single

layer aquifer. From van Dijk et al. (2004), the Sunday Creek catchment is 337 km2

(see Figure 3.2(a)) and is a southern tributary to the Goulburn river. Sunday Creek

Catchment is predominately underlain by fractured sedimentary and metamorphic

Silurian-Devonian marine rocks. The rocks are usually only superficially weathered

with the aquifers predominantly in fractures. To the south is also sparsely fractured

but weathered and well-drained Devonian granite. Over the western tributary is

highly weathered and very porous fractured basalt. In the west, and along the two

tributaries, are also small regions of Quaternary to Tertiary weathered sedimentary

rocks and upland alluvium respectively. Landscape salinity has been estimated as

a very high risk (Cheng et al. 2003). The topography is hilly with relatively steep

slopes, elevation is 157 to 780 m AHD and the catchment is approximately 3 km

wide at the outlet. Mean annual rainfall is 656 mm year−1 (from gauge 088033

located immediately south of the catchment outlet), the rainfall-runoff fraction is

0.14, and tree cover is rather high at 42% by area and the landuse is predominately

dryland sheep and cattle grazing. Implementation of the model was undertaken

at a square grid cell resolution of 1,000 metres. Figure 3.2(a) details the catch-

ment boundary, elevation and derived stream course (from the 3-arc-second DEM,

re-sampled to 100 meters, by Sinclair Knight Merz 2006a). Figures 3.2(b) and 3.2(c)

detail the annual average precipitation and the Groundwater Flow System (GFS), to

which the hydrogeological parameters of saturated lateral conductivity and specific

yield are given in Table 3.2(b) (derived from Cheng et al. 2003). Also, Table 3.2(b)

details additional parameters for the hydrogeology, precipitation partitioning and

stream-aquifer interaction. The depth to the aquifer basement was constant at 25
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Figure 3.2: Map of Sunday Creek catchment location, extent, elevation and water
courses.

metres and the partitioning parameters were those of Anderies (2005) for trees (the

implementation assumed 100% tree cover). The stream-aquifer interaction param-

eter for depth to stream bed was derived from field inspects and the conductance

parameter was derived by firstly estimating baseflow, which was achieved using

the single parameter recursive filter of Chapman and Maxwell (1996) and detailed

by Chapman (1999). By re-arranging the river-aquifer interaction equation of Table

3.2 for conductance, and using the estimated annual average baseflow of 29 ML

day−1; assuming baseflow occurs over 35 kilometres within the catchment and the

difference in head between the stream and aquifer is 0.2 metres, the conductance

was estimated at 20.8 m3 m−1 day−1 (rounded to 21 m3 m−1 day−1).

The exploration of multiple attractors was undertaken by conducting simu-
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Table 3.3: Model parameters for distributed Anderies (2005) model implemented for
Sunday Creek catchment.

Climatic Data:

Annual precipitation, P : 0.656 m yr−1

Groundwater Flow System Hydrogeological Parameters:

Local flow systems in weathered granites:
Lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity, ksmax : 0.1 m day−1

Specific yield, f : 0.02
Local flow systems in fractured sedimentary and metamorphic rocks:

Lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity, ksmax : 0.2 m day−1

Specific yield, f : 0.03
Local and intermediate flow systems in weathered fractured sedimentary rocks:

Lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity, ksmax : 0.1 m day−1

Specific yield, f : 0.05
Local flow systems in upland alluvium:

Lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity, ksmax : 10.0 m day−1

Specific yield, f : 0.1
Local flow systems in fractured basalts (Quaternary and Tertiary):

Lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity, ksmax : 0.5 m day−1

Specific yield, f : 0.03

Additional Hydrogeological Parameters:

Depth to aquifer basement, bmax: 25 m
Saturated thickness at which ks = 0.5ksmax , bk/2: 4 m
Rate of decline of ks with saturated thickness, τ: 8
Lower boundary condition as hydraulic gradient: 0.002, 0.001
(at stream outlet cell and the two cells adjacently east-west respectively.)

Precipitation Partitioning Parameters:

Maximum interception, Ecanpoymax : 0.45
Minimum precipitation at which 50% goes to runoff, PQ/2max : 2.1 m
Depth to water table at which runoff 50% the maximum, DQ/2: 0.2 m
Rate of decay of runoffwith depth to water table, α: 8
Transpiration efficiency, Te f f : 0.9
Depth to water table at which runoff 50% the maximum, DT/2: 2 m
Rate of transpiration decay with depth to water table, Tdecay: 2

Stream Parameters:

Stream-aquifer conductance, Criv: 21 m3 m−1 day−1

Depth to stream bed, Driv: 5 m
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lations with initial conditions set to upper and lower extremes. Convergence of the

simulations to differing solutions thus identifies differing equilibriums and there-

fore multiple attractors. Sunday Creek model simulations were conducted using

the initial conditions of Table 3.4, where the salinity concentrations were converted

to units of mass via multiplication by the cell area, saturated thickness or unsat-

urated thickness for the groundwater or soil salt store respectively and, for the

groundwater, the specific yield. For all simulations the landcover was fixed at 100%

tree cover. This was adopted to allow comparison with the results from Section

3.2, which predicted two attractors to always emerge for 100% tree cover. Transient

2,000 year solutions were derived for each initial condition and their resulting final

year depth to water table and salt stores were then compared as evidence for multi-

ple attractors. To ensure that any apparent convergence of the solutions to differing

values was not simply as a result of an insufficient simulation length, time series

of state variables at selected cells were examined. These showed each simulation

to converge to a stable solution after 1,000 years simulation and remain stable the

remaining 1,000 years simulation. The solutions were also checked to ensure they

were not an artefact of inadequate absolute and relative error tolerances; too deep

or shallow initial water table depth; and too low initial salinity of the deep water

table initial conditions. These checks were undertaken by conducting simulations

with the relative and absolute errors reduced by two orders of magnitude; the deep

and shallow water table initial depths modified to 20 and 0.5 metres respectively;

and the deep initial condition salinities increased to 25,000 mg L−1. To investigate

whether attractors emerge at more extreme parameter values, additional simula-

tions were also undertaken for two additional transpiration efficiency parameter

values. The transpiration efficiency parameter, Te f f , defines the maximum fraction

of annual infiltration that can be transpired and was increased and decreased by

10% from 0.9 to 0.99 and 0.81 respectively.
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Table 3.4: Initial conditions for Sunday Creek distributed Anderies (2005) model.
Initial Condition

State Variable Shallow water table Deep water table

Depth to water table (m) 0.05 24
Soil salt storage (mg L−1) 10,000 25
Groundwater salt storage (mg L−1) 25,000 100

3.3.2 Results

Figure 3.3 presents maps of the depth to water table, soil salinity and groundwater

salinity in the final year of simulation for both initial conditions. For the initial

condition of a shallow water table and high soil and groundwater salinity, Figure

3.3(a) shows the water table to converge to a depth of less than 2 metres throughout

much of the catchment, 5 metres along the stream course and approaching 20 metres

at topographic peaks. The groundwater and soil salinity (Figures 3.3(c) and 3.3(e)

respectively) are both below 100 mg L−1 in the southern region and increasing to

above 200 mg L−1 in the central and northern region of the catchment. For the

initial condition of a deep water table and low soil and groundwater salinity, Figure

3.3(b) shows the water table to converge to a depth approximately equal to that for

the shallow initial condition (i.e. Figure 3.3(a)) at high and low surface elevation

cells. Only at mid-elevation cells, that is, those between upper slopes and lower

plains, did the solution from the deep initial water table converge to a differing, and

deeper, water table depth. The soil and groundwater salinity from the deep initial

condition were also nearly equal to that from the shallow initial condition at the

upper slopes and plains but again differ at mid-elevation cells where the salinity of

the deep solution was approximately 200 mg L−1 higher.

Comparing the two initial condition solutions requires an assessment of the

validity of the respective numerical solutions. Figure 3.4 presents time series of

the annual whole of catchment water and salt balance errors. For the shallow

initial condition, the water balance error rapidly stabilises to an error of 0.018 mm

year−1 (Figure 3.4(a)). The salt balance error converges less rapidly to an error
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Figure 3.3: Steady state solutions to the disaggregated Anderies (2005) model for the
two initial conditions (IC) of Table 3.4 and the parameters of Table 3.3. All three
state variables are presented and the salinity storage variables have been converted
from units of mass to concentration.
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of 0.004 g m−2 year−1 (Figure 3.4(c)). For the deep initial condition, the water

balance converges less rapidly than that of the shallow initial condition but also

converges to an error of 0.018 mm year−1 (Figure 3.4(b)). The salt balance error

again also converges rapidly to an error of 0.004 g m−2 year−1 (Figure 3.4(d)). Both

simulations show large initial water balance errors. This was found to be an artefact

of the mid-point numerical integration of fluxes over each sub-annual time step.

Errors from the mid-point method are most pronounced during periods of rapid

change in the fluxes, as occured in the initial years of simulation. Importantly,

when the solver maximum time step was significantly reduced the balance errors

did decline accordingly. Overall, the simulation from each initial condition are

considered to be of acceptable and comparable water and salt balance error and it

is therefore felt valid to compare their results.

As the solutions are valid, the convergence of both solutions to equal val-

ues at upper slope and lowland cells indicates only one attractor exists at such

locations. Conversely, the solutions converge to differing values at mid-slope cells

and thus indicate multiple attractors at such locations. These results differ signif-

icantly from those of Anderies (2005) and the disaggregated Anderies (2005) model

in Section 3.2. Anderies (2005) found that for 100% tree cover in both model re-

gions, both regions have two attractors. One is of a near zero water table depth

and a second is of approximately 30 metres and 145 metres depth at the plains

and upland region respectively. The distribution of the Anderies (2005) model and

implementation to Sunday Creek catchment with 100% tree cover thus suggests

the emergence of multiple hydrological attractors is significantly less extensive and

more spatially heterogeneous than proposed by Anderies (2005). While the two re-

gion lumped Anderies (2005) model could be implemented to Sunday Creek and the

parameters tuned to produced only the shallow attractor, no insight would be given

into the catchment locations most likely to have multiple attractors. Furthermore,

calibration of the lumped model would most likely be compromised because the

over-estimation of the areal extent of two attractors would likely cause changes,

compared to the distributed model, in unsaturated fluxes.
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(b) Water balance error - deep IC.
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(c) Salt mass balance error - shallow IC.
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(d) Salt mass balance error - deep IC.

Figure 3.4: Catchment water and salt mass balance errors for both initial condition
simulations of Figure 3.3.
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In investigating the seemingly conflicting results from the distributed model

with that from the prior lumped models, considerable efforts were made to ascertain

if the conflict was a result of modelling errors, parameter values or the distribution

of the model. Adopting the modelling guidelines and terminology of Refsgaard and

Henriksen (2004), this comprised of model code verification, review of the conceptual

model and review of the model (that is, the implementation for Sunday Creek).

From this no errors were detected. However, it became apparent that the narrow

outlet width of Sunday Creek (relative to the catchment area) was a major limitation

to the deep water table attractor emerging. The narrow width limited the saturated

outflow rate so that it was always less than the total catchment recharge when

the water table is deep. The water table thus cannot achieve an equilibrium with

recharge when deep and rises to the near surface attractor. This consideration of

whole-of-catchment water balance processes enabled the exploration of parameter

sets likely to result in distinct multiple attractors. One such set increased the

saturated lateral outflow by increasing the boundary condition hydraulic gradient,

depth to basement and saturated hydraulic conductivity. Another set reduced the

recharge when the water table was deep. This was achieved by increasing the

transpiration efficiency parameter, Te f f , by 10% from 0.9 to 0.99. The resulting

equilibrium depth to water table from the shallow and deep initial conditions are

shown in Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) respectively. Contrary to that for Te f f of 0.9

(Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b)), the water table for the deep initial condition differs

significantly from that of the shallow initial condition at all locations but those at

or adjacent to stream cells. Increasing Te f f to 0.99 thus increased the area of the

catchment having two attractors though the conflicting result of not all cells having

two attractors did persist. To strengthen these findings, Te f f was also reduced

by 10% to 0.81. The equilibrium water table depths from each initial condition

are shown in Figures 3.5(e) and 3.5(f). Fewer cells are of differing water table

depth than for Te f f of 0.9 and thus decreasing Te f f to 0.81 reduced the area of

the catchment having two attractors. In summary, a deep water table attractor

increasingly emerged as the transpiration efficiency increased. The conflicting
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Table 3.5: Average groundwater recharge for Sunday Creek distributed Anderies
(2005) model at the three values of Te f f .

Recharge (m year−1)

Te f f Shallow initial water table Deep initial water table

0.99 0.159 0.043
0.90 0.169 0.127
0.81 0.179 0.159

result of some locations having only one attractor, despite being of 100% tree cover,

did however persist near independently of the change in transpiration efficiency.

The above consideration of model behaviour from the perspective of a whole-

of-catchment water balance between recharge and lateral saturated outflow allowed

the identification of Te f f as a critical parameter for the emergence of the deep

attractor. It also implied that a decline in recharge with depth to water table is

a critical dynamic for the emergence of multiple water table attractors, a process

not evident from Anderies (2005). To further investigate, Figure 3.6 presents maps

of the groundwater recharge for simulation results of Figure 3.5. For Te f f of 0.99,

the shallow water table attractor (Figure 3.6(a)) has significantly greater recharge

at most locations compared to that of the deep attractor (Figure 3.6(b)). As Te f f

decreases this difference in recharge declines, resulting in the lower prevalence of

the deep water table attractor. The spatially averaged annual average catchment

recharge is also given in Table 3.5. It again shows that as Te f f decreases the recharge

for the deep initial condition solution rises and decreasingly differs from that from

the shallow initial condition. Thus, as suggested by considering the whole-of-

catchment water balance, the deep water table attractor may emerge if recharge is

inversely proportional to the depth to water table.

In the above discussion of Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) it was noted that two

attractors emerge, for Te f f of 0.9, only at mid-slope cells. To further investigate,

Figure 3.7 presents cross sections of the water table elevation at the three values

of Te f f and both initial conditions. All three cross sections show the two initial

condition solutions to concur within the two valleys. They do though clearly differ
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(b) Te f f=0.99 and deep IC.
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(c) Te f f=0.9 and shallow IC.
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(d) Te f f=0.9 and deep IC.
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(e) Te f f=0.81 and shallow IC.
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(f) Te f f=0.81 and deep IC.

Figure 3.5: Steady state depth to water table at the three values of Te f f and the two
initial condition (IC) water table depths.
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(b) Te f f =0.99 and deep IC.
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(c) Te f f =0.9 and shallow IC.
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(d) Te f f =0.9 and deep IC.
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(e) Te f f =0.81 and shallow IC.
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(f) Te f f =0.81 and deep IC.

Figure 3.6: Net groundwater recharge for the three values of Te f f and both initial
conditions (IC).
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at mid-elevation cells and increasingly so as Te f f increases. Further inspection of

these cells also suggests that two attractors most likely exist at cells of both high

topographic gradient and large convex topographic curvature.

3.3.3 Discussion and Conclusions

Anderies (2005), and its expansion in Section 3.2, predicted two hydrological attrac-

tors to exist for 100% tree cover. When the model was distributed and implemented

to the Sunday Creek catchment the emergence of multiple attractors was found to

be significantly more spatially heterogeneous and complex. For 100% tree cover

and the parameters of Anderies (2005), transient solutions of the distributed model

identified only one attractor to emerge at or adjacent to the stream cells and at

topographic peaks. Two attractors emerged only at mid-slope cells. The prevalence

of multiple attractor cells was found to be a function of the groundwater recharge

when the water table is far below the land surface. For example, reducing the

recharge when deep by increasing the transpiration efficiency parameter Te f f by

10% to 0.99 resulted in a significant increase in the prevalence of both attractor (see

Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b)). Conversely, reducing Te f f by 10% to 0.81 resulted in a

decrease in the prevalence of both attractors (see Figures 3.5(e) and 3.5(f)).

The finding that the emergence of both attractors is dependent upon recharge

suggests that they are primarily a function of a simple water balance. Specifically,

the deep water table attractor only exists if, at this depth, lateral saturated ground-

water boundary outflow can be in equilibrium with the groundwater recharge at

this depth. If the lateral outflow is insufficient or the recharge is too high then the

water table will rise to the shallow attractor. Equilibrium at this shallow attractor

is then achieved by the additional saturated outflow to the river and water table

evaporation. Alternatively when the water table is shallow, if the lateral outflow

is higher than the recharge then the water table will lower to the deep attractor.

Both attractors seem to emerge if recharge is high when the water table is shallow

and declines with increased DBNS at a moderate rate. While conceptually useful,
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Figure 3.7: Cross sections of reduced water level elevation, surface and aquifer
basement elevation at three values of Te f f and both initial conditions (IC). Cross
section is from A to B in Figure 3.5(a).
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this simple hypothesis of the catchment as a lumped unit is an over simplifica-

tion when applied to the above distributed model. In Figure 3.7, cross sections of

groundwater elevation illustrate significant spatial heterogeneity where by all three

outcomes can occur within a single cross-section: (i) only the shallow depth water

table attractor; (ii) only the deep water table attractor; or (iii) both the shallow and

deep attractor. For example, when Te f f equals 0.99 Figure 3.7(a) shows: (i) only

the shallow attractor to emerge from both initial conditions at stream cells, which

are at an easting of 2,500,400 and 2,505,400 metres; (ii) only the deep attractor to

emerge from both initial conditions on the eastern slope at approximately 2,508,400

metres; and (iii) both attractors to emerge (i.e. shallow attractor from shallow initial

condition and deep attractor from deep initial condition) on the western slope at

approximately 2,498,400 metres. Interestingly, Figure 3.7 shows that as Te f f declines

(and recharge increases accordingly) the shallow attractor also begins to emerge on

the eastern most slope. While on the western most slope the deep attractor of Figure

3.7(a) rises as Te f f declines so that when it equals 0.81 only the shallow attractor

remains. The cross-sections thus highlight that, while the prevalence of two attrac-

tors emerging can broadly be considered using a simple balance between catchment

recharge and saturated groundwater boundary outflow, significantly more complex

sub-catchment scale processes are influential in the emergence of attractors. Addi-

tional research is required to understand this spatial complexity of attractors but

the cross sections do suggest that the multiple attractors are most likely to occur on

mid-slope, that is the break-of-slope, within a catchment.

While the Sunday Creek distributed model has advanced the understanding

of multiple hydrological attractors, interpretation of its results must be tempered by

it being a preliminary implementation. Deficiencies reside in both the model struc-

ture and its parameterisation. Notable structural weaknesses include the modelling

of stream-groundwater interaction such that flow can only occur from the aquifer

into the stream and the calculation of such assumes a fixed stream head. Compared

to the methods of Rushton and Tomlinson (1979), and its recent discussion by Sopho-

cleous (2002), the adopted method is very simple. Modifying the distributed model
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to allow streamflow into the aquifer is though unlikely to modify the above emer-

gence of multiple attractors. This is because such bi-directional interaction would

act as a negative feedback, encouraging the water table to rise toward the stream

water level elevation when below it and decline when above the stream water level.

At such locations it is therefore unlikely that the simulation of streamflow into the

aquifer would change the emergence of only one attractor nor the emergence of

multiple attractors on the adjacent slopes.

An additional structural weakness is the modelling of the hydrogeology as a

single unconfined layer. In comparison, Cheng et al. (2003) modelled a small sub-

region of Sunday Creek using three layers. The three layers were from 0-20 metres,

20-60 metres and 80 metres to basement with a saturated horizontal conductivity

of 0.3, 0.03 and 0.0001 m day−1 respectively. While the above Sunday Creek model

was parameterised comparable to the upper layer of Cheng et al. (2003), inclusion of

such additional layers may effect the emergence of multiple attractors. To determine

such would though have required significant expansion to the distributed model

and would have complicated the comparison of results with that from Anderies

(2005).

Parametric weaknesses also reside within the model. Specifically, values

for the depth to aquifer basement, the two stream-aquifer parameters and the

partitioning parameters were assigned not from field experiments or numerical

calibration but rather by either informed estimation or adoption from Anderies

(2005). Different parameter sets would most likely change the number and location

of attractors. Overall, considering that the aim of developing the distributed model

was to undertake a more rigorous investigation of whether multiple attractors emerge when

catchment topography is more thoroughly incorporated into the Anderies (2005) model,

and not to undertake a rigorous confirmation of the model via implementation and

split sample calibration, the above mentioned model weaknesses do not invalidate

the findings but highlight challenges in identifying hydrological attractors.
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3.4 Development and Calibration of a Simple Lumped Model

The above distributed Anderies (2005) model, and it’s implementation to the Sunday

Creek catchment, suggested that the emergence of multiple water table elevation

attractors is predominantly dependent upon water balance and not solute balance

processes. Specifically, the deep water table attractor was suggested to only exist

if the groundwater outflow rate at such a depth is greater than or equal to the

net catchment groundwater recharge. The following numerical experiment tests

this hypothesis using a lumped surface-groundwater model without solutes. Un-

like the significantly more complex distributed model, this simple model allowed

mathematically tractable equilibrium and fold point continuation analysis for inves-

tigating the hypothesis that recharge and saturated outflow dictate the emergence

of multiple attractors. The validity of this simple hydrological resilience model was

then assessed by way of implementation and numerical calibration.

The model conceptually comprises of one lumped region to which groundwa-

ter recharge is estimated parametrically as a function of annual rainfall (see Figure

3.8 for a diagram of the conceptual model). Boundary conditions are such that

the upper catchment and aquifer basement are no-flow and the lower catchment

has a general head boundary. A stream exists over a user specified length of the

lumped region and is limited to gaining groundwater. Central to the model, and

the potential for multiple attractors, is the parametric estimate of net recharge as a

function of the depth to water table. Net recharge is the sum of evaporative loss

from the water table and gross recharge. The evaporative loss is defined compa-

rably to the ModFlow ET package (Harbaugh et al. 2000). It approaches zero when

the water table is deep and approaches a climatic maximum when at the surface.

The gross recharge is defined in an unusual way in that it can be parameterised

to increase as the water table approaches the surface. This allowed simulation of

reduced transpiration as a saline water table approaches the surface and the validity

of this assumption is further discussed in Section 4.3. All of these components of the

model were combined into a single differential equation, which was used to (i) in-
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the simple lumped groundwater model. Model parameters
are labelled as bold text. Model fluxes are depicted by thick lines and fluxes assumed
zero are depicted by thick dashed lines.

vestigate fundamental water balance processes resulting in multiple attractors; and

(ii) assess the validity of the model by implementation, calibration and assessment

of the resulting parameters.

3.4.1 Methods

The lumped saturated flow model comprised of a single ordinary differential equa-

tion for the depth to water table, D [L], and equal to the sum of saturated lateral

outflow of groundwater, baseflow losses and recharge. As discussed above, satu-

rated outflow was modelled as a general head boundary to allow flow to and from

the modelled region. The baseflow was modelled by the product of the hydraulic

gradient between the river and aquifer, the rate of conductance and the saturated

thickness to the river bed. When the aquifer head is below the elevation of the river

bed, flow ceases. The sum of these two fluxes minus net recharge give the following

differential equation for D:
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AS
dD
dt
= Groundwater Lateral Outflow + Baseflow − Recharge

= ksatwb
∂h
∂x
+ krivLrivbriv

max (h − hriv, 0)
xriv

− Rnet (3.1)

where A [L2] is a parameter for the modelled catchment area; S is a dimensionless

parameter for the aquifer specific yield; ksat [L T−1] is a parameter for the aquifer

saturated lateral hydraulic conductivity; w [L] is a parameter for the catchment

width at the lower outlet; b [L] is a variable for the saturated thickness of the aquifer;

h [L] is a variable for the elevation of the water table head; x [L] is a parameter for

the horizontal distance between the aquifer head within the modelled region and

that at the outlet; kriv [L T−1] is a parameter for the saturated lateral conductivity

between the river and the aquifer; Lriv [L] is a parameter for the length of the river

within the modelled catchment; hriv [L] is a parameter for the stream bed elevation;

briv [L] is a variable for the saturated thickness between river and aquifer and

equals max (h − hriv, 0); xriv [L] is a parameter for the horizontal distance between

the aquifer head estimate and the river; and Rnet [L T−1] is the net recharge estimated

as recharge to the water table minus evaporation from the water table.

Approximating the partial derivative ∂h
∂x by finite-difference, and then simpli-

fying by replacement of ksatw
x with an aquifer conductance parameter, Caq, and krivbriv

xriv

with a river-aquifer conductance parameter, Criv, gives:

AS
dD
dt
=

ksatw
x

(h − B) (h − ho) +
krivLrivbriv

xriv
max (h − hriv, 0) − Rnet

= Caq (h − B) (h − ho) + CrivLriv max (h − hriv, 0)2 − Rnet (3.2)

where ho [L] is a parameter for the aquifer head elevation at the catchment outlet;

and B [L] is a parameter for the elevation of the aquifer basement. Expanding the

above factorised bracketed terms for h results in:
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AS
dD
dt
= Caq

(
h2 − hoh + Bho − Bh

)
+ CrivLriv max (hriv − h , 0)2 − Rnet (3.3)

Restructuring the datum from head variables h and hriv to depth below surface, D

and Driv, and then simplifying by substituting for constants gives:

AS
dD
dt
=Caq

[
(E −D)2 − ho (E −D) + B (ho − E +D)

]
+ CrivLriv max (h − hriv , 0)2 − Rnet

=Caq
(
D2 + αD + β

)
+ CrivLriv max (Driv −D, 0)2 − Rnet (3.4)

where E [L] is a parameter for the elevation of the land surface; and the model

constants are as follows:

Caq =
ksatw

x

Criv =
kriv

xriv

briv = max (h − hriv, 0)

b = E − B −D

h = E −D

α = ho + B − 2E

β = ho (B − E) + E2 − BE

Net recharge, Rnet, was modelled as recharge minus evaporative loss from

the water table. Evaporation from the water table was simulated to increase as

the water table rises toward the surface. Also, recharge can be parameterised to

increase as the water table approaches the surface. A simple equation capturing

these dynamics is:
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Rnet = Area × (
Gross Recharge −Groundwater Evaporation

)
= A

√max (P − r3, 0)
r1

e−r2D − c1e−c2D

 (3.5)

where P [L T−1] is the annual precipitation; r3 [L T−1] is a parameter for the precip-

itation at which recharge commences; r1 is a dimensionless parameter controlling

the rate at which the maximum recharge increases with precipitation; r2 [L−1] is a

parameter for the decay rate of recharge with increasing water table depth; c1 [L

T−1] is a parameter for the climate limited maximum water table evaporation; and

c2 [L−1] is a parameter for the decay rate of water table evaporation with increasing

water table depth. To illustrate the behaviour of the square-root coefficient Figure

3.9 shows the calculated recharge for a depth to water table of zero metres, at four

values of r1 and for r3 of 250 mm year−1. It shows gross recharge to occur only when

annual precipitation is greater than r3, and above which recharge increase at a lesser

rate than precipitation. It also shows this rate of increase in gross recharge to be

inversely proportional to r1. To illustrate the simulated dependency of recharge on

depth to water table, Figure 3.10 shows the net recharge, gross recharge and evapo-

ration as a function of depth to water table at three values of the exponential decay

parameter, r2. As a result of this recharge decay an equal recharge can occur at two

values of depth to water table. These values of recharge are indicated in Figure 3.10

by the grey rectangles, the range of which increases with r2. The gross recharge

at a DBNS of zero metres is equal across each plot and declines at an increasing

rate as r2 increases. As this exponential decay is defined from a maximum gross

recharge, which occurs when DBNS equals zero, the recharge for when the water

table approaches the basement is unfortunately dependent upon the r2 decay rate.

This is implausible because, as stated above, the decay in recharge is simulated to

occur because of reduced transpiration from a shallow water table intersecting the

root zone. For a water table approaching the basement and far below the root zone,

a change in r2 should theoretically not influence the recharge. This is unfortunately
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Figure 3.9: Gross maximum recharge, as estimated from the square-root term in
equation 3.5, for a depth to water table of zero metres and r3 of 250 mm year−1.
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(b) Unsaturated fluxes for r2 = 0.2
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(c) Unsaturated fluxes for r2 = 0.1

Figure 3.10: Unsaturated fluxes (net recharge, gross recharge, gross evaporation)
at three values of the parameter for the rate of decay of recharge with D, r2. The
grey rectangle defines the range of net recharge in which the same net recharge can
occur at two different depths to water table.

a deficiency of the model and is likely to influence the latter estimation of the deep

attractor.

To complete the differential equation, equation 3.9 is substituted into 3.4 for

Rnet leading to:
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AS
dD
dt
= Caq

(
D2 + αD + β

)
+ CrivLriv max (Driv −D, 0)2 − A

√max (P − r3, 0)
r1

e−r2D − c1e−c2D


(3.6)

The identification of multiple attractors again used equilibrium continuation.

A significant advantage from the simplicity of equation 3.6 is the ability to undertake

equilibrium continuation by derivation of an analytical explicit equation rather

than by use of significantly more complex numerical methods. The analytical

equilibrium continuation equation was derived for the parameter Caq by, as detailed

below, letting dD
dt = 0 and rearranging to an explicit equation for Caq. To quantify the

state-space location of attractors and the repellor against Caq, values for the depth

to water table, D, from zero to the depth to the aquifer basement were input and

the corresponding value of Caq was calculated. The equilibrium continuation plot

was then produced by plotting Caq on the x-axis against D on the y-axis. This was

undertaken for the three net recharge parameter sets of Figure 3.10.

0 =Caq
(
D2 + αD + β

)
+ CrivLriv max (Driv −D, 0)2

+ A

√max (P − r3, 0)
r1

e−r2D − c1e−c2D


Caq = −

CrivLriv max (Driv −D, 0) + A
(√

max(P−r3,0)
r1

e−r2D − c1e−c2D
)

D2 + αD + β
(3.7)

The stability of each equilibrium continuation point from equation 3.6 was

determined by its eigenvalue such that negative real eigenvalues are point attractors

and positive real values are point repellors. The simplicity of the equation again

makes calculation of the eigenvalue straightforward and is detailed below:

d
dD

(
AS

dD
dt

)
= Caq (2D + α) − 2CrivLriv max (Driv −D, 0)+

A

−r2

√
max (P − r3, 0)

r1
e−r2D + c2c1e−c2D

 (3.8)
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Points at which the eigenvalue equals zero denote a bifurcation point. In

this investigation they denote a change in the number of attractors with a change

in Caq and are called fold points. Equilibrium continuation using equation 3.7 (see

Figure 3.11) results in two fold points, each of a different value of Caq. Fold-

point continuation allows the mapping, in 2-parameter space, of the region of one

and two attractors (Kuznetsov 2004). For this investigation it was used to aid the

understanding of the interaction between recharge and aquifer lateral discharge on

the emergence of one and two attractors. Specifically, the parameters investigated

were that for the decay of recharge with depth, r2, and aquifer conductance, Caq.

The fold-point continuation was undertaken by, firstly, equating the right-hand side

of equation 3.8 to zero and rearranging to an explicit equation for Caq:

Caq =
2CrivLriv max (Driv −D, 0) − A

(
−r2

√
max(P−r3,0)

r1
e−r2D + c2c1e−c2D

)
2D + α

(3.9)

As fold-points are also at an equilibrium, that is dD
dt = 0, the prior equation was

equated to equation 3.7:

−
CrivLriv max (Driv −D, 0)2 + A

(√
max(P−r3,0)

r1
e−r2D − c1e−c2D

)
D2 + αD + β

= −
−2CrivLriv max (Driv −D, 0) + A

(
−r2

√
max(P−r3,0)

r1
e−r2D + c2c1e−c2D

)
2D + α

(3.10)

Rearranging the right-hand to a simpler form:

CrivLriv max (Driv −D, 0)2 + A

√max (P − r3, 0)
r1

e−r2D − c1e−c2D


=

−2CrivLriv max (Driv −D, 0) + A

−r2

√
max (P − r3, 0)

r1
e−r2D + c2c1e−c2D


D2 + αD + β

2D + α
(3.11)
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Substituting constants for fixed terms and rearranging to simplify:

Γ3 + A

√
P − r3

r1
e−r2D =

Γ2 − Ar2

√
max (P − r3, 0)

r1
e−r2D

 Γ1√
max (P − r3, 0)

r1
e−r2D (1 + Γ1r2) = Γ1Γ2 − Γ3

e−r2D (1 + Γ1r2) =
Γ1Γ2 − Γ3√

max(P−r3,0)
r1

e−r2D (1 + r2Γ1) = Γ4 (3.12)

where:

Γ1 =
D2 + αD + β

2D + α

Γ2 = CrivLriv max (Driv −D, 0)2 − Ac1e−c2D

Γ3 = −2CrivLriv max (Driv −D, 0) + c2c1e−c2D

Γ4 =
Γ1Γ2 − Γ3√

max(P−r3,0)
r1

Equation 3.12 cannot be rearranged to an explicit equation for r2. An explicit

equation can though be derived by rearranging to the Lambert W Function form of

x =WeW and solving for W. For Equation 3.12 this is achieved by first multiplying

both sides by − D
Γ1

e−
D
Γ1 :

−Γ4D = (−r2DΓ1 −D) e−r2D

−Γ4D
Γ1
=
−r2DΓ1 −D

Γ1
e−r2D

−Γ4D
Γ1

e
−D
Γ1 =
−r2DΓ1 −D

Γ1
e−r2De

−D
Γ1 (3.13)

Simplifying the two right-hand side exponential terms of equation 3.13 results in

an equation of the form x =WeW, where W = −r2DΓ1−D
Γ1

:

−Γ4D
Γ1

e
−D
Γ1 =

−r2DΓ1 −D
Γ1

e
−r2DΓ1−D
Γ1 (3.14)
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Using the special mathematical function Lambert W, a numerical estimate for W at

x, which equals −Γ4D
Γ1

e
−D
Γ1 , can be derived and equated to the explicit equation for W,

namely −r2DΓ1−D
Γ1

. Rearranging this gives an explicit equation for r2:

−r2DΓ1 −D
Γ1

=W
(
−Γ4D
Γ1

e
−D
Γ1

)
(3.15)

r2 = −
W

(
−DΓ4
Γ1

e−
D
Γ1

)
Γ1 +D

DΓ1
(3.16)

Fold-point continuation was undertaken by substituting into equation 3.16

values for D from zero to the depth to the aquifer basement and calculation of the

corresponding value of r2. Next, these values of D and r2 were substituted into

equation 3.9 to obtain Caq. Together, these values of Caq and r2 denote the parameter

space of two attractors.

The validity of the lumped model (equation 3.6) was assessed via implemen-

tation and numerical calibration for the Hughes Creek catchment in the South-West

Goulburn, Victoria Australia, rather than for Sunday Creek. The Hughes Creek

catchment was selected for the trial because: (i) the catchment outlet width is con-

siderably wider than that of Sunday Creek above and thus less is likely to constrain

the emergence of multiple attractors; (ii) precipitation and potential evaporation is

near equal to that of Sunday Creek; (iii) the stream and groundwater data is of a

sufficient length to undertake calibration; (iv) the near-surface geology is relatively

homogeneous and without major faults; and (v) irrigated landuse is not undertaken

within the catchment. From van Dijk et al. (2004), the Hughes Creek catchment is

471 km2 and forms an eastern extension of the South-West Goulburn catchment.

Hughes Creek Catchment is predominately underlain by weathered sparsely frac-

tured but well-drained Devonian granites and, on the western edge, by a small

region of Silurian-Devonian fractured sedimentary rocks. The region of granites

is 20 to 30 metres thick and weathered into coarse quartz sand or gravel in a silty

clay matrix. An unconfined local-scale aquifer exists within this matrix and its

saturated lateral conductivity has been estimated at less than 1 metre day−1 and of
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Table 3.6: Model parameters for the simple lumped model implemented for Hughes
Creek catchment. ∗ from van Dijk et al. (2004) and + from GIS analysis of a 9 second
digital elevation model.

Calibration Limits

Parameter Name Estimate Lower Upper

Conductance for lateral groundwater flow, Caq (m year−1)∗ 182.5 1 1E3, 1E4, 1E5

Conductance for river-groundwater flow, Criv (m year−1)∗ 310 10 1000
Specific yield of aquifer, S ∗ 0.015 0.005 0.05
Boundary water table head, ho (m AHD) + 164 150 165
Depth to river bed, Driv (m) 3 - -
Length of river , Lriv (m)+ 38000 - -
Land surface elevation, E (m AHD)+ 203.78 - -
Aquifer basement elevation, B (m AHD)∗ 183.78 - -
Surface area, A (m2)∗ 471E6 - -
Maximum recharge scalar, r1 0.5 0.01 2
Rate of decay of recharge with D, r2 (m−1) 0.2 0.05 0.5
Rainfall loss, r3 (m year−1) 0.25 0.05 0.5
Maximum evaporation, c1 (m year−1) 0.9 0.1 1.0
Rate of increase of evaporation with D, c2 (m−1) 2.0 1 6

a specific yield of 0.05 to 0.2. Groundwater is relatively fresh, typically 300 µS cm−1,

and occasionally up to 3000 µS cm−1. Landscape salinity is not extensive and the

catchment has been rated as low salinity risk (Cheng et al. 2003). The topography

is hilly with relatively steep slopes in places, elevation is 164 to 682 m AHD and

the catchment is approximately 10 km wide at the outlet. Mean annual rainfall is

841 mm year−1, the rainfall-runoff fraction is 0.2, tree cover is rather low at 24%

by area and the landuse is predominately dryland sheep and cattle grazing. The

catchment data consists of monthly groundwater levels from numerous bores and

an instantaneous stream flow gauge at the outlet (405228) extending from 1958 to

the present. Bore 9008 was selected for use in calibration as it is at a well positioned

site near the centre of the catchment; data is available from 1983; and being of 15.6

metres depth is appropriate for monitoring the water table. Table 3.6 shows initial

estimates for the model parameters. Those parameters denoted by ∗ were obtained

from van Dijk et al. (2004) and those denoted by + from GIS analysis of a 3-arc-second

DEM, re-sampled to 100 meters, and developed by Sinclair Knight Merz (2006a). The

remaining parameters, which predominately are for net recharge, were taken from

those of Figure 3.10(b).
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Transient solutions for the parameterised model were derived using numeri-

cal methods. For each annual time-step, the first order implicit-Euler method was

used to obtain an initial estimate. This was then input to a safe-Newton’s method,

in which iterations bounded by brackets of opposite sign of the error were under-

taken until a solution of absolute error less than 1E−6 metres was achieved (Press

et al. 2007; Kavetski et al. 2006a).

The validity of the model was assessed by calibration and assessment of the

plausibility of parameter values compared to published estimates. Calibration was

undertaken using the shuffled complex evolution numerical algorithm (Duan et al.

1992). It was adopted over gradient based techniques as the discontinuity from

the max function within the model is likely to produce discontinuities within the

response surface (Kavetski and Kuczera 2007) and thus render it an inappropriate

method. The objective function comprised of the sum of square of errors for both

the depth to water table and unit baseflow, which was integrated over each year.

To eliminate a non-equal weighting that would otherwise result from the depth

to water table being of an order of magnitude larger numerical value, both were

also normalised by divided by their respective observed mean. As the modelled

baseflow is estimated at time t, rather than the sum of baseflow throughout the

preceding year, the objective function included a trapezoidal integration estimate

for the annual modelled baseflow. Specifically, the objective function was as follows:

χ2 =
1

2n

2003∑
t=1984


{

Dobst −Dmodelt

Dobs

}2

+

Qobst −
Qmodelt−1+Qmodelt

2

Qobs


2 (3.17)

The model time step was structured such that the estimate for a given year

corresponded to the DBNS at the end this year. Accordingly, the observed DBNS

was that for December and the rainfall and baseflow was that for the preceding year.

The observed baseflow was estimated using the single parameter recursive filter of

Chapman and Maxwell (1996) and detailed by Chapman (1999). It is was adopted

over techniques, such as Lyne and Hollick algorithm (Nathan and McMahon 1990),

because the recession parameter can be calibrated to recession limbs without failure
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of the method (Chapman 1999). The Chapman and Maxwell (1996) recursive filter was

calibrated by, firstly, identification of recession curves without recent preceding

events and without rainfall during the recession. Over the 48 years of records 65

such recession curves were identified. Using a split sample technique (Klemes 1986)

the recursive filter was calibrated to years 1970-2000 and evaluated against the

remaining 18 years. The mean-square error for the calibration and evaluation was

161 and 101 ML2 day−1. Calibration of the lumped differential equation model was

undertaken over years 1983 to 2003 with the DBNS for year 1983 providing the initial

condition of 0.76 metres. The calibration was undertaken for all parameters except

those for the catchment geometry. To investigate the dependency of the parameter

limits on the estimated parameters, the calibration was repeated for three limits to

the saturated groundwater conductivity parameter Caq. Finally, the initial guess for

the calibration parameters was that of Table 3.6.

3.4.2 Results

Figures 3.11(a) to 3.11(c) present the water table continuation results for the three

r2 parameter values in Figure 3.10. Figure 3.11(b) is that for the best estimate of

the parameters (see Table 3.6) and Figures 3.11(a) and 3.11(c) are for an increased

and reduced gross recharge decay rate with DBNS respectively. These three figures

provide insight into the dependency two attractors emerging on the groundwater

outflow rate and recharge. Figure 3.11(b) shows two attractors emerge when Caq is

between 6,285 and 12,700 m year−1. Above 6,285 and below 12,700 only the shallow

attractor and deep attractor exist respectively. Figure 3.11(a) shows that increasing

the rate of gross recharge decay, r2, from 0.2 to 0.5 m−1 significantly reduces the

Caq extent and location over which two attractors exists to between 46 and 3,650 m

year−1. Figure 3.11(c) shows that reducing the rate of gross recharge decay, r2, from

0.5 to 0.1 m−1 almost eliminates the emergence of two attractors such that the range

of Caq having two attractors reduces to only between 18,780 and 18,790 m year−1.

To explore the interaction with net recharge, recharge was calculated at each

point on the depth to water table continuation curves and is presented in Figures
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(a) DBNS for r2 = 0.5 m−1
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(b) DBNS for r2 = 0.2 m−1
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(c) DBNS for r2 = 0.1 m−1
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(d) Net recharge for r2 = 0.5 m−1
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(e) Net recharge for r2 = 0.2 m−1
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(f) Net recharge for r2 = 0.1 m−1

Figure 3.11: Equilibrium continuation results for depth to water table against the
aquifer conductance parameter, Caq (see equation 3.7). The attractor and repellor
are denoted by the solid and dashed lines respectively. Fold points are denoted by
black circles. The net recharge at the equilibrium water table is also presented in
Figures (d) to (f).

3.11(d) to 3.11(f). Within each figure, the high recharge attractor corresponds to

the shallow water table attractor and the low recharge attractor to the deep water

table attractor. When Caq approaches zero, the depth to water table of the shallow

attractor is approximately equal across the three values of r2. However, the net

recharge does increase significantly as r2 declines. As Caq increases from zero, the

water table lowers and recharge declines for all three values of r2. This is as a result

of the DBNS always being deeper than the turning-point of maximum recharge
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shown in Figure 3.10. Interestingly it indicates that only the decline in recharge

with DBNS is the critical dynamic for multiple attractors to emerge and not the

prior mentioned turning-point nor the potential for two values of DBNS able to

have equal recharge. Thus, the gross recharge exponential equation (see Figure

3.10) is the key factor allowing multiple attractors. The evaporation exponential

equation appears to only ensure the water table is below the land surface. For a

given value of Caq, a deep water table attractor will exist only if the recharge declines

rapidly enough from its shallow value so that there exists a deeper water table of

equal saturated outflow rate, which itself declines with water table elevation. The

more rapid the decline in recharge, the shallower the deep attractor. Finally, the

location of the Caq upper limit of the shallow attractor, while somewhat influenced

by r2, is very dependent on the magnitude of net recharge. Increased shallow water

table net recharge shifts the region of two attractors to higher values of Caq.

Figure 3.12 presents the fold-point continuation results for Caq against r2

repeated at three values of the maximum recharge scalar parameter, r1. It shows

the parameter space over which two attractors emerge. The black circles in Figure

3.12(b) denote the fold-points identified in Figure 3.11. It shows that two attractors

can only exist if r2 is greater than 0.1 m−1. However, the emergence of two attractors

when r2 is greater than 0.1 m−1 is very dependent upon the groundwater outflow

rate and recharge decay rate. Figure 3.12(b) delineates three regions of the Caq

and r2 parameter space where: (i) only the shallow attractor emerges; (ii) only

the deep attractor emerges; and (iii) both the shallow and deep attractors emerge.

Considering the shallow attractor only region, it exists because the recharge for

when the water table is deep is always greater than the saturated outflow rate and

thus a deep water table rises from any depth to the shallow attractor. Considering

the deep attractor only region, it exists because the recharge for when the water table

is shallow is always less than the saturated outflow rate and thus a shallow water

table lowers to the deep attractor. Considering the two attractor region, the shallow

attractor emerges when the net recharge for a shallow water table is not exceed

by the saturated outflow rate. If in this case the recharge decay rate and aquifer
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(a) Fold point continuation for half the
maximum recharge (r1 = 2.0)
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(b) Fold point continuation for a maxi-
mum recharge of 34.4 mm yr−1 (r1 = 0.5)
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(c) Fold point continuation for double
the maximum recharge (r1 = 0.125)

Figure 3.12: Fold-point continuation results for the aquifer conductance parameter,
Caq, and the parameter for the recharge decay rate with D, r2, and repeated at
three values of r1. The grey region in each identifies the parameter space with
two attractors. The black circles of (b) identify the parameter space location of the
fold points identified in Figure 3.11. The dotted vertical line of (b) delineates three
additional parameter regions such that (i) above the grey region and to the right of
the dotted line only the deep attractor exists; (ii) below and to the right of the line
only the shallow attractor exists; and (iii) to the left of the line only one attractor
exists for all values of Caq and it forms a continuum from shallow to deep DBNS as
Caq increases.

conductance are both sufficiently large, then the recharge for a deep water table can

also equal the saturated outflow rate and thus the deep attractor also emerges. The

two additional sub-figures investigate a change in r1 such that the gross maximum

recharge is halved (Figure 3.12(a)) and doubled (Figure 3.12(c)) compared to that of

Figure 3.12(b). It shows that, for a give value of r2, increasing the gross maximum

recharge increases the Caq extent of two attractors. This is predominantly because

the increased shallow water table recharge allows the shallow attractor to persist for

higher values of Caq. As a final point to the continuation analysis, the significance

of the river-aquifer component of equation 3.6 to the emergence of two attractors
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ble for Caq ≤ 1,000 m yr−1
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(b) Depth to water table for Caq ≤
10,000 m yr−1
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(c) Depth to water table for Caq ≤
100,000 m yr−1
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(d) Baseflow for Caq ≤ 1,000 m yr−1
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(e) Baseflow for Caq ≤ 10,000 m yr−1
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(f) Baseflow for Caq ≤ 100,000 m
yr−1

Figure 3.13: Lumped model calibration results repeated for three upper limits to
the saturated conductance parameter, Caq. The parameter limits were 1,000 (left
column), 10,000 (centre column) and 100,000 (right column) m yr−1 and the χ2

objective function values achieved were 0.1880, 0.1786 and 0.1295 respectively. The
annual precipitation is presented in (a).

was also investigated by setting the river-aquifer conductance, Criv, to zero. This

produced a nearly imperceptible change to all three fold-point continuation results

but did raise the shallow attractor water table by 0.3 metres (at Caq of 10,000 m

year−1).

The calibration results from implementation to Hughes Creek are presented

in Figure 3.13 as time series of observed and modelled depth to water table and

baseflow. The resulting model parameters are given in Table 3.7. Figure 3.13 shows
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Table 3.7: Calibrated model parameters and χ2 for the lumped model implemented
for Hughes Creek catchment.

Calibrated Parameters
for Three Limits to Caq

Parameter Name Initial Estimate 1E3 1E4 1E5

Objective function value, χ2 1.461 0.1880 0.1786 0.1295

Conductance for lateral groundwater flow, Caq (m year−1) 182.5 1E3 1E4 51905
Conductance for river-groundwater flow, Criv (m year−1) 310 202 195 182
Specific yield of aquifer, S 0.015 0.05 0.05 0.05
Boundary water table head, ho (m AHD) 164 150 150 150
Depth to river level, Driv (m) 3 - - -
Length of river , Lriv (m) 38000 - - -
Land surface elevation, E (m AHD) 203.78 - - -
Aquifer basement elevation, B (m AHD) 183.78 - - -
Surface area, A (m2) 471E6 - - -
Maximum recharge scalar, r1 (m year−1) 0.5 0.0273 0.0194 0.01
Rate of decay of recharge with D, r2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5
Rainfall loss, r3 (m year−1) 0.25 0.489 0.466 0.05
Maximum evaporation, c1 (m year−1) 0.9 0.1 0.102 0.534
Rate of increase of evaporation with D, c2 2.0 6 6 6

Table 3.8: Calibration estimates of recharge and saturated lateral hydraulic conduc-
tivity, ks.

Calibration Upper Limit to Caq

Parameter Name 1E3 1E4 1E5

Net Recharge, R, for annual precipitation of 0.841 m yr−1 (m yr−1)
at 1 m DBNS 0.069 0.084 0.17
at 2 m DBNS 0.042 0.051 0.10

Net Recharge as percentage of annual average precipitation
at 1 m DBNS 8.1% 10.0% 20.1%
at 2 m DBNS 5.0% 6.1% 12.3%

Estimated saturated lateral conductivity, ks (m yr−1)
ks 5,850 58,500 303,644

that as the upper limit to Caq increases the overall calibration and error bias improve.

This is most notable for the DBNS. Accordingly the χ2 error improves from 1.461

for Caq ≤ 1E3 m year−1 to 0.1295 for Caq ≤ 1E5 m year−1 (see Table 3.7). Importantly

though, the calibrated parameters are repeatedly constrained by the calibration

limits given in Table 3.6. The most significant of these constrained parameters are the

boundary water table head, ho, at the lower limit of 150 metres AHD and the aquifer
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conductance, Caq at the upper limit for all but the least constrained calibration trial.

Combined, these two parameters result in a maximisation of the groundwater

outflow. To aid the assessment of the calibrated models, Table 3.8 summarises

the net annual recharge at one and two metres DBNS (which is approximately the

median and maximum observed depth) and saturated hydraulic conductivity, ks,

derived from the saturated lateral conductance, Caq. In calculating ks the width at the

outlet, w, was estimated at 2000 metres and the distance between the groundwater

observation and the outlet, ∆x, at 11,700 metres. Both were estimated from analysis

of a 3-arc-second DEM developed by Sinclair Knight Merz (2006a) and the location of

the groundwater observation bores. In the following the validity of these estimates

is discussed.

3.4.3 Discussion and Conclusions

The two prior resilience models presented in this chapter predicted multiple hydro-

logical attractors to exist within the Goulburn catchment but provided little insight

into the dominant hydrological dynamics nor a tractable means to identify them.

The only insight provided was from the distributed model of Section 3.3. It sug-

gested that the emergence of multiple hydrological attractors was highly dependent

upon water fluxes and that multiple attractors could be simulated without state vari-

ables for solutes. To investigate this and the dominant fluxes, this section presented

a single differential equation model for depth to water table only. Specifically, it

was used to investigate the simulation of multiple attractors without solutes and to

assess the hypothesis arising from the distributed model that the emergence of mul-

tiple attractors is predominately a function of simple water balance changes related

to hydraulic state, namely between recharge and saturated lateral groundwater out-

flow. This was undertaken by analytical equilibrium and fold-point continuation

for the aquifer conductance parameter, Caq, and the recharge parameters r1 and r2,

which are for the scaling of recharge with increased precipitation and the decay of

recharge with DBNS respectively. Because of it’s exceptionally tractable form for

exploration of multiple attractors, the validity of the model was also assessed via
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numerical calibration to the Hughes Creek catchment to assess if the model should

be further investigated.

The investigation into aquifer lateral fluxes and recharge identified key water

balance processes driving the emergence of multiple attractors. The fold-point

continuation identified four parameter space regions of different attractors. It was

found that when the recharge is near constant with DBNS, that is r2 is less than 0.1

m−1, only one attractor emerged for any rate of aquifer conductance, Caq. The water

table declined smoothly with increasing Caq such that it behaved very similarly

to traditional single attractor groundwater models. When recharge did decline

sufficiently with DBNS, that is r2 was greater than 0.1 m−1, the additional three

parameter regions arose, where: (i) only the shallow attractor emerged; (ii) only

the deep attractor emerged; and (iii) both the shallow and deep attractors emerged.

The location and extent of these three regions was found to be very dependent upon

the aquifer conductance parameter, and to a lesser extent on the scaling of recharge

parameter, r1. The shallow attractor only region existed when saturated outflow

rate was less than the recharge for when the water table is deep. As a consequence

a deep water table rises from any depth to the shallow attractor. The deep attractor

only region existed when the saturated outflow rate was greater than the recharge

for when the water table is shallow. As a consequence a shallow water table lowers

to the deep attractor. In the two attractor region, the shallow attractor emerged

when the saturated outflow rate was less than or equal to the net recharge for a

shallow water table. When the recharge decay rate and aquifer conductance were

both sufficiently large, then the recharge for a deep water table also equalled the

saturated outflow rate and thus the deep attractor also emerged. Importantly, these

results illustrate that while a decay in recharge with DBNS is required for multiple

attractors to have the potential to exist, their actual emergence is dependent upon

the aquifer conductance. This insight was achieved by aggregating the Anderies

(2005) model processes for soil salinity and soil water-logging into a simpler model

that transparently illustrated these key biophysical dynamics and, because of the

fewer parameters and simpler structure, facilitated their tractable exploration.
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While these insights into the emergence of multiple hydrological attractors is

an advancement, the findings are based upon a very simple spatially lumped model.

Potentially impacting upon the estimation of the deep attractor is the questionable

simulation of recharge to a water table far below the root zone to be very dependent

upon the rate of recharge decay with DBNS. Conceptually, as this decay parameter

simulates the impact of a shallow water table on vegetation transpiration, when

the water table is far below the root zone the recharge should be independent

of this rate of decay. Another questionable aspect is that even for a low rate of

recharge decay of 0.15 m−1, which is considered plausible, the multiple attractors

only emerged at a very high saturated lateral hydraulic conductivity of greater than

192 m day−1 (as per the calculations for Table 3.8 the width and distance were 2,000

metres and 11,700 metres respectively). Considering the initial estimate for such

was 2.9 m day−1, the qualitative findings from this models are informative but the

quantitative predictions of multiple attractors appear implausible.

To test the validity of the model it was implemented to Hughes Creek catch-

ment and numerically calibrated to annual groundwater head observations and

estimated stream baseflow. The model was in increasingly acceptable agreement

with the observation data as the upper limit to the Caq parameter increased but

some parameters became increasingly implausible; for example saturated lateral

hydraulic conductivity, ks, increased almost two orders of magnitude from 5,850

m year−1 to 303,644 m year−1, or 16 m day−1 and 832 m day−1 respectively. In

comparison, others have estimated ks of the weather granites at 0.5 m day−1 (van

Dijk et al. 2004) and the fractured sediments and meta-sediments at between 0.03 m

day−1 and 0.3 m day−1 (Cheng et al. 2003). Also, Table 3.8 shows the modelled net

recharge at two meters depth to water table to increase from 5% to 12% of precipita-

tion as the upper bound to Caq increased. In comparison, 3H estimates of recharge

from shallow bores in central Victoria found the mean recharge of the upper and

lower estimates were 0.3% to 2.7% of precipitation (annual average was ≈600 to

≈800 mm year−1) and these estimates are comparable to the meta-study of global

recharge by Scanlon et al. (2006). Thus, the model significantly over estimates both
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ks and recharge and this indicates a structural deficiency of the model. Inspection

of the modelled and observed head during wet years suggests the over estima-

tion occurs because the model has no time lag between rainfall and groundwater

head. Inclusion into the model of a spatial dimension would achieve such a lagged

head response. Overall, this lumped model, while found to be deficient, has pro-

vided a tractable exploration and identification of key hydrological processes for

the emergence of multiple attractors. Specifically, two water table attractors have

the potential to emerge only if recharge declines with an increasing depth to water

table. However, only within a range of lateral groundwater outflow does this result

in two attractors actually emerging.
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3.5 Preliminary Hillslope Boussinesq Model

The above three investigations into the emergence of multiple hydrological attrac-

tors identified key dynamics for the plausible numerical invalidation of catchments

having only one hydrological attractor. Specifically, water fluxes, and not solutes,

were found to be central to the emergence of multiple attractors and their simulation

was found to require modelling of spatial groundwater flow.

This section details a hillslope Boussinesq model (HSB) developed to bring

together these prior findings. It simulates saturated one-dimensional lateral flow

and considers only water fluxes. While it simulates one-dimensional saturated

lateral flow, variations in catchment shape and outlet width are still incorporated

by use of the HSB modifications by Troch et al. (2003). This simplification, plus the

omission of state variables for salt storage from both the soil and aquifer, facilitated

computationally tractable equilibrium continuation analysis to explore catchment

properties likely to result in multiple attractors. Also, the partitioning of pre-

cipitation to recharge was simulated using the water flux equations of Anderies

(2005), rather than the single exponential equation of the prior lumped model as

this equation has little physical basis. This allowed some comparison with results

from Section 3.2 and 3.3. Overall, the aim of the following investigation was to:

(i) develope a model to overcome the deficiencies within the prior three models,

thereby achieving a stronger invalidation of the assumption of a single hydrological

attractor; and (ii) assess the hydrological validity of the developed HSB model.

3.5.1 Methods

The HSB model simulated a variable catchment width (Troch et al. 2003) and bed

slope (Hilberts et al. 2004) and recharge was estimated from parametric partitioning

of precipitation. A detailed discussion of the HSB, and the need for the extensions

undertaken, is deferred until Section 4.4. Below, the partitioning equations are pre-

sented followed by the expanded HSB partial differential equation (PDE). Following

that, the numerical methods for time-integrated (that is, transient); boundary-value
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(that is, steady state); and equilibrium continuation analysis are detailed. The

methods for trial of the model and its parameterisation are then presented.

The Anderies (2005) equations for partitioning of precipitation of interception,

effective precipitation, and runoff were adopted because they provide plausible

estimations of these fluxes at an annual time step with minimal parameters and

without state variables. Adoption also allowed the comparison of results with the

prior models using these partitioning equations, namely Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The

interception of precipitation and effective precipitation was thus estimated as:

Ecanopy = Ecanopymax

(
1 − e−

P
Ecanopymax

)
(3.18)

Pe f f = P − Ecanopy (3.19)

where Ecanopy is the vegetation canopy interception [L T−1]; P is the annual precip-

itation [L T−1]; Ecanopymax [L T−1] is a parameter such that as P increases Ecanopy (P)

approaches Ecanopymax ; and Pe f f [L T−1] is the annual effective precipitation.

The runoff, Q [L T−1], was estimated as a function of the effective precipitation

and the depth to water table. The fraction of effective precipitation becoming runoff

was determined by a simple fraction dependent upon a variable PQ/2 [L T−1], which

is the effective precipitation at which 50% is partitioned to runoff. To simulate

higher saturated excess runoffwhen the water table is shallow, this variable is itself

a function of the depth to water table, D [L]. This variable was estimated as PQ/2max

[L T−1], the maximum effective precipitation at which 50% is partitioned to runoff,

multiplied by a normalised logistic function equalling zero when the water table is

at the surface and unity when significantly deeper than DQ/2 [L], the water table

depth at which runoff is 50% of the maximum. With runoff estimated, infiltration,

I [L T−1], was thus estimated as Pe f f minus Q:

Q = Pe f f
Pe f f

Pe f f + PQ/2
(3.20)
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PQ/2 = PQ/2max

Dα

Dα +Dα
Q/2

(3.21)

I = Pe f f −Q (3.22)

Anderies (2005) estimated the transpiration as the product of a transpiration effi-

ciency parameter and two normalised logistic functions dependent upon the soil

salinity and depth to water table. Section 3.4 indicated that multiple water table

elevation attractors could be simulated without solute state variables. It indicated

that if gross recharge increases as the shallow water table approached the surface

two attractors could emerge. This suggested a simplification to the Anderies (2005)

transpiration functions such that the dynamics of transpiration can be made a func-

tion only of water table depth, rather than also soil salinity. By assuming the water

table is saline and when shallow that it causes high soil salinity, state variables for

soil and aquifer salinity and their numerous associated parameters could be omit-

ted (see Section 4.2 for a detailed discussion of this assumption). Transpiration was

thus simulated by the transpiration for if the water table was significantly below

the root zone, (i.e. the potential transpiration, Tpot) multiplied by a weighting for

the decline in transpiration if the saline water table is shallow. This weighting was

a normalised dimensionless logistic function, Tw, equalling zero when the water

table is at the surface and unity when significantly deeper than DT/2 [L]:

Tpot = Te f f I

T = TpotTw (3.23)

= Tpot
DTdecay

DTdecay +D
Tdecay

T/2

= Te f f I
DTdecay

DTdecay +D
Tdecay

T/2

(3.24)

where Te f f is a dimensionless parameter for the maximum transpiration efficiency;
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Tdecay is a dimensionless parameter for the rate of decay of the transpiration effi-

ciency as the water table depth declines; and DT/2 [L] is a parameter for the water

table depth at which the transpiration efficiency is 50% of Te f f .

As in Section 3.4, the evaporation from the water table, C [L T−1], was esti-

mated as a simple exponential function. At the land surface it equals the remaining

atmospheric demand and declines toward zero as the water table depth moves

far below the land surface. This is the only flux added to those of Anderies (2005)

and was required to ensure the water table remained below the land surface. The

equation for water table evaporation was:

C =
(
PET − Ecanopy − T

)
e−CdecayD (3.25)

where Cdecay [L−1] is a parameter for the rate of decay of the water table evaporation

as D increases. Finally, assuming the annual change in soil moisture is zero, the net

recharge to the water table was estimated as infiltration minus transpiration minus

the water table evaporation:

Rnet = I − T − C (3.26)

The variable catchment width HSB (Troch et al. 2003) simulates the rate of

change in the groundwater storage, S [L2 T], with time, t [T], from an unconfined

aquifer across the catchment width, w [L], at location x [L] along the sloping bed:

dS
dt
=
∂
∂x

{
−ksS

f

[
cos i

∂
∂x

(
S

w f

)
+ sin i

]}
+ wRnet (3.27)

where ks [L T−1] is a parameter for the saturated lateral hydraulic conductivity; f

is a dimensionless parameter for the specific yield of the aquifer; and i is the slope

of the aquifer basement. Following Hilberts et al. (2004), the aquifer basement slope
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was a function of x, though as follows the sin i and cos i terms were re-expressed

as an inverse tan function of bedrock slope. In the following, B [L] is the bedrock

elevation as a function of x and u [L] is the distance from the catchment outlet in the

horizontal plane rather than the bedrock plane as per the standard HSB equation:

sin i = sin
[
tan−1

(
∂B
∂u

)]
=

∂B
∂u√

1 +
(
∂B
∂u

)2
(3.28)

cos i = cos
[
tan−1

(
∂B
∂u

)]
=

1√
1
(
∂B
∂u

)2
(3.29)

With the catchment width defined as an exponential function w = w1ew2x,

where w1 [L] and w2 [L−1] are parameters, and substitution of the above trigono-

metric functions, the HSB equation for a non-uniform bedrock angle becomes:

dS
dt
=
∂
∂x

 ksS

f
√

1 +
(
∂B
∂u

)2

(
∂S
∂x

1
w f
− w2S

w f
+
∂B
∂u

) + wRnet (3.30)

Like the distributed model of Section 3.3, the saturated hydraulic conductivity

was estimated as a logistic function such that as the saturated thickness approaches

zero, ks rapidly approaches zero. More specifically, at a saturated thickness of bk/2

[L] the saturated conductivity is half the maximum, ksmax [L T−1], and declines at a

rate τwith the saturated thickness, b [L] where, following Troch et al. (2003), b = S
w f .

The decay in ks was implemented to avoid the requirement for an additional state

variable vector for the re-wetting of dry nodes, as used in ModFlow (Harbaugh et al.

2000).
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ks = ksmax

bτ

bτ + bτk/2
(3.31)

In implementing equation 3.30 (henceforth referred to as the model), time

integral solutions were obtained using the one dimensional PDE MatLab solver

pdepe, which utilises a variable time step implicit solver ode15s (Shampine and Reichelt

1997). This algorithm solves the model by finite difference estimation of the outer

partial derivative. This finite difference was derived by calculation of the inner

function at mid-points between the x nodes and the calculation of the difference

between these estimates. Also, the partial derivative for S at each mid-point were

estimated by centre weighted finite difference. Implementation was for a catchment

2,000 metres in length, x was discretised to 10 metres and solved to a relative and

absolute tolerance of 1E−3 and 1E−6 respectively.

In exploration of the model’s validity and the potential emergence of multiple

attractors, the model was parameterised as detailed in Table 3.9. The precipitation

partitioning parameters follow Anderies (2005) for 100% tree cover and were adopted

to ensure comparability with the findings from Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Four parameter

values were not detailed within Anderies (2005) and these were obtained by corre-

spondence with the author. These parameters are denoted in Table 3.9 by +. The

catchment geometry and hydrogeological parameters were adopted to represent

a typical end of valley catchment within central Victoria. Accordingly the upper

limit of the catchment has a no flow groundwater boundary condition and, as re-

quired by the model assumption of a water supply limited environment, the ratio

of precipitation to areal potential evaporation was less than one and equalled 0.42.

The lower boundary is of a fixed phreatic surface gradient. This is somewhat of an

unusual boundary condition but does allow the saturated thickness at the outlet to

be relatively unconstrained.

The exploration of multiple attractors was undertaken, as in Sections 3.2 and

3.3, by conducting simulations with initial conditions set to differing limits of the
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state variables. Convergence of the simulations to differing solutions thus identi-

fied differing equilibriums and therefore multiple attractors. The initial conditions

for the transient and steady state solutions were at 98% and 20% the maximum

saturated thickness. The transient simulations were of 400 years duration.

Equilibrium continuation analysis was undertaken to assess the ksmax range

over which two attractors emerge. It was undertaken using the MatCont MatLab

package (Dhooge et al. 2003). It was implemented with an initial steady state solution

for ksmax of 2000 m yr−1; continuation steps of a maximum of 20 units (dimensionless);

and each step solved to a functional and variable tolerance of 1E−6. At each step,

the steady state solution was derived by conversion of the model to a boundary

value problem. It was derived by expanding the right hand partial derivative to an

analytic equation and, as it thus became a second order differential equation from

∂2S
∂x2 , separated and rearranged into a system to two first order differential equations:
∂S1
∂x and ∂S2

∂x where S1 = S and S2 =
∂S
∂x . To enable efficient computation of the

equilibrium continuation, analytic equations for the Jacobian were also derived and

checked against finite difference estimates. Finally, the results from the continuation

analysis were verified against transient solutions at critical points such as either side

of equilibrium fold-points.

Net groundwater recharge is central to the model dynamics. It is the only

source term in the model (equation 3.30) and fundamental to the dynamics of mul-

tiple attractors. By substitution of the appropriate partitioning equations into equa-

tion 3.26 a more transparent equation can be derived for net recharge. Substituting

in equations 3.22 and 3.25 for C and I respectively:

Rnet = I − T − C

= Pe f f −Q − T −
(
PET − Ecanopy − T

)
e−CdecayD (3.32)

(3.33)

Substituting in TwTe f f from equation 3.23 for T and rearranging to simplify:
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Table 3.9: Model parameters for preliminary HSB model
Climatic Data:

Annual precipitation, P 0.5 m3 yr−1

Annual areal potential evaporation, PET 1.2 m3 yr−1

Catchment Geometry Parameters:

Catchment length, L 2000 m
Elevation of aquifer basement, B3x2 + B2x + B1 1.75e−5, 0.003, 0
Elevation of land surface, E3x2 + E2x + E1 1e−5, 0, 50
Catchment width, w1ew2x 500 m, 0.0004 m−1

Hydrogeological Parameters:

Lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity, ksmax 1277.5 m yr−1

Specific yield, f 0.05
Lower boundary condition hydraulic gradient 0.001
Upper boundary condition specified flux 0 m3 yr−1

Saturated thickness at which ks = 0.5ksmax , bk/2 2 m
Rate of decline of ks with saturated thickness, τ 4

Precipitation Partitioning:

Maximum interception, Ecanopymax 0.45
Minimum precipitation at which 50% goes to runoff, PQ/2max 2.1 m
Depth to water table at which runoff 50% the maximum, D+Q/2 0.2 m
Rate of decay of runoff with depth to water table, α+ 8
Transpiration efficiency, Te f f 0.9
Depth to water table at which runoff 50% the maximum, D+T/2 2 m
Rate of transpiration decay with depth to water table, T+decay 2
Rate of decay of evaporation from the water table, Cdecay 3 m−1

Rnet = Pe f f −Q − ITe f f Tw −
(
PET − Ecanopy − ITe f f Tw

)
e−CdecayD

= Pe f f −Q −
(
Pe f f −Q

)
Te f f Tw −

[
PET − Ecanopy −

(
Pe f f −Q

)
Te f f Tw

]
e−CdecayD

= Pe f f −Q −
(
Pe f f −Q

)
Te f f Tw +

(
Pe f f −Q

)
Te f f Twe−CdecayD −

(
PET − Ecanopy

)
e−CdecayD

=
(
Pe f f −Q

) [
1 + Te f f Tw

(
e−CdecayD − 1

)]
−

(
PET − Ecanopy

)
e−CdecayD (3.34)

Substituting in P − Ecanopy for Pe f f from equation 3.19 results in an equation for net

recharge comprising of two fundamental partitioning fluxes, Ecanopy and Q, and the

climate forcing inputs, P and PET:

Rnet =
(
P − Ecanopy −Q

) [
1 + Te f f Tw

(
e−CdecayD − 1

)]
−

(
PET − Ecanopy

)
e−CdecayD (3.35)
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Equation 3.35 provides an explicit means of assessing the dependency of net

recharge on the fundamental partitioning fluxes, namely: Ecanopy and Q. Both of

these fluxes are questionably estimated within the model. Physically, runoff occurs

at a sub-daily time scale and is dependent upon soil moisture (Western et al. 2002)

but the model estimates runoff at an annual time step and without a soil moisture

state variable. Likewise, interception and subsequent evaporation occur at sub-

daily time steps and is a function of the vegetation cover (Muzyloa et al. 2009). Both

of these factors are ignored within the model. To assess the significance of the

Ecanopy and Q fluxes on model, the sensitivity of net recharge was estimated by finite

difference calculation of ∂Rnet
∂Q and ∂Rnet

∂Ecanopy
at both the shallow and deep water table

attractors. To also assess the change in equilibrium water table elevation with net

recharge, ksmax equilibrium continuation was undertaken for a ±10% variation in

Ecanopy and Q. This provided a means for investigating the sensitivity of multiple

water table attractors to these fundamental partitioning fluxes and thus some insight

to the validity of the whole model.

3.5.2 Results

Figure 3.14 presents transient solutions to equation 3.30 at two initial water table

depths. Both solutions have constant and uniform climatic forcing and a saturated

conductivity, ksmax , of 1277.5 m year−1 (3.5 m day−1). For an initially shallow water

table, Figure 3.14(a) shows convergence of the model to a shallow water table depth

of 0.67 metres at 250 meters from the catchment outlet (250 metres was chosen

because it illustrates a clear difference between attractors in the lower catchment

while being of some distance from the lower boundary). For an initially deep water

table, Figure 3.14(b) shows convergence to a deeper water table of 6.2 metres at 250

meters from the catchment outlet. Thus, for ksmax of 1277.5 m year−1 two steady state

water table depths, and thus two attractors, emerge.

To investigate the sensitivity of the multiple water table attractors, the change

in recharge with the model’s fundamental partitioning fluxes was quantified. Tables

3.10 and 3.11 detail the sensitivity of net recharge, Rnet, to runoff, Q, and precipitation
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(b) Deep initial water table depth.

Figure 3.14: Time integration solutions of the HSB model at two initial heads
(as a fraction of the maximum saturated thickness b

bmax
) with a saturated lateral

conductivity ksmax of 1277.5 m year−1 (3.5 m day−1). In each cross section is the
land surface elevation, basement elevation, initial and steady state water. Transient
solutions at 10 year time steps are denoted by light grey dashed lines.

interception, Ecanopy, respectively at the shallow and deep water table attractors of

Figure 3.14. Each table also presents the additional fluxes and parameters required

to calculate the net recharge from equation 3.35. Table 3.10 shows that an increase

in the runoff reduces recharge at both attractors. The percentage reduction at the

shallow water table attractor is 18 times that of the deep attractor. This is reflected

in the sensitivities of Rnet to Q, where a one millimetre increase in annual runoff

results in a 0.81 mm and 0.11 mm decline in net recharge at the shallow and deep

attractors respectively. Scaling by the annual recharge, the decline is 10% and 0.6%

at the shallow and deep attractor respectively. Table 3.11 shows that an increase

in the vegetation interception of precipitation causes a reduction in both runoff

and recharge at both attractors. Again the percentage reduction in net recharge is

significantly greater at the shallow attractor. The sensitivities of Rnet to Ecanopy was

estimated as a one millimetre increase in annual interception resulting in a 0.5 mm

and 0.09 mm decline in net recharge at the shallow and deep attractor respectively.

Scaling by the annual recharge, the decline is 6.2% and 0.46% respectively.

Figure 3.15 presents equilibrium continuation results for the parameter ksmax at
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(a) 1.1×Q, 0.9×Ecanopy
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(b) 1.1×Q, 1.0×Ecanopy
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(c) 1.1×Q, 1.1×Ecanopy
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(d) 1.0×Q, 0.9×Ecanopy
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(e) 1.0×Q, 1.0×Ecanopy
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(f) 1.0×Q, 1.1×Ecanopy
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(g) 0.9×Q, 0.9×Ecanopy
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(h) 0.9×Q, 1.0×Ecanopy
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(i) 0.9×Q, 1.1×Ecanopy

Figure 3.15: Equilibrium continuation of preliminary HSB model at 250 metres from
the catchment outlet repeated for three variations in both Q and Ecanopy. Figure
3.15(e) presents the results for the parameters of Table 3.9. The attractors and
repellor are denoted by the solid and dotted lines respectively.
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Table 3.10: Sensitivity of net recharge, Rnet, to Q at x = 0 metres and at both attractors
(from Figure 3.14)

Variable
Shallow Attractor Deep Attractor

Default 110%Q 90%Q% Default 110%Q 90%Q

Depth to water table (m) 0.29 - - 5.99 - -
Interception, Ecanopy (mm yr−1) 301.86 - - 301.86 - -
Runoff, Q (mm yr−1) 17.8 19.58 16.02 17.08 18.79 15.37
Precipitation, P (mm yr−1) 500 - - 500 - -
Potential evap., PET (mm yr−1) 1200 - - 1200 - -
Transpiration weighting, Tw 0.257 - - 0.993 - -
Water table evap. decay parameter, Cdecay (m−1) 6 - - 6 - -
Net recharge, Rnet (mm yr−1) -8.09 -9.53 -6.65 19.16 18.97 19.34
Ratio:

Rnet%−Rnet

Rnet
0 0.18 -0.18 0 -0.01 0.01

Rnet Sensitivity (≈ ∂Rnet
∂Q ) -0.809 -0.106

Table 3.11: Sensitivity of net recharge, Rnet, to Ecanopy at x = 0 metres and at both
attractors (from Figure 3.14)

Variable
Shallow Attractor Deep Attractor

Default 110%Ecanopy 90%Ecanopy Default 110%Ecanopy 90%Ecanopy

Depth to water table (m) 0.29 - - 5.99 - -
Interception, Ecanopy (mm yr−1) 301.86 332.05 271.67 301.86 332.05 271.67
Runoff, Q (mm yr−1) 17.8 12.97 23.32 17.08 12.95 23.29
Precipitation, P (mm yr−1) 500 - - 500 - -
Potential evap., PET (mm yr−1) 1200 - - 1200 - -
Transpiration weighting, Tw 0.257 - - 0.993 - -
Water table evap. decay parameter, Cdecay (m−1) 6 - - 6 - -
Net recharge, Rnet -8.09 -23.41 6.69 19.16 16.46 21.78
Ratio:

Rnet%−Rnet

Rnet
0 1.895 -1.827 0 -0.141 0.137

Rnet Sensitivity (≈ ∂Rnet
∂Ecanopy

) -0.50 -0.088

250 metres from the catchment outlet repeated for three variations in Q and Ecanopy.

The zero variation case is given in Figure 3.15(e) and shows two attractors to exist

between ksmax of 1,162 and 1,378 m year−1. Below 1,162 m year−1 only the shallow

water table attractor exists and above 1,378 m year−1 only the deep water table

attractor exists. The extent of the two attractor range is thus 216 m year−1. The

columns of Figure 3.15 consider three different scalers to Ecanopy. For the middle

row, that is 1.0×Q, comparing Figure 3.15(d) to 3.15(f) shows that increasing the

interception reduces both the range of ksmax over which two attractors emerge and

ksmax at the lower fold point. Reducing the runoff scaler to 0.9 (left column) or
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increasing it to 1.1 (right column) also results in this reduction in ksmax extent and

lower fold point. For the centre column, that is 1.0×Ecanopy, comparing Figure 3.15(h)

to 3.15(b) shows increasing the runoff scaler also, though very subtly, reduces the

ksmax range of two attractors and the lower ksmax fold point. Considering both scalers,

the most significant reduction in the extent and fold point location is from 0.9×Q

and 0.9×Ecanopy (Figure 3.15(g)) compared to 1.1×Q and 1.1×Ecanopy (Figure 3.15(c)).

As an increase in the Q scaler and or the Ecanopy scaler results in reduced recharge,

overall Figure 3.15 indicates that lower recharge reduces the ksmax range of the

shallow attractor and the ksmax range over which two attractors exist.

Figure 3.15 also indicates that, using this model, a modest uncertainty in the

partitioning fluxes can result in differences in the prediction of multiple attractors.

To further explore this, equilibrium continuation was repeated for two additional

values of the parameter for the water table depth at which runoff is 50% the max-

imum, DQ/2. This parameter was selected for investigation because estimation of

it from field observations would be very difficult. It would require observations of

runoff at the plot scale at a location of very shallow water table and the occurrence

of a very high rainfall event. It was also investigated because of the sensitivity

of runoff to this parameter. Figure 3.16 shows continuation results for the default

DQ/2 value of 0.2 metres (Figure 3.16(a)), 1.0 metre (Figure 3.16(b)) and 2.0 metres

(Figure 3.16(c)). Importantly, it shows the ksmax range of two attractors declines with

increasing DQ/2 such that when it equals 2.0 metres effectively no value of ksmax has

two attractors. Thus, the emergence of multiple attractors using this HSB model is

very dependent upon a parameter that is likely to be able to be estimated only via

numerical calibration.

3.5.3 Discussion and Conclusions

In Section 3.4 is was concluded that while a simple lumped model without simula-

tion of solutes could produce multiple attractors, it would be deficient because of

the omission of saturated lateral flow. With the aim of developing a model suffi-

ciently complex to be calibrated to observation data, this deficiency was overcome
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(a) DQ/2=0.2 metres
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(b) DQ/2=1.0 metres
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(c) DQ/2=2.0 metres

Figure 3.16: Equilibrium continuation of preliminary HSB model at 250 metres from
the catchment outlet repeated for three values of DQ/2, a parameter for the water
table depth at which runoff is 50% the maximum. Figure 3.16(b) presents the results
for the parameters of Table 3.9. The attractors and repellor are denoted by the solid
and dotted lines respectively.

by use of the hillslope Boussinesq (HSB) saturated flow model of Troch et al. (2003)

coupled with the precipitation partitioning of Anderies (2005). This model also

adopted the findings from: (i) Sections 3.3 and 3.4 that, assuming the water table is

saline, soil and aquifer salt storage state variables could be omited from the model;

and (ii) Section 3.3 that catchment shape is important in the simulation of multiple

attractors.

The HSB mode was implemented to a hypothetical catchment with partition-

ing parameters as per Anderies (2005) and of 2,000 metres length and a width of

1,112 metres at the upper divide and converging to 500 metres width at the outlet.

Time integration solutions of the model from two differing initial conditions found

that two equilibrium water table depths did emerge. Like that from the distributed

model of Section 3.3, the two attractors emerged on the mid-slopes but not on the

upper slopes. Unlike that from Section 3.3, two attractors also emerged throughout

the lower plains. This difference in attractors is clearly displayed by comparison of

the HSB model results in Figure 3.14 with the distributed model cross sections of

Figure 3.7(b) at an easting less than 2,501,000 metres. Despite both models having

the same landuse (100% tree cover) and lower boundary condition (fixed hydraulic
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gradient), the cross section of Figure 3.7(b) shows only one attractor at the stream

node (at 2,500,400 metres) and at the adjacent node. Effectively this cross section is

a course hillslope model similar to the HSB but with a stream at the lower slope.

This simulation of the stream is comparable to a general head boundary condition

which is limited to only inflow of groundwater to the stream. When the water table

is below the stream bed elevation, baseflow is zero and the rate of saturated outflow

is a function only of the groundwater head in adjacent cells. This encourages the

water table to rise to or above the stream bed elevation, and as observed in Figure

3.7(b), the emergence of only one attractor on the lower plains. The emergence of

multiple attractors on the lower slopes and plains is thus likely to be dependent

upon the boundary condition. If the HSB model was changed to have a boundary

condition like that of the stream cells of section 3.3 it is likely multiple attractors

would also only emerge on the mid slopes.

In assessing the validity of the HSB model, the recharge at the shallow water

table attractor was found to be very sensitive to runoff, Q, and vegetation intercep-

tion of precipitation, Ecanopy. It was found that a 1 mm reduction in Q or Ecanopy

produced a 0.81 and 0.5 mm respective reduction in recharge. As concluded using

the lumped simple model (Section 3.4), the emergence of the shallow attractor is

very dependent upon recharge. This sensitivity was accordingly further investi-

gated by undertaking equilibrium continuation analysis at eight perturbations to

Q and Ecanopy. Multiple attractors emerged for all perturbations though the ksmax

range over which two attractors emerged was sensitive to Ecanopy (see Figure 3.15).

This range was also sensitive to Q but was subtler because a ±10% perturbation

to the runoff of 17.8 mm year−1 is one seventeenth that of a ±10% perturbation to

Ecanopy of 301.8 mm year−1 (see Table 3.10 column titled shallow attractor default).

An additional weakness of this investigation of attractor sensitivity to Q is that the

magnitude of the perturbation is dependent upon the depth to the water table. For

a value of ksmax having two attractors, the shallow attractor runoff is greater than

that at the deep attractor and therefore the magnitude of perturbation is larger at

the shallow. Likewise, magnitude of perturbation will also change with ksmax . With
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respect Ecanopy, this deficiency is not relevant as Ecanopy is independent of the depth

to the water table and ksmax .

A more rigorous investigation of attractor sensitivity to Q was undertaken

by repeating the equilibrium continuation analysis for the parameter for the water

table depth at which 50% of effective precipitation goes to runoff, DQ/2. Effectively

this parameters allows simulation of saturation excess runoff by assuming there

is an increased probability of vadose zone saturation as the water table becomes

shallower than DQ/2. This parameter was selected as it is likely to be very difficult

to estimate from field observations. The continuation analysis showed that the

emergence of two attractors was very sensitive to DQ/2. Increasing DQ/2 from 0.2

metres to 1 metre halved the ksmax two attractor range from 216 m year−1 to 108 m

year−1. Increasing DQ/2 further to 2 metres resulted in no ksmax value having multiple

attractors.

The sensitivity of multiple attractors to unobservable parameters weakens the

use of this HSB model to falsify the assumption of dryland catchments having only

one attractor. Any field applications of this model would require numerical cali-

bration and the resulting such parameters could not be independently confirmed.

Any subsequent numerical investigation for multiple, and most likely unobserved,

additional attractors to that to which the model was calibrated would also be very

dependent on such parameters as DQ/2. The sensitivity of multiple attractors to DQ/2

is a result of the net recharge estimated as the residual of infiltration minus transpi-

ration and water table evaporation (equation 3.26). It assumes no change in the soil

moisture and any change in, say, runoff produces an immediate change in recharge.

Considering the importance of recharge on the emergence of multiple attractors,

the estimation of such from the residuals of other fluxes is a clear deficiency of the

model. While this HSB model provides a good basis for investigating the influence

of catchment shape and boundary conditions on multiple attractors, to overcome

the above weaknesses it does require the addition of a soil moisture storage layer.

This would allow the explicit simulation of saturated excess runoff, rather than the

use of unobservable parameters such as DQ/2, and also allow recharge to be esti-
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mated from well established theories of soil moisture dynamics rather than from

residuals. If included in the model, the annual time-step would though need to be

significantly reduced to acceptably simulate the higher frequency of soil moisture

and runoff dynamics.
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3.6 Summary

This chapter has progressed the understanding and modelling of multiple hydro-

logical attractors from the regionally lumped, and somewhat opaque, model of

Anderies (2005) to an understanding of essential hydrological fluxes and their sim-

ulation within a hill slope Boussinesq (HSB) model. This progression required

four numerical investigations, sequentially undertaken and each building upon the

findings from the prior. Because of the considerable length of this chapter and its

inter-dependent findings, each investigation is summarised below.

The first model investigated if the multiple attractors proposed by Anderies

(2005) continue to emerge under more realistic groundwater flow processes. It was

undertaken by disaggregating the Goulburn-Broken catchment model into three

and four lumped regions and served as a preliminary investigation to developing a

fully distributed model. By undertaking equilibrium continuation for the fraction

of the catchment cleared of native vegetation it was found that multiple attractors

did still emerge and were within a comparable range of clearing to that of Anderies

(2005). The only notable difference between the two and four region models was

an increases in the number and complexity of attractors, most of which it was

concluded are implausible unless climatic disturbances were extremely spatially

heterogeneous.

Based upon the continued emergence of multiple attractors following dis-

aggregation to four regions, the second study investigated if multiple attractors

continue to emerge when the Anderies (2005) model is restructured as a fully dis-

tributed model. The model was extended to include Darcian groundwater flow

directions and stream-aquifer interaction and was implemented for the Sunday

Creek catchment (337 km2 and located in the south west of the Goulburn catch-

ment) with 100% tree cover. This landcover was adopted, instead of the actual tree

cover of 42% (van Dijk et al. 2004), in order to test the findings from the prior lumped

models and Anderies (2005) that two attractors always emerge for 100% tree cover.

Despite having nearly identical biophysical dynamics and parameterisation to An-
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deries (2005), the resulting attractors contradicted those from the lumped models.

For zero percentage land clearing, the two to four region models predicted two at-

tractors to exist in all regions but the Sunday Creek model predicted the majority of

the catchment to have only one attractor. This unexpected result provided the basis

for a notable advancement in the understanding multiple hydrological attractors.

Most significantly, some catchments are proposed to be predominantly of only one

attractor, indifferent of landuse. Where multiple attractors do exist they are likely

to be on the mid-slopes. Their prevalence was also found to be very dependent

upon the transpiration efficiency. That is, the deep water table attractor could only

emerge if the transpiration efficiency was sufficiently high that recharge was low

when the water table was deep. These findings suggested that the emergence of

multiple attractors was dominated by recharge and groundwater lateral flow water

fluxes and not the solute dynamics of Anderies (2005).

Exploring this hypothesis with the distributed model was considered imprac-

tical. Its finite difference structure made exploration of catchment shape and slope

cumbersome and numerical equilibrium continuation limited to those parameters

not for catchment geometry, such as precipitation partitioning. To investigate this

hypothesis a third and very simple model was developed. It comprised of a single

scaler ordinary differential equation for the depth to water table. Recharge was

simulated as declining exponentially with the depth to water table and was imple-

mented as such because of the findings from the distributed model that the deep

attractor is more likely to exist if recharge is low when the water table is deep. The

simplicity of this model facilitated derivation of explicit equations for equilibrium

and fold-point continuation. Implementing to explore two recharge parameters

and the aquifer conductance parameter, two attractors were found to emerge but

only within a specific parameter space. Further inspection supported the hypoth-

esis proposed from the distributed model that the emergence of two attractors is

dominated by recharge and saturated lateral outflow capacity. The deep water

table attractor was found to emerge only if recharge declines at such a depth so

that it can equal saturated outflow. Conversely, the shallow water table attractor
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emerged only if, for the same parameters, gross recharge when the water table is

shallow exceeds the saturated outflow. This consideration of simple water balances

highlighted that a reduction in recharge with increasing depth to water table is

fundamental if multiple attractors are to emerge. Importantly though, continua-

tion analysis identified that while this recharge dynamic must operate for multiple

attractors to potentially emerge, their actual emergence is dependent upon the sat-

urated outflow conductance. Because of the utility of this simple lumped model in

exploring catchment resilience processes it was also implemented and calibrated to

Hughes Creek catchment (471 km2 and located in the south west of the Goulburn

catchment) in order to assess if applicable for further use throughout the thesis.

While an adequate agreement between observed and predicted groundwater head

and baseflow was achievable, calibration estimated highly implausible parameters

and recharge. This deficiency was hypothesised to be because of the omitted spa-

tial simulation of saturated groundwater flow. Overall, while this simple lumped

model did support the omission of solutes from simulations and contributed to the

understanding of fundamental hydrological fluxes for multiple attractors is was felt

to be inadequate for future investigations.

The fourth and final investigation of this chapter integrated the findings from

the distributed model of Section 3.3 with the lumped model of Section 3.4 to develop

a semi-distributed hillslope Boussinesq (HSB) model. By inclusion of catchment

shape and slope in the one dimensional structure and omission of Anderies (2005)

solute functions, a simple model was developed that allowed the tractable investi-

gation aquifer conductance and recharge on the emergence of multiple attractors.

With minimal exploration of catchment shape and hydrogeological parameters, two

water table attractors were produced under transient solutions. Like the distributed

model from Section 3.3, only the deep attractor emerged on the upper slopes (at a

chainage greater than 1630 metres) and two attractors were confined to the lower

slopes and plains. The extent of these attractors with saturated hydraulic conductiv-

ity was investigated using equilibrium continuation and, as per the lumped model

of Section 3.4, was found to be very dependent upon the hydraulic conductivity.
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This again suggested that only some fraction of catchments are likely to have multi-

ple water table attractors. In assessing the validity of this HSB model, the parametric

estimation of recharge was reduced to fundamental partitioning fluxes and equi-

librium continuation repeated for: (i) constant perturbations to these fluxes; and

(ii) the runoff partitioning parameter DQ/2. The emergence of multiple attractors

was found to be highly dependent upon the DQ/2 parameter. As this parameter,

and many others within the precipitation partitioning functions, are unlikely to be

observable in the field and has been shown to be central to the invalidation of catch-

ments always having one attractor it was felt that the unsaturated zone component

of the HSB model was inadequate for further application. Instead it was proposed

that the unsaturated fluxes should be estimated using a soil moisture state variable

vector and the time step accordingly reduced from annual time steps.

Overall, the four modelling investigations have significantly contributed to

the first three of the four thesis research questions (see Section 1.4). Firstly, in ad-

dressing the question of dryland non-urban catchments always having only one

attractor, the numerical falsification of this has been significantly strengthened by

the development of increasingly plausible models and identification of critical hy-

drological processes. Specifically, the HSB model developed here comprised of well

established groundwater flow equations coupled to simple partitioning equations

that result in a multiple attractor model of plausible groundwater dynamics. Ad-

ditionally, the omission of solutes from the model facilitates future testing by way

of implementation and calibration. Secondly, in addressing the question of how

the existence of multiple hydrological attractors can be identified, three numerical

methods have been developed and implemented. Specifically, for a single param-

eter set multiple attractors were identified by deriving transient and steady state

solutions from differing state variable initial conditions. For a change in a single

parameter, equilibrium continuation was undertaken with the lumped and HSB

model to identify the parameter extent of multiple attractors and state space loca-

tion of the repellor. While the effects of space and spatial heterogeneity on resilience

have recently been investigated (for example van Nes and Scheffer 2005), the spatial
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equilibrium continuation analysis undertaken for the HSB model is the first known

such investigation. Other spatial resilience investigations have simply conducted

transient simulations to identify the parameter extent of multiple attractor regions

but have not attempted to quantify the state space locations of the repellor. The final

numerical method identified multiple attractors in two-parameter space by means

of analytical fold-point continuation of the lumped model. Again, two-parameter

attractor investigations have been undertaken by others but only by way of re-

peated transient simulations (Janssen et al. 2008). The third and final contribution

from this chapter to the thesis is in addressing the catchment attributes for which

the assumption of a single attractor may be invalid. The major contribution was

obtained from the lumped model. It was found that if recharge reduces as a water

table approaches the surface then there is the potential for multiple attractors. This

finding that different rates of recharge for the same landcover can result in different

water table elevations may seem obvious. What is though obvious though is that

this will only result in multiple attractors if the aquifer conductance is within a

specific range.

The above three contributions do constitute an advancement in the under-

standing hydrological resilience and multiple attractors. However, the weaknesses

of each model do undermine their utility in falsifying the assumption of catchments

having only one attractor. In the following chapter, the deficiencies of the HSB

model are addressed by replacing its parametric precipitation partitions with a ver-

tically integrated soil moisture state variable model and a reduction from annual to

monthly time steps.
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Chapter 4

Model Development

4.1 Introduction1

The prior chapter developed and investigated four catchment hydrology resilience

models. The aim was not to prove that multiple attractors exist but rather to demon-

strate that minor, defensible and plausible changes to modelling of groundwater-

vadose zone processes can give rise to multiple hydrological attractors. More

broadly, the aim was to falsify the assumption that dryland catchments only have a

single hydrologic attractor. The sequential process of developing the four models

in Chapter 3 lead to the hill-slope Boussinesq (HSB) model being the most plau-

sible of the models. It was comprised of a variable catchment width (Troch et al.

2003) and bed slope (extended from Hilberts et al. 2004) and recharge was estimated

using the parametric partitioning equations for annual precipitation from Anderies

(2005) adapted to omit solutes. This model was though found to be deficient for

the falsification of the assumption of a single attractor. This chapter addresses these

deficiencies by modification of the HSB model to include a vertically integrated

soil moisture state variable model and a reduction of the time step from annual to

monthly.

The model developed herein is explored and applied over the following three

1This chapter was published as Peterson et al. (2009a) and is re-printed within Appendix B.
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chapters. For this reason, the model assumptions and components are more thor-

oughly discussed and justified than were those of the prior chapter. The model,

and particularly the unsaturated component, was developed so that (i) the number

of parameters and state variables are minimal; and (ii) where possible, parameters

are independently observable. This was undertaken to allow tractable exploration

of multiple attractors. It was also undertaken to strengthen any calibration by

way of minimising the degrees of freedom (and thus improving the model predic-

tion accuracy) and by facilitating assessment of the calibrated parameters against

independent estimates.

4.2 Model Overview

The coupled model developed herein is not aiming to improve the validity or

predictive accuracy of existing surface-groundwater models. It is developed to be

sufficiently complex to facilitate testing of the theory of multiple attractors against

time series of stream flow and groundwater head observation data by means of

numerical calibration and evaluation. The model dynamics are derived from well

founded hydrological processes so that parameterisation can utilise existing data

sets of parameter values (for example McKenzie et al. 2000). Furthermore, the model

is developed to be sufficiently tractable for exploration of multiple attractors.

Central to the model is the interaction between vegetation and the water

table. Until recently, eco-hydrological investigations focused upon water-limited

ecosystems in which interaction of the vadose zone with the water table was omit-

ted (Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. 2007). Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (2007) recently stressed the

importance of development of a framework to investigate interaction of the water

table, soil moisture, rainfall regime and vegetation. Subsequently, the interaction

of bare soil and a shallow water table with stochastic rainfall was investigated,

although this was limited to one dimensional vertical flow (Ridolfi et al. 2008). The

model developed herein addresses some of the unresolved issues of Rodriguez-

Iturbe et al. (2007), namely redistribution via lateral saturated flow and interaction
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the coupled model. The top left inset details the one
dimensional unsaturated zone model.

with vegetation, and demonstrates that complex behaviour can arise from a rela-

tively simple model. Overall, the methods adopted to achieve the above required

somewhat gross simplification to those of true coupled unsaturated-groundwater

systems. To paraphrase Eagleson (1978a) though, while there is the danger of de-

stroying the model validity through such simplification, it is felt that the potential

gains in understanding multiple attractors is worth the risk.

Figure 4.1 summarises the model developed over the following pages. It

presents the model as a cross section over the catchment length with an inset

summarising the unsaturated zone model. Saturated lateral flow occurs only within

the saturated zone and the flow direction is perpendicular to the aquifer-basement

boundary. Saturated flow can occur in both the aquifer and soil layers if the water

table is within the soil layer. The depth of the unsaturated layer is the minimum of

the depth to the lower soil layer boundary and the depth to the water table. With

respect to the inset, the unsaturated zone is vertically lumped and precipitation

is partitioned to runoff and infiltration. Unsaturated fluxes are assumed vertical

and, if the water table is within the soil layer, both recharge to and uptake from the

groundwater can occur.

The undertaking of continuation analysis presents some subtle numerical

requirements (the methods of which are discussed in detail in Section 4.5). The
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quantification of the state space location of attractors and repellors requires the

model to have a smooth and continuous response surface. That is, without the

thresholds caused by e.g. min/max and if/else functions (Kavetski et al. 2006a).

Where these would typically occur they were removed by approximation with

smooth continuous functions. This also reduced the stiffness of the differential

equations and facilitates the future use of gradient-based calibration. Continuation

analysis also requires input data, which in this case is the climatic forcing data, to

be either constant or of a smooth repeating cycle. Thus it cannot be undertaken

using stochastic data or observed precipitation. Consequently, and as a compromise

between the high frequency soil moisture dynamics and the low frequency lateral

groundwater flow, when continuation analysis was undertaken the model used

average monthly climate data.

Numerous other coupled vadose-lateral groundwater models have been de-

veloped. A notable early model was a rigorous full hydraulic head-based three

dimensional, vertically discretised, transient model (Freeze 1971). Aiming to over-

come the computational load from such models, many hill-slope hydrology models

have subsequently simplified Richard’s equation (e.g. Kim et al. 1999; Hilberts et al.

2007). Within groundwater modelling, coupled models have also emerged (e.g. Bar-

low and Harbaugh 2006; Niswonger et al. 2006; Cordano and Rigon 2008). Differences

between the model developed here and the above-cited hill-slope models include:

vertically integrated unsaturated zone; time steps of one month compared to pre-

dominately daily or sub-daily time steps; and the transpiration being a function of

both depth to water table and soil moisture, rather than soil moisture alone. With re-

spect to the cited groundwater models, the following model is only one dimensional

and has only one saturated layer. This model does, however, partition precipitation

to runoff and infiltration, and utilises pressure head gradient vadose zone drainage.

While such processes are not required to achieve the presented dynamics they are

included: (i) as their omission would require assumptions potentially invalidating

the findings; and (ii) it aids future field application and calibration of the model.

Discretising of the single soil layer was also investigated, and but was found to
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increase the memory requirements of the limit cycle continuation sparse Jacobian

matrix significantly beyond the 8 GB capacity of 64 bit desktop computers, and was

thus considered premature.

4.3 Eco-hydrological Model

The modelling in Chapter 3 found that the emergence of multiple water table

attractors was dictated by changes in transpiration and recharge with water table

depth. However, these finds were based predominately upon annual time step

parametric equations for partitioning and not evidence from field studies. Prior

to developing the equations for the vadose zone, field studies vadose zone-water

table interaction are reviewed.

Field studies of vadose zone-saline water table interaction emerge predomi-

nately from Australian salinity management investigations. For irrigated lucerne

with a one meter deep water table, a two site lysimeter study found that with a

change from a fresh (0.1 dS m−1) to saline (16 dS m−1) water table, the leaf area

index (LAI) declined by 41%; transpiration declined by 36%; and groundwater up-

take declined by 67% (Zhang et al. 1999). Uptake from the saline ground water was

estimated at 3.3 and 2.3 mm day−1 from the two sites, of which 19 % (0.21 and

0.15 mm day−1 respectively) was estimated to be transpired. Summarising twenty

field studies, Thorburn (1997) concluded that, following establishment of trees and

pastures, groundwater uptake of shallow saline groundwater by each is very com-

parable to that of bare soil. A further study of 80 woody revegetation sites found

that groundwater uptake is minor at sites with shallow saline water tables, and

observed lowering of the water level was likely to be due to initial direct uptake

followed by reduced in-situ recharge (George et al. 1999). With respect to field stud-

ies of tree water use, an in-situ investigation of Eucalyptus largiflorens found that at

sites recharged only by vertical infiltration, uptake was from fresh unsaturated deep

drainage rather than accessible saline groundwater (Holland et al. 2006). Conversely,

Thorburn et al. (1993) concluded groundwater uptake was an important source but
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acknowledged that a high saline water table may have restricted transpiration and

uptake. Returning to plant growth, the leaf area per tree of E. camaldulensis and

E. occidentalis after seven years growth was found to decrease by 50% and 61%,

respectively, at sites of moderately saline shallow groundwater compared to fresh

sites (Benyon et al. 1999).

Although these studies differ in location (and thus climate, geology, soil),

species, method and aims, it is plausible to summarise that (i) transpiration declines

as a shallow saline water table intersects a greater fraction of the root zone; (ii) the

reduction in transpiration is coupled with a reduction in LAI; and (iii) uptake of

saline groundwater by pastures and eucalyptus is a minimal fraction of their total

transpiration. This forms the basis for the modified transpiration function in the

following model development.

As outlined above, the model is of a monthly time step and comprises of

a vertically integrated unsaturated zone. Because of the monthly time step, the

monthly change in soil moisture could not be assumed zero and thus soil moisture

state variables were required. The vertical integration of this soil moisture store, and

the assumption of lateral unsaturated flow being zero, were undertaken to reduce

the computational load and thus facilitate identification of attractors and repellors

by way of continuation analysis. These simplifications were considered warranted

because this investigation is into long-term multiple equilibrium of the water table

rather than soil moisture dynamics. This is consistent with Rodriguez-Iturbe et al.

(2001) who suggested that vertical integration of soil moisture provides an accurate

enough simulation of plant water use and soil moisture stress. The affects of

vertical integration have been studied by Guswa et al. (2002) who compared the

fluxes and water balances from a water-limited vertically integrated soil moisture

model with an otherwise similar vertically discretised version. Importantly, the

two models where of increased agreement as the climate became wetter and the

plant’s ability to compensate for spatial variability in soil moisture distribution

improved. In their study the ratio of the average rainfall rate to the maximum daily

evapotranspiration rate was 0.478, which is similar to that used for the application of
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the model developed herein. Thus, if the vegetation is assumed to opportunistically

uptake soil moisture from wet regions of the profile when other regions are dry,

the vertical integration is an acceptable simplification. Guswa et al. (2002) did

though note that the integrated model predicted lower volumetric soil moisture. As

recharge is very dependent on soil moisture, this may result in an underestimation

of recharge. Considering that recharge was identified in Chapter 3 as critical to the

emergence of multiple attractors, an underestimation of recharge may be important

to this study.

Under the assumption that the unsaturated fluxes are independent and can

be summed as though the problem were linear (Eagleson 1978b), the unsaturated

zone water balance is thus:

dm (x, t)
dt

= I (m,S, t) − E (m,S, t) − T (m, S, t) − L (m, S) − U (m, S)
w

(4.1)

where m [L] is soil moisture storage at time t [T] and at a distance x [L] from

the catchment outlet; S [L2] is groundwater storage per unit length; I [L T−1] is

infiltration rate; E [L T−1] is soil evaporation rate; T [L T−1] is transpiration rate;

L [L T−1] is leakage to, or uptake due to capillary rise from, the water table; and

U [L2 T−1] is uptake (or deposition) of soil moisture over the catchment width as

a result of a rising (or lowering) water table and w [L] is the catchment width at

x. Effectively, the U flux is a mass balance adjustment term for the moving lower

boundary to the vadose zone. Importantly, the above differential equation, like

the differential equation for saturated lateral flow, was implemented so that the

rate of change was in units of years. To enable investigation of different climate

forcing time steps, climate forcing was scaled to a daily rate and implemented to

the following equations to derive a daily flux. These fluxes was then scaled to an

annual rate for the differential equations. As discussed in Section 4.5, a variable

time step differential equations solver was used to derived solutions and the max

length of a time step was limit to the forcing time step.

In partitioning precipitation for infiltration, the interception storage capacity
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was estimated from the leaf area index (LAI) and assumed to empty daily (Wigmosta

et al. 1994; Dickinson et al. 1991). The daily interception was estimated from a

simple exponential function to avoid the inclusion of a state variable and to ensure

interception losses were less than precipitation. The effective precipitation, Pe f f (in

meters), and the maximum precipitation that can become infiltration, Pin f ilt, is thus:

Ecanopymax = 10−4LAIt × F (4.2)

Pe f f = P − Ecanopymax

(
1 − e

−P
Ecanopymax

)
(4.3)

Pin f ilt = min
(
Pe f f ,mmax −m

)
≈ Pe f f − λP ln

[
e

Pe f f −(mmax−m)

λP + 1
]

(4.4)

where Ecanopymax [L] is the interception capacity; F is ground cover fraction of the

canopy, which as per Tuteja et al. (2004) is assumed to equal unity; LAIt is the

dimensionless leaf area index at time t (equation 4.8); Pin f ilt [L T−1] is the precipi-

tation infiltration capacity; λP [L] is a smoothing parameter for approximating the

above min function (Kavetski and Kuczera 2007), trials for which identified accept-

able smoothing to occur when λP = 0.005 meters; and mmax [L] is the maximum soil

moisture capacity equal to the soil porosity, φ, multiplied by the minimum of the

vertical depth of the soil layer and the depth to the water table (henceforth DBNS

for depth below natural surface), dv [L]. The infiltration rate, I, is estimated from Yu

et al. (1997) by:

I = Ip

(
1 − e−

Pin f ilt
Ip

)
(4.5)

Ip = Ioe
mmax−m

mmax (4.6)

where Ip [L T−1] is the spatially averaged potential infiltration rate; and Io [L T−1]

is a parameter for the spatially-averaged limiting infiltration rate when saturation

occurs over the entire cell, generating runoff (Tuteja et al. 2004). Equations 4.5 to

4.6 allow simulation of infiltration and saturated excess runoff, via subtracting the
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infiltration, I, from the effective precipitation, Pe f f .

Three fluxes are simulated from the soil moisture store: evaporation, transpi-

ration and non-free draining leakage to the water table. Transpiration is frequently

modelled as a piecewise linear function of the soil moisture fraction multiplied by

the potential evapotranspiration (e.g. Laio et al. 2001). Above a volumetric soil

moisture fraction denoted by θ∗, the sum of transpiration and soil evaporation is

at the rate of potential evapotranspiration. For long term simulations though, the

potential evapotranspiration is also a function of vegetation growth and seasonality.

A simple model incorporating both is the linear piecewise soil moisture function

multiplied by an estimate of the potential transpiration. The later was derived

from scaling potential evapotranspiration by one minus the exponential function

of Monsi and Saeki (2005) for relative shaded light intensity as a function of LAI

(implemented within Tuteja et al. 2004). Transpiration was estimated thus as:

T = PET
(
1 − e−klightLAIt

)
ΘTF (4.7)

where PET [L T−1] is the areal potential evapotranspiration; klight is the dimension-

less canopy light extraction coefficient; LAIt is the dimensionless leaf area index at

time t; and 0 ≤ ΘTF ≤ 1 is the above mentioned linear piecewise function incorpo-

rating soil moisture.

This sections initial discussion of the impact of a shallow saline water table on

vegetation transpiration clearly indicated that transpiration and LAI decline toward

zero with both increasing groundwater salinity and rising water table. A simple

further modification is to make LAI, and thus transpiration, a function of DBNS,

so that as the water table lowers from the surface to below the root zone the LAI

increases from zero to a predefined climatic maximum. Multiplying the equation

for LAIt from Tuteja et al. (2004) by a two parameter logistic function results in LAIt

being a function of both precipitation and DBNS:

LAIt = LAImonth

( P
Pi

)β  dαv
dαv + dαLAI/2

 (4.8)
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where LAImonth is the fixed average monthly LAI; Pi [L T−1] is the average monthly

precipitation for month i; as above, dv [L] is minimum of the vertical depth of

the soil layer and the depth to the water table; β is a scaling parameter for the

change in LAI with the precipitation ratio; dLAI/2 [L] is a parameter for the water

table depth at which the LAI is 50% of the maximum; and α is a parameter for

the LAI rate of decay as the water table rises. The logistic function aggregates

reductions in transpiration from both reduced osmotic potential and the toxicity

of salt to vegetation that occur with an increase in soil salinity. It ignores changes

in vegetation sensitivity to salt with growth and season. Soil salt flushing from,

and uptake to, the root zone is also ignored. Effectively, at each time step the

soil salinity is assumed to be in a quasi-equilibrium determined by the water table

depth. The term of
(

P
Pi

)β
facilitates simulation of increased (or decreased) vegetation

biomass, and therefore transpiration, during months of above (or below) average

precipitation. Only during latter simulations under stochastic forcing can this term

be other than unity.

The soil moisture control on evapotranspiration (ΘTF of equation 4.7) is often

estimated as a piecewise linear function in which the transpiration potential fraction

equals zero below a wilting point, and increases linearly to unity at and above the

soil moisture level where plant stomata being to close. To eliminate the thresholds at

the wilting and stomata closure points, the integral of the smooth step function from

Kavetski and Kuczera (2007) was extended to include smoothing of two thresholds:

ΘTF =
λθ

θ∗ − θwp
ln

1 + e
θ−θwp
λθ

1 + e
θ−θ∗
λθ

 (4.9)

where θwp is a dimensionless parameter for the vegetation wilting point volumet-

ric soil moisture fraction; θ∗ is a dimensionless parameter for the volumetric soil

moisture fraction at which stomata begin to close as a result of water stress; θ is the

dimensionless volumetric soil moisture fraction defined as the soil moisture store,

m, over the unsaturated depth, dv, and approximated by the smooth function of
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equation 4.11; and λθ is a dimensionless parameter affecting smoothing, trials for

which identified acceptable smoothing to occur when λθ = 0.001.

The estimation of evaporation, E, below, is comparable to transpiration except

that: (i) the relative evaporation fraction, ΘEF, is extended to the volumetric soil

moisture residual and porosity; and ii) only the upper soil column is available for

evaporation:

E = PETe−klightLAItΘEFδE (4.10)

where 0 ≤ ΘEF ≤ 1 is the relative evaporation fraction; and 0 ≤ δE ≤ 1 is the fraction

of the soil column available for surface evaporation. The relative evaporation

fraction, ΘEF, is the soil moisture control on soil evaporation and is estimated from

a smooth function for θ that approximates m
dv

and is comparable to the relative

transpiration fraction of equation 4.9:

θ =
m
dv
≈ θr + λθ ln

1 + e
m
dv
−θr
λθ

1 + e
m
dv
−φ

λθ

 (4.11)

ΘEF =
θ − θr

φ − θr
(4.12)

where θr is a dimensionless parameter for the volumetric soil moisture residual;

and φ is a dimensionless parameter for the soil porosity. In estimating δE, it is

reasonable to assume the fraction of potential evaporation at a point of depth d

below the land surface declines from unity at the surface and approaches zero as d

extends far below the land surface. To estimate δE, this decay function is integrated

from the land surface to the bottom of the soil layer, or to the water table if it is

within the soil layer. By assuming an exponential decay at a rate of a and, to solve

for the integration constant C, that δE equals zero when the water table is at the

surface, δE is estimated by:
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δE =

∫ dv

0
e−adv∂d

=
[
−1

a
e−adv + C

]dv

0

=
1
a

(
1 − e−adv

)
(4.13)

where:

a = − lnΓ
devap

(4.14)

where devap [L] is a parameter for the soil depth at which the fraction of potential

evaporation equals Γ, a dimensionless constant which in this application was fixed

at 0.05. As the water table approaches the land surface the soil evaporation ap-

proaches zero and direct evaporation from the water table approaches the potential

evapotranspiration (see equation 4.24).

In estimating the leakage to the water table, L, most vertically integrated soil

moisture models assume the water table is sufficiently far below the root zone that

leakage can be estimated as free draining (e.g. Laio et al. 2001). The inclusion herein

of a water table does though require the total vertical vadose zone hydraulic head

to include the pressure potential in addition to the elevation head. From Darcy’s

equation, and assuming the drainage is quasi-steady state, the leakage is estimated

as:

L = −kθ

(
∂ψ

∂z
+ 1

)
(4.15)

where kθ [L T−1] is the unsaturated vertical hydraulic conductivity; ψ [L] is the

pressure potential; and z [L] is the upward positive elevation. In estimating ∂ψ
∂z , the

partial derivatives of the osmotic, bulk and pressure potentials (i.e. soil air pressure

and positive hydrostatic pressure from water saturated regions) are assumed zero
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and is approximated by only the matric potential. Assuming the matric potential,

ψm, estimated from the moisture at the centre of the unsaturated zone, and assuming

the matric potential is zero at the water table, gives:

∂ψ

∂z
=

(
S > Saq

) ∂ψm

∂z

≈
(
S > Saq

) ψm − 0
0.5dv − 0

≈ 2λ
ψm

dv
(4.16)

where Saq [L2] is the groundwater storage capacity below the lower soil bound-

ary (see equation 4.23);
(
S > Saq

)
is a non-smooth step function equalling zero

when S ≤ Saq and one when S > Saq. The latter term facilitates simulation of free

drainage when the water table is below the soil layer and non-free drainage when

the water table is within the soil layer. To smoothen
(
S > Saq

)
term and thus the

above finite difference approximation, a dimensionless function λ is adopted. It is

an infinitely differentiable logistic function approximating the discontinuous step

function
(
S > Saq

)
(Kavetski and Kuczera 2007):

λ =
1

1 + e
S−Saq
λS

(4.17)

where λS [L2] is a smoothing parameter. To ensure a smooth behaviour near

saturation,ψm and kθ were estimated from van Genuchten (1980) and thus require the

following parameters: air-entry pressure, ψa [L]; maximum vertical conductivity, kv

[L T−1]; and the pore-size index, ϕ. The final term of equation 4.1, the soil moisture

uptake function, U, is presented in a later Section (equation 4.26).
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4.4 Modification of the Hill-Slope Boussinesq Model

The addition into the above model of saturated lateral flow allows for the consid-

eration of heterogeneous potentiometric curvature in the investigation of multiple

water table attractors. It also allows for future calibration to distributed observed

groundwater levels. A hill-slope storage Boussinesq (HSB) equation of one dimen-

sional lateral flow that accounts for catchment shape and the slope of the imper-

meable bed was adopted (Troch et al. 2003). As the catchment geometry (catchment

width, slope and depth to basement) is defined by few model parameters, it also

facilitates tractable future investigation into their role in the emergence of multiple

attractors.

Application of the HSB model to dryland salinity investigations is likely to

misrepresent dryland salinity processes due to its constant bed-slope angle. As

illustrated by the common example of a shallow water table occurring at the break

of slope, topographic curvature heavily influences the depth to water table and

cannot be assumed zero for this investigation. Hilberts et al. (2004) proposed a non-

uniform sloping bed HSB, such that the slope angle, i, is a function of distance to

the outlet, x. This expansion, and Troch et al. (2003), provided the basis on which

the following modifications to the HSB were made: a soil layer of porosity differing

to the underlying consolidated sediments; recharge as a function of depth to water

table; and uptake (deposition) of soil moisture when the water table rises within

the soil layer, which is effectively the mass balance adjustment term U of equation

4.1 for the moving lower boundary to the vadose zone.

Troch et al. (2003) modified the saturated lateral flow Boussinesq equation to

a hill-slope of variable width, w (x), by changing the state variable from saturated

thickness, b, to groundwater storage, S:

dS
dt
=
∂

∂x

{
−ksS

f

[
cos i

∂

∂x

(
S

w f

)
+ sin i

]}
+N (4.18)

where x [L] is the distance to the outlet measured parallel to the impermeable
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aquifer basement; f is a dimensionless parameter for the drainable porosity; i is the

slope of the aquifer basement to the horizontal; ks [L T−1] is the saturated lateral

conductivity; and N is the source term representing net recharge at distance x and

time t. It assumes groundwater flow occurs only in the direction x and that the

saturated thickness, b, is uniform over the catchment width at x and is equal to S
w f .

Previous applications of this equation assumed the drainable porosity, f , to be

either constant (e.g. Troch et al. 2003; Hilberts et al. 2004) or a function of the soil-water

retention properties and thus the water table depth (Hilberts et al. 2007). Neither

considered two or more layers of differing saturated porosity. In this application it

is too restrictive to assume the soil and underlying unconfined aquifer are of equal

saturated porosity. Thus, equation 4.18 is modified such that f is replaced by a

bulk drainable porosity, µ, which is a function of the groundwater storage estimated

across both layers and derived as follows:

b =
S

wµ

=
S

wφ
−

(
S > Saq

) (S − Saq

w f
−

S − Saq

w f

)
=

S
w f
−

(
S > Saq

) (
S − Saq

) φ − f
wφ f

(4.19)

where Saq [L2] is the capacity of groundwater storage below the lower soil boundary

(see equation 4.23); and f is a dimensionless parameter for the drainable porosity of

the underlying unconfined aquifer. The equation effectively calculates the saturated

thickness from the groundwater storage, S, assuming both layers have a porosity of

f , and subtracts from it the saturated thickness for groundwater storage within the

soil layer, calculated using the porosity of both f and φ. Rearranging as a function

for µ gives:

µ =
S f

S −
(
S > Saq

) (
S − Saq

)
φ− f
φ

(4.20)
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The step function
(
S > Saq

)
equals unity if S is greater than Saq and is otherwise

zero. As this causes a discontinuity in the model, it was replaced by a smooth

approximation. Importantly, an approximation using equation 4.17 causes µ to

implausibly be less than f as S increases toward Saq. Using the integral of equation

4.17 with respect to S enforces µ to be greater than f as S increases toward Saq. Thus

the bulk drainable porosity is re-defined as follows (see Kavetski and Kuczera 2007,

equation 12-13 for further details):

µ =
S f

S − φ− f
φ

∫ S
0 λdS

(4.21)

where:

∫ S

0
λdS = λS ln

(
e

S−Saq
λS + 1

)
(4.22)

To complete the derivation of µ, the constant vector Saq is defined as follows,

where dsoil is a dimensionless parameter for the depth of the soil layer as a fraction

of the vertical depth from the surface to the aquifer basement. This representation

of soil depth facilitates a declining soil depth as the aquifer basement approaches

the land surface at the upper catchment:

Saq =
baq

w f
=

1
w f

(1 − dsoil)
(
E − B

)
cos i (4.23)

where E [L] is the elevation of the land surface at x averaged over the catchment

width at x; B [L] is the elevation of the impermeable bedrock at x also averaged

over the catchment width at x; baq [L] is the thickness between the aquifer basement

and the soil-aquifer. In the implementation of the model E and B were estimated

as a function of the horizontal distance from the catchment outlet, u, rather than

parallel to the impermeable aquifer basement, x. The term cos i converts the vertical
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thickness, E − B, to a thickness perpendicular to the aquifer basement at x.

Two additional aspects of the two-layer version of equation 4.18 are that,

firstly, a rising (falling) water table will remove water from (deposit water to)

the unsaturated zone, and secondly, as the water table approaches the surface,

groundwater will be evaporated. For the groundwater evaporation, the unsaturated

zone evaporation function (equation 4.13) term for the relative evaporative potential

decay provides an estimate of groundwater evaporation from the top of the capillary

fringe in the form:

Egw = PETe−a(dv−ψa) (4.24)

where dv [L] is the minimum of the vertical depth of the soil layer and the depth to

the water table, defined as:

dv = E − B − S
wµ cos i

(4.25)

The uptake (deposition) of soil moisture by a rising (declining) water table

is poorly represented by a lumped unsaturated zone model. For example, the

uptake is a function of the soil moisture at a depth near the initial water table,

yet for a lumped model the soil moisture is assumed uniform. Also, hysteresis

effects may occur as the response from a rising and falling water table is unlikely

to be equal. More relevant to this study is that, as the soil moisture fraction is

estimated from the soil moisture storage, m, divided by dv, a rising water table will

cause, when other fluxes are ignored, an increase in the volumetric soil moisture

fraction. For the scenario of a water table within the soil layer but below the root

zone, it is implausible that a rising water table would increase the volumetric soil

moisture, and thus increase transpiration and evaporation, despite no additional

soil moisture. The uptake function has thus been developed so that the soil moisture

fraction is constant with a changing water table depth and achieved via the uptake
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of unsaturated storage equalling the soil moisture fraction multiplied by the rate

of water table rise. The discontinuity,
(
S < Saq

)
, in the following was removed by

substituting equation 4.17 for λ:

U = wθ
db
dt

= wθ
d
dt

(
S

wµ

)
= θ

dS
dt
µ−1

(
1 − S

µ

∂µ

∂S

)
=

(
S < Saq

) θ
φ

dS
dt

= λ
θ
φ

dS
dt

(4.26)

Generalising the HSB of equation 4.18 such that the bed slope, i, and lateral

saturated conductivity, ks, are spatially varying; replacing f with µ; substituting the

source term, N, with recharge (equation 4.15), groundwater evaporation (equation

4.24) and the groundwater uptake (equation 4.26); and rearranging to an explicit

equation for dS
dt (from equation 4.26), the HSB becomes:

dS
dt
=

1
1 − λθφ

 ∂∂x

ksS
µ

cos i
∂b
∂x
+ sin i

 + w
(
L − Egw

) (4.27)

Importantly, the denominator of the outer term in the above equation causes

the rate of change of groundwater storage to be a function of the soil moisture. For

a water table within the soil layer, as the soil moisture approaches saturation, dS
dt

approaches infinity, causing a singularity. While this has not occurred in simulations

to date, caution is required in future applications.

The slope of the bedrock, i, is defined as a function of the bedrock slope relative

to the horizontal distance to the outlet, u [L], below. In this implementation, i j± 1
2

was estimated by linear interpolation from the adjacent block nodes:
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i j = arctan
∂B j

∂u j
(4.28)

Saturated conductivity was estimated as a logistic function such that as the

saturated thickness approaches zero, ks rapidly approaches zero. More specifically,

at a saturated thickness of bk/2 [L] the saturated conductivity is half the maximum,

ksmax [L T−1], and declines at a rate τ with the saturated thickness. This was imple-

mented to avoid the requirement for an additional state variable vector, as used in

ModFlow (Harbaugh et al. 2000), for the re-wetting of a dry nodes.

ks = ksmax

bτ

bτ + bτk/2
(4.29)

4.5 Numerical Methods

An analytical solution to the above non-linear coupled unsaturated-HSB PDE (equa-

tions 4.1 and 4.27) is both very unlikely and not the focus of this thesis. Numerical

methods were therefore adopted and the partial derivatives of equation 4.27 were

approximated by finite difference. The inner and outer partial derivatives of equa-

tion 4.27 were approximated by block-centred finite difference, such that, at block

j:

dS j

dt
≈ 1

1 − λ j
θ j

φ

 1
x j+ 1

2
− x j− 1

2

C j+ 1
2

cos i j+ 1
2

b j+1 − b j

x j+1 − x j
+ sin i j+ 1

2


−C j− 1

2

cos i j− 1
2

b j − b j−1

x j − x j−1
+ sin i j− 1

2


 + w j

(
L j − Egw j

)
(4.30)

where C is the lateral flow conductance and equalling ksS
µ . For an unconfined

aquifer and assuming the transmissivity varies linearly between the block nodes,

the conductance at j − 1
2 and j + 1

2 is approximated as (Harbaugh et al. 2000; Goode
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and Appel 1992):

C j− 1
2
=

1
2

(
C j + C j−1

)
, C j+ 1

2
=

1
2

(
C j+1 + C j

)
(4.31)

The coupled equations of 4.1 and 4.30 were solved as a transient problem

using the MatLab variable time step stiff solver ode15s (Shampine and Reichelt 1997);

u was discretised at 10 meters; and relative and absolute error tolerances were 10−4

and 10−6 respectively. To ensure the climate data for a given time step was only

used for this and not the following time step, as can occur when a variable step

solver takes large steps, the ode15s algorithm was also modified so that the solver

always ended exactly at the end of the climate data time step. Validation of the

solution involved (i) confirmation of mass balance errors being less than 0.1 mm

day−1; and (ii) validation of the mass balance errors being proportional to the spatial

node spacing, relative and absolute error.

Limit cycle continuation (LCC) traces stable periodic cycles of the state vari-

ables with a change in a model parameter. In this investigation such cycles emerge

because of the seasonal cycles in the climate forcing data. Unlike time integrated

solutions, it allows estimation of the state space location of repellors in addition

to attractors. It was undertaken using MATCONT-CL (Dhooge et al. 2003) with

the following modifications: (i) center weighted finite difference Jacobian using

adaptive finite difference step size (Ridders 1982); and (ii) boundary value problem

(BVP) collocation scheme for solution of the model was modified for periodicity

resulting from forcing (seasonal climate data) and not the differential equations.

The continuation was undertaken for the saturated lateral conductivity parameter,

ksmax . The BVP was solved with seven solution nodes and five collocation points

between each node; maximum step length of 1000 (dimensionless); and a normal

vector tolerance for the Newton’s residual and function error of 10−6. The LCC

results were checked at the fold points (i.e. at the ksmax limit of an attractor) against

time integration solutions.
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4.6 Discussion and Conclusions

The prior chapter developed and investigated four catchment hydrology resilience

models. Of the four models, the most plausible was felt to be the hill-slope Boussi-

nesq (HSB) model. It was however found to be deficient for the falsification of the

assumption of a single attractor. These deficiencies were addressed in this chapter

by modification of the HSB model to include a vertically integrated soil moisture

state variable model and a reduction of the time step from annual to monthly.

Specifically, the model is a modified hill-slope Boussinesq groundwater equation

coupled with a vertically lumped one dimensional vadose zone soil water retention

equation for a non-irrigated catchment. The model was developed to be suffi-

ciently complex to plausibly model subsurface hill-slope hydrology and facilitate

calibration to groundwater head observations while simple enough for tractable

calibration and exploration of multiple attractors. Assumptions from the adoption

of the Troch et al. (2003) Boussinesq hill-slope model include: (i) the Dupuit assump-

tion applied perpendicular to the aquifer basement requiring the catchment length

to be significantly greater than the depth to the aquifer basement; (ii) catchment

length is significantly greater than the catchment width; and (iii) that the aquifer

is unconfined and, over the catchment width at u, is homogeneous. Assumptions

from the the unsaturated layer include: (i) that vegetation water use is supply

limited; (ii) that the aquifer is sufficiently saline to reduce transpiration when the

water table is shallow; (iii) that only vertical unsaturated flow occurs; (iv) that the

soil layer is hydraulically homogeneous at u; (v) that when the unsaturated layer

is free draining recharge instantaneously enters the aquifer; (vi) that the soil layer

is sufficiently thin and of a comparable lateral saturated conductivity to the aquifer

so that when the water table is within the soil layer saturated conductivity can be

estimated from the aquifer conductivity, ks; and (vii) from Guswa et al. (2002), that

the vegetation can opportunistically uptake soil moisture from wet regions of the

profile when other regions are dry. Unlike the four models of the prior chapter, this

model has not yet undergone any testing or application. With the above assump-
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tions in mind, the model is applied to a hypothetical catchment in Chapters 5 and

6. In Chapter 7 the model is further applied to two upland catchments within the

eastern Wimmera, Victoria.



Chapter 5

Model Exploration - I

5.1 Introduction1

The prior two chapters detailed five sequentially developed catchment resilience

models. Four were preliminary models developed and tested within Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 utilised the findings from these to develop the fifth model. It is a hills-

lope Boussinesq (HSB) model coupled to a vertically integrated unsaturated zone

state variable model. Unlike like those of Chapter 3, no assessment nor exploration

of this model has yet been presented. This chapter undertakes such for a hypo-

thetical exploration with the aim of: (i) assessing the model validity, and thus its

contribution to falsifying the assumption of dryland catchments having only one

attractor (thesis question 1); (ii) identifying multiple attractors under more plausi-

ble climate forcing conditions than the annual conditions investigated in Chapter

3(thesis question 2); and (iii) identifying catchment attributes and dynamics for

which multiple attractors emerge (thesis question 3). With consideration to the

assumptions and limitations of the model, as detailed in Section 4.6, the parameters

and climatic forcing for the hypothetical investigation are first presented. Time in-

tegrated solutions are then presented for two different lower boundary conditions

and the existence of multiple attractors is explored. Various fluxes from these so-

lutions are then reviewed along with the mass balance errors. Finally, results from

1This chapter was published as Peterson et al. (2009a) and is re-printed within Appendix B.

129
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limit cycle continuation against the saturated hydraulic conductivity parameter are

presented and discussed.

5.2 Parameterisation of Abstract Catchment

In exploring model behaviour, parameters typical of temperate climate catchments

in central Victoria, specifically Köppen-Geiger climate type Cfb (Peel et al. 2007),

have been adopted and are presented in Table 5.1. The land use is grazed pastures

and soil water parameters are for a sandy clay (Rawls et al. 1982). The repeating

within-year climatic forcing and average LAI (LAImonth) are presented in Figure 5.2.

The monthly climatic forcing was converted to the annual scaling of the model prior

to implementation.

The climate data comprised of daily rainfall and daily FAO56 reference evap-

otranspiration (ETo) obtain from SILO for 143.45 degrees longitude and -37.10 de-

grees latitude (Jeffrey et al. 2001). These coordinates approximate the daily rainfall

gauge 081000 and are for the town of Avoca, at which daily rainfall records exists

from 1884 to the present. The average annual rainfall and ETo is 541.7 and 1103

mm year−1 respectively, giving an average rainfall ratio of 0.49. The annual average

precipitation excess, that is max
(
0,monthly rainfall −monthly ETo

)
, provides an

approximate upper limit to runoff plus recharge. For the adopted climate data the

average annual excess rainfall is 97.94 mm year−1. The use of observed climate

forcing, rather than theoretical forcing, allowed the next chapter to use stochastic

climate replicates with temporal cycles of annual or greater length. This could not

have been achieved using simple Poisson rainfall event and exponential rainfall

depth distributions as adopted by Eagleson (1978a), Laio et al. (2001) and D’Odorico

et al. (2005).

Limit cycle continuation analysis requires the average monthly climate data

to be smooth. This is required as limit cycle continuation solves the boundary

value problem using a dynamic set of time points within the annual cycle and not

points fixed at the end of each month. To meet this requirement, a sine function
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Table 5.1: Model parameters and assigned values
Catchment Geometry Parameters:

Catchment length, L 2000 m
Elevation of aquifer basement: B3x2 + B2x + B1 1.75e−5, 0.003, 0
Elevation of land surface: E3x2 + E2x + E1 1e−5, 0, 50
Catchment width, 2w1ew2x 250 m, 0.0004 m−1

Soil depth (as fraction of depth to bedrock) 0.05

Hydrogeological Parameters:

Lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity: ksmax 1.0 m day−1

Specific yield: f 0.05
Lower boundary condition hydraulic gradient: 0.001
Upper boundary condition specified flux: 0 m3 day−1

Unsaturated Zone Parameters:

Limiting infiltration rate: Io 0.02 m day−1

Brooks and Corey soil parameters: ϕ, ψa 0.168, -0.2917 m
Vertical conductivity: kv 0.0288 m day−1

Porosity: φ 0.43
Residual volumetric soil moisture fraction: θr 0.109
Evaporation depth at 5% relative potential: devap 0.5 m
Fraction of potential evaporation a depth devap: Γ 0.05

Plant Water Use Parameters:

Stomata closure volumetric soil moisture: θ∗ 0.35
Wilting point volumetric soil moisture: θwp 0.1752
Canopy light extraction coefficient: Klight 0.6
Depth at which LAIt is 50% of potential: dLAI/2 2 m
LAI rate of decay with water table depth: α 3
Change in LAI with the rainfall ratio: β 1

Threshold Smoothing Parameters:

Infiltration capacity smoothing: λP 0.005 m
Soil moisture fraction smoothing: λθ 0.001
Lower soil boundary smoothing: λS 40 m2

Saturated thickness at which ks = 0.5ksmax : bk/2 2 m
Rate of decline of ks with saturated thickness: τ 4

was fit to both the average monthly observed precipitation and ETo by means of

non-linear regression and an objective function of the sum of square of errors. The

resulting function had an annual precipitation and ETo of 542.9 and 1105.2 mm

year−1 respectively, with an average rainfall ratio of 0.49 and average annual excess

rainfall is 98.1 mm year−1. These rates are very comparable to the above observed

rates and thus considered representative of the same location.
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Figure 5.1: Catchment width and direction of groundwater flow.

5.3 Transient Solutions

If a water table has only one attractor then irrespective of the initial head or mag-

nitude of disturbance, it will eventually return to the same attractor. To investigate

the potential for two attractors the model was solved with an initial head of 20% and

98% of the maximum saturated thickness. Importantly, it is implausible to expect

all dryland catchments to have the same number of attractors. The exploration was

thus undertaken at three values of saturated lateral conductivity, ksmax .

In the following two sub-sections simulation results are presented as long-

sections of groundwater head. Results are presented for the two initial heads and

repeated for three values of ksmax . Displayed in each long-section is the initial head;

the transient solution at 20 year increments; and the steady state head (at the first

day of each year). As a result of the cyclical climatic forcing the head does not

approach a steady state at x but rather approaches a stable within-year sinusoidal

like cycle. The steady state head was identified by continuing the simulation until the

soil moisture and groundwater storage state variables at all nodes of x converged to,

and maintained, a stable phase space cycle for at least 100 years simulation. In the

following subsections the model is investigated for two types of lower boundary

condition: fixed hydraulic gradient and a general head boundary.
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Figure 5.2: Climatic forcing and average LAI (LAImonth).

5.3.1 Fixed Hydraulic Gradient at x=0m

In the following, the lower boundary condition has a constant phreatic surface hy-

draulic gradient of 0.001. This boundary condition, compared to more conventional

boundary conditions such as fixed head, fixed flow rate or general head, allows the

rate of saturated outflow to be relatively unconstrained. For a low ksmax of 0.075

m day−1 and the shallow initial head, Figure 5.3(a) shows a very slight rise of the

water table to 0.68 meters depth to water table (henceforth DBNS for depth below

natural surface) at 250 m from the outlet (henceforth at 250 metres). From the deep

initial head, Figure 5.3(b) shows a significant rise of the water table to an elevation

equal to that from the shallow initial condition (Figure 5.3(a)). Therefore at a ksmax

of 0.075 m day−1 the model has only one steady state water table depth and thus

one attractor. For a ksmax of 1.0 m day−1 and the shallow initial head, Figure 5.3(c)

shows a convergence to a shallow water table of 0.9 meters DBNS. Conversely, from

the deep initial head Figure 5.3(d) shows an initial rise and eventual convergence

to a deep water table of 45.7 meters DBNS. Therefore at a ksmax of 1.0 m day−1 the

model has at least two steady state water table depths and thus two attractors. Like

the distributed Anderies (2005) type model of Section 3.3, these two attractors are

limited to the lower slopes and plains (in 5.3(c-d) at less than 1,631 metres from the

outlet). On the upper slopes only the deep attractor emerged. For a higher ksmax

of 2.5 m day−1, Figure 5.3(e-f) show that from the shallow and deep initial heads,
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Figure 5.3: Time integration solutions of the fixed hydraulic gradient boundary
condition model from two initial heads (as a fraction of the maximum saturated
thickness b

bmax
) and at three values of saturated lateral conductivity ksmax . On each

long-section, and labelled in the bottom right, is the land surface elevation, basement
elevation, initial and steady state water. Transient solutions at 20 year time steps are
given denoted by grey lines.

both solutions converge to an equal DBNS over the catchment extent and equalling

47.4 meters DBNS at 250 meters from the outlet. Therefore at a ksmax of 2.5 m day−1

the lateral discharge at the lower boundary is sufficient that the shallow attractor is

eliminated and the model has only one attractor.

To provide a comparison with more traditional groundwater models, and to
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Figure 5.4: Time integration solutions of the fixed hydraulic gradient boundary
condition model without the positive feedback from two initial heads (as a fraction
of the maximum saturated thickness b

bmax
) and at a saturated lateral conductivity

ksmax of 1.0 m day−1. On each long-section is the land surface elevation, basement
elevation, initial and steady state water. Transient solutions at 20 year time steps are
given denoted by grey lines.

make transparent the process causing the two attractors, the LAI (equation 4.8)

was made independent of the water table depth via removal of the equations

logistic function. This was the only change in the model, data or parameters

from the model producing the results of Figure 5.3. Figure 5.4(a-b) show simulation

results for a ksmax of 1.0 m day−1 from both the shallow and deep initial head. Both

converge to the same attractor of 45.7 meters DBNS, which is identical to the deep

DBNS attractor of Figure 5.3(d) for ksmax of 1.0 m day−1. The two attractors emerge

because the inclusion into the model of LAI as a function of DBNS produces a

positive feedback such that when the water table is shallow a net recharge event

causes an elevation of the water table which reduces LAI, and thus transpiration.

During subsequent recharge events, less infiltrated water is transpirated resulting

in a higher soil moisture fraction and recharge than would occur if the LAI were

independent of the water table depth. The increased recharge further elevates the

water table, causes a further reduction in the LAI, and results in the shallow attractor

of Figure 5.3(c).

The above long-sections do not allow investigation of: (i) the processes caus-
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ing the multiple attractors; (ii) the underlying hydrological processes and their

validity; or (iii) the water balance errors. Firstly for the investigation of multiple at-

tractors, time series were derived of state variables and fluxes at 250 metres, at which

multiple attractors clearly emerge and the vadose zone dynamics at each attractor

notably differ. This time series approach was chosen as it provides significantly

more insight to the hydrological processes than available from the long-sections.

The investigated time series where: the model state variables; the LAI because

above multiple attractors were shown to emerge when LAI is a function of DBNS;

transpiration because of the strong dependency on LAI; recharge because Chap-

ter 3 found multiple attractor to emerge only if recharge declines sufficiently with

DBNS; and lastly, runoff because of the potential significance to catchment yield

from the existence multiple attractor. Secondly for the investigation of hydrological

processes and their validity, the time series do inform this but not all fluxes were

plotted and, of those that were, their seasonality makes assessment of whether the

fluxes are, on annual basis, proportionally acceptable very difficult. This investiga-

tion therefore undertook time-integration of all fluxes to derive point unsaturated

and catchment-wide estimates of annual fluxes. Thirdly, the investigation of water

balance errors was undertaken as a numerical differential equation solver was used

and therefore errors result. Further details of this investigation are provided below.

For all of the following results, simulations are for ksmax of 1.0 m day−1. For the

time series, the first 25 years of simulation are presented, at which the stable limit

cycle is only approximated but is of sufficient within-year detail to illustrate the

hydrological processes.

Figure 5.5 presents time series of the state variables of groundwater storage,

S, and soil moisture storage, m, transformed to DBNS and volumetric soil moisture,

θ. As per the above long-sections, the DBNS (Figure 5.5(a) and 5.5(b)) clearly

diverges to a different depth dependent upon the initial conditions. The amplitude

of within-year DBNS periodicity also differs and is only significant when within the

soil layer. While groundwater observations of a shallow water table typically have

higher amplitude cycles than that of a deeper water table, the very low amplitude
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(a) Shallow initial condition depth to water table at 250 meters.
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(b) Deep initial condition depth to water table at 250 meters.
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(c) Shallow initial condition soil moisture at 250 meters.
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(d) Deep initial condition soil moisture at 250 meters.

Figure 5.5: Time series of state variables, transformed to depth to water table and
volumetric soil moisture, for both initial conditions and ksmax of 1.0 m day−1 and
at 250 metres from the catchment outlet. The dotted line of (a) and (b) denote the
lower boundary of the soil layer.
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from the deep simulation is an artefact of the model having no unsaturated storage

below the soil layer. That is, the water table rise from 0.001 metres recharge is 1/ f

when below the soil layer, compared to 1/
(
φ − θ

)
when within the soil layer. As

θ approaches saturation when the table is shallow (Figure 5.5(c)) the rise is further

amplified. Unlike the water table, the soil moisture diverges to attractors differing

by only approximately 0.1 and the amplitudes and phase are comparable. This

minimal difference suggested that the initial conditions for soil moisture storage,

m, have little impact on the multiple attractors. This was investigated by repeating

the above two initial head simulations but with the initial volumetric soil moisture

changed from 0.4 to 0.1. As expected, the initial soil moisture did not alter the above

presented attractors, only the duration until the attractors were reached.

The role of the LAI, and thus transpiration, in the emergence of the shallow

attractor was illustrated in Figures 5.3(c-d) and 5.4(a-b). Figure 5.6 presents time

series of the LAI and transpiration. For the initial shallow state Figure 5.6(a) shows

the LAI to be initially less than 0.05 and increase as the water table lowers to just be-

low 0.3, or less than 10% of the potential maximum LAI. For the deep initial state the

LAI very quickly approaches the potential LAI of Figure 5.2 as it is not constrained

by a shallow DBNS. As the transpiration is a function of LAI and soil moisture, and

because the soil moisture after the 25 years for both initial conditions is comparable

(Figure 5.5(c) and 5.5(d)), the transpiration time series is very comparable to the

LAI time series. The interaction between these two variables does though shift the

month of peak transpiration from that of LAI so that, for the shallow state, the peak

LAI and transpiration are at the end of May and April respectively while, for the

deep state, at July and October respectively.

Central to the emergence of two water table attractors is the flux between the

unsaturated and saturated layers. Figure 5.7 presents time series of recharge and

total runoff. For the shallow initial condition Figure 5.7(a) shows, in the twenty

fifth year, a maximum recharge of 1.06 mm day−1 occurring at the end of July and

a minimum of -0.02 mm day−1, that is a net capillary rise, occurring at the end of

February. For the deep initial condition Figure 5.7(b) shows, in the twenty fifth year,
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(b) Deep initial condition LAI at 250 meters.
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(c) Shallow initial condition transpiration at 250 meters.
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(d) Deep initial condition transpiration at 250 meters.

Figure 5.6: Time series of LAI and transpiration for both initial conditions and ksmax

of 1.0 m day−1 and at 250 metres from the catchment outlet.
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a very low maximum recharge of 0.001 mm day−1 and a minimum of 7.8e−5 mm

day−1. This very low recharge is partially due to the high transpiration, and thus low

soil moisture, resulting in a very low unsaturated vertical conductivity but could

also be as a result of modelling the unsaturated zone as a single vertically lumped

storage. With respect to runoff, that from the deep attractor is only approximately

half that of the shallow attractor (Figure 5.7(c) to 5.7(d)). The higher runoff at

the shallow attractor is from the higher soil moisture resulting in lower sorption

(spatially averaged potential infiltration rate, Ip, of equation 4.6) and thus less

infiltration. As no extreme precipitation events are yet input, no runoff occurs from

saturation excess (equation 4.4).

The seasonality of the above fluxes, while providing some insight into the

model, does not provide a clear comparison between the two attractors nor are

all the model fluxes presented. Figure 5.8 shows for both attractors the annual

unsaturated fluxes (Figure 5.8(a)) and catchment fluxes (5.8(b)). The fluxes were

approximated from temporal and spatial integration using the composite Simpson’s

rule of order O
(
h4

)
. Figure 5.8(a) shows that the difference in unsaturated fluxes

of each attractor is apparent only near the catchment outlet. At the 250 metre

node the key differences of the shallow to the deep attractor were: (i) significantly

reduced transpiration and increased soil evaporation; (ii) increased recharge and

runoff; and (iii) evaporation of groundwater, which is mobilised from the upper

catchment and accounts for the total flux at the shallow attractor being greater

than the annual precipitation of 542 mm year−1. Regarding recharge, for the deep

attractor it increased from a very low 0.12 and 0.16 mm year−1 at 250 and 1000

metres (not visible in Figure 5.8(a)) to 5.4 mm year−1 at 2000 metres. For the shallow

attractor, it was 136 mm year−1 at 250 metres and decreased to 0.18 mm year−1 at

1000 metres (not visible in Figure 5.8(a)) and then increased to 5.4 mm year−1 at 2000

metres. Regarding interception it was unexpectedly large (≈ 72 mm year−1) at all but

the shallow 250 metre node. The high interception and the very low recharge at the

1000 metre nodes highlight potential deficiencies of the model and are discussed

in Section 5.5. The catchment-wide fluxes at each attractor (Figure 5.8(b)) were
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(a) Shallow initial condition groundwater recharge at 250 meters.
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(b) Deep initial condition groundwater recharge at 250 meters.
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(c) Shallow initial condition runoff at 250 meters.
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(d) Deep initial condition runoff at 250 meters.

Figure 5.7: Time series of groundwater recharge and surface runoff for both initial
conditions and ksmax of 1.0 m day−1 and at 250 metres from the catchment outlet.
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comparable to the node fluxes. Again, the shallow attractor evapotranspiration

declined and recharge and runoff increased. The majority of precipitation at both

attractors also exits the catchment via evapotranspiration.

As the coupled PDEs were solved using numerical integration, rather than

derivation of analytic solutions, numerical errors exist within the solution and thus,

if large, affect the validity of the demonstrated multiple attractors. The accuracy

of the simulations were assessed by calculation of the monthly water balance error.

Figure 5.9 shows the catchment water balance errors for the shallow and deep

attractor over the first 25 years simulation. For one time step per month the error for

both is approximately 0.04 mm day−1. Compared to both peak winter precipitation

of 2.0 mm day−1 and recharge it is unacceptably large. In calculating these errors,

each flux was integrated over the time step (using trapezoidal integration) and

then integrated spatially to derive a catchment volume. Figure 5.6(c) indicates

though that the absolute curvature of some fluxes, for example | d2T
dt2 |, can be

large. As trapezoidal integration has an error of O
(
h3 f ′′

)
, and thus ignores second

and higher derivatives, the high curvature of some fluxes causes the error to be

very dependent upon the maximum time step. To assess this the solver time step

was modified to take two, five and ten time steps per month and the errors were

re-calculated. Importantly, the implemented differential equation solver is of a

variable time step, and with a relative tolerance of 10−6 a very large number of

time steps are completed within each month of simulation. This change in the

number of time steps per month therefore only changes the number of time steps

output for numerical integration of the fluxes, not the number of solution time

steps. Figures 5.9(a) and 5.9(b) both show the peak absolute error to converge very

rapidly with increased number of time steps such that for ten steps the peak error

reduced by nearly two orders to 0.0005 mm day−1. The cumulative error after 25

years simulation and ten time steps for the shallow and deep attractor was -0.0257

and -0.0012 mm respectively.

To confirm that the above increased time steps per month did not alter the

model outputs, Figure 5.10 shows time series of the relative change in the state
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(a) Unsaturated zone water budget for both attractors at 250 m, 1,000 m and 2,000 m.
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(b) Catchment-wide water budget for both attractors.

Figure 5.8: Water budget for both attractors at three nodes and integrated over the
catchment.
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variables for one, two and five time steps per monthly compared to the estimate

for ten time steps per month. To investigate the long term stability of the solutions

they are presented in Figure 5.10 over 1000 years. For both the shallow and deep

initial conditions, the absolute error of the groundwater storage increased toward

10−5 and then converged toward zero. Similar errors occured for the soil moisture

state variables. Thus a reduction of the time steps per month from ten to one did

not change the solution estimates much beyond machine precision for the model.

Therefore the solutions of Figures 5.3 to 5.7 have an acceptable water balance error

and are valid solutions.
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(a) Shallow initial condition.
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(b) Deep initial condition.

Figure 5.9: Time series of catchment water balance for both initial conditions and
ksmax of 1.0 m day−1. The steps per month are denoted as: one step by — ; two steps
by - - - ; five steps by — ; and ten steps by - - - . The inset shows detail of the latter
two time steps.
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(a) Shallow initial condition - groundwater storage state variable (S).
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(b) Shallow initial condition - soil moisture storage state variable (m)
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(c) Deep initial condition - groundwater storage state variable (S).
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(d) Deep initial condition - soil moisture storage state variable (m)

Figure 5.10: Change in state variables with time step size for both initial conditions
and ksmax of 1.0 m day−1. The steps per month are denoted as: one step by — ; two
steps by - - - ; five steps by — ; and ten steps by - - - .
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5.3.2 General Head Boundary at x=0m

The above exploration clearly highlights the emergence of multiple water table

attractors. The fixed hydraulic gradient lower boundary condition is, however,

uncommon. In the following it has been replaced with the more realistic condition

of a general head (GH) boundary that simulates the interaction with a river per-

pendicular to the groundwater flow. The GH boundary is implemented as a river

of fixed water level elevation, extending over the width of the catchment, w, and at

x of 0 meters:

Qx=0 = krivbrivw
hx=0 − hriv

driv
(5.1)

= Crivw (hx=0 − hriv) (5.2)

where hx=0 is the vertical water table elevation at x of 0 meters and equal to B+ b
cos i ;

hriv [L] is a parameter for the elevation of the river water level; and Criv [L T−1] a

parameter for the river conductance per unit boundary width. The latter lumps the

parameters of krivbriv
driv

, where kriv [L T−1] is the lateral saturated conductivity between

the river and groundwater; briv [L] is the depth of saturated flow into the river;

and driv [L] is the distance between the x = 0 meters model node and the river.

The parameters hriv and Cstream were set to 48 meters and 0.2 m day−1 respectively.

Assuming the land surface elevation at the river bank equals the elevation at x = 0

of 50 metres, the river head was 2 metres below the land surface.

Figure 5.11 shows simulation results from the two initial heads and three

values of ksmax . For a low ksmax of 0.1 m day−1, solutions from both the shallow and

deep initial heads converge to 0.68 meters DBNS (Figure 5.11(a-b)). Therefore at a

ksmax of 0.1 m day−1 the model has only one steady state water table and thus one

attractor. For a higher ksmax of 0.5 m day−1, from the shallow and deep initial heads

the solutions converge to 0.9 meters and 2.51 meters DBNS respectively (Figure

5.11(c-d)). While this difference is subtle at the scale presented and apparent only

at u ≤ 750 meters, at a ksmax of 0.5 m day−1 the model does have two attractors. Like
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Figure 5.11: Time integration solutions of the GH boundary condition model from
two initial heads (as a fraction of the maximum saturated thickness b

bmax
) and at three

values of saturated lateral conductivity ksmax . On each long-section, and labelled in
the bottom right, is the land surface elevation, basement elevation, initial and steady
state water. Transient solutions at 20 year time steps are denoted by light grey lines.

the distributed Anderies (2005) type model of Section 3.3, these two attractors are

limited to the lower slopes and plains (in 5.11(c-d) at less than 1,681 metres from

the outlet). On the upper slopes only the deep attractor emerged. For a higher ksmax

of 0.75 m day−1, solutions from both the shallow and deep initial heads converge to

2.53 meters DBNS (Figure 5.11(e-f)). Therefore at a ksmax of 0.75 m day−1 the model

also has only the deep attractor.
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Figure 5.12: Time integration solutions of the GH boundary condition model with-
out the positive feedback from two initial heads (as a fraction of the maximum
saturated thickness b

bmax
) and at a saturated lateral conductivity ksmax of 0.5 m day−1.

On each long-section is the land surface elevation, basement elevation, initial and
steady state water. Transient solutions at 20 year time steps are denoted by light grey
lines.

Again a comparison was undertaken with more traditional groundwater

models by removing the logistic term of the LAI equation (equation 4.8). Figure

5.12(a-b) show simulation results for a ksmax of 0.5 m day−1 from both the shallow

and deep initial head. Both converged to the same attractor of 2.56 meters DBNS.

Again, the inclusion into the model of LAI as a function of DBNS produced a posi-

tive feedback resulting in two attractors. For the prior boundary condition (Section

5.3.1) the simulations with and without this LAI dependency resulted in each deep

attractor to be of equal water table depth. For the GH boundary though, the wa-

ter table was three centimetres shallower when the LAI dependency was included

because at a depth of 2.53 meters (Figure 5.11c) the LAI is still slightly constrained

and accordingly recharge slightly increased.

As per the prior boundary condition, in Figure 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 are time

series of the state variables; LAI and transpiration; and recharge and runoff re-

spectively. In Figure 5.17 and 5.18 are time series of the mass balance errors for

increasingly small time steps and the resulting change in the state variables. For

all simulations ksmax equals 0.5 m day−1 and results are for 250 metres from the

catchment outlet.
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Figure 5.13 presents time series of the state variables of groundwater storage,

S, and soil moisture storage, m, transformed to depth to water table (DBNS) and the

volumetric soil moisture,θ. As for the above long-sections, the DBNS (Figure 5.13(a)

and 5.13(a)) is dependent upon the initial conditions. The amplitude of within-year

DBNS periodicity also differs and is significant only when within the soil layer.

The volumetric soil moisture diverges to attractors differing by only approximately

0.075 and the amplitudes are comparable. Again the impact of initial soil moisture

on the multiple attractors was investigated by repeating the above two initial head

simulations but with the initial volumetric soil moisture changed from 0.4 to 0.1.

As expected, the initial soil moisture did not alter the above presented attractors,

only the duration until the attractors were reached.

The significance of the LAI, and thus transpiration, in the emergence of the

shallow attractor was illustrated in Figures 5.11(c-d) and 5.12(a-b). Figure 5.14

presents time series of the LAI and transpiration. For the shallow attractor, Figure

5.14(a) shows the LAI to have a maximum after 25 years of 0.13, or less than 5% of the

potential maximum LAI. For the deep initial state the LAI is marginally constrained

by the water table such that the maximum LAI is 2.5. As the transpiration is a

function of LAI and soil moisture, and because the soil moisture after the 25 years

for both initial conditions is similar (Figure 5.13(c) and 5.13(d)), the transpiration

time series is comparable to the LAI time series. The interaction between these

variables shifts the month of peak transpiration from that of LAI such that for

the shallow state the peak LAI and transpiration are at the end of May and April

respectively and for the deep state July and October respectively. The time of these

peaks is equal to the prior boundary condition.

Figure 5.15 presents time series of recharge and total runoff. For the shallow

initial condition Figure 5.15(a) shows, in the twenty fifth year, a maximum recharge

of 0.82 mm day−1 occurring at the end of June and minimum of -0.035 mm day−1,

that is a net capillary rise, occurring at the end of February. For the deep attractor

Figure 5.15(b) shows, in the twenty fifth year, a very low maximum recharge of 0.001

mm day−1 and a minimum of 5e−4 mm day−1. The recharge of the deep attractor
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(a) Shallow initial condition depth to water table at 250 meters.
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(b) Deep initial condition depth to water table at 250 meters.
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(c) Shallow initial condition soil moisture at 250 meters.
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(d) Deep initial condition soil moisture at 250 meters.

Figure 5.13: Time series of state variables, transformed to depth to water table and
volumetric soil moisture, for both initial conditions and ksmax of 1.0 m day−1 and at
250 metres from the catchment outlet.
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of the prior boundary condition is also very low, despite the water table being 26

metres deeper.

Figure 5.16 shows for both attractors the annual unsaturated fluxes (Figure

5.16(a)) and catchment-wide fluxes (Figure 5.16(b)). The fluxes were very compa-

rable to that from the prior boundary condition. The only notable difference in

unsaturated fluxes was an increase in soil water evaporation at 250 meters from the

deep attractor. This occured because the deep attractor was significantly shallower

than that of the prior boundary condition. The only notable difference in catchment-

wide fluxes (Figure 5.16(b)) was a slight reduction in runoff at the shallow attractor

and an increase in evaporation of soil moisture and groundwater at the deep attrac-

tor. At both attractors the river at the boundary was net gaining groundwater but

the majority of precipitation exits the catchment via evapotranspiration.

The accuracy of the simulations were again assessed by calculation of the

monthly water balance error for a different number of monthly time steps. The

results are presented in Figure 5.17 and it shows the errors to be very comparable

to that of the prior boundary condition. The cumulative error after 25 years simu-

lation and ten time steps for the shallow and deep attractor was 0.1079 and 0.2511

mm (0.0039 mm when the first time step was omited) respectively. Again it was

confirmed that the increased time steps per month did not alter the model outputs

and these results are presented in Figure 5.18. As for the prior boundary condition,

a reduction of the time steps per month from ten to one did not change the solution

estimates much beyond machine precision for the model. Therefore the solutions of

Figures 5.11 to 5.15 have an acceptable water balance error and are valid solutions.
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(c) Shallow initial condition transpiration at 250 meters.
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(d) Deep initial condition transpiration at 250 meters.

Figure 5.14: Time series of LAI and transpiration for both initial conditions and ksmax

of 1.0 m day−1 and at 250 metres from the catchment outlet.
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(a) Shallow initial condition groundwater recharge at 250 meters.
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(b) Deep initial condition groundwater recharge at 250 meters.
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(c) Shallow initial condition runoff at 250 meters.
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(d) Deep initial condition runoff at 250 meters.

Figure 5.15: Time series of groundwater recharge and surface runoff for both initial
conditions and ksmax of 1.0 m day−1 and at 250 metres from the catchment outlet.
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Figure 5.16: Water budget for both attractors at three nodes and integrated over the
catchment.
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(a) Shallow initial condition.
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(b) Deep initial condition.

Figure 5.17: Time series of catchment water balance for both initial conditions and
ksmax of 1.0 m day−1. The steps per month are denoted as: one step by — ; two steps
by - - - ; five steps by — ; and ten steps by - - - . The inset shows detail of the latter
two time steps.
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(a) Shallow initial condition - groundwater storage state variable (S).
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(b) Shallow initial condition - soil moisture storage state variable (m)
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(c) Deep initial condition - groundwater storage state variable (S).
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(d) Deep initial condition - soil moisture storage state variable (m)

Figure 5.18: Change in state variables with time step size for both initial conditions
and ksmax of 1.0 m day−1. The steps per month are denoted as: one step by — ; two
steps by - - - ; five steps by — ; and ten steps by - - - .
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5.4 Forced Limit Cycle Continuation

Not all catchments are expected to have two attractors. Figures 5.3 and 5.11 illustrate

that only within a specific range of ksmax do two attractors emerge for the catchment

geometry and climate forcing used here. The significance of these multiple attractors

to catchment management is dependent upon the range of ksmax over which two

attractors emerge. That is, if two attractors emerge over a wide range of ksmax

then a larger fraction of a region’s catchments may have two attractors. Also,

if the state space distance from the current attractor to a repellor is very large

then the probability of a disturbance being of sufficient magnitude to cause a shift

over the repellor is minimal, making the alternate attractor of minimal relevance.

Continuation analysis (a subset of bifurcation theory, see Section 4.5 for details

of implementation) is a powerful tool for quantifying the state space location of

attractors and repellors with a change in one or two model parameters. Below,

results of numerical continuation analysis quantify: (i) the ksmax range over which

two attractors occur; and (ii) the state space location of repellors within this ksmax

region.

Prior to considering limit cycle continuation (LCC), consider a system without

any periodicity in the attractor. For example, if in the above model the climate and

monthly average LAI were constant for all time, then the solution would converge

to a constant over time. Equilibrium continuation is the process of tracing such a

solution with a change in a model parameter. That is, for a scalar state variable

problem, y, with parameter a, equilibrium continuation traces dy
dt = g

(
y, a

)
= 0 from

an initial solution with a change in parameter a. For trivial problems the solution

is obtained by rearranging dy
dt to an explicit function for a, that is, a = g(y). For

implicit equations a predictor-Newtons corrector method is used to numerically

trace a curve from an initial solution. The stability of each point is defined by the

eigenvalues such that if all eigenvalues are negative (real or complex) the point is an

attractor while if at least one eigenvalue is greater than zero the point is a repellor.

The significance of such a curve is that it quantifies the parameter region over which
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only a single attractor exists, the region over which multiple attractors exist, and

the state variable location of the repellor(s). Quantifying the state space distance

from an attractor to a threshold is a common measure of that attractors resilience

(Lele 1998) and provides an estimate of the cumulative disturbance required to

cross the threshold, without any requirement to quantify the sequence, frequency

or magnitude of the disturbances.

As a result of this models within-year periodic forcing, the soil moisture and

groundwater storage state variables do not approach a time independent equilib-

rium but rather a sinusoidal-like repeating cycle, formally called a limit cycle. As

the cycle results from climatic forcing rather than the system equations, it is in ac-

tual fact a forced limit cycle. Effectively LCC traces a phase-plane with incremental

changes in a parameter. It was undertaken by treating the cycle of the state variables

as a boundary value problem (BVP), and solved using a collocation algorithm. As

for equilibrium continuation, limit cycle continuation starts from an initial limit

cycle derived from time integration of the model, and, using a predictor-corrector

algorithm, increments the model parameter of interest and attempts convergence of

the BVP. As in Section 5.3, the investigation was undertaken for the parameter ksmax ,

and for both the fixed hydraulic gradient and general head boundary conditions.

Forced limit cycle continuation results are presented at two long-section locations

(250 and 1000 meters) in two and three dimensions.

5.4.1 Fixed Hydraulic Gradient at x=0m

Figure 5.19 presents the LCC results at two long-section locations with the inclusion

of the LAI dependency (a-b) and with its omission (c-d). Each line (actually a

phase cycle) parallel to the soil moisture axis is a solution to the BVP. The line

approximately parallel to the ksmax axis identifies the solution path and starts from

the initial solution (dotted) at a ksmax of 2.5 m day−1. In all following plots, a dashed

solution path identifies a model repellor and a solid line identifies an attractor. In

Figures (e-f), the solution paths from each 3D model are overlain (from the lower

soil moisture path only) and for clarity, rotated to omit the soil moisture variable
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and to clearly display the differences in water table depth.

Figure 5.19(a-b) illustrate that at both 250 and 1000 meters, two attractors

occured between a ksmax of 0.1 and 2.4 m day−1. In this region the attractor to

which a time integration solution of the model will converge, assuming the climatic

forcing of Figure 5.2, depends upon the initial conditions. That is, it will converge

to the attractor for which crossing of the repellor is not required. The repellor could

though be crossed if a climatic disturbance was sufficient to move the state variables

over the repellor. The resilience of each attractor can thus be estimated as the state

variable distance from the attractor to the repellor (Lele 1998). Between a ksmax of 0.1

and 2.4 m day−1 the model thus has a finite resilience to climatic disturbances. Below

a ksmax of 0.1 m day−1 time integration solutions of the model would converge only

to the shallow attractor, independent of the initial conditions. Conversely, above

2.4 m day−1 time integration solutions would converge only to the deep attractor,

independent of the initial conditions. Both single attractor regions are thus of an

infinite resilience to climatic disturbances. For a diagrammatic illustration of these

concepts see Figure 5.20(e). With respect to the range of each phase cycle, the most

significant aspect is the reduced soil moisture variability of the shallow attractor

compared to the deep attractor.

To further highlight the influence of the positive feedback from LAI declining

with the water table depth, equation 4.8 is again made independent of the water

table depth via removal of the equations logistic function. In Figure 5.19(c-d) are

the LCC results at 250 and 1000 meters. At all values of ksmax this model has only one

attractor and no repellor, and thus is infinitely resilient to climatic disturbances.

Figure 5.19(e-f) provides a comparison of the LCC results from the model for

which the LAI is dependent, and independent, of the water table depth. At both

locations the two models differ significantly only at a water table depth shallower

than the repellor. Below the repellor the models are approximately equal. Also, the

shallow attractor of the LAI dependent model is clearly much closer to the repellor

than the deep attractor and is thus estimated to be of significantly lower resilience

than the deep attractor.
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(a) 250 meters.
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(b) 1000 meters.
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(c) 250 meters - no positive feedback.
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(d) 1000 meters - no positive feedback.

(e) 250 meters (2 dimensional) - feedback model (solid
black) and no positive feedback model (grey dotted).

(f) 1000 meters (2 dimensional) - feedback model (solid
black) and no positive feedback model (grey dotted).

Figure 5.19: Fixed hydraulic gradient lower boundary condition forced limit cycle
continuation results at two distances from the catchment outlet. Solid lines identify
attractors and dashed lines identify repellors.
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5.4.2 General Head Boundary at x=0m

Figure 5.20 presents the LCC results at two long-section locations with the inclusion

of the LAI dependency (a-b), and with its omission (c-d). Figure 5.20(a-b) illustrate

that at both 250 and 1000 meters, two attractors occured between a ksmax of 0.2 and

0.61 m day−1. Below a ksmax of 0.2 m day−1 time integration solutions of the model

would converge only to the shallow attractor, independent of the initial conditions.

Conversely, above 0.61 m day−1 time integration solutions would converge only to

the deep attractor, again independent of the initial conditions. Both single attractor

regions are thus of an infinite resilience to climatic disturbances. With respect to

the range of each phase cycle, the most significant aspect, and similar to the prior

boundary condition, is the reduced soil moisture variability of the shallow attractor

compared to the deep attractor.

To again highlight the influence of the positive feedback, equation 4.8 is made

independent of the water table depth via removal of the equations logistic function.

Figure 5.20(c-d) shows the LCC results at 250 and 1000 meters. At all values of ksmax

this model has only one attractor, and no repellor, and is thus infinitely resilient to

climatic disturbances.

Figure 5.20(e-f) provides a comparison of the LCC results from the model

for which the LAI is dependent, and independent, of water table depth. The two

models differ significantly at both locations and over much of the range of ksmax . This

arises because, for the GH boundary, the deep attractor is sufficiently shallow that

the LAI reduces from its potential, and thus recharge increases. Within the region

of two attractors (ksmax range 0.2 to 0.61 m day−1) the resilience of each attractor is

also comparable.

The significance to water resource management of multiple water table and

soil moisture attractors extends beyond changes to groundwater storage and veg-

etation dynamics. As the GH boundary simulates saturated flow to and from a

river at the lower boundary, multiple attractors in stream flow are also possible. To

assess this, the runoff, R [L T−1], at node u and time t; annual volumetric runoff,
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(a) 250 meters.
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(b) 1000 meters.
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(c) 250 meters - no positive feedback.
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(d) 1000 meters - no positive feedback.

(e) 250 meters (2 dimensional) - feedback model (—)
and no positive feedback model (—). The conver-
gence to each attractor from various initial conditions
(� and �) is illustrated for the feedback model (↓)
at three values of ksmax and the no positive feedback
model (↓).

(f) 1000 meters (2 dimensional) - feedback model (solid
black) and no positive feedback model (grey dotted).

Figure 5.20: General Head lower boundary condition forced limit cycle continuation results at two
distances from the catchment outlet. Solid lines identify attractors and dashed lines identify repel-
lors.
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Qruno f f [L3 T−1]; annual base flow Qbase f low [L3 T−1]; and total annual volumetric

contribution to the river, Qriv [L3 T−1], were calculated as below, where the integrals

were approximated via Simpson’s trapezoidal integration.

R(u, t) = Pe f f − I (5.3)

Qruno f f =

∫ t=1

0

∫ u=L

0
w(u)R(u, t) du dt (5.4)

Qbase f low =

∫ t=1

0
Crivwu=0 (hu=0(t) − hriv) dt

=

∫ t=1

0
0.2 × 500 (hu=0(t) − 48) dt (5.5)

Qriv = Qruno f f +Qbase f low (5.6)

Figure 5.21 presents the resulting unit area annual base flow and total flow to the

river against ksmax . Two attractors for base flow and total flow exist between a ksmax of

0.2 and 0.61 m day−1. This range is identical to that of the state variables in Figure

5.20(e). For a ksmax of 0.5 m day−1 the base flow at the shallow and deep attractor

is 0.018 and 0.0012 m year−1, respectively, and the total stream flow was 0.046 and

0.013 m year−1, respectively. As Figure 5.20(e-f) illustrate the resilience of each

attractor is only one to two meters of water table elevation, a change of attractors

seems possible and, as such, a significant change in stream flow is plausible.

5.5 Discussion and Conclusions

This chapter explored the behaviour of the vadose zone-HSB model for a hypothet-

ical parameterisation with the aim of: (i) assessing the model validity, and thus its

contribution to falsifying the assumption of dryland catchments having only one

attractor (thesis question 1); (ii) identifying multiple attractors under more plausi-

ble climate forcing conditions than the annual conditions investigated in Chapter

3 (thesis question 2); and (iii) identifying catchment attributes and dynamics for

which multiple attractors emerge (thesis question 3). This chapter did identify

multiple attractors, and repellors, under more plausible monthly climate forcing
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Figure 5.21: General Head lower boundary condition annual base flow (—) and
total stream flow (—) at the lower catchment boundary derived from the forced
limit cycle continuation. Solid lines identify attractors and dashed lines identify
repellors.

using limit-cycle continuation. It also identified the catchment attributes for which

multiple attractors emerge to include a decline in LAI as a water table intersects the

root-zone and the saturated lateral conductivity. In the following these findings are

elaborated on and the validity of the model is assessed.

This investigation has demonstrated that a simple and plausible coupled

vadose-groundwater model can have two qualitatively different water table attrac-

tors, making the steady state water table elevation dependent on the initial condi-

tions. The two attractors result from a positive feedback of LAI, and thus tran-

spiration and interception, declining as a recharge event elevates a shallow saline

water table, resulting in increased recharge during subsequent recharge events. It

was demonstrated that removal of this feedback resulted in only one attractor, such

that the steady state water table became independent of the initial conditions. Such

independence of the steady state to initial conditions is typical of the vast majority

of hydrological models.

Not all catchments are thought to have multiple attractors. Their emergence is

dependent upon factors controlling lateral saturated flow (hydrogeology, boundary
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conditions, catchment shape) and recharge. The range in saturated conductivity,

ksmax, over which the two attractors emerge was investigated, via limit cycle con-

tinuation and time integration, and found to be 0.1 to 2.4 m day−1 for the fixed

hydraulic gradient lower boundary condition and 0.2 to 0.61 m day−1 for the gen-

eral head (GH) lower boundary condition, for the catchment geometry and climate

forcing assumed. Either side of this range only one attractor existed. The difference

in range, which was a result of greater lateral flow from the general head boundary

condition model, highlights the dependency of this parameter range on model con-

figuration. In earlier trials, for example, doubling the soil layer thickness shifted this

range such that two attractor were maintained as ksmax approached zero. The most

significant differences between the two boundary condition models was however

the state space location of the repellor and deep attractor. For the fixed hydraulic

gradient condition the repellor water table elevation was over thirty meters above

the deep attractor (Figure 5.19(e-f)), making it very resilient and suggesting that

only the most major of climatic disturbances could cause a change of state from

the deep to shallow attractor. In contrast, for the GH condition the repellor was

approximately centred between the two attractors and was only meters of water

table depth from each attractor (Figure 5.20(e-f)). Climatic disturbances shifting the

system state to the alternate attractor are thus significantly more plausible for the

general head than the hydraulic gradient boundary condition model. Importantly

a shift of attractors in the general head model, which simulated an interaction with

a river, would result in major changes to stream flow and stream salt loads. The

catchment contribution to base flow and total river flow both had two attractors,

and a change from the shallow to deep attractor was estimated to result in a reduc-

tion to base flow and total flow of 93% and 71% respectively (Figure 5.21 at ksmax

equals 0.5 m day−1).

While the above predictions are interesting, a valid question is whether the

two attractors emerged only because of the obvious fact that two different landcov-

ers producing different recharge rates result in different water table elevations. The

causal pathway for this question, and many landcover-groundwater investigations,
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is of a vegetation change (which is almost always assumed anthropogenic) driving

the change in the water table elevation. A key difference here is that the above

attractors emerge because of the reverse pathway. That is, a change in water table

elevation drives a change in landcover (i.e. LAI). If a water table disturbance is

sufficient to produce a change to the LAI then a positive feedback can be initiated

causing an amplification of the disturbance, resulting in a significant change in the

LAI and new equilibrium water table elevation. If the traditional pathway of land-

cover change driving changes in the water table were adopted then such complex

disturbance-response behaviour would be omitted, only one attractor could exist

and the system would be of infinite resilience to disturbances.

In assessing the validity of the model, the simulated fluxes are first con-

sidered. As the model was implemented for a hypothetical catchment and not

a specific field site, this assessment of must reply on typical published estimates

rather than those for a specific site. Table 5.2 summarises the simulated fluxes, as

a ratio to precipitation, plus annual average recharge from both boundary condi-

tions, both attractors and at three model locations and over the entire catchment.

Further summarising the table: (i) interception was high (approximately 13% of

precipitation) at all locations, attractors and both boundary conditions except the

shallow attractor at 250 metres; (ii) the runoff ratio was very low at all locations,

attractors and both boundary conditions except, at 250 metres, the shallow attractor

runoff was very high and this caused a two to three fold increase in catchment

runoff compared to the deep attractor; and (iii) evapotranspiration was the domi-

nant flux at all locations, attractors and both boundary conditions (approximately

80+% of precipitation), was spatially uniform but did significantly decline for the

shallow attractor at 250 metres (approximately 50% of precipitation). Recharge is

also presented in Table 5.2 and, as it was identified in Sections 3.3 to 3.5 to be it

critical to the emergence of multiple attractors, it is discussed in more detail. For

both deep attractors, the recharge was very low at mid and lower slopes (at 250

and 1,000 metres respectively) and increased to 5.4 mm year−1 at the upper slopes

(at 2,000 metres). The catchment-wide recharge from both deep attractors was also
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Table 5.2: Ratio of fluxes to precipitation and annual recharge from both boundary
condition models and both attractors. Data was obtained from that of Figures 5.8
and 5.16.

Boundary Condition Flux
Shallow Attractor Deep Attractor

250 m 1000 m 2000 m Catchment 250 m 1000 m 2000 m Catchment

Fixed Gradient

Interception
Precip. 0.0119 0.1317 0.1343 0.1118 0.1326 0.1326 0.1343 0.1326

Runoff
Precip. 0.2708 0.0208 0.0228 0.0626 0.0208 0.0208 0.0228 0.0208

Evapotranspiration
Precip. 0.4988 0.8466 0.8311 0.8151 0.8458 0.8458 0.8311 0.8436

Recharge
Precip. 0.2505 0.0003 0.0100 0.0108 0.0002 0.0003 0.0100 0.0010

Recharge (mm yr−1) 136.0 0.182 5.44 5.89 0.123 0.172 5.44 0.538

GHB

Interception
Precip. 0.0119 0.1315 0.1343 0.1116 0.0886 0.1321 0.1343 0.1241

Runoff
Precip. 0.2745 0.0208 0.0230 0.0505 0.0247 0.0208 0.0230 0.0217

Evapotranspiration
Precip. 0.5003 0.8466 0.8311 0.8065 0.8882 0.8462 0.8311 0.8510

Recharge
Precip. 0.2505 0.0003 0.0100 0.0311 -0.0006 0.0003 0.0100 0.0019

Recharge (mm yr−1) 136.0 0.182 5.43 16.9 -0.302 0.172 5.43 1.03

very low at less than 1.1 mm year−1 or 0.2% of annual precipitation. For the shallow

attractors, the recharge was comparable to that of the deep attractor at the mid and

upper slopes (at 1,000 and 2,000 metres respectively) but differed markedly at the

lower slopes (250 metres) where recharge was very high at 136 mm year−1 or 25% of

annual precipitation. The simulation of higher recharge at the upper slopes adheres

to the common, though some time questioned (Cartwright 2007), conceptualisation

of dryland catchments receiving the major of recharge from the upper slopes. In

these simulations this was identified to be as a result of the thinner soil layer of the

upper slopes resulting in higher soil moisture for a given infiltration and thus higher

unsaturated vertical conductivity. As the water table was significantly below the

soil layer, the leakage was free draining and the higher unsaturated conductivity

resulted in increased recharge.

As a comparison to the simulated fluxes, Cartwright (2007) undertook field

estimates of point recharge at five comparable dryland regions in central Victoria

using bore hydrograph response, 3H, 14C and chloride concentrations. The 3H

method estimated average recharge over years to decades and as such is the most
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relevant of the three applied methods. For the five bores of less than five metres

depth and located on the mid-slopes to plains, the mean recharge of the upper and

lower estimates were 2 to 16 mm year−1 or 0.3% to 2.7% of precipitation (annual

average was given as ≈600 to ≈800 mm year−1). For the two bores at the upper

slopes, the mean recharge of the upper and lower estimates were 3.75 to 28 mm

year−1 or 1.25% to 9.3% of precipitation (annual average was given as ≈600). Also,

Kennett-Smith et al. (1994) estimated recharge from 18 sites in south eastern South

Australia S.A. and for soils of >40% clay estimated recharge to be <1% local rainfall,

which was 310 to 380 mm year−1. The simulated recharge is comparable to these

estimates only at the upper slopes (2,000 metre nodes). Excluding estimates at

250 metres for the shallow attractor, at all mid to lower slope locations and both

attractors and boundary conditions the simulated recharge was one to two orders

of magnitude below the field estimates. At 250 metres for the shallow attractor, the

simulated recharge significantly exceeded the upper range of all field estimates.

To identify the causes of the predominantly low simulated recharge, the va-

lidity of the other fluxes must be considered. For all simulations of Table 5.2,

evapotranspiration is the major flux (approximately 80+% of precipitation). To pro-

vide some comparison, Zhang et al. (2001) estimates the evapotranspiration ratio for

herbaceous plants, and at the above annual potential evaporation and precipitation

of 542.9 and 1105.2 mm year−1 respectively, to be 0.807. Zhang et al. (2001) does

though implicitly include interception in the estimation of evapotranspiration. If

interception is added to the evapotranspiration ratio of Table 5.2, the modelled

ratio increases to over 0.91 catchment-wide. This is considerably higher than that

from Zhang et al. (2001) and suggests that either the modelled evapotranspiration

or interception was too high. Of the two, interception was considered the least

valid estimate. This is because it was simulated somewhat empirically, assumed all

interception was lost, and was questionably high for pastures (approximately 13%

of precipitation). If reduced, which could be achieved by reducing the parameter,

F, for the ground cover fraction of the canopy (equation 4.2) from 1.0, then inter-

ception and soil moisture would likely increase and result in increased, and more
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plausible, estimation of recharge. Clearly the above assessment of the simulated

fluxes of Table 5.2 was compromised by use of average monthly climate forcing,

as opposed to daily observed forcing. However, the general pattern of fluxes is

acceptable. It has also provided insights into the weaker aspects of the model and

suggested that these, and particular infiltration, are due only to parameterisation

and not model structure. In the following chapter, simulations are conducted with

stochastic data to more rigorously assess these fluxes and the emergence of multiple

attractors under such forcing.

In addition to the model parameterisation, the unsaturated zone model and

its coupling to the lateral flow model is very simple. The omission of explicit salt

dynamics required the assumptions that salt fluxes are in pseudo-equilibrium, and

that the impacts of salt on LAI are immediate. While the sensitivity of vegetation to

salt is simulated via two parameters (Table 5.1: dLAI/2 and α), the rate of salt flushing

and its dependency on soil type was ignored. The use of monthly climatic forcing

data, as opposed to daily, results in a poor estimate of runoff, dampened within-

month soil moisture variation and thus, due to the very non-linear unsaturated

vertical conductivity, reduced recharge. However, identify the repellors requires

constant or repeating smooth cyclical climate data. The use of constant climate data

(i.e. annual averages) was investigated and found, as a result of reduced recharge,

to significantly reduce the ksmax range and lower value of two attractors compared to

monthly data. While the limit-cycle continuation results are more valid than those

derived from equilibrium continuation, this highlights that the continuation results

are dependent upon the time step of the forcing data. That is, if weekly forcing

data was used as opposed to the monthly forcing data, the soil moisture would be

less smooth, episodic recharge would increase, and estimation of the location and

extent over which two attractors occur would be further improved. Despite the

above deficiencies, the model could have been still further simplified, for example

by: replacement of the partitioning of rainfall to infiltration by a fixed fraction of

rainfall; sor replacement of matric-potential soil water drainage by a simple function

of volumetric soil moisture. Both such changes would reduce the number of model
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parameters but would require additional assumptions. Considering the aims of the

investigation, the model is felt sufficiently complex to challenge the assumption of

hydrological systems having only one attractor, though simple enough to facilitate

identification of repellors, via limit cycle continuation, and future calibration in

field studies.
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Chapter 6

Model Exploration - II

6.1 Introduction1

Throughout the prior three chapters a coupled hillslope Boussinesq (HSB)-unsaturated

zone model was developed and implemented for investigation of multiple attrac-

tors under average monthly climatic forcing. The model built upon the findings

from four prior models (Chapter 3) and was developed to be sufficiently valid to

challenge the assumption of dryland catchments having a single attractor. It ac-

cordingly drew from well established dynamics for partitioning of precipitation,

vadose and saturated flow. The only unconventional dynamic was the reduction

of leaf area index (LAI), and thus transpiration, as a saline water table intersected

the root zone. This dynamic has been widely observed in field studies (see Sec-

tion 4.3) but it has received very little attention within hydrological modelling. Its

inclusion, and subsequent investigation within the prior chapter, produced a pos-

itive feedback that resulted in two water table attractors over a notable range in

saturated lateral hydraulic conductivity for two boundary conditions. This two-

attractor range, and the state space location of the repellor, was further quantified

using limit-cycle continuation. This technique is however limited to smooth cyclical

and repeating forcing data, which in this investigation limited the precipitation and

1Sections 6.4.2-6.4.3 were published as Peterson et al. (2009b) and is re-printed within Appendix B.
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ETo to monthly averages. This limitation resulted in an omission of high precip-

itation events and produced lower peak soil moisture than would be expected if

stochastic forcing were adopted. Considering that unsaturated vertical conductiv-

ity, and in this investigation recharge, only becomes significant at high volumetric

soil moisture, and that the emergence of multiple attractors was found to be highly

dependent upon recharge (see Sections 3.4 to 3.6), this omission of stochastic forcing

is a notable weakness in the falsification of catchments only having one hydrological

attractor.

This chapter investigates the emergence of multiple attractors using stochas-

tic climate data. It aims to address: (i) whether multiple attractors still emerge

under stochastic forcing, and the parameter range over which they emerge; (ii)

the validity of limit-cycle continuation to identify the range of multiple attractors;

and (iii) the significance of the forcing time step size. It was undertaken using the

coupled-HSB model and parameterisation of the prior chapter. Simulations were

conducted for one hundred climate replicates derived from the same SILO data as

the prior chapter and at a range of saturated hydraulic conductivity and infiltration

parameter values. While the prior chapter investigated two boundary conditions,

this chapter only considers the general-head condition. This boundary condition

was selected because it was the most physically plausible of the two boundary con-

ditions and limit-cycle continuation identified the state space distance from each

attractor to the repellor to be comparable and of a sufficiently small magnitude (one

to two metres water table elevation) that climatic forcing could potentially cause

a crossing of the repellor. In contrast, for the fixed hydraulic gradient boundary

condition the repellor was over thirty metres water table elevation above the deep

attractor. In the following, the only difference with the model of the prior chapter

was a reduction of the infiltration smoothening parameter λP from 5E−3 metres

to 1E−5 metres (see equation 4.4). This change was required as preliminary sim-

ulations for this chapter identified that, during high rainfall events when the soil

moisture deficit approaches zero, this smoothing function incorrectly estimated the

maximum infiltration as negative. This subsequently caused infiltration to incor-
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rectly become negative. Increasing the sharpness of the smoothed threshold by

reducing λP to 1E−5 ensured the infiltration was simulated as intended and always

positive. With respect to the two dimensional continuation plot of Figure 5.20(e),

this modification resulted in a considerable extension of the hydraulic conductivity,

ksmax , two-attractor range from 0.2 to 0.61 m day−1 to a range of 0.2 to 1.67 m day−1.

Throughout this chapter, the existing stochastic resilience research is first pre-

sented followed by details of the stochastic climate data, simulation and analysis

methods. Section 6.4 then presents the following results for monthly forcing: (i)

time integration solutions assessing the limit-cycle continuation derived estimate

of the two-attractor range; (ii) histograms of depth to water table investigating

bi-modality as an indicator of multiple attractors; (iii) statistical tests of these his-

tograms for bi-modality; (iv) detailed review of depth to water table times series

from selected replicates and parameter combinations; and (v) quantification of the

probability of crossing the repellor over time. Section 6.5 then presents the same

but for daily forcing. Section 6.6 considers the significance of the forcing time step

size on the emergence of multiple attractors. Section 6.7 then presents a closing

discussion. Overall, this chapter contributes to all four thesis questions. That is,

the validity of assuming catchments have only one attractor is more rigorously fal-

sified by testing of the model with stochastic forcing. Secondly, the techniques for

identifying multiple attractors are advanced by testing the validity of limit-cycle

continuation estimates against those from stochastic forcing. Thirdly, the question

of the catchment attributes for which the assumption may be invalid is contributed

to by the investigation of differing limiting infiltration rates. Lastly, the significance

of forcing time step size is investigated by quantifying the change in simulated

vadose zone fluxes under monthly and daily forcing.

6.2 Stochastic Resilience Concepts and Methods

The magnitude and frequency of disturbances is integral to the concept of resilience

and multiple stable states. For example, Holling (1973) defines resilience as the mag-
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nitude of the disturbance that a system can absorb without undergoing a regime

shift. In a more recent review of various biophysical systems thought to have multi-

ple attractors, Scheffer et al. (2001) states that a sufficiently severe perturbation of the

ecosystem state may bring the system into the basin of attraction of another state.

Typically, estimation of the state space location of these attractors and thresholds

is undertaken by continuation analysis (e.g. May 1977; Walker et al. 1981; Ludwig

et al. 1997; Anderies 2005). While informative, these techniques do not provide any

information as to the ease with which the system can be displaced from each basin

of attraction. That is, the techniques provide no measure of the depth, or resistance

(Walker et al. 2004), of the basin of attraction. Addressing this, Scheffer and Carpen-

ter (2003) state that the way in which dynamic systems respond to environmental

fluctuations is still poorly explored. More specifically they state that an important

aspect to address is the question of how the frequency of environmental noise affects

the probability that the system will shift to another attractor.

Recently, the investigation into the affects of environmental noise on multi-

attractor systems has extended beyond that of only the disturbance. Spatial noise,

or more correctly heterogeneity, with temporally constant disturbances was inves-

tigated by van Nes and Scheffer (2005) using simple deterministic models. Parameter

noise was investigated by Carpenter and Lathrop (2008) in which a multiple attractor

limnology model was calibrated to observed phosphorus loading and mass and

water outflow rate in order to probabilistically estimate the state space location of

repellors. A more direct investigation of disturbance noise was that of Ives (1995)

and Ives et al. (2003) in which synthetic stochastic time series data of species com-

positions were used to quantify the system’s resilience without use of deterministic

models. The only direct research into the frequency and magnitude of disturbances

has been that by D’Odorico et al. (2005) and Guttal and Jayaprakash (2007). Both

undertook such using stochastic disturbances applied to simple one dimensional

deterministic models. Guttal and Jayaprakash (2007) investigated two well estab-

lished bistable models, namely one of nutrient cycling within a shallow lake and

the other of soil water-vegetation biomass for semi-arid regions, and input stochas-
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tic disturbances derived from a uniform and serially uncorrelated distribution. The

disturbances for the two models were nutrient loading and rainfall respectively and

time integration solutions from different initial conditions were derived for a range

in the mean magnitude of the disturbance. Comparison of the results with equilib-

rium continuation found that the range in mean disturbance having two attractors

contracted under stochastic forcing. Guttal and Jayaprakash (2007) also reported that

for a high variance in the disturbance the region of multiple attractors disappeared.

However, an examination of their time series results indicates that for high variance

disturbances both attractors do still exist but switching between them repeatedly

occurs. Overall, the finding that the region of multiple attractors appears to con-

tract adheres with that expected from continuation analysis as it simply indicates

that near each limit to the two-attractor region (i.e. near fold-points) the resilience

declines sufficiently that only a modest disturbance is required for a change in the

basin of attraction. Guttal and Jayaprakash (2007) also highlight that the two models

investigated differ in their type of noise, namely multiplicative and additive noise.

Multiplicative noise is where the impact of the noise is a function of the model state

and as such can result in more complex dynamics. For example, the soil-vegetation

model experienced multiplicative noise because the rainfall is multiplied by func-

tion B
1+λB , where B is the state variable for vegetation biomass and λ is a parameter

for vegetation water use. At a high biomass the impact of large rainfall events are

amplified but conversely at a low biomass high rainfall events produce little change

in vegetation biomass. When the biomass equals zero, rainfall noise is eliminated

from the model and the system is maintained at the zero biomass attractor.

D’Odorico et al. (2005) also investigated the impact of multiplicative noise on

two attractors derived from a simple deterministic soil moisture-vegetation model.

Again the noise was rainfall but it was of a daily time step and the rainfall events

derived from a Poisson distribution and the rainfall depth from an exponential

distribution. Very significantly, D’Odorico et al. (2005) found that the noise induced

stability by eliminating the two basins of attraction and producing a new and inter-

mediate basin of attraction. While Guttal and Jayaprakash (2007) consider frequent
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switching between attractors to be a more likely reason for this finding, this com-

plex interaction between noise and a simple deterministic model has had further

support (D’Odorico et al. 2007b, a, 2008; Borgogno et al. 2009). Considering the cou-

pled hillslope model of Chapter 4 has two sources of multiplicative noise, that is

precipitation and potential evaporation, the response to and emergence of attractors

under stochastic forcing may be complex and does warrant investigation.

Stochastic climate forcing has also been widely investigated within hydrol-

ogy. With respect to subsurface hydrological modelling, Monte-Carlo stochastic

forcing has been adopted to address the extremely large temporal scale ranges in

unsaturated dynamics (e.g. Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. 2001, 2007). The stochastic forcing

often only considers precipitation and is frequently synthetic and derived from a

Poisson distribution for rainfall events and an exponential distribution for rainfall

depth. To facilitate tractable analytical estimation of various hydrological fluxes

and stores, simple and predominately one-dimensional, vertically integrated, soil

moisture differential equations have most often been adopted. Recently, vertically

distributed stochastic soil-moisture models been developed to investigate the inter-

action with the water table (Ridolfi et al. 2008; Laio et al. 2009) though they are still

limited to one dimensional vertical flow. With the exception of arid zone vegetation

pattern studies (Borgogno et al. 2009), such stochastic hydrology investigations have

not addressed multiple attractors or multiple modes (e.g. Eagleson 1978b; Laio et al.

2001; Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. 2007; Baudena and Provenzale 2008).

This chapter extends stochastic hydrology by investigating multiple modes

and undertakes this with spatial redistribution of water, via simulation of satu-

rated lateral flow. The stochastic forcing herein was derived from replicates of

observed climate data, rather than from Poisson and exponential distributions, and

this was undertake to incorporate seasonal and annual to decadal climate cycles.

These longer climate cycles were considered more relevant to the temporal scale

of groundwater flow investigated herein. Also, as this investigation relied on time

series climate replicates, and not continuous distributions, the model differential

equations were solved numerically rather than analytically as a stochastic ODE, as
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per Laio et al. (2001). To solve the problem analytically would have been exceeding

difficult if not impossible.

With respect to stochastic resilience studies, this chapter attempts to quantify

multiple attractors under stochastic forcing and as such also assesses the validity of

the attractor estimates derived from limit-cycle continuation. It is thus comparable

to Guttal and Jayaprakash (2007) discussed above, but extends it by undertaking the

analysis for a spatial resilience model and at two temporal scales of climate forcing,

that is monthly and daily. Unlike Guttal and Jayaprakash (2007), this chapter does

not consider forcing of various magnitudes or variances. In summary, this chapter

extends stochastic hydrology by considering systems potentially having multiple

attractors and extends resilience science by assessing the validity of deterministic

methods for estimating multiple attractors at two temporal scales.

6.3 Simulation Methods

The investigation of multiple attractors under stochastic climate forcing was un-

dertaken by generation of one hundred climate replicates and, for each replicate

and numerous parameter combinations, derivation of time-integration solutions to

the coupled HSB model of Chapter 4. Adopting the proposition by Scheffer and

Carpenter (2003) that two-attractor systems should have bimodal distributions of

key state variables, the simulated depth to water table time series were then anal-

ysed for bimodal distributions. Further analysis was then undertaken of individual

simulations followed by an analysis of the dynamics against time from all replicate

simulations. Specifically, the investigation comprised of the following three steps

and additional detail is provided below:

1. Parameter estimation:

(a) Calculation of mean observed monthly climate forcing;

(b) Continuation analysis using the monthly forcing for the parameter ksmax

and repeated for four values of limiting infiltration, Io;
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(c) Calculation of the two-attractor range for each of the above four contin-

uation analysis results;

(d) Calculation of ksmax at five points, that is at 5%, 50%, 95% of the two-

attractor range plus at 0.05 m day−1 above and below this range;

2. Stochastic model simulations:

(a) Generation of 100 climate replicates of 118 years at a daily time step;

(b) Aggregation of the daily replicates to a monthly time step;

(c) For each combination of the five ksmax values and four Io, time integration

solutions were derived for each of the 100 monthly replicates at two ini-

tial conditions plus the observed monthly forcing and monthly average

forcing;

(d) The above simulations were then repeated for the daily time step forcing

data;

3. Analysis of simulations:

(a) Continuation analysis estimate of the two-attractor range was assessed

by examining the depth to water table in the final year of simulation from

the simulations using monthly average forcing;

(b) For each parameter combination and initial condition, the depth to water

table in the final year of simulation was assessed for bi-modality by

deriving a histogram and undertaking a statistical test for bi-modality;

(c) Time series of depth to water table from a single replicate were examined

at different parameters to inform the understanding of repellor crossings

under stochastic forcing;

(d) For each parameter combination and initial condition, the probability of

crossing the repellor over time was then estimated.

(e) Steps 2.b to 2.d were then repeated for the daily time step forcing data,
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(a) Monthly precipitation.
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(b) Monthly potential evaporation, ETo.

Figure 6.1: Box plots of monthly climate data as obtained from SILO (Jeffrey et al.
2001) at 143.45 degrees longitude and -37.10 degrees latitude.

This chapter used the same observed climate data as the previous chapter

(estimated daily precipitation and FAO56 reference crop evapotranspiration (ETo)

from SILO (Jeffrey et al. 2001) at 143.45 degrees longitude and -37.10 degrees latitude

from 1890 to 2007). The average annual precipitation and ETo is 542 and 1103 mm

year−1 respectively. The average precipitation to ETo ratio is 0.49 and the average

annual excess precipitation is 98 mm year−1. Figure 6.1 shows box-plots detailing

the distribution of monthly precipitation and ETo. It shows the climate to be of

winter dominant precipitation and exceeded by ETo in summer. The one hundred

climate replicates were of 118 years and were derived using The Stochastic Climate

Library single site daily climate algorithm (Srikanthan and Zhou 2003; Srikanthan

et al. 2007) and the SILO data from 1890 to 2007 inclusively.

Preliminary results found that the histograms of average depth to water ta-

ble in year 117 were very dependent upon the limiting infiltration parameter, Io.

Considering this, and the likely dampening of large rainfall events when Io is low,

simulations were conducted at four values of Io, namely 5, 10, 20 and 40 mm day−1,
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which correspond to 25%, 50% 100% and 200% of that from Chapter 5. To illustrate

this dampening, Figure 6.2 presents the infiltration against effective precipitation

at six values of volumetric soil moisture and the four values of Io. For a rainfall of

0.05 m day−1, Figure 6.2(a) shows the infiltration for Io of 5 mm day−1 to be near

one quarter that of Figure 6.2(d) for Io of 40 mm day−1. As the two-attractor range

was also found to be dependent upon the infiltration rate, limit-cycle continuation

was also repeated for each value of Io using the mean monthly climate forcing. The

five ksmax values for each value of Io were taken from these continuation results.

The five ksmax parameter values investigated were at 5%, 50% and 95% of the

ksmax two-attractor range plus at 0.05 metres day−1 above and below the two-attractor

range. While somewhat of a coarse discretisation of the ksmax space, these five points

were felt likely to provide representative insight into the model dynamics over the

range in resilience of each attractor as estimated by continuation analysis. At each

point, time-integration solutions were derived for the observed, monthly average

and replicate forcing. The monthly average forcing solutions provided a time-

integration derived estimate of attractors and thus allowed an assessment of the

accuracy of the limit-cycle estimate of multiple attractors. To ensure each monthly

average forcing simulation had converged to the attractor, these simulations were

of 2,000 years duration. As in Section 5.3, the time-integration solutions were

derived from two differing initial conditions. These were of 20% and 98% of the

maximum saturated thickness and the volumetric soil moisture for both was 0.4 v/v.

Occasionally, the maximum saturated thickness was reduced to 90% to avoid model

errors that results in the first few years simulation when the water table exceeded the

land surface. Solutions were derived for 118 years. An alternative to the use of these

initial conditions would have been to adopt the state space location of attractors

identified from limit-cycle continuation. This was not adopted as it would have pre-

supposed that the identified attractors would emerge using stochastic forcing. In

summary, simulations were undertaken for both the monthly and daily forcing, the

two initial conditions, one hundred replicates and five ksmax and four Io parameter

values and totalled 3,800 simulations (note, for Io of 5 mm day−1 the ksmax lower
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(a) Spatially-averaged limiting infiltration rate, Io, equals
5 mm day−1.
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(b) Spatially-averaged limiting infiltration rate, Io, equals
10 mm day−1.
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(c) Spatially-averaged limiting infiltration rate, Io, equals
20 mm day−1.
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(d) Spatially-averaged limiting infiltration rate, Io, equals
40 mm day−1.

Figure 6.2: Infiltration as a function of effective precipitation at four values of the
infiltration parameter, Io, with a water table depth set to five metres.

fold-point was less than 0.05 and as such only four ksmax values were investigated).

This was undertaken using a 48 node cluster of 2.4 GHz Xeon dual core processors.

Analysis of the simulation results comprised of: (i) assessment of the limit-

cycle continuation estimates of the two-attractor range; (ii) assessment of bimodal

distributions in mean water table elevation over the final year of simulation; (iii)

inspection of time series of depth to water table from selected individual replicate

simulations; and (iv) quantification of the probability over time of crossing from

the deep water table attractor basin to the shallow attractor basin and vice versa.

Firstly, assessment of the continuation analysis derived two-attractor range against

the time-integration solutions (using monthly average forcing) was undertaken
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by comparing the time-integration derived average depth to water table in year

2,000 against that expected from the continuation analysis. This analysis only

assessed the emergence of each attractor and not the state space location of the

attractors or repellors. Secondly, for the bimodal investigation, the average water

table elevation in the final year of each simulation at 250 metres from the outlet

was calculated and, for a given parameter set and initial condition, a histogram

of water table elevation produced. The annual averaging was required to reduce

noise (from the stochastic climate forcing) in the histograms. As identification of

two modes from inspection of the histograms is somewhat subjective, a statistical

test for bi-modality was undertaken for all histograms. While no consensus exists

for statistical testing of bi-modality (Knapp 2007), that of Hartigan and Hartigan

(1985) and Hartigan (1985) quantifies the magnitude of the dip between modes

(which has a maximum of 0.25) and the statistical probability that the observed

modes could emerge by random sampling from a uniform distribution. Thirdly, the

inspection of time series was undertaken by selecting replicate solutions with and

without repellor crossings, calculating their depth to water table at lower and upper

catchment locations and reviewing the resulting dynamics. Lastly, the probability

of crossing the repellor over time was estimated, for a given value of Io and ksmax ,

by determining which attractor basin the water table was within at the end of each

simulation year. By repeating for the 100 replicate simulations, the proportion of

the simulations within each basin at any time could then be calculated. Dividing by

the number of completed simulations then gave the sample probability at the end

of each simulation year. To assess which basin the water table was within, the state

space location of the repellor was estimated from the continuation analysis. For the

ksmax values outside the two-attractor range no repellor exists and so the repellor at

the appropriate two-attractor limit was adopted.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of expected behaviour of time-integration solutions from the
two initial conditions at ksmax values of one and two attractors. The upper grey box
denotes the ksmax two attractor range shown in the lower plot between fold points Fa
and Fb. Within this range, time-integration solutions under non-stochastic forcing
are expected not to cross the repellor and to converge to the attractor for the basin
in which the initial condition is within. At ksmax below this range, all solutions
are expected to converge to the shallow attractor. At ksmax above this range, all
solutions are expected to converge to the deep attractor. � denotes the ksmax points
investigated.

6.4 Monthly Stochastic Simulations

6.4.1 Assessment of Continuation Analysis

The limit-cycle continuation estimates of the two-attractor range and the state space

location of the repellor were central to the investigations of this chapter. As a nu-

merical continuation method was adopted, errors are likely to exist and particularly

so at the limits to the two-attractor range where the state vector rate of change with

time is low. In the following, the continuation analysis results are assessed against

time-integration solutions using the same monthly average climate forcing. To clar-

ify the expected behaviour from these simulations if the continuation results are

accurate, Figure 6.3 presents a schematic of equilibrium continuation for depth to

water table against the parameter ksmax . It shows two attractors between ksmax of Fa

and Fb. This range is represented at the top of the figure by the grey bar. If contin-

uation analysis correctly estimated this two-attractor region then time-integration
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solutions (using the monthly average forcing) from a shallow water table initial

condition should converge to the shallow attractor. Conversely, solutions from

a deep initial condition should converge to the deep attractor. Below the two-

attractor range, all solutions should converge to the shallow attractor. Above the

two-attractor range, all solutions should converge to the deep attractor.

The assessment of the each continuation result was undertaken at the five

values of ksmax and these points are denoted in Figure 6.3. Throughout this chapter

these points are referred to as A to E for ksmax values of 0.05 m day−1 above to 0.05 m

day−1 below the two attractor range. A subscript to each also denotes the limiting

infiltration parameter value.

The time-integration results for each parameter combination are shown in

Figures 6.4 and 6.5. The histograms are discussed in the following section and

herein the focus is on the two-attractor range, which like Figure 6.3 is denoted by a

grey vertical bar, and the time-integration depth to water table from average climate

forcing, which is denoted by 5.

Before undertaking the assessment, Figure 6.4 shows continuation analysis

to estimate the two-attractors to significantly increase with the limiting infiltration

rate, Io. This range increases because the upper ksmax limit increases at a greater rate

than that at the lower ksmax limit. Biophysically, this occured because above the upper

limit of the two-attractor range the shallow attractor is lost because recharge at this

depth to water table is not greater than or equal to the net saturated lateral flow rate.

But with increased infiltration potential, recharge can increase to equal or exceed

the lateral flow rate and thus the shallow attractor remains. Conversely, the lower

two-attractor limit exists because, when below this limit, saturated lateral flow for

a deep water table cannot equal recharge and thus only the shallow attractor can

emerge. This lower limit is therefore less sensitivity to changes in infiltration than

the upper limit, resulting in an increase in the two-attractor range as Io increases.

For the shallow initial condition, Figure 6.4 shows time-integration solutions

for all parameter combinations, except A5, to converge to the shallow attractor.

This indicates that continuation analysis under estimated the upper extent of the
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two-attractor range at A10, A20 and A40. For A5, continuation analysis correctly

estimated the upper limit to within ±0.068 m day−1 (derived from 0.852−0.716
2 ).

For the deep initial condition, Figure 6.5 shows time-integration solutions for

all parameter combinations, except E20 and E40, to converge to the deep attractor.

As continuation analysis estimated the deep attractor to exist only when ksmax is at

or above the lower limit, the convergence of D20 and D40 to the deep attractor and

the convergence of E20 and E40 to the shallow attractor indicates that continuation

analysis correctly estimated the two-attractor range to within ±0.087 and ±0.094 m

day−1 for Io of 20 and 40 mm day−1 respectively. For E10, the solution converged

to the deep attractor and indicates that continuation analysis under estimated this

lower two-attractor limit. While no E5 solutions were derived, as D5 converged

to the deep attractor, continuation analysis did not over estimate this lower limit.

In summary, the upper two-attractor limit in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 was acceptable

for Io of 5 mm day−1 and under estimated for Io of 10, 20 and 40 mm day−1. The

lower two-attractor limit was acceptable for Io of 20 and 40 mm day−1 and under

estimated for Io of 10 mm day−1. These findings are summarised in Figures 6.4,

6.5, 6.10 and 6.11 by grey arrows extending the large grey bars that denote the

continuation analysis estimate of the two-attractor range.

6.4.2 Bimodal Water Table Depth Distributions

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 present the histograms of mean depth to water table over the

final year of simulation when starting from the shallow and deep initial condi-

tions respectively. Each figure presents histograms at the five values of saturated

conductivity, ksmax , repeated at the four values of the limiting infiltration rate, Io.

For a shallow initial water table, Figure 6.4 illustrates that at all four values of

Io, for ksmax values of D and E the probability of the depth to water table being shallow

was very high and the variance and skew was low. As ksmax increased to B and C, the

probability of a shallow water table declined and the variance increased. The skew

become increasingly positive and, most distinctly at B, the histograms show some

replicates to have a depth to water table of approximately two metres. Figure 6.4
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Figure 6.4: Histograms of mean depth to water table at 250 metres under monthly climate forcing
in final year of simulation for the shallow initial water table depth. Each column of histograms is of
an equal value of Io, as given by the outer x-axis. Each row is of a different ksmax point. From the top
down, the histograms have values of ksmax of: 0.05 m day −1 above the upper limit of two-attractor
range; at 95% this range; at 50% this range; at 5% this range; and 0.05 m day −1 below the lower
limit. The two-attractor range is denoted by the large grey vertical bars and � denotes the ksmax

value for the five corresponding histograms. In each histogram, solutions derived from monthly
average and observed climate are denoted by black 5 and ◦ respectively. d denotes the revised
two-attractor range from Section 6.4.1.
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Figure 6.5: Histograms of mean depth to water table under monthly climate forcing in final year
of simulation for the deep initial water table depth. Additional annotations are as for Figure 6.4.
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Table 6.1: Statistical significance of two modes (Hartigan 1985) for each of the 19
depth to water table histograms of Figures 6.4 and 6.5. Bimodal distributions of
statistical significance ≤ 0.05 are noted in bold.

ksmax point

Spatially-averaged limiting infiltration rate, Io (mm day−1)

Shallow Attractor Deep Attractor

5 10 20 40 5 10 20 40

A: upper 0.883 0.963 0.998 0.982 0.804 0.969 0.998 0.978
B: 95% 0.339 0.994 0.995 0.998 0.341 0.991 0.995 1.000
C: 50% 0.978 0.985 0.979 0.731 0.000 0.986 0.981 0.729
D: 5% 0.986 0.609 0.546 0.972 0.000 0.594 0.535 0.975
E: lower - 0.762 0.592 0.453 - 0.759 0.598 0.451

shows two metres to be the approximate depth of the deep attractor under monthly

average forcing (denoted by 5 within each histogram). This indicates replicates

appear to have crossed from the shallow to the deep attractor. Interestingly, for B,

simulations using observed forcing also appear to have all crossed from the shallow

to deep attractor. Despite some simulations appearing to have crossed the repellor,

most distributions still appear unimodal and only B5 appears bimodal.

For a deep initial water table, Figure 6.5 illustrates all distributions to be

almost identical to those for the shallow initial depth. The only exception is C5

and D5 which appear to have distinct bimodal distributions at the shallow and

deep attractor depths. Interestingly, the observed forcing water table depth from

each initial condition were near identical. Furthermore, the average depth from the

observed forcing was predominately between the two attractors and often on the

positive tail of the distributions.

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 present results of statistical testing for bi-modality using

the Hartigan (1985) test for each of the 19 histograms of Figures 6.4 and 6.5. Table

6.1 shows statistically significant (at p ≤ 0.05) multiple modes were detected only

for the deep initial condition at points C5 and D5. Table 6.2 also shows these two

distributions to have the largest magnitude dip, as quantified by the dip statistic. No

statistically significant bimodal distributions were detected for the shallow initial

condition.
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Table 6.2: Dip statistic (Hartigan 1985) results for each of the 19 depth to water table
histograms of Figures 6.4 and 6.5. The dip statistic is a measure of the strength of
the dip between two modes. From Table 6.1, bimodal distributions of statistical
significance ≤ 0.05 are noted in bold.

ksmax point

Spatially-averaged limiting infiltration rate, Io (mm day−1)

Shallow Attractor Deep Attractor

5 10 20 40 5 10 20 40

A: upper 0.028 0.025 0.021 0.024 0.029 0.025 0.021 0.024
B: 95% 0.039 0.022 0.022 0.020 0.039 0.022 0.022 0.020
C: 50% 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.031 0.069 0.024 0.024 0.031
D: 5% 0.023 0.034 0.035 0.025 0.110 0.034 0.035 0.025
E: lower - 0.031 0.034 0.037 - 0.031 0.034 0.037

6.4.3 Time Series of Depth to Water Table

The above investigation of distributions in depth to water table suggested bi-

modality to be an incomplete indicator of multiple attractors. To further investigate,

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 present time series of depth to water table from the shallow ini-

tial condition for one climate replicate at 250 and 1,500 metres respectively for each

value of Io with ksmax at point B, that is at 95% of the two-attractor range. This point

was selected because, of the three ksmax points within the two-attractor range, it is

shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 to have the largest positive skew. As the resilience of

the shallow attractor at this ksmax point is like to be low (as measured by the state-

variable distance between the attractor and repellor), the skewed distribution was

thought likely due to replicates crossing the repellor and thus an informative point

complementary to the findings from the prior subsection. Each figure also presents

the depth to water table from the model without the LAI positive feedback; the

depth to the repellor; and the ten year moving average precipitation.

In investigating these time series for evidence of multiple attractors, it is

important to understand the expected behaviour if multiple attractors do emerge.

Ignoring the likely complexity from modelling of a spatial dimension and assuming

ETo is constant, a sufficiently high precipitation year(s) should cause the water table

to cross from the deep attractor basin, over the repellor, into the shallow attractor

basin and toward the shallow attractor. Conversely, a sufficiently low precipitation
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year(s) should cause the water table to cross from the attractor shallow basin, into

the deep attractor basin and toward the deep attractor. Importantly, the water table

should though show some persistence to moderate climate variations. For example,

a year of high precipitation may push the water table from the deep attractor basin to

the shallow basin but a subsequent return to a near average precipitation should not

cause a shift back to the deep basin. Only during a year(s) of very low precipitation

should the water table return to the deep attractor basin. Therefore, it is expected

that large climate disturbance can cause a change of attractor basins but the water

table can be in either attractor basin under the same average climate forcing. With

respect to the model without the LAI positive feedback, the continuation analysis

of Figure 5.20(e) shows that the omission of this feedback results in a loss of the

shallow attractor basin. Therefore, the expected behaviour from this model is that

the water table will rapidly converge to the deep attractor and fluctuate around it

with variations in the precipitation. Unlike the feedback model, only one water

table depth is expected to emerge for a given average precipitation.

Considering the simplest case first, Figure 6.6(a) shows the feedback model

water table depth for B5 to be initially at and remain within the shallow attractor

until year 41. At which it briefly exceeded the lower repellor range, returned

to the shallow basin of attraction and then in year 43 crossed to the deep basin

and remained there until the end of simulation. This crossing occured during the

extended period of declining precipitation from years 32 to 43 but during the period

of above average precipitation from years 93 to 103 the water table did not cross

back to the shallow basin. With respect to the non-positive feedback model, the

water table crossed to the deep attractor basin 24 years prior in year 19, during

which the precipitation was increasing, and then remained within this basin until

the end of simulation. The feedback model therefore showed a considerably higher

persistence within the shallow attractor, and in consideration against the expected

behaviour, indicates two attractors to have emerge. Furthermore, the persistence

within the deep basin during the above average precipitation from years 93 to 103

indicates the deep basin to be of a very high resilience. These finding were not
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evident from the corresponding distribution in Figure 6.4.

For B10, Figure 6.6(b) illustrates more complex dynamics from the feedback

model. The repellor was crossed in year 43 and remained within the deep basin

until year 100, then the repellor was again crossed and the water table returned to

the shallow basin. The crossing back to the shallow basin occured during the years

of above average precipitation. This is consistent with the expected behaviour from

the feedback model and indicates that the resilience of the deep basin has reduced

from that for B5. Also, this basin switching indicates that the skewed distribution

in Figure 6.4 is suggestive of multiple attractors. With respect to the non-positive

feedback model, the water table again crossed to the deep attractor basin 25 years

prior in year 18, during which the precipitation was increasing, and then remained

within this basin until the end of simulation.

For B20 and B40, Figures 6.6(c) and 6.6(d) illustrate additional complexity

whereby the water table entered the deep basin in year 40 but in years 56 to 60

it oscillated around the repellor and did not approach the shallow attractor but

returned back toward the deep attractor. These oscillations occured again between

years 79 to 85 and in year 95 the water table returned to the shallow basin of

attraction. This is consistent with the expected behaviour from the feedback model

and indicates that the resilience of the deep basin has further reduced from that for

B5. From the expected model behaviour, if there are two attractors then the water

table should be able to be in either attractor basin under the same average climate

forcing. This behaviour is shown in Figure 6.6(d) where between years 42 to 52

and 64 to 72 the average precipitation is low (mean moving average of 478 and 469

mm year−1 respectively) and the water table is approximately at the deep attractor.

Between years 87 to 93 the precipitation is comparably low (mean moving average

of 490 mm year−1) yet the water table is within the shallow basin. With respect to

the non-positive feedback model, the water table in both figures again crossed to

the deep attractor basin 25 years prior in year 18 and then remained within this

basin until the end of simulation.

The temporary crossing of the repellor without convergence to the new attrac-
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(a) Parameter set B5 (I0 = 5 mm day−1 and ksmax = 0.716 m day−1).
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(b) Parameter set B10 (I0 = 10 mm day−1 and ksmax = 1.17 m day−1).
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(c) Parameter set B20 (I0 = 20 mm day−1 and ksmax = 1.59 m day−1).
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(d) Parameter set B40 (I0 = 40 mm day−1 and ksmax = 1.94 m day−1).

Figure 6.6: Time series of depth to water table at 250 metres under monthly climate forcing from
the parameter sets B5, B10, B20 and B40. — denotes simulations with the LAI positive feedback;
— denotes simulations without the LAI positive feedback; and - - - denotes the ten year
moving average precipitation.
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(a) Parameter set B5 (I0 = 5 mm day−1 and ksmax = 0.716 m day−1).
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(b) Parameter set B10 (I0 = 10 mm day−1 and ksmax = 1.17 m day−1).
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(c) Parameter set B20 (I0 = 20 mm day−1 and ksmax = 1.59 m day−1).
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(d) Parameter set B40 (I0 = 40 mm day−1 and ksmax = 1.94 m day−1).

Figure 6.7: Time series of depth to water table at 1,500 metres under monthly climate forcing from
the parameter sets B5, B10, B20 and B40. — denotes simulations with the LAI positive feedback; —
denotes simulations without the LAI positive feedback; and - - - denotes the ten year moving
average precipitation.
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tor and then subsequent return toward the prior attractor indicates more complex

dynamics operate than simply crossing of the repellor causes convergence to the

new attractor. The persistence of a repellor crossing within the new basin of attrac-

tion appears to be dependent upon the proportion of the catchment also crossing

the repellor. To illustrate, Figure 6.7 presents time series of depth to water table at

1,500 metres. For B5, Figure 6.7(a) shows the water table from the feedback model to

be below the repellor after year 49, briefly cross back to the shallow basin between

years 104 to 108 and then subsequently return to the deep basin. For B10, Figure

6.7(b) shows the water table to cross the repellor in year 48, briefly cross back to

the shallow basin in year 56 and remain in the deep basin until year 100, at which

and coinciding with that at 250 metres (see Figure 6.6(b)) the water table returns

and remains in the shallow basin. This correlated crossing at 250 and 1,500 metres

suggests a persistent crossing of the repellor in the lower catchment to be dependent

upon the crossing also occuring within the upper catchment.

To further explore this spatial attractor dynamics, for B20, Figure 6.7(c) shows

that in year 56 the water table crossed the repellor from the deep to shallow basin

and this crossing also occured at 250 metres (see Figure 6.6(c)). Despite the crossings

being correlated the water table returned to the deep basin at both locations. This

occured again between years 79 to 89 but from year 89 both locations again crossed to

the shallow basin and remained within it until the end of the simulation. Clearly an

hypothesis that the persistent of a repellor crossing is dependent upon the crossing

also occuring within the upper catchment is incomplete and auxiliary conditions

are required.

Insight to this auxiliary condition is provided by the point in year 89, denoted

by N. Figures 6.7(b) to 6.7(d) show a recharge event to have occured immediately

following this point but a persistent repellor crossing at 250 metres only results

when the water table at 1,500 metres was at or above the repellor. This correlation

between the persistence of a repellor crossing and the pre-recharge event depth to

water table at 1,500 metres also occured prior to the shallow basin entry between

years 79 to 85. Biophysically, this dynamic possibly exists because an elevated
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upper catchment head increases the hydraulic gradient and thus saturated flow

to the lower catchment. While further research into spatial catchment resilience

is clearly required, the estimation of the repellor depth throughout the catchment

appears to be an important first step and particularly so in the upper catchment

where a change of attractor basin was imperceptible from the time series alone.

The prior analysis of depth to water table histograms was undertaken because,

for observed time series data, Scheffer and Carpenter (2003) state that ”frequency dis-

tributions of key variables should be multi-modal if there are alternative attractors”. Con-

sidering that multiple attractors were shown above to emerge despite the respective

histograms of Figure 6.4 being unimodal, this statement by Scheffer and Carpenter

(2003) is questionable. As the above histograms were derived from simulation

replicates, and not a single time series of observed data as considered by Scheffer

and Carpenter (2003), the statement could though be valid for a single time series.

To investigate a single time series, histograms for each time series of Figure 6.6

are presented in Figure 6.8. For B5 and B10, Figures 6.8(a) and 6.8(b) respectively

show two clear modes and both have a p-value of statistical significance of 0.00. For

B20 and B40, Figures 6.8(c) and 6.8(d) respectively show the distribution to be very

positively skewed and without two observable modes. Despite this, the p-value of

each distribution differed markedly at 0.22 and 0.03 respectively. The p-value of 0.22

indicates that not all time series which display multiple attractors also have multiple

modes. In comparison to the prior distributions from the climate replicates, these

time series distributions are a better measure of bi-modality but bi-modality as an

indicator of multiple attractors is incomplete and likely to result in false negative

predictions of two attractors.
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(a) Parameter set B5 (I0 = 5 mm day−1 and ksmax =
0.716 m day−1).
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(b) Parameter set B10 (I0 = 10 mm day−1 and ksmax =
1.17 m day−1).
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(c) Parameter set B20 (I0 = 20 mm day−1 and ksmax =
1.59 m day−1).
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(d) Parameter set B40 (I0 = 40 mm day−1 and ksmax

= 1.94 m day−1).

Figure 6.8: Histograms of depth to water table from a single replicate at 250 metres
under monthly climate forcing for the parameter sets B5, B10, B20 and B40. The
p-value statistical significance of two modes for B5 to B40 was estimated at 0.0, 0.0,
0.22, 0.03 respectively.
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6.4.4 Probability of a Repellor Crossing

The above investigation of individual time series indicated the distributions of depth

to water table in Section 6.4.2 to be an inadequate indicator of multiple attractors. It

also indicated the repellor, derived from continuation analysis, to be a valid measure

for detecting a change of attractor basins. In the following, the repellor estimate

was used with each replicate simulation to quantify the probability over time of

crossing from the shallow to the deep basin and vice verse. Figure 6.9 presents, for

both initial conditions, probabilities for 250 metres from the outlet for each of the

values of Io and ksmax investigated in Section 6.4.2. Table 6.3 presents the fraction of

time spent within each attractor basin.

For the shallow initial condition, Figure 6.9 shows that, for all ksmax points but

A and B, the probability of switching to the deep attractor was approximately zero.

For points A and B, it shows a rapid convergence to a non-zero probability such that

for B5 the probability is 0.8 and declines with increasing Io to a probability of 0.15

for B40. Unlike the histograms of Figure 6.4, these reflect the basin switching that

was shown to occur in the previous section. Figure 6.9 also shows the probability

of switching to increase for points B to A. As these A points where found, in Section

6.4.1, to still be of two attractors, and not of only the deep attractor as estimated

by continuation analysis, this non-zero probability is consistent. Considering the

resilience of the shallow attractor basin was shown in Figure 5.20(e) to decline from

point B to A, it is also consistent that the probability of switching to the deep basin

increases as ksmax increases from B to A.

For the deep initial condition Figure 6.9 shows more complex probabilities. It

shows that, for all but ksmax points A and B, the probability of switching to the shallow

basin increases from zero and converges to one. This rate of convergence is also

shown to increase with higher values of ksmax and Io. This occured because the water

table was initially near to the aquifer basement and its rate of rise is a function of

recharge, which increases with Io, and net saturated flow, which also increases with

ksmax . For points A and B, the probabilities for the deep initial condition converged to
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a probability of between zero and one and this increased with increasing Io. Just as

the shallow attractor resilience declined from points A and B, Figure 5.20(e) shows

the deep attractor resilience to increase from B to A. The probability of switching

from the deep to shallow basin accordingly is shown to decrease as ksmax increases

from B to A

Inspection of the ksmax points A and B suggest that, following convergence,

the probability of crossing from the shallow to the deep basin equals one minus the

probability of crossing from the deep to the shallow basin. That is, if the simulations

are of adequate duration then the probabilities become independent of the initial

conditions so that P
(
Sti | Dt0

)
= P

(
Sti

)
and P

(
Dti | St0

)
= P

(
Dti

)
; where t [T] is time

in years; i is the number of years after t0; D [L] is the water table depth for the

deep attractor basin; and S [L] is the water table depth for the shallow attractor

basin. To investigate if the simulations were of adequate duration, the lower plots

of Figure 6.9 show the sum of these two probabilities for each value of Io and ksmax .

It shows the two probabilities for most parameter sets to rapidly approach 1.0 and

for this rate to again increase with increasing Io and ksmax . For points D5 and E5,

the two probabilities do not sum to one by the end of simulation. For all other

parameter sets the probabilities do sum to one and therefore these simulations were

of adequate duration.

As, at convergence, the probability of switching into a basin equals the prob-

ability of being in that basin, the results of Figure 6.9 also facilitate estimation of the

proportion of time spent within each basin. Table 6.3 presents, for each parameter

combination, the mean proportion of time within each basin and the corresponding

confidence interval. It was derived from the mean probability over the final 20 years

simulation and the 95% confidence interval estimated from 1.96 times the standard

deviation over the final 20 years simulation. It shows the proportion of time in the

deep basin to to be greater than zero only for ksmax points A and B. Furthermore, the

proportion of time in the deep basin declines as Io increases, thus indicating the re-

silience of the deep basin is inversely proportional to Io. Conversely, the proportion

of time in the shallow basin increases as Io increases, thus indicating the resilience
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Table 6.3: Proportion of time in each basin of attraction at 250 metres for monthly
forcing. Brackets denote simulations of insufficient duration to adequately estimate
the proportion.

ksmax point
Water table
basin of
attraction

Mean proportion of time in basin ±1.96σ
(at four values of Io (mm day−1))

5 10 20 40

A: upper Shallow 0.06 ±0.03 0.49 ±0.11 0.68 ±0.08 0.69 ±0.09
Deep 0.94 ±0.04 0.51 ±0.10 0.32 ±0.08 0.31 ±0.09

B: 95% Shallow 0.14 ±0.04 0.70 ±0.09 0.80 ±0.06 0.85 ±0.05
Deep 0.82 ±0.06 0.30 ±0.09 0.20 ±0.06 0.15 ±0.05

C: 50% Shallow (0.64 ±0.09) 1.00 ±0.00 1.00 ±0.00 1.00 ±0.00
Deep (0.00 ±0.00) 0.00 ±0.00 0.00 ±0.00 0.00 ±0.00

D: 5% Shallow (0.41 ±0.27) 1.00 ±0.00 1.00 ±0.00 1.00 ±0.00
Deep (0.00 ±0.00) 0.00 ±0.00 0.00 ±0.00 0.00 ±0.00

E: lower Shallow - 1.00 ±0.00 1.00 ±0.00 1.00 ±0.00
Deep - 0.00 ±0.00 0.00 ±0.00 0.00 ±0.00

of the shallow basin is proportional to Io.

This estimate of the proportion of time within each attractor aggregates the

frequency and magnitude of the disturbances with the state-space distance from

the attractor to repellor to provide a new measure of resilience. It provides a

more rigorous measure of resilience than that derived from the state-space distance

alone and it effective provides a measure of the basin resistance (that is the basin

depth). It does not though provide any measure of the duration of each basin

entry. Furthermore, the time series in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 indicate that some of

the basin switches at 250 metres may be spurious and are dependent upon the

catchment location. This indicates the proportion of time in each basin to also be

a function of the catchment location. The spurious crossings were though often

of a duration of over five years and thus likely to be relevant to catchment water

resource management.
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6.5 Daily Stochastic Simulations

The prior section analysed simulations from monthly stochastic climate forcing

and found that multiple attractors can emerge. Numerous differences from average

cyclic forcing were observed and new measures of resilience under stochastic forcing

were proposed. However, under daily forcing numerous fluxes, such as runoff and

recharge, will clearly differ from that of monthly forcing. Multiple attractors may no

longer emerge, and if so they may considerably change. Throughout the following,

the analysis of the prior section is repeated for simulations of daily stochastic forcing.

The focus is upon the differences between the monthly and daily simulations and,

in comparison the prior section, less attention is given to interpreting the daily

simulations.

6.5.1 Bimodal Water Table Depth Distributions

Figures 6.10 and 6.11 present the histograms of mean depth to water table over the

final year when starting from the shallow and deep initial conditions respectively.

A prominent aspect of Figure 6.10 is that, for Io of 5 to 20 mm day−1 at ksmax points

A to C, the water table converged from the shallow initial condition to the deep

attractor and the variance was very low. These histograms also differ markedly

from that for monthly forcing, which converged to the shallow attractor and were

of a high variance. This suggests that net recharge declined under daily forcing

and that continuation analysis incorrectly estimated two attractors at these points.

A more subtle feature of these top three ksmax points is that in Figure 6.10 the mode

probability declines and the variance increases when Io increases. For Io of 40 mm

day−1, at there three points the variance increased significantly and, in light of the

time series investigations in Section 6.4.3, two attractors are likely to have emerged.

The prior section found bimodal water table distributions to be an incom-

plete indicator of multiple attractors and capable of only identifying cases without

repeated attractor basin changes. For completeness bi-modality is still considered
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Figure 6.10: Histograms of mean depth to water table at 250 metres in final year under daily climate
forcing for the shallow initial water table depth. Each column of histograms is of an equal value
of Io, as given by the outer x-axis. Each row is of a different ksmax point. From the top down, the
histograms have values of ksmax of: 0.05 m day −1 above the upper limit of two-attractor range; at
95% this range; at 50% this range; at 5% this range; and 0.05 m day −1 below the lower limit. The
two-attractor range is denoted by the large grey vertical bars and � denotes the ksmax value for the
five corresponding histograms. In each histogram, solutions derived from monthly average and
observed climate are denoted by black 5 and ◦ respectively. d denotes the revised two-attractor
range from Section 6.4.1.
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Figure 6.11: Histograms of mean depth to water table in final year from daily simulation for the
deep initial water table depth. Additional annotations are as for Figure 6.10.
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Table 6.4: Statistical significance of two modes (Hartigan 1985) from daily forcing
simulation for each of the 19 depth to water table histograms of Figures 6.10 and
6.11. Bimodal distributions of statistical significance ≤ 0.05 are noted in bold.

ksmax point

Spatially-averaged limiting infiltration rate, Io (mm day−1)

Shallow Attractor Deep Attractor

5 10 20 40 5 10 20 40

A: upper 0.481 0.617 0.716 0.958 0.446 0.533 0.727 0.725
B: 95% 0.810 0.733 0.823 0.975 0.725 0.628 0.833 0.863
C: 50% 0.938 0.934 0.532 0.842 0.868 0.969 0.564 0.712
D: 5% 0.138 0.026 0.060 0.335 0.701 0.984 0.878 0.527
E: lower - 0.823 0.331 0.501 - 0.971 0.007 0.588

Table 6.5: Dip statistic (Hartigan 1985) results from daily forcing simulation for each
of the 19 depth to water table histograms of Figures 6.10 and 6.11. The dip statistic
is a measure of the strength of the dip between two modes. From Table 6.4, bimodal
distributions of statistical significance ≤ 0.05 are noted in bold.

ksmax point

Spatially-averaged limiting infiltration rate, Io (mm day−1)

Shallow Attractor Deep Attractor

5 10 20 40 5 10 20 40

A: upper 0.036 0.034 0.031 0.028 0.037 0.035 0.031 0.031
B: 95% 0.030 0.031 0.030 0.026 0.031 0.033 0.029 0.028
C: 50% 0.026 0.027 0.035 0.029 0.028 0.025 0.035 0.032
D: 5% 0.045 0.055 0.050 0.039 0.032 0.024 0.028 0.035
E: lower - 0.030 0.039 0.035 - 0.024 0.061 0.034

herein. For the shallow initial, condition Figure 6.10 suggests that bimodal distribu-

tions emerged for D10. For the deep initial condition, Figure 6.11 suggests bimodal

distributions emerged for E20 and possible also for D20. All distributions were sta-

tistically tested for bi-modality and the magnitude of the dip was quantified and

the results are presented in Tables 6.4 and 6.5 respectively. As suggested by visual

inspection of the histograms, Table 6.4 shows statistically significant bimodal dis-

tributions emerged for D10 from the the shallow initial condition and for E20 from

the the deep initial condition.
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6.5.2 Time Series of Depth to Water Table

As for monthly forcing, Figures 6.12 and 6.13 present time series of depth to water

table from the shallow initial condition for one climate replicate at 250 and 1,500

metres respectively for each value of Io with ksmax at point B. With respect to the

feedback model, for points B5 to B20, at 250 metres (see Figures 6.12(a) to 6.12(c))

the depth to water table rapidly converged from the shallow initial condition to the

deep attractor. Following convergence very little deviation from the deep attractor

occured, though this did increase with an increasing value of Io. In comparison to

that for monthly forcing (see Figure 6.6) the convergence to the deep attractor was

very rapid and the probability of crossing back to the shallow basin was significantly

reduced. For B40 (see Figure 6.12(d)) the water table also crossed to the deep

attractor, though the rate of such was reduced, and in year 107 the water table again

crossed the repellor and remained within the shallow basin until year 113. Unlike

the other three time series in Figure 6.12, this crossing back to the shallow basin

suggests both attractors can emerge under daily stochastic forcing. With respect

to the non-positive feedback model, for points B5 to B40 the water table rapidly

approached the deep attractor. A clear difference to the feedback model was only

observed for B40 and this was most notable during the crossing into the shallow

basin between years 107 and 113.

In Section 6.4.3 the persistence of a repellor crossing in the lower catchment

was proposed to be dependent upon the proximity of the water table in the upper

catchment to the repellor prior to a climatic disturbance. To further investigate,

Figure 6.13 presents time series from daily forcing at 1,500 metres from the catchment

outlet. For B5 to B20 (see Figures 6.13(a) to 6.13(c)) the water table is shown to rapidly

converge from the shallow initial depth to the deep attractor, undergo very minimal

deviation from such and remain within the deep basin of attraction for the duration

of the simulation. This is very comparable to that at 250 metres. For B40 the

water table also converged rapidly to the deep attractor though following such it

repeatedly crossed the repellor. In year 103 the water table at 1,500 metres crossed
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(a) Parameter set B5 (I0 = 5 mm day−1 and ksmax = 0.716 m day−1).
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(b) Parameter set B10 (I0 = 10 mm day−1 and ksmax = 1.17 m day−1).
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(c) Parameter set B20 (I0 = 20 mm day−1 and ksmax = 1.59 m day−1).
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(d) Parameter set B40 (I0 = 40 mm day−1 and ksmax = 1.94 m day−1).

Figure 6.12: Time series of depth to water table from daily simulation at 250 metres from the
parameter sets B5, B10, B20 and B40. — denotes simulations with the LAI positive feedback; —
denotes simulations without the LAI positive feedback; and - - - denotes the ten year moving
average precipitation.
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(a) Parameter set B5 (I0 = 5 mm day−1 and ksmax = 0.716 m day−1).
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(b) Parameter set B10 (I0 = 10 mm day−1 and ksmax = 1.17 m day−1).
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(c) Parameter set B20 (I0 = 20 mm day−1 and ksmax = 1.59 m day−1).
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(d) Parameter set B40 (I0 = 40 mm day−1 and ksmax = 1.94 m day−1).

Figure 6.13: Time series of depth to water table from daily simulation at 1,500 metres from the
parameter sets B5, B10, B20 and B40. — denotes simulations with the LAI positive feedback; —
denotes simulations without the LAI positive feedback; and - - - denotes the ten year moving
average precipitation.
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the repellor to the shallow basin and remained within it until year 116. Thus, prior

to the water table at 250 metres crossing into the shallow basin in year 107 the water

table at 1,500 metres was already within the shallow basin. While this is only one

instance and the repellor depth is an approximation because it was derived from

continuation analysis using monthly forcing, this does support the proposition from

Section 6.4.3 regarding the persistence of repellor crossing and suggests that it is

applicable to daily forcing simulations.

A central question of this chapter is whether multiple attractors can emerge

under daily climate forcing. Above is was argued that two attractors did emerge

for point B40 (see Figure 6.12(d)). This one instance is though insufficient for any

conclusions. To further investigate, Figure 6.14 presents time series of depth to

water table from additional simulations (with and without the positive feedback)

for I0 of 40 mm day−1 and ksmax at 5%, 15% 25% and 50% of the two-attractor range.

For ksmax of 5%, Figure 6.14(a) shows the water table from the feedback model to

remain within the shallow basin for the entire duration of simulation. In contrast,

the water table from the non-feedback model is shown to be approximately 1.5

metres deeper. This difference between the models is consistent with the limit cycle

results in Figure 5.20(e), which show that when parameterised to below the two-

attractor range the water table depth from the feedback model is approximately

0.5 metres and 2m shallower than that from the non-feedback model. Therefore,

while longer duration feedback model simulations may reveal a second attractor, it

is most likely that at this parameter set only one attractor emerges.

At 15% of the two-attractor range, Figure 6.14(b) shows the depth to water

table from the feedback model to be clearly different to that at 5%. From year 40

the water table lowered and in year 68 it crossed the repellor and remained near

to the depth from the non-feedback model until year 96, at which it returned to

a depth of approximately 0.5 metres. This proximity to the non-feedback depth

from years 68 to 96 and the subsequent 21 years at a shallow depth clearly indicate

both attractors to have emerged. At 25% of the two-attractor range, Figure 6.14(c)

shows a similar crossing to the deep attractor basin and subsequent crossing back
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(a) ksmax (at 5% of two-attractor range) = 0.377 m day−1.
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(b) ksmax (at 15% of two-attractor range) = 0.550 m day−1.
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(c) ksmax (at 25% of two-attractor range) = 0.723 m day−1.
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(d) ksmax (at 50% of two-attractor range) = 1.16 m day−1.

Figure 6.14: Time series of depth to water table from daily simulation at 250 metres for Io of
40 mm day−1 repeated at four values of ksmax . — denotes simulations with the LAI positive
feedback; — denotes simulations without the LAI positive feedback; and - - - denotes the ten
year moving average precipitation.
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to the shallow basin. It also shows the duration within the deep attractor to have

increased and the duration within the shallow basin to have declined. At 50% of

the two-attractor range, Figure 6.14(d) shows a very similar crossing to the deep

attractor basin then back to the shallow basin. Again the duration within the deep

attractor increased and the duration within the shallow basin further declined.

Combined, Figures 6.14(b) to 6.14(d) demonstrate a clear persistence in both the

deep and shallow attractor basins and thus the emergence of both attractors under

daily stochastic climate forcing. Interestingly, the reduced persistence within the

shallow attractor basin and the correspondingly increased persistence within the

deep attractor basin as ksmax increases indicates reduced resilience of the shallow

basin and increased resilience of the deep basin. This is consistent with the reduced

state-space distance to the repellor as estimated by limit cycle continuation (see

Figure 5.20(e)).

6.5.3 Probability of a Repellor Crossing

Figure 6.15 presents time series of the probability of switching attractor basins

and Table 6.6 presents the proportion of time within each attractor basin over the

last 20 years of simulation. Figure 6.15 presents, for both the shallow and deep

initial condition, probabilities at 250 metres for each of the values of Io and ksmax

investigated in Section 6.5.1.

For the shallow initial condition, Figure 6.15 shows that ksmax points D and E,

for all values of Io, had a near zero probability of switching to the deep basin by

the end of simulation. In light of the time series in Figure 6.14(a), the persistence

of all replicates at the shallow attractor indicates that at these parameter values

only the shallow attractor exists. The only exception is for D10 and D20, which

had probabilities rising from a non-zero value by year 110. Inspection of depth to

water table time series for these parameter sets (these figures are not presented)

did indicate a crossing to the deep attractor basin. Considering that Figure 6.15

shows simulations from the deep initial condition for D20 to also have a non-zero

probability by year 117 of switching to the shallow attractor then, if the simulation
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Table 6.6: Proportion of time in each basin of attraction at 250 metres for daily
forcing. Brackets denote simulations of insufficient duration to adequately estimate
the proportion.

ksmax point
Water table
basin of
attraction

Mean proportion of time in basin ±1.96σ
(at four values of Io (mm day−1))

5 10 20 40

A: upper Shallow 0.00 ±0.00 0.00 ±0.00 0.00 ±0.00 0.04 ±0.03
Deep 1.00 ±0.00 1.00 ±0.00 1.00 ±0.00 0.98 ±0.03

B: 95% Shallow 0.00 ±0.00 0.00 ±0.00 0.00 ±0.00 0.07 ±0.04
Deep 1.00 ±0.00 1.00 ±0.00 1.00 ±0.00 0.95 ±0.04

C: 50% Shallow 0.00 ±0.00 0.00 ±0.00 0.00 ±0.00 0.33 ±0.05
Deep 1.00 ±0.00 1.00 ±0.00 1.00 ±0.00 0.66 ±0.06

D: 5% Shallow (0.00 ±0.00) (0.00 ±0.00) (0.17 ±0.05) 1.00 ±0.00
Deep (0.00 ±0.00) (0.02 ±0.07) (0.00 ±0.01) 0.00 ±0.00

E: lower Shallow (0.00 ±0.00) (0.00 ±0.00) (0.31 ±0.25) 1.00 ±0.00
Deep (0.00 ±0.00) (0.00 ±0.00) (0.00 ±0.00) 0.00 ±0.00

duration was extended, they are likely to converge to a probability less than one.

This suggests two attractors may emerge for D20 and possibly for D10.

For the higher ksmax points A to C, all simulations from the shallow initial

condition for Io of 5, 10 and 20 mm day−1 rapidly converged to the deep attractor

basin and thus indicated only the one attractor to exist at these points. Only for Io of

40 mm day−1 did simulations for points A to C have a probability of less than one of

switching to the deep attractor. This was reflected for the deep initial condition. As

the sum of the probabilities for points A40, B40 and C40 are shown within Figure 6.15

to sum to one, these simulations were of adequate duration and it can be concluded

that, for these parameter combinations, both attractors can emerge under daily

stochastic forcing.

Overall, the circumstances for multiple attractors under daily forcing appear

to be poorly predicted by continuation analysis. The two-attractor parameter space

shifts considerably from that under monthly forcing and this is likely to be due

to scaling issues relating to infiltration and recharge. The state space location of

the repellor, which was estimated by continuation analysis, will most likely also
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shift and this will result in some error in the above estimation of the probability

of crossing the repellor. In light of the time series analysis of Section 6.5.2, the

conclusion that both attractors can emerge under daily stochastic forcing is though

still considered justified.

Table 6.6 presents, for each parameter combination, the mean proportion of

time within each basin and the corresponding confidence interval. As discussed

above it shows that, of the parameter combinations with probabilities summing to

one, only those for Io of 40 mm day−1 estimate the proportion of time in the shallow

basin to be greater than zero. Furthermore this proportion declines as ksmax increases.

6.6 Comparison of Forcing Time Steps

Simulations under monthly and daily stochastic forcing, investigated in Sections

6.4 and 6.5 respectively, differed markedly. Most notably, under daily forcing the

two-attractor parameter range shift, and most likely reduced, and the probability

of entering and or remaining in the deep basin increased. The latter suggests that

recharge declined under daily forcing. To investigate this change in partitioning

with forcing time step, Figure 6.16 presents pie charts of the vadose zone annual

fluxes for each time step size and within both attractor basins. Both pie charts were

derived from simulations for B40. Both also used the same climate replicate. Time

series in Figures 6.6(d) and 6.12(d) show the water table for both time steps to be

within the shallow basin from years 30 to 34. While their depth to water table did

differ, and this will affect partitioning, this time period was the optimal available

and was adopted for derivation of the shallow basin pie chart. These figures also

show the water table for both time steps to be within the deep basin from years 64

to 74. This period was adopted for derivation of the deep basin pie chart.

For both periods the catchment-wide vadose zone fluxes were estimated from

the following:

1
n

∫ L

u=0
w

(
mti+n −mti

)
=

1
n

∫ ti+n

t=ti

∫ L

u=0
w

(
P − Eveg −Q − E − T − L −U

)
du dt (6.1)
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where, as per Section 4.3, m [L] is soil moisture at time t [T] and at a distance u

[L] from the catchment outlet; L [L] is the catchment length; w [L] is the catchment

width at u; n is the years integration from time t0; P [L T−1] is precipitation; Eveg [L

T−1] is interception; Q [L T−1] is runoff; E [L T−1] is soil evaporation rate; T [L T−1]

is transpiration rate; L [L T−1] is leakage to, or uptake from, the water table; and

U [L T−1] is uptake (deposition) of soil moisture as a result of a rising (lowering)

water table. To focus only on the vadose zone losses, equation 6.1 was rearranged

to have losses on the right. Furthermore as the uptake term, U, can be negative

(which cannot be plotted within a pie chart) and was a very minimal flux, it was

omited from the following equation:

∫ L

u=0
w

(
−∆m +

∫ ti+n

t=ti

Pdt
)

du =
∫ ti+n

t=ti

∫ L

u=0
w

(
Q + Eveg + E + T + L

)
du dt (6.2)

The pie charts of Figure 6.16 quantify the fraction of each integrated right-

hand flux to the total of the integrated left-hand terms. The integral for distance,

u, was numerical approximated by the composite Simpson’s method and the time

integral by the trapezoidal method. The higher precision composite Simpson’s

method could not be applied to the time integration as it requires intervals to be

of uniform separation. For completeness, each plot of Figure 6.16 also presents the

annual precipitation, change in soil moisture, the omitted uptake flux U, and the

mass balance error derived from the difference between both side of equation 6.1.

For the shallow attractor, Figures 6.16(a) and 6.16(b) show that under daily

forcing, and in comparison to monthly forcing, the runoff increased four-fold and

both interception and recharge declined by one-third. The other fluxes were com-

parable. For the deep attractor, Figures 6.16(c) and 6.16(d) show that under daily

forcing the runoff increased six-fold, interception again declined by one-third and

recharge declined by more than half. As expected from the investigation of time

series in Sections 6.4.3 and 6.5.2, the increased probability of the water table being

in the deep basin was thus due to recharge declining under daily forcing. This re-

duction was predominantly due to a significant increase in runoff, which caused a
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Interception: 9%

Runoff: 4%

Evap. (soil):
11%

Transp.: 66%

Recharge: 9%

Precip = 575 mm year−1              
∆ m = −8.29 mm year−1            
GW uptake (deposition) =1.37 mm year−1

Error = 0.195 mm year−1               

(a) Monthly forcing replicate at shallow attractor
from years 30 to 34.

Interception: 3%

Runoff: 16%

Evap. (soil):
10%

Transp.: 68%

Recharge: 3%

Precip = 575 mm year−1              
∆ m = −10.71 mm year−1           
GW uptake (deposition) =0.84 mm year−1

Error = 2.987 mm year−1               

(b) Daily forcing replicate at shallow attractor from
years 30 to 34.

Interception: 12%

Runoff: 2%

Evap. (soil):
9%

Transp.: 75%

Recharge: 2%

Precip = 515 mm year−1               
∆ m = 5.18 mm year−1              
GW uptake (deposition) =−1.72 mm year−1

Error = −0.848 mm year−1               

(c) Monthly forcing replicate at deep attractor from
years 64 to 74.

Interception: 4%

Runoff: 12%

Evap. (soil):
8%

Transp.: 74%

Recharge: < 1%

Precip = 515 mm year−1               
∆ m = 5.25 mm year−1              
GW uptake (deposition) =−0.26 mm year−1

Error = 0.313 mm year−1                

(d) Daily forcing replicate at deep attractor from
years 64 to 74.

Figure 6.16: Pie charts of catchment-wide average vadose zone fluxes for monthly
and daily forcing in both attractor basins. Charts are derived from the same replicate
simulation results as used for Figures 6.6 and 6.12. In the labeling, GW denotes
groundwater.
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reduction in the peak soil moisture and therefore unsaturated vertical conductivity.

The increased runoff resulted from reduced scaling effects in modelling infiltration

compared to that from the smoothed precipitation from monthly forcing.

Finally, the validity of the fluxes in Figure 6.16 can be assessed against inde-

pendent estimates. As the change in soil moisture was less than 2% of precipitation,

the flux percentages in Figure 6.16 approximate the percentages of precipitation

and thus provide an estimate of the runoff fraction. As for Section 5.5 on page 169,

Zhang et al. (2001) allows estimation of the ET fraction at 0.807 of the annual average

precipitation. With the remaining precipitation assumed by Zhang et al. (2001) to

produce runoff and all recharge assumed to produce runoff, the runoff fraction is

thus approximated at 0.193. Of the two forcing time steps, only the daily forcing

simulation had a comparable runoff plus recharge fraction at both attractors. As the

recharge under daily forcing at the shallow attractor is also the more comparable

to the field estimates discussed on page 168, plausible estimation of the attractors

most likely requires daily forcing.

6.7 Discussion and Conclusions

This chapter investigated the emergence of multiple attractors from the model

under monthly and daily stochastic climate forcing. Specifically, the chapter aimed

to and did address the following: (i) whether multiple attractors still emerge under

stochastic forcing, and the parameter range over which they emerge; (ii) the validity

of limit-cycle continuation to identify the parameter range of multiple attractors; and

(iii) the significance of the forcing time step. Numerous subtle contributions were

made to understanding resilience within a spatial system under stochastic forcing

and in the following these are brought together to summarise the contributions

made to the three aims.

Firstly, multiple attractors did emerge under both monthly and daily stochas-

tic climate forcing. The water table in the lower catchment was shown to switch from

the shallow to deep attractor basin and repeatedly back into and out of the shallow
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basin. This repeated switching was consistent with the stochastic simulations of

Guttal and Jayaprakash (2007). However, the spatial dimension investigated herein

did cause complex attractor switching dynamics not previously proposed, sug-

gested or identified within the resilience literature. That is, the standard resilience

concept is that once the system crosses the repellor it then converges toward, and

persists near to, the new attractor. This simple concept was not observed herein.

Instead, the water table in the lower catchment was shown to often cross the repel-

lor from the deep basin and immediately return back to the deep attractor basin.

Less frequently, when the water table crossed the repellor from the deep basin it

would persist within the shallow attractor basin and converge toward the shallow

attractor. This persistence appears to be dependent upon the water table in the

upper catchment being very near to the repellor prior to a large recharge event.

Two distinct types of attractor basin changes therefore appear possible within the

lower catchment: (i) a short-term and local attractor basin change that occurs rel-

atively frequently; and (ii) a persistent and whole-of-catchment, i.e. global, basin

change that occurs relatively infrequently. Inclusion of a spatial dimension within

the catchment resilience model therefore causes the boundary between attractor

basins to appear somewhat ambiguous or fuzzy rather than sharp as implied from

standard resilience concepts and as estimated by continuation analysis. Further-

more, the emergence of local and global attractor basin changes is very comparably

to the resilience concept of panarchy, whereby attractor basins are conceptualised

as nested over spatial scales and the dynamics at each scale to be dependent upon

the attractor states at both larger and smaller scales (discussed in Section 2.2 and

detailed in Gunderson and Holling (2002); Walker et al. (2004)). While additional re-

search is clearly required to understand this connection with panarchy concepts,

emerging from this chapter has been one of the very few numerical demonstrations

of panarchy (only other known investigations are Carpenter et al. 1999; Carpenter and

Brock 2004) and the first known demonstration of spatial panarchy.

Secondly, the validity of limit-cycle continuation estimates of multiple at-

tractors was found to be acceptable compared to monthly forcing but under daily
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forcing it significantly over estimated the prevalence of multiple attractors. Specif-

ically, in comparison to monthly stochastic forcing it slightly under estimated the

upper limit of the two-attractor range for the parameters investigated. This is likely

to be a result of the approximations in the numerical continuation method. For daily

forcing, the parameter space having multiple attractors shifted to considerably high

rates of limiting infiltration and continuation analysis incorrectly estimated lower

infiltration rates to be of two attractors. This shift under daily forcing of multiple

attractors to higher infiltration rates resulted from reduced scaling effects in mod-

elling infiltration compared to that from the smoothed precipitation from monthly

forcing used by continuation analysis. By development of infiltration scaling tech-

niques similar to Kandel et al. (2005), continuation analysis could possibly be scaled

from a monthly to daily forcing time step.

Thirdly, the forcing time step size was found to be highly significant in the

emergence of attractors. Under daily forcing the water table was significantly

more likely be within the deep basin for almost all parameter combinations inves-

tigated. The inspection of vadose zone fluxes in Section 6.6 found that this was

a result of runoff increasing and recharge declining under daily forcing. Further-

more, the fluxes from daily forcing were considerably more plausible than those

from monthly forcing. Despite the increased computational demands, stochastic

simulations should therefore be undertaken using climate forcing data of a daily

time step.

Finally, in addition to the above this chapter also advanced the measures of

resilience. Bi-modality, whether from a single time series or from stochastic repli-

cates, was shown to only predict multiple attractors when there is very infrequent

switching between basins. This is contrary to that proposed by Scheffer and Carpenter

(2003). For stochastic simulations, a measure of the probability over time of crossing

basins was developed and shown to be a powerful measure for determining if the

simulation duration was sufficient. A theoretical basis for the latter is still required

but it does still provide a clear measure of long term average dynamics. For inves-

tigations concerned with the duration of each basin crossing or where long term
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average dynamics may be inappropriate, such as for on going land cover change,

this method would not be appropriate. With regard to individual stochastic time

series results, the emergence of multiple attractors were able to be identified by

conducting simulations with and without the LAI positive feedback. The omission

of the feedback facilitated identification of the deep attractor. If the water table from

the simulation with the positive feedback was notably shallower, then there was a

strong indication of the shallow attractor emerging. More broadly, this chapter has

shown deficiencies in the standard resilience metaphor as proposed by Walker et al.

(2004) and presented in Figure 1.1 of Chapter 1. For a spatial investigation, crossing

the repellor does not always result in entry to a new basin and, under stochastic

forcing, local temporary and global persistent attractor basin changes can emerge

as proposed by the resilience concept of panarchy. Much more research into these

findings is clearly required, but prior to this the validity of the more fundamental

concepts of catchments having more than one attractor needs strengthening. In the

following this is commenced by application and calibration of the model to actual

catchments.
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Chapter 7

Catchment Trials

7.1 Introduction

Throughout the prior two chapters the coupled hillslope Boussinesq (HSB)-unsaturated

zone model was parameterised to a hypothetical catchment and solved under

monthly average forcing and Monte-Carlo stochastic climate replicates of both a

monthly and daily time step. Multiple attractors were found to emerge for monthly

and daily stochastic forcing. Inspection of the simulated fluxes found that simu-

lations should be undertaken using daily forcing. Furthermore, the two-attractor

parameter space significantly shifted under daily forcing and limit-cycle continua-

tion was found to be inappropriate for estimation of attractors under daily forcing.

So far, the investigation of the HSB-unsaturated zone model, and multiple

attractors, has only been undertaken for hypothetical catchments. This final analysis

chapter applies the model to two actual catchments for the purpose of assessing the

performance of the model in prediction of observation data and assessing if multiple

attractors may exist within either of the two catchments. The two catchments

are in western Victoria, Australia, and form a paired-catchment study originally

undertaken to assess the impacts of re-vegetation on stream salinity and the water

table elevation. For each catchment a daily forcing model was parameterised and

selected parameters were numerically calibrated to streamflow and groundwater

elevation observations. The potential for multiple attractors was then investigated

223
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by means of time-integration solutions from differing initial conditions.

The specific aims for this chapter were: (i) to strengthen the model plau-

sibility by means of implementation and calibration; and (ii) to identify possible

multiple hydrological attractors within actual catchments. The implementation was

not undertaken to provide a proof of either the model or of multiple hydrological

attractors, but rather as a necessary further step in building a plausible challenge

to the assumption of catchments having only a single attractor. Two catchments

were investigated in order to: (i) extend the options for model evaluation; and

(ii) to increases the probability detecting a catchment of the appropriate configu-

ration for multiple attractors to emerge. The evaluation of the calibrated models

was essential to assess their validity and their predictive power in investigating for

multiple attractors. Essentially, the prediction of multiple attractors by means of

time-integration solutions from differing initial conditions involves identification

of one attractor by long-term extrapolation of the observation data from the ob-

served attractor and identification of the second attractor by long-term prediction

of heads and flow from, presumably, an unobserved dynamics. From the evaluation

framework of Klemes (1986), the prior can be evaluated by a standard split-sample

technique in which the model is calibrated to some fraction of the observation

record and evaluated on the remaining data. For the latter, the unobserved attrac-

tor is likely to be of a different LAI, and thus transpiration, to the observed attractor

and is effectively of a different land cover. For evaluation of a model intended to

predict the impacts from land cover change within a gauged basin, Klemes (1986)

recommends a differential split-sample evaluation technique. This technique com-

prises of calibrating the model to the current land cover and evaluating the model

on a nearby catchment that has undergone a comparable land cover change to that

being predicted and has been monitored over a comparable period. By adopting

these two evaluation techniques and modelling two catchments, the plausibility of

model was more rigorously assessed and the validity of any predictions of multiple

attractors could be better evaluated.

In the following section an overview of the geology, soil, landcover and forcing
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and observation data of each catchment is presented. Section 7.3 then details the

numerical calibration scheme and results from synthetic tests of the scheme. Section

7.4 then presents implementation of the calibration scheme to the two catchments

and the subsequent investigation of multiple attractors. Section 7.5 then presents a

closing discussion and conclusions.

7.2 Overview of Trial Catchments

The paired catchments are located seven kilometres east the town of Great Western

in mid-western Victoria, Australia. They are on the north-west face of Tucker

Hill and are within the upper catchment of the Wimmera River. This region of

the Wimmera River catchment contains significant land salinity and contributes a

significant mass of salt to the Wimmera River (Sinclair Knight Merz 2006b). For

the paired catchments, Figure 7.1 details the topography, catchment boundaries,

landcover, geological divide, stream course and location of observation points.

The south-west catchment is the control catchment for the paired-catchment

study and is of annual pasture, the dominant land cover for grazing within the

region. It is estimated to be 33.9 hectares in area (McIntyre 2003) and the catchment

width is relatively uniform and of modest convergence. The north-western bound-

ary in Figure 7.1 is however uncertain because of the low slope. A photograph in

Figure 7.2(a) taken from the north-west looking upstream shows, in the foreground,

the low and near-uniform slope of the lower catchment and, in the background, the

steeper upper slopes of Tucker Hill. The photograph also shows the stream bed to

be considerably eroded and the landcover to be predominately of pastures.

The north-east catchment is the treated catchment for the paired-catchment

study and the landcover of lower catchment is of tall wheatgrass and perennial

pastures and the upper catchment of various tree species. It is estimated to be

54.2 hectares (McIntyre 2003) in area and the catchment width is relatively narrow

in the upper catchment, widens within the mid-slopes and converges toward the

outlet. The northern boundary in Figure 7.1 is however uncertain because of the
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Figure 7.1: Control and treated catchment boundaries, elevation, bores and weir
locations and land cover. Note, bores 124703 and 124704 are nested. All mapped
data was adapted from Sinclair Knight Merz (1996, 1997).
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(a) Control catchment taken from upstream of gauge and looking south-east.

(b) Treated catchment taken from the most south-east point of the catchment and looking north-west.

Figure 7.2: Photographs of control and treated catchments.
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low slope. The perennial pastures consist of phalaris, cocksfoot and subclovers and

approximately 29.4 hectares were sown in June 1996. In July 1996 approximately

14.9 hectares were planted with 10,720 native seedlings (Acacia implexa, Allocasuarina

vertticillata and various Eucalyptus species) (McIntyre 2003). A survey by McIntyre

(2003) estimated the average stand height at 2.8 metres and the survival rate at

90.3%. A photograph in Figure 7.2(b) taken from the south-east looking downstream

shows the steep slope and trees of the upper catchment and, in the foreground, the

exposed bedrock. The lower plains and catchment outlet are also shown within the

background of the photograph.

The catchments are both of two distinct landforms and geology. Drilling

and field mapping (HydroTechnology 1995) found the upper slopes to be of Lower

Ordovician meta-sediments (approximately 470 million years old) and the lower

slopes to be of intrusive Devonian biolite granites (approximately 400 million years

old). Figure 7.1 details the approximate surface boundary between the two rock

types. From Sinclair Knight Merz (2006b), the Devonian granites occasionally out-

crop but more commonly are deeply weathered to a sand dominated soil profile.

It is heavily weathered to a depth of 15 to 35 metres and fracturing was observed

during drilling of observation bores as weathered zones in fresh rock. The Ordovi-

cian meta-sediments occur mainly as moderately weathered meta-siltstone and

shales and forms the aquifer basement for the region. It is slightly to moderately

weathered to a depth of approximately 50 metres. The greater weathering of the

younger granites relative to the meta-sediments has, according to Sinclair Knight

Merz (2006b), formed the topographic low of the granite region.

Streamflow within each study catchment is ephemeral and the lower portion

of the major drainage line within each is eroded to a depth of one to three metres.

This erosion, and the major drainage lines, cease at the break of slope. Near to

the catchment outlet the stream bed is often near to or below the water table.

Neither catchment has in or off stream surface water storages. Landscape salinity

is confined to the main drainage line of the treated catchment, is of approximately

3 hectares in area, and has been re-vegetated with tall wheat grass. Sinclair Knight
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Merz (2004b) also estimated the groundwater salinity of the control catchment at

1,000 to 2,000 µS cm−1 and the treated catchment at 1,000 to 7,000 µS cm−1. The

salinity in both catchments also declines toward the upper boundary and this may

be due to groundwater recharge in the upper slopes (Sinclair Knight Merz 2006b).

The soils of the study catchments are described by the Atlas of Australian Soils

(AAS) (Bureau of Rural Sciences after Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research

Organisation 1991) as sandy clay Dy3.42 in the lower slopes; silty clay Dr2.42 in the

mid-slopes of the control catchment; clay loam Um1.43 in the upper slopes of both

catchments and mid-slopes of the treated catchment. Hand augured soil profiles

samples were obtained by Sinclair Knight Merz (2006b) and the lower slopes were

identified as red duplex clays and yellow clays overlaying the granite and meta-

sediments respectively, with the subsoils overlaying the granites having a higher

clay content. The subsoils ranged from medium to heavy clay, with sandy to silty

clays closer to the drainage lines. The top soil-subsoil boundary was estimated at 25

to 30 cm below the land surface. The soils of the upper slopes were identified as silty

clay and, within the drainage lines, as light to medium clay. The top soil-subsoil

boundary was estimated at 15 to 20 cm below the land surface. In comparison

to these field samples, the estimates from the AAS of sandy clay Dy3.42 in the

lower slopes appear consistent. On the upper slopes the estimate of clay loam is

not supported by the field samples. On the mid-slope the estimate of silty clay is

supported by field samples and furthermore this soil type was observed throughout

the upper slopes. Thus, the upper slopes appear adequately estimated as silty clay

to medium clay.

As indicated by the above, investigations have been undertaken on the study

catchments since 1995. They have comprised entirely of consulting and government

agency reports assessing the performance of the re-vegetation in mitigating salinity

and lowering the water table. Below is a summary of these reports:

• HydroTechnology (1995) details the drilling and geological interpretation of

twelve observation bores drilled in May 1995;
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• Sinclair Knight Merz (1996) details the process of selecting the study catchments

for assessment of re-vegetation for salinity management and undertook in-

field estimates of soil permeability using a constant head permeameter. The

results were used to derive a non-quantitative recharge map for both catch-

ments. The granites were estimated as predominately low recharge, the mid-

slopes medium recharge and the upper slopes and catchment divide to the

geological boundary as high recharge;

• Sinclair Knight Merz (1997) details the first of four investigations analysing

stream and groundwater observation data and this report estimates salt loads

and groundwater trends with the aim of assessing the effectiveness of the

re-vegetation;

• McIntyre (2003) details an agronomic review of the re-vegetation and quanti-

fies the financial costs and benefits to the landholder;

• Sinclair Knight Merz (2004b) undertook non-parametric time-series modelling

of groundwater head and streamflow observations to estimate trends with

time and precipitation. It was concluded that a discernible impact from the

re-vegetation had only occured on the groundwater elevation and only at the

mid to upper slopes.

• Sinclair Knight Merz (2006b) updates the reporting of the monitoring data

collated within Sinclair Knight Merz (2004b);

• Sinclair Knight Merz (2008) undertook a review of observation data quality

and graphical analysis to estimate impacts from the re-vegetation. In was

concluded that the rainfall gauge was erroneous from 2000 to 2004 inclu-

sively; and that the stream observations from October 2005 were questionable

because of inconsistencies between the two catchments. From the graphical

analysis, it was concluded that the establishment of trees had created a cone

of depression that has lowered the water table within mid and upper slopes of

the treated catchment and may have increased the salt loads by 20% post-2000.
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The Great Western paired-catchment study was established to assess dry-

land salinity management options and not for model calibration and evaluation

or the investigation of multiple hydrological attractors. The above listed industry

reports have thus focused on detection of an impact from the re-vegetation within

the treated catchment. They have not focused on the establishment of a rigorous

scientific research catchment. As a result, field investigations have not been con-

ducted to estimate parameters such as aquifer hydraulic conductivity and specific

yield, soil-water retention parameters, or leaf area index (LAI). Furthermore, the

re-vegetation of the treated catchment was undertaken at commencement of the

study and thus no baseline observations exist for this catchment. Despite these

deficiencies, and in the context of this investigation, the paired catchments do have

the following strengths:

• 12 years of streamflow and groundwater observations, the latter distributed

over much of the groundwater flow path;

• water supply limited climate, which adheres to the assumptions of the model;

• the flow path within both catchments is considerably longer than the catch-

ment width, which meets the assumption from adoption of the Troch et al.

(2003) HSB model;

• relatively simple hydrogeology with a single unconfined aquifer;

• groundwater appears to be sufficiently saline throughout the lower slopes to

limit transpiration, which is an assumption of the model.

In addition to the above considered paired catchments, six other Victorian

pair-catchment sites reviewed by Brown et al. (2005) were considered. While all had

adequate streamflow observations, none had adequate groundwater observations,

saline groundwater or were of an acceptable catchment shape for use of the HSB

model. With respect to the lack of parameters at the Great Western catchments,

unfortunately time was not permitting within this dissertation to undertake field

estimation for aquifer hydraulic conductivity and specific yield, soil-water retention
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and LAI. As such their estimation relied on published estimates and numerical

calibration to the observation data. In the following two sub-sections the forcing

and observation data are detailed.

7.2.1 Climate Data

Daily precipitation at the study catchments has been monitored since July 1995.

It is the only climate parameter or forcing observed at the site. Sinclair Knight

Merz (2008) states that between 2000 and 2003 inclusively the precipitation was

under-estimated in comparison to a gauge seven kilometres from the site (gauge

number 079019). This was attributed to an equipment failure and was rectified by

2004. As a result, acceptable precipitation data was only available from July 1995

to December 1999 and from January 2004 to the present. As this is insufficient

for characterising the local climate or undertaking calibration of the model, SILO

(Jeffrey et al. 2001) daily precipitation and ETo data was obtained for the site (at

142.90 degrees longitude and -37.15 degrees latitude) and the site precipitation was

used only to scale the SILO precipitation to the site. As the SILO data is from 1889,

this also provided climate forcing data prior to 1995 and thus facilitated the model

calibration to include a considerable, and necessary, warm-up period.

The adjustment of the SILO precipitation data was undertaken using the

monthly precipitation from the study site and SILO for the aforementioned periods

of acceptable site date. Figure 7.3 presents a scatter plot of the two against each

other and shows that linear regression with an intercept fixed to zero estimated

the slope at 0.859 and the coefficient of determination at 0.935. While Figure 7.3

does show the regression to be moderately heteroscedastic, the residuals are well

distributed around the regression line. As such, the SILO data was considered to

over-estimate the study site precipitation and the record from 1889 was scaled by

0.859. No scaling or additional analysis was undertaken for the SILO ETo estimate.

Figure 7.4 presents box plots of the monthly scaled precipitation and SILO

ETo. The climate is of winter dominant precipitation and summer dominated

evaporation. The annual average precipitation and ETo was estimated at 487 mm
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Figure 7.3: Monthly site precipitation versus SILO precipitation.
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(a) Estimated monthly precipitation.
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(b) Estimated monthly ETo.

Figure 7.4: Box-plots of monthly SILO ETo and scaled precipitation. The whiskers
extends a maximum of 1.5 times the inter-quantile range. Values beyond the whisker
are marked as outliers and are denoted as +.
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Figure 7.5: Cumulative monthly precipitation residual.

year−1 and 1066 mm year−1 respectively and the site is classified as Köppen-Geiger

climate type Cfb (Peel et al. 2007). The annual average precipitation excess, where

the monthly excess equals max
(
0,monthly rainfall −monthly ETo

)
, provides an

approximate upper limit to runoffplus recharge. For the study sites it was estimated

at 103 mm year−1. To provide a measure of long-term trends in precipitation, Figure

7.5 presents the cumulative precipitation residual for the sites. It was derived by

calculating the cumulative sum from 1989 of each month’s precipitation minus

the month’s average precipitation. It shows that since 1994 the precipitation has

predominantly been below average. Considering that the study site was established

in 1995, this is likely to complicate the model calibration and evaluation.

7.2.2 Observation Data

The observation data for each catchment comprises of sub-daily stream salinity,

temperature and flow observations and sub-daily to monthly groundwater head

observations from numerous bores as denoted in Figure 7.1. Stream observations

span from July 1995 to January 2008 and head observations span from July to August

1995 to January 2008. Stream observations were monitored hourly and recorded

to a data logger. Six of the twelve observation bores were monitored twice daily

and recorded to a data logger and the remaining six bores were monitored monthly.
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Figures 7.6 and 7.7 present, for the control and treated catchments respectively, time

series of the observed groundwater head and daily streamflow. Each is discussed

and analysed in detail below.

Streamflow was estimated from a v-notch weir and a theoretical rating curve

and recorded to a data logger at approximately one hour intervals. Figures 7.6(a)

and 7.7(a) show the daily flow observations at the control and treated catchments

respectively to both span from July 1995 to January 2008 and have a peak daily

flow of 10.56 mm day−1 and 5.96 mm day−1 respectively. In Figure 7.6(a) is an inset

showing the control catchment instantaneous peak flow in detail. The instantaneous

peak flow was 29.9 mm day−1 and occured on 29th September 1996 at 8:00 am. Four

hours later the flow had reduced to 6.64 mm day−1 and by 24 hours had reduced to

0.59 mm day−1. This very rapid recession suggests streamflow within the control

catchment to be dominated by surface runoff and not sub-surface flow. To further

investigate, Figure 7.8 presents flow duration curves for the two gauges. It shows

both catchments to be very ephemeral with the probability of exceeding 10 m3

day−1 in the control catchment of 0.103 and in the treated catchment of 0.16. Figure

7.8 also shows much of the flow record from both catchments to approach the

precision of the stage height recorders. A summary of the flow at both gauges is

also presented in Table 7.1. It shows the mean annual flow, in units of m3 year−1,

from the control catchment to be 73% that from the treated catchment. By unit area

the control catchment does though have a slightly higher mean annual flow. The

coefficient of variation of daily flow is slightly higher in the control catchment. As

both catchments are assumed to have equal precipitation, higher unit area flow from

the control catchment also results in the control catchment having a higher runoff

fraction, which is 0.028. In a review of 75 Victorian catchments Peel et al. (2000)

found only two catchments to have a runoff fraction at or below 0.06 and none

below 0.05. Considering this, the study sites partitioning of precipitation to runoff

is very low runoff and, assuming a zero long-term change in vadose and aquifer

storage, it suggests precipitation to be predominantly partitioned to interception

and evapotranspiration.
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(a) Daily streamflow (gauge 415264) and monthly precipitation.
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(b) Groundwater elevation and cumulative precipitation residual. Groundwater head points interpolated to the end of the
month are denoted by ×. Data-logged bores are denoted by bold bore identification numbers.

Figure 7.6: Observed streamflow, monthly precipitation and groundwater elevation
within the control catchment.
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(a) Daily streamflow (gauge 415264) and monthly precipitation.
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(b) Groundwater elevation and cumulative precipitation residual. Groundwater head points interpolated to the end of the
month are denoted by ×. Data-logged bores are denoted by bold bore identification numbers. Note, bore 124703 is not
shown as its head is indistinguishable from 124704 at this scale.

Figure 7.7: Observed streamflow, monthly precipitation and groundwater elevation
within the treated catchment.
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Figure 7.8: Flow duration curve for the control (gauges 415264) and treated (gauges
415263) catchments.

Table 7.1: Summary statistics of annual streamflow at both gauges .

Stream gauge Catchment Mean annual flow Coefficient of
variation

Mean runoff
fractionm3 year−1 m3 hectare−1 year−1

415264 Control 4430 131 0.020 0.028
415263 Treated 6060 121 0.017 0.024

Observations of groundwater heads were obtained from fives bores within

the control catchment and seven bores within the treated catchment, two of which

are nested (see Figure 7.1). Time series of groundwater head from the control and

treated catchments are shown in Figures 7.6(b) and 7.7(b) respectively. Further

details of each bores are also presented in Table 7.2.

Figures 7.6(b) and 7.7(b) also present the cumulative precipitation residual.

Comparison with the upper three bores of the control catchment and the upper

four bores for the treated catchment show a clear correlation. This is most evident

in the head spikes of late August and October 1996 and October 2001 immediately

following months of above average precipitation. At a longer time scale these

upper bores, and particular bores 124669 and 124673, show a clearly declining

head from approximately 1999, which correlates with the long-term below average
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Table 7.2: Summary of observation bore construction, lithology and salinity.

Bore ID Elevation Depth Screening (m) Lithology* Salinity Data-logger?(m AHD+) (m) From To (µS cm−1)

Control catchment
124705 269.18 7.9 3 7 Dgr 1030 N
124683 286.03 28 21.5 26.5 Dgr 1015 Y
124676 302.10 23 19.2 22.2 Oms 1114 N
124672 323.01 45.8 37 40 Oms 1610 N
124671 357.22 61.1 55 60 Oms 1105 Y

Treated catchment
124704 269.59 7.64 2.6 6.6 Dgr 7440 Y
124703 269.35 35.4 29 35 Dgr 9080 N
124702 280.72 10 7 9 Dgr 5110 Y
124675 299.22 38 35 37 Oms 2138 N
124674 323.30 45 39 44 Oms 738 Y
124673 341.01 50 40 42 Oms 1097 N

46 49
124699 404.00 122 61 66 Oms 1069 Y

115 121
* Dgr denotes Devonian granites and Oms denotes Ordovician meta-sediments.
+ AHD stands for Australian Height Datum.

precipitation since 1994 (see Figure 7.5). This correlation with precipitation suggests

that the monitored aquifer is well connected to the unsaturated zone and thus

unconfined.

The upper three bores of the control catchment and upper four bores of the

treated catchment have high head variance and are located within the Ordovician

meta-sediments. Conversely, the bores of lower head variance are within Devonian

granites. Considering that the soils type and vegetation cover are comparable

throughout the control catchment, the recharge at the upper and lower slopes is

likely to be broadly comparable. Therefore, the correlation of head response with

geological unit suggests the higher variance of the upper bores is due to Ordovician

meta-sediments having a lower specific yield than the Devonian granites.

However, considering the proximity of the lower two bores to the stream,

the lower head variance of these bores could be due to a strong stream-aquifer

connection. To investigate, Table 7.3 summarises the mean head at the lower two

bores within each catchment, the stream bed elevation at the point nearest to the

bore and the elevation difference. It indicates that only in the lower slopes of both
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Table 7.3: Stream bed and mean head elevations.

Bore ID Groundwater head, h Stream bed
elevation (m AHD)

Difference
(bed-h̄) (m)

Summary of bore hydrograph trend.

h̄ (m AHD) σh (m)

Control catchment

124705 267.52 0.07 267.66 0.14 Predominantly downward gradient
with two brief upward gradient
events in 2003 and 2004.

124683 281.30 1.02 286.00 4.70 Persistent downward gradient.

Treated catchment

124704 267.72 0.10 267.70 -0.02 Frequent and extended periods
of both upward and downward
gradient.

124702 278.12 0.81 278.59 0.47 Pre-1999 upward gradient and post-
1999 downward gradient.

catchments does groundwater potentially flow into the stream, while in the mid-

slopes from 1999 streamflow may have drained into the aquifer. To further assess

these lower slope bores, Figure 7.9 presents their hydrographs and the stream bed

elevation. It shows the head only at bore 124704 to be repeatedly be above the

stream bed and does not appear to be constrained by it, as would occur with rapid

discharge to the stream. The low head variance of the low slopes is therefore

unlikely to be due to stream discharge and is most likely due to low recharge and/or

higher specific yield.

To distinguish between the two, Figure 7.9 presents hydrographs of the nested

bores 124704 and 124703. It shows the deeper bore 124703 to be of a consistently

lower head than the shallower bore 124704. The vertical hydraulic gradient is there-

fore downward and has a mean of 0.58, which in comparison to the investigation of

Cartwright (2007) is very large. As a downward gradient at a shallow bore indicates

hydraulic loading from the surface (Cartwright 2007) and, considering the down-

ward gradient persists when the head at bore 124704 is above the stream bed, this

indicates the loading results from local recharge and not streamflow interactions.

Furthermore, recharge also appears to occur within the low slopes of the control

catchment because bore 124705 also has a persistent downward gradient. There-

fore, the low head variance of the lower slopes appears not due to low recharge but
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Figure 7.9: Groundwater elevation of nested bores 124703 and 124704 within the
treated catchment and bore 124705 within the control catchment.

rather a higher specific yield compared to the upper catchment.

The nested bores of Figure 7.9 provide additional insight into the hydrogeol-

ogy of the treated catchment. It shows the head from the nested bores to be highly

correlated. Considering the vertical gradient is downward, this indicates that the

shallow and deeper region of the aquifer are hydraulically well connected. As the

aquifer monitored by bore 124704 is unconfined, this indicates the aquifer to be

unconfined to at least the lower screening depth of bore 142703, namely 35 metres.

Because the control catchment bore 124705 is also well correlated with bore 124703

and of a very similar geology to the treated catchment, the aquifer of the control

catchment is also likely to be unconfined.

7.3 Calibration Scheme

Implementation of the model to the above study catchments required the calibration

of parameters to achieve acceptable agreement with the observation data. This was

required because: (i) the initial estimate of parameters produced poor agreement

with the observation data; (ii) the initial estimate of parameters were obtained from

regional estimates and thus have some uncertainty when applied to the study areas;

(iii) scaling up of point scale soil moisture retention parameters to the catchment
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scale is likely to result in parameter scaling errors; and (iv) the model structural

simplifications, such as the vertically lumped vadose layer and one dimensional

saturated lateral flow, are likely to result in parameter differences to those from

field observations. In this section the numerical calibration method is detailed

followed by synthetic tests of the method under increasingly complex scenarios.

7.3.1 Calibration Method

The calibration method must be commensurate with the model to be calibrated and

the observation data. Characteristics of this investigation relevant to the selection

of a calibration method are:

• calibration to streamflow and multiple groundwater head observations;

• intrinsically non-linear model structure;

• high computational time per function evaluation under daily forcing;

• model structure is without state variable discontinuities;

• number of parameter requiring calibration is likely to be considerable.

Calibration schemes can broadly be classified as either gradient based, such

as Newton’s method, or non-gradient genetic algorithms such as Shuffled Complex

Evolution (SCE) (Duan et al. 1992). In a comparison of SCE and a multi-start Newton

method applied to a six parameter rainfall-runoffmodel, Kavetski et al. (2007) found

the Newtonian method required one order fewer function calls. Furthermore, a

significantly larger fraction of Newtonian starts converged to the known optima.

Considering the above mentioned high computational time per function evalua-

tion and the likely large number of parameters requiring calibration, a Newtonian

method is likely to be the most efficient means of calibration.

A limitation to adopting a Newtonian method is that the response surface

must be smooth and of a continuous first derivative. To achieve this the coupled

HSB model was developed without structural thresholds and discontinuities. In

addition, Kavetski et al. (2006a) notes that use of variable time step differential
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Figure 7.10: Objective function χ2 against ksmax at two increment resolutions.

equation solvers can still result in response surface discontinuities. As mentioned

in Section 4.5, model solutions were derived using a variable time step (i.e. ode15s

from Shampine and Reichelt (1997)) to achieve efficient computation. To assess if the

model response surface remains smooth, the parameterised model of Section 7.3.2

was solved at fine and course increments to the ksmax parameter and the response was

defined by an ordinary least squares objective function that comprised of synthetic

head observations from five bores. The resulting one-dimensional response curve

is presented in Figure 7.10. It shows the response to be smooth both at the micro

and macro scale despite the use of a variable time step solver. While this clearly

investigated only one parameter dimension and, as demonstrated by Kavetski and

Kuczera (2007), response surface discontinuities can be very localised, this does

indicate gradient based calibration methods are applicable to this investigation.

Recently, gradient based calibration methods have been applied to consider-

ably more complex models than the one state variable differential equation models
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investigated by Kavetski et al. (2006a, b); Kavetski and Kuczera (2007); Kavetski et al.

(2007). Hill and Tiedeman (2007) detail an adaptive Newtonian like method to cal-

ibrate complex groundwater models to both streamflow and groundwater head

observations by minimising a weighted least squares (WLS) objective function.

Hill and Tiedeman (2007, pp68-74) recommends a Gauss-Newton method with three

modifications to overcome difficulties of poor convergence and overshooting the

optimal value. The modifications are: (i) scaling of the sensitivity matrix to im-

prove matrix conditioning, which is the absolute of the largest over the smallest

elements within the Hessian matrix; (ii) adaptively shifting the iteration direction

from that for a Newton’s iteration toward a steepest-descent iteration when con-

vergence fails by inclusion of the Levenberg-Marquardt parameter (Levenberg 1944;

Marquardt 1963); and (iii) dampening of the iteration to within a user defined max-

imum parameter change. In light of the demonstrated success of this method by

Hill and Tiedeman (2007) using models comparable to that of this investigation; the

demonstrated efficiency of Newtonian methods by Kavetski et al. (2007); and “the

general agreement that, in practice, Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms have proven to be good

general purpose algorithms for least squares problems” (Seber and Wild 2003, pp625) the

modified Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm of Hill and Tiedeman (2007) was adopted.

In the following this Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, the extensions undertaken

and its implementation are is detailed. Discussion of the least squares objective

function and weights is deferred until implementation within Section 7.4.

In detailing the method, the derivation and nomenclature from Hill and Tiede-

man (2007, pp68-72) was adopted and for clarity the derivation was expand. In the

following, row vectors are denoted by bold lower case symbols, matrices by bold

upper case and scalars by non bold lower case. Firstly, consider a weighted least

squares (WLS) objective function:

χ2 =
[
y − y′ (b)

]TΩ
[
y − y′ (b)

]
(7.1)
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where χ2 is the WLS objective function value; y is the observed data; y′ is the

modelled data at parameter values b; and Ω is a square weighting matrix of size

n × n where n is the number of observations. In undertaking WLS regression, the

minima of equation 7.1 is sought. That is:

∂
∂b

{[
y − y′ (b)

]TΩ
[
y − y′ (b)

]}
= 0 (7.2)

When y′ (b) is non-linear, b is found by approximating y′ locally by first order

Taylor series expansion so that:

y′ (b) ≈ y′ (b0) +
∂y′ (b0)
∂b

(b − b0) (7.3)

where b0 is the parameter vector about which y′ (b) is linearised; and ∂y′(b0)
∂b is the

sensitivity matrix and henceforth denoted by X. The Gauss-Newton equations are

derived by substituting this linear approximation for y′ (b) into equation 7.2:

∂

∂b


[
y − y′ (b0) − ∂y′ (b0)

∂b
(b − b0)

]T

Ω

[
y − y′ (b0) − ∂y′ (b0)

∂b
(b − b0)

] = 0 (7.4)

Expanding the outer partial derivative and rearranging results in the Gauss-

Newton weighted non-linear regression equation:

Bd = XTΩ
(
y − y′ (b)

)
(7.5)

where B is an approximation to the Hessian matrix ∂2y′(b)
∂b2 ; and d is a vector for the

change in b. The approximation to B is such that the higher order derivative of
∂2y′(b)
∂b2 are omitted, allowing approximation by XTΩX. From Hill and Tiedeman (2007,

pp70) the complete Gauss-Newton weighted non-linear regression equation is as

follows:

XTΩXd = XTΩ
(
y − y′ (b)

)
(7.6)

For each iteration the parameter change, d, is calculated by solution of the

above linear equations. The above mentioned Levenberg-Marquardt variant simply
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involves adding an identify matrix, I, scaled by λ to XTΩX. This results in the

following weighted Levenberg-Marquardt equations Hill and Tiedeman (2007, pp72):

(
XTΩX + λI

)
d = XTΩ

(
y − y′ (b)

)
(7.7)

The second and final variation proposed by Hill and Tiedeman (2007) is the

scaling of the sensitivity matrix to achieve the smallest possible matrix condition

number. The modification is comparable to that from Marquardt (1963) but has been

adapted to a weighted matrix form:

(
CTXTΩXC + λI

)
C−1d = CTXTΩ

(
y − y′ (b)

)
(7.8)

where C is a diagonal scaling matrix with diagonal elements C j j equal to
(
XTΩX

)−1/2
.

The final modification recommended by Hill and Tiedeman (2007) comprises of scal-

ing the parameter change, d, derived from the solution of equation 7.8 by 0 < ρ <= 1.

The parameters for the next iteration, bi+1, are estimated as bi+1 = bi + ρd where ρ

equals the user defined maximum parameter change divided by max
(
| di

bi+1
|
)
.

The implementation of equation 7.8 within a calibration scheme involved

some noteworthy extensions. Firstly, a multi-start structure was implemented to

increase the probability of convergence to the global optima. The scheme for each

start is detailed in algorithm 7.1 on page 248. Secondly, some parameter combina-

tions can cause the model to fail. For example, if the water table at any grid node

reaches the land surface then the HSB model (equation 4.30) becomes singular and

the model fails. To ensure the calibration scheme does not also fail if this occurs,

the calibration scheme adapts to model failures by either increasing λ (see line 28 of

algorithm 7.1) or, if occuring during calculation of X, then by incrementing back to

the prior successful iteration (see lines 6-13). Thirdly, the sensitivity matrix, X, was

estimated by forward finite difference and as such the scheme would require at least

n× (
p + 1

)
function evaluations, where n is the number of successful iterations and p

the number of parameters. As the computational time per function evaluation was

considerable, the calibration scheme was modified so that X was only calculated
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following a user-defined number of iterations (see lines 20-52). For iterations not

re-estimating X, the Hessian approximation matrix, B, was updated using Broyden

updating (first published by Davidon 1959, see Davidon 1991, and is also known as

BFGS updating). After each convergent iteration B was updated as follows:

Bi+1 = Bi −
Bisisi

TBi

siTBiSi
+

yiyi
T

yiTsi
(7.9)

where si = C−1d; gi = XTΩ
(
y − y′ (b)

)
; and yi = gi+1−gi. This modification resulted

in the number of function evaluations theoretically reducing from a minimum of

n × (
p + 1

)
to n + p n

m where m is the number of Broyden updating iterations before

recalculation of X. This modification resulted in near identical parameter estimates,

as demonstrated in Section 7.3.3, despite X on the right hand side of equation 7.8

not being updated. Finally, the Levenberg-Marquardt parameter, λ, was adjusted

after each iteration using the very simple rule that if χ2 failed to decline then λwas

tripled and if it did decline then halved. More advanced methods, such as that by

Marquardt (1963), have been proposed but they require additional function calls. In

the interest of computational time such methods were not considered warranted.

7.3.2 Two-Parameter Calibration Trials

This sub-section details the first of three tests of the calibration scheme. Each test

calibrated the HSB model to synthetic groundwater head observation data derived

from the model. The optimal parameters for the calibration were therefore known,

allowing assessment of the calibration scheme. The tests were undertaken for the

parameterised model of the prior chapter with ksmax of 0.5 m day−1 and Io of 20 mm

day−1. The synthetic head observations were calculated from five locations along

the catchment, specifically: 0; 500; 1,000; 1,500; and 2,000 metres from the outlet.

No observed streamflow data was used. The synthetic data was derived from a

simulation using the monthly stochastic climate data from Section 6.3 and the initial

heads were at 98% of the maximum saturated thickness. The simulation was from

1940 to 2000 and the synthetic monthly data was derived from 1990 to 2000.
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Algorithm 7.1 Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm implementation
Require: Model parameters bi=0; weights ω; observed data yobs; initial Levenberg-Marquardt param-

eter λ0; forcing data; convergence tolerance ε � 0; user defined maximum fractional parameter
change per iteration ρmax.

1:
2: Initialise: hasConverged=false, its = 0, i = 0, λ = λi=0

3: Run model: for bi and calculate ymod (bi) and objective function, χ2
i

4: while its ≤max. iterations do
5:
6: repeat
7: Calculate: sensitivity matrix, X
8: if model crashed then
9: Step back to previously successful parameter estimate, i.e. i = i − 1

10: else
11: exit loop
12: end if
13: until i ≤ 1, at which exit algorithm
14:
15: Calculate: Hessian matrix approximation, Bi = XTΩX

16: Calculate: scaling matrix, C, from diagonals of
[(

XTΩX
)

j j

]−1/2

17: Calculate: gradient vector, gi = CTXTΩ
(
yobs − ymod

)
18:
19: j = 0
20: while j ≤Max Broyden iterations AND its ≤max. iterations do
21:
22: Solve: linear system for scaled parameter change, s =

(
CTBiC + Iλ

)−1 gi;
23: Calculate: parameter non-scaled change: d = Cs
24: Calculate: maximum absolute change in parameters, ρ = max

(
| d

bi
|
)

25: Calculate: bnew with a max. change of 50%, bnew = bi + d ρmax
ρ

26: Run model: for bnew and calculate ymod (bnew) and χ2
new

27: Calculate: gradient vector, gnew = CTXTΩ
(
yobs − ymod

)
28:
29: if

(
CTBiC + Iλ

)
is not positive definite OR model crashed then

30: GoTo line 48
31: end if
32:
33: if | χ2

new − χ2
i |≤ max

(
ε, εχ2

new
)

then
34: hasConverged=hasConverged+1
35: if hasConverged =max. converged iterations then
36: Calculate: sensitivity matrix, X and Bnew = CTXTΩXC
37: return hasConverged=true, bnew, Bnew, χ2

new
38: end if
39: else
40: hasConverged=0
41: end if
42:
43: if χ2

new < χ
2
i AND matrix is positive definite then

44: Accept iteration: i = i + 1, bi = bnew, gi = gnew, χ2
i = χ

2
new

45: Calculate: Broyden update to matrix, Bi

46: Set next iteration closer toward a Newton’s method, λ = 0.5λ
47: else
48: Set next iteration closer toward steepest descent method, λ = 3λ
49: end if
50:
51: j = j + 1, its = its + 1
52: end while
53: end while
54:
55: return bnew, χ2

new
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Figure 7.11: Two parameter calibration response surface contours (log10 χ
2), five

calibration solution pathways (— ), the known parameter values (•) and grid points
for plotting of the contours (.) .

For this test, the calibration to this decade of observed data was undertaken

for only two parameters, namely ksmax and the vertical vadose zone conductivity kv.

Five initial starts were undertaken and the initial parameter guesses were sampled

from a uniform distribution of the parameter space that spanned two orders of

magnitude. The least squares weighting matrix, Ω, equalled the identity matrix, I,

times the inverse of the square of uncertainty in the head observations, which was

set to 0.05 metres (95% confidence interval). In this trial no error was added to either

the observed or forcing data and therefore the calibration effectively became a root

finding exercise. Finally, the sensitivity matrix was updated with every iteration,

thus omiting the Broyden updating component from the calibration scheme. The

Broyden updating is assessed during the third calibration test.

The investigation of only two parameters facilitated mapping of the response

surface and the pathway from each initial start. Figure 7.11 presents the response

surface contours, plotted as log10 χ
2 for clarity, and the calibration pathways from

the five initial starts. The contours were derived by simulations from a 50 by 50
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parameter space grid. A key feature of Figure 7.11 is that the contours approach

an ellipse only near to the minima. This indicates the model to be non-linear and

results from a non-constant Hessian matrix (Kavetski et al. 2006b). An additional

feature is the rapid convergence of all initial starts to the known optima. All starts

converged to within 2% of the known parameters after up to 17 iterations and

achieved a χ2 value of 113. A more rigorous analysis of the calibration scheme is

presented in the following sub-section.

7.3.3 Five-Parameter Calibration Trials with Error

The second trial undertaken was a more challenging test of the calibration scheme in

that five parameters were calibrated and error was added to the synthetic observed

and forcing data. The latter changed the test from a root finding to an optimisation

problem. The third test was as for the second but the Broyden updating feature of

the algorithm was utilised.

The error added to each trail was identical. The error added to the observed

head data was derived by random sampling from a normal distribution with a

mean and standard deviation of 0 metres and 0.05 metres respectively and was

serially uncorrelated. Likewise, the precipitation forcing data error was derived

from a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation of 0 mm and 2.5

mm. The ETo forcing data error was derived from a normal distribution with mean

and standard deviation of 0 mm and 25 mm. Both the resulting precipitation and

ETo time series were limited to greater than or equal to zero. The five parameters

investigated and the range from which initial guesses were derived were: lateral

hydraulic conductivity, ksmax , ranging from 0.01 to 1 m day−1; vertical vadose zone

conductivity, kv, ranging from 1 to 100 mm day−1; aquifer specific yield, f , ranging

from 0.01 to 0.5; limiting infiltration rate, Io, ranging from 5 to 40 mm day−1; and

the Brooks and Corey pore-size index parameter, ϕ, ranging from 0.1 to 0.4. With

respect to the calibration algorithm, convergence was defined as four iterations

where the relative or absolute change in χ2 was less than 1E−5 and the maximum

number of iterations was 50. The Broyden updating scheme was assessed by the
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third test in which the sensitivity matrix was updated every tenth iteration.

The results of both tests are summarised in Table 7.4. Two sub-tables are

presented within it and each details the following for each of the five initial starts:

initial parameter values; optimal parameter values; the minimum χ2 value; the

number of iterations and function calls; and four statistical measures of the error

residuals. Sub-table 7.4(a) presents results for the trial without Broyden updating

of the sensitivity matrix. It shows that only two of five starts achieved an acceptably

retrieval of the known parameters and a low χ2 value. For both of the acceptable

starts the calibration correctly estimated ksmax and kv but under estimated f and Io

and over estimated ϕ. With respect to the residuals, both the mean and variance

approached zero but the skew was negative. With respect to the algorithm conver-

gence criteria, start numbers two and four were estimated to converge despite very

poor χ2 values. Only start three was estimated to converge and had an acceptable

χ2 value. Start five may have converged if the maximum number of iterations

had been greater than 50. Overall, this indicates that the convergence criteria is

inadequate and or the maximum number of iterations needs to be increased.

With respect to the Broyden test in sub-table 7.4(b), somewhat surprisingly

the number of starts converging to an acceptable χ2 value increased from two

to four. Furthermore the residual statistics were comparable to the non-Broyden

updating test, but the convergence criteria was again unreliable. The number

of function calls did not decline as expected. Of those starts that converged to an

acceptableχ2 value, the Broyden updating resulted in only 35% to 0% fewer function

calls. Broyden updating thus seems to result in potential, but not guaranteed,

performance improvements.

To more rigorously investigate the inadequate retrieval of parameters f , Io and

ϕ, linear confidence intervals were derived for the third start of the non-Broyden

scheme. From Hill and Tiedeman (2007, pp138), the linear confidence interval were

derived from the diagonals of t (n,P) ×
√
χ2

n
(
XTΩX

)−1 where t is the Student’s t-

statistic for a probability of P (taken at 95%) and n observation, which equalled 605.

The results are presented for start number three in sub-Table 7.4(a).
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The adequacy of using linear confidence intervals for a non-linear model is

however dependent upon the calibration residuals. From Helsel and Hirsch (2002,

pp225) and reiterated by Hill and Tiedeman (2007, pp30), the estimation of param-

eters using least squares regressions has no requirement regarding the statistical

distribution of residuals. If, however, the residuals are normal, independent of

time and the modelled value and without serial correlation, then linear confidence

intervals are an acceptable estimate of the parameter uncertainty.

To assess if the calibration residuals meet these requirements, Figure 7.12

presents five diagnostic plots (derived from start number three of sub-Table 7.4(a))

commonly used to assess regression models (Helsel and Hirsch 2002, pp300). Figure

7.12(a) presents a stacked histogram of residuals from each observation location. It

shows the mean error was near zero and the distribution was near-normal but neg-

atively skewed. It also shows the residuals for observations at 2,000 metres to have

been consistently below zero. Figure 7.12(b) presents a normal-probability plot of

the residuals and shows the distribution of residuals to have been approximately

normal. Figures 7.12(c) and 7.12(d) present the residuals against time and the mod-

elled head respectively and provides a measure of bias, trend and heteroscedasticity

of the residual. As indicated from the histogram, Figure 7.12(c) shows residuals at

2,000 metres to have been negatively biased. It also shows residuals at 1,000 and

1,500 to have been correlated with time. With respect to the residuals against mod-

elled data, Figure 7.12(d) shows minimal correlation or bias. Finally, Figure 7.12(e)

presents the autocorrelation of residuals. As expected from the time series plot, it

shows points at 1,000, 1,500 and 2,000 metres to have been significant autocorrela-

tion. This indicates that not all of the information from these observations had been

utilised in the calibration. In summary, calibration produced global residuals that

were approximately normal; of an unbiased mean; predominately randomised with

the modelled head; but were correlated with time at three of the five observation

locations.

The requirements for linear confidence intervals were therefore partially met.

However, inspection of the intervals in sub-Table 7.4(a) show that for parameters f ,
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Io and ϕ, the known parameter values are outside the confidence intervals. This is

possibly due to the only partial fulfilment of the statistical requirements resulting

in an under estimation of the intervals. Despite this, the confidence intervals

were proportional to the known parameter error and informative as to the relative

uncertainty. Overall, the calibration scheme is felt capable of sufficiently estimating

model parameters.

7.4 Catchment Modelling

This section details the implementation and calibration of the coupled HSB-vadose

zone model to the control and treated catchments followed by an investigations

for multiple attractors. Specifically, the following sub-section details the modelling

methods. The model calibration and evaluation is then detailed, followed by an

assessment of multiple attractor by means of simulations from differing initial

conditions.

7.4.1 Modelling Methods

This sub-section details: the conceptual model; the model geometry; minor model

structure modifications; initial estimates of model parameters; observation data to

which the model was calibration; the objective function and, finally, details of the

calibration scheme implementation. Both catchments are presented concurrently.

Conceptual Model

The conceptual model developed herein derived from the prior investigations de-

tailed within Section 7.2 and the analysis of observation data within Section 7.2.2.

The conceptual model provides the basis for the following numerical model. Each

of the five major aspects of it are presented below:

Hydrogeology of each catchment was conceptualised as an unconfined aquifer and

of a depth equal to that of the impermeable basement. Evidence for this was

provided by: (i) the nested bores 124703 and 124704 indicating downward
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Broyden updating test of the calibration scheme detailed in sub-Table 7.4(a).
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vertical flow to a depth of 35 metres within the lower catchment; and (ii)

inspection of drillers logs of HydroTechnology (1995). The basement was con-

sidered to comprise of Ordovician meta-sediments and of a depth at which

weathering is sufficiently minimal that vertical and lateral saturated hydraulic

conductivity is effectively zero. Weathering was considered to decline with

depth such that by 32 metres in the lower slopes and by 80 metres in the upper

slopes of each catchment the rock was assumed fresh. Evidence for this was

derived from inspection of drillers logs. Groundwater flow was considered

parallel to the basement and, in the planar view, to be of predominantly par-

allel non-convergent flow. The latter was thought less valid for the upper

slopes of the treated catchment where the topography suggests convergent

flow. Evidence for the flow being parallel to the basement was provided again

by the nested bores indicating downward head gradient at the lower slopes

rather than upward head gradient, which could indicate convergent flow.

The lower slopes were considered to be of Devonian granites and the mid

and upper slopes of Ordovician meta-sediments. Both were considered to be

sufficiently weathered and fractured that the saturated lateral flow at the scale

investigated could be simulated as matrix flow, as assumed by the HSB model.

Because the Devonian granites are more weathered, despite being younger

than the meta-sediments, they are likely of higher hydraulic conductivity

and specific yield than the meta-sediments. Furthermore, the granites and

meta-sediments were considered to be hydraulically well connected. As the

granites are intrusive and younger than the meta-sediments, the boundary

between the two units at a depth below the water table was considered to be

upslope of the surface boundary denoted in Figure 7.1.

Inflow to the aquifer was considered to occur only from recharge. As indicated

by the large head response at mid and upper slope bores to high rainfall events

(see Figures 7.6(b) and 7.7(b)) and the field sampling by Sinclair Knight Merz

(1996), the mid and upper slope were considered to be of high recharge. Con-
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trary to Sinclair Knight Merz (1996) but supported by the analysis of the lower

slope nested bore, the lower slopes were also considered to be of moderate to

high recharge.

With respect to boundary conditions, the surface and sub-surface hydrolog-

ical boundaries were considered to coincide and zero flow boundaries were

assumed at the top and sides of the catchments. At the lower boundary,

groundwater was assumed to flow out of the catchment approximately par-

allel to the stream. The rate of this outflow was considered proportional to

the head at the catchment outlet and is thus conceptualised as a general head

boundary whereby the outflow rate is a function of the outlet head and the

saturated thickness.

Finally, the aquifer salt store was considered sufficiently large relative to the

saturated fluxes and decadal time scale investigated herein that it could be

assumed constant.

Surface hydrology was conceptualised as dominated by saturation excess runoff.

This is the most probably process because runoff occurs predominantly in

winter and spring when the soil profile would be wettest and because during

winter and spring the duplex soils most likely become saturated, uncoupled

from the groundwater, over a notable fraction of the lower catchment. When

runoff does occur, it was considered dominated by surface runoff and unsat-

urated lateral flow was assumed to be zero.

Regarding stream-aquifer interaction, the rapid hydrograph recession and

the observed groundwater head being predominantly below the stream bead

indicates that groundwater flow to the stream does occur but is a minimal

fraction of total streamflow. As the head is observed to be near or above the

stream bed only in the lower slopes, the groundwater baseflow that does occur

was considered to occur exclusively within the lower catchment. Streamflow

loss to the groundwater was considered negligible because: the short duration

of hydrograph events provides minimal time for loss to the aquifer; and the
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hydrograph from bore 124705 at the lower slopes is near to the stream but is

consistently of a head below that of the stream bed.

Soils were conceptualised as sandy clay throughout the mid and lower slopes and

silty clay throughout the upper slopes and evidence for this derived from the

Atlas of Australian Soils (Bureau of Rural Sciences after Commonwealth Scientific

and Industrial Research Organisation 1991) and field samples by Sinclair Knight

Merz (2006b). This is clearly a simplification of soil types but was adopted

to reduce model complexity. The boundary between the two soil types was

considered to be upslope of the surface geology divide (see Section 7.4.1

for details). The soil depth was considered to decline from the lower to

upper slopes as a result of colluvial transport. The high soil clay content and

high evapotranspiration was considered also to result in event dominated

groundwater recharge.

Climate was assumed to be identical across both catchments. This was considered

adequate because of the small spatial scale of each catchment, their prox-

imity to one anther, and the modest surface elevation gain throughout each

catchment.

Vegetation cover was conceptualised as comprising of non-irrigated annual pas-

tures in both catchments prior to 1996. Despite the sowing of perennial pasture

within the mid and lower slopes of the treated catchment in July 1996, inten-

sive grazing was considered sufficient that the pasture of both catchments

could be considered hydrologically equal and modelled as annual pastures.

The tall wheat grass within the treated catchment was also considered to be

of a sufficiently small proportion of the catchment that it could be omitted

from the conceptual model. With respect to the planting of trees in July 1996

throughout the upper slopes of the treated catchment, the maximum potential

LAI was assumed initially zero and linearly increasing to a maximum in 2001,

after which the maximum potential was maintained (see Section 7.4.1). For

pragmatic reasons the various tree species were lumped to one species.
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As the majority of trees are planted where the water table is significantly

below the root zone and no crown die-back from salinisation was observed

during field inspection, the trees were assumed to be unaffected by soil or

aquifer salinity. Also, the water table was assumed sufficiently deep that at

the current approximate stand height of 3 metres, the trees uptake only soil

water and not groundwater.

Model Geometries

Figures 7.13 and 7.14 present the catchment geometries for the control and treated

catchment models. Within each are sub-figures for catchment width; long-sections

of land surface, soil-aquifer boundary and basement elevation; and long-sections of

soil depth and stream bed depth. All were discretised to nodes at 10 metres spacing.

The catchment width was derived by selection pairs of catchment boundary points

perpendicular to the drainage line and of approximately equal elevation. These

points are given in Figure 7.1 and were interpolated to the 10 metre nodes using cubic

splines. The land surface elevation was derived using cubic spline interpolation

of the elevation contours at their intersection with the major drainage line. The

basement elevation was derived using linear interpolation of the upper and lower

boundary depths of 32 and 80 metres respectively and then subtraction from the land

surface elevation. The soil boundary was derived using cubic spline interpolation

of the soil depth at each bore as reported within the drillers logs (HydroTechnology

1995), except the soil depth at the upper bores, which was set to one metre rather

than the 0.2 metres observed. The latter was undertaken to provide some time-lag

between large precipitation events and groundwater recharge. Within the elevation

long-sections, the bore locations and initial groundwater head, as approximated

using cubic spline interpolation, are also presented. The lower sub-figures present

long-sections of the soil depth and stream bed depth. The bed depth was derived

from field inspection of depth and stream bed length.
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Figure 7.13: Control width, long-section geometry and initial groundwater eleva-
tion, and long-section of soil depth and and depth to the stream bed.
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Figure 7.14: Treated catchment width, long-section geometry and initial ground-
water elevation, and long-section of soil depth and and depth to the stream bed.
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Model Modifications

The above conceptual model has features which the numerical model of Chapter 4

cannot accommodate. These features are: (i) aquifer discharge to a stream within the

catchment; and (ii) a hydrogeology of decreasing hydraulic conductivity with depth.

Two additional modifications were required: (iii) the vegetation soil moisture stress

and wilting point parameters were changed from units of volumetric soil moisture to

units of pressure to ensure these points changed when other vadose zone parameters

were modified during calibration; and (iv) the smoothing parameter λS for the

vadose-aquifer boundary of equations 4.17 and 4.22 produced excessive smoothing

when the catchment was narrow and this was overcome by make λS a function of

catchment width. Details of these four modifications are given below.

The stream-aquifer discharge, as discussed above, was conceptualised to be

limited to groundwater flow to the stream. To eliminate the requirement for addi-

tional parameters, such as for roughness and stream channel geometry, the rate of

this discharge was considered independent of stage height. Adapting the ModFlow

equations for drains (Harbaugh et al. 2000), from Darcy’s law the baseflow per unit

stream length, qb f [L2 T−1], at a model node can be estimated as:

qb f = kb f bb f
max (0, h − hbed)

y
(7.10)

where kb f [L T−1] is a parameter for the stream-aquifer hydraulic conductivity; bb f [L]

is the saturated thickness between the bed and water table; hbed [L] is the elevation of

the stream bed; h [L] is the water table elevation; y is the distance perpendicular from

the stream to the location at which the water table elevation is taken. To simplify, the

terms
kb f bb f

y were reduced to equal a dimensionless stream conductance parameter,

Cb f , times the aquifer hydraulic conductivity. This estimation of stream-aquifer

connectivity by a scaler of the hydraulic conductivity draws from the numerical

experiments of Rushton (2007) and is detailed as follows:
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qb f =
kb f bb f

y
max (0, h − hbed)

= Cb f ksmax max (0, h − hbed) (7.11)

Next, to remove the threshold resulting from the above max term, the smoothing

methods from Chapter 4 were adopted to produce the implemented equation be-

low. This equation was subtracted to the source term N of equations 4.30 and the

smoothing parameter, λb f [L], was set to 0.05 metres:

qbf j
= Cb f ksmax max (0, h − hbed) e−(h−hbed)/λb f (7.12)

The second modification accounted for a reduction in geological weathering

with depth below the surface. Within Chapter 4 the aquifer hydraulic conductivity,

ks, was modelled to decline from ksmax to zero as the saturated thickness, b [L],

approached zero. This was undertaken to ensure the saturated thickness at all

nodes was greater than zero. This estimate of ks was then inserted into Darcy’s Law

and therefore effectively assumed that this point value of ks was representative of

the entire saturated column. At values of b at which ks rapidly declines, this method

implicitly assumed the value of ks at the phreatic surface to decline far more rapidly

than implied by the logistic decay function of equation 4.29. This simplification

was considered adequate when the depth at which ks started to decline was a

small fraction of the maximum possible saturated thickness. However, for this

investigation the weathering was considered to decline at a depth of 75% of the

depth to basement. To modify equation 4.29, firstly consider that Darcy’s Law for

unit width saturated flow, q [L2 T−1], over the saturated column can be re-written

as the following integral when the lateral hydraulic conductivity is uniform from

zero to b:
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q = bks
∂h
∂x

=

∫ b

0
ks
∂h
∂x

db (7.13)

Substituting in equation 4.29 for ks and moving terms independent of b to outside

the integral:

q = ksmax

∂h
∂x

∫ b

0

bτ

bτ + bτk/2
db (7.14)

Solving the integral produces the following analytical version of Darcy’s Law when

the point value aquifer conductivity declines with depth below the surface at a rate

of τ and at a height of bk/2 above the basement the hydraulic conductivity equals

50% the maximum of ksmax :

q = ksmax

∂h
∂x
τ
b

[
ln

(
1 + e

bk/2−b
τ

)
− ln e

bk/2−b
τ + C

]b

0
(7.15)

By assuming q equals zero when b equals zero, the integration constant C can be

derived and the following analytical equation achieved:

q = ksmax

∂h
∂x
τ
b

[
ln

(
1 + e

bk/2−b
τ

)
− ln e

bk/2−b
τ − ln

(
1 + e

bk/2
τ

)
+ ln e

bk/2
τ

]
(7.16)

By equating to equation 7.13 the following equation was derived for ks as a function

of b:

∫ b

0
ksdb = ksmax

τ
b

[
ln

(
1 + e

bk/2−b
τ

)
− ln e

bk/2−b
τ − ln

(
1 + e

bk/2
τ

)
+ ln e

bk/2
τ

]
(7.17)

Lastly, the parameter bk/2 was replaced by βk/2 × bmax where bmax is the depth to

basement and βk/2 is a dimensionless parameter for the fraction of the depth to

basement at which the hydraulic conductivity equal 50% of the maximum. The final

equation used throughout the following implementation is given below. It allowed
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theoretically rigorous modelling of saturated flow when geological weathering

reduces with depth.

∫ b

0
ksdb = ksmax

τ
b

[
ln

(
1 + e

βk/2bmax−b
τ

)
− ln e

βk/2bmax−b
τ − ln

(
1 + e

βk/2bmax
τ

)
+ ln e

βk/2bmax
τ

]
(7.18)

The third modification replaced the parameters for vegetation volumetric

soil moisture wilting and stress, θwp and θ∗ respectively, by soil moisture pressure

parameters. This change ensured that if parameters for the soil porosity, air-entry

pressure or pore-size index were varied during calibration then the vegetation

wilting and stress soil moistures would accordingly change. To implement this, θwp

and θ∗were simple estimated from the following rearrangement of the soil moisture

retention equation of van Genuchten (1980):

θψ =
(
φ − θr

)  1

1 +
(
ψ
ψa

)n


m

+ θr (7.19)

where ψ [L] is the suction pressure in metres of water pressure at the vegetation or

wilting point; and as per Section 4.3, n = 1+ϕ and ϕ is the Brooks-Corey parameter

for the pore-size index; m = 1 − 1
n ; φ is the soil porosity; and θr is the residual soil

moisture.

The forth modification involved replacement of the parameter λS for smooth-

ing the boundary between the aquifer and vadose zone. The parameter λS origi-

nally had units of groundwater storage per unit of catchment length. Catchment

locations, such at the upper slopes, that have a narrow width and large depth to

basement were therefore disproportionately smoothened compared to wider loca-

tions. This modification made the smoothing independent of the catchment width

by making λS a function of catchment width. Originally, λS equalled 40 m2. Herein

it equalled 0.1 × w where w is the catchment width.
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Figure 7.15: Boundary condition head estimation from linear regression between
land surface elevation at bores and observed water level elevation in 1995. Only
bores at an elevation below 300 metres AHD were used in the estimation.

Parameterisation

Table 7.5 presents the initial estimate of model parameters for both catchments and

details the source or derivation of the estimate. As detailed in sub-Section 7.4.1,

selected parameters in Table 7.4.1 were re-estimated using numerical calibration.

From the conceptual model, the two catchments differ only in geometry and

the landcover; the treated catchment was simulated as with trees on the mid and

upper slopes and pastures on the lower slopes while the control catchment was

simulated as with pastures throughout. Table 7.6 summarises the spatial extents

of the geological units, soil types and vegetation cover for the control and treated

catchment models.

As noted in Table 7.5, the lower boundary condition head was estimated from

linear regression of the head in July 1995 versus surface elevation. Figure 7.15

presents the data points and regression equation, which was derived from only the

four lower elevation bores. The equation was used to estimate the head at the 260

m AHD contour. The head was estimated at 258.6 m AHD and was fixed over
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Table 7.5: Initial model parameters for control and treated catchments.
Parameter Estimates Source and or derivation

Hydrogeology:

Oms* lateral hydraulic conductivity: ksmax 0.1 m day−1 ksmax and f of both Oms and Dgr were estimated by
Hocking (2005) for the Wimmera catchment as from 0.1
to 0.7 m day−1 and 0.03 respectively. From the
conceptual model, ksmax for Oms was considered less
than for Dgr. The upper and lower limit of Hocking
(2005) were therefore adopted for Dgr and Oms
respectively. Hocking (2005) also approximated f at
0.03 and this was adopted for Dgr. For Oms f was
reduced to 0.01.

Oms* specific yield: f 0.01
Dgr+ lateral hydraulic conductivity: ksmax 0.7 m day−1

Dgr+ specific yield: f 0.03

Sat. thickness at which ks = 0.5ksmax : βk/2 0.25 βk/2 and τ approximated from drillers logs
(HydroTechnology 1995)Rate of decline of ks with sat. thickness: τ 2

Lower boundary condition head: ho 258.6 m AHD Estimated from the linear regression of heads in Figure
7.15 for a land surface elevation of 260 m AHD, the
contour for which was 460 metres down stream of the
catchment outlets.

Stream: Control Treated

Stream conductance, Cb f 2 2 Estimated to be sufficiently large to keep the water
table near to the stream bed (see Table 7.3 and Figure
7.9).

Vadose zone: Lower
slopes

Mid & upper
slopes

Limiting infiltration rate: Io 0.2 0.2 m day−1 Estimated so that the majority of rainfall is infiltrated.

Brooks and Corey pore-size index: ϕ 0.168 0.127 ϕ and ψa derived from Rawls et al. (1982) for sandy clay
and silty clay.Brooks and Corey air-entry pressure: ψa -0.2917 -0.3419 m

Vertical conductivity: kv 0.072 0.24 m day−1 kv, φ and θr derived from McKenzie et al. (2000) by
horizon thickness weighted sum of median values for
horizons A and B.

Porosity: φ 0.376 0.381
Residual volumetric soil moisture: θr 0.109 0.056

Limit soil evaporation depth: devap 0.75 0.75 m Estimated so that DBNS>0 during calibration but re-
main plausible for clay soils.

Plant water use: Pastures Trees†

Leaf area index, LAImonth: Fig. 7.16 3.5 Estimated for trees from Silberstein et al. (1999) field
observations and modelling (see Figure 4 and 8 respec-
tively). The tree LAI was assumed to linearly increase
from zero in July 1996 to 3.5 by the end of 2001.

Stomata closure soil moisture suction: -0.03 -0.03 MPa Both pressures from Table 1 in Laio et al. (2001).Wilting point soil moisture suction: -3.0 -3.0 MPa

Canopy light extraction coefficient: Klight 0.65 0.4 From Silberstein et al. (1999) Table 1.

DBNS where LAIt is 50% of potential: dLAI/2 0.5 4 m The estimate for dLAI/2 was adapted from Silberstein
et al. (1999). They estimated the maximum root depth
for irrigated pasture and Eucalyptus trees of 0.5 and 8
metres respectively. For pastures, the LAI was
considered to be at 50% of the maximum when the
water table is at 0.5 metres depth and approach its
maximum when at 2 metres. For trees the LAI was
was unlikely to be reduced when the water table is at 8
metres. Therefore, the LAI was assumed to approach
its maximum when the water table was at 8 metres
and 50% when at 4 metres. The LAI decay rates where
set to reflect these changes in LAI with water table.

LAI rate of decay with DBNS: α 2 3

Change in LAI with the rainfall ratio: β 0 0 Set to zero to stop the model failing during months
of zero precipitation as such months result in LAI
equalling zero.

* Oms denotes Ordovician meta-sediments; + Dgr denotes Devonian granites;
† Trees parameters apply only to the treated catchment.
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Table 7.6: Spatial extent of model units for both the control and treated catchments.

Unit Category Control Catchment Treated Catchment

From (m) To (m) From (m) To (m)

Geology Devonian granites (Dgr) 0 855 0 745
Ordovician meta-sediments (Oms) 855 1,430 745 1,730

Soils Sandy clay 0 1,055 0 1,205
Silty clay 1,055 1,430 1,205 1,730

Vegetation Pastures 0 1,430 0 910
Trees - - 910 1,730

time. Only the four lower elevation bores were used because the linear relationship

weakened at the upper slopes and inclusion of the upper slope bores produced an

estimate of the head at 260 m AHD as above the land surface.

The monthly potential LAI for pastures was estimated from Johns and Lazenby

(1973) and is detailed in Figure 7.16. Johns and Lazenby (1973) measured the LAI and

estimated the water usage of a four species pasture mix under dryland and irrigated

conditions for 12 months. Two levels of grazing were simulated by frequent and

infrequent mechanical cutting. As the study catchments are reported to be frequent

grazed (McIntyre 2003), the simulated frequent grazing LAI from Johns and Lazenby

(1973) was adopted and is presented in Figure 7.16. For months not measured by

Johns and Lazenby (1973), estimates were derived from linear interpolation of the

adjacent months. The average LAI from Johns and Lazenby (1973) is comparable to

that modelled by Silberstein et al. (1999) Figure 10. As detailed within Table 7.5,

the change in LAI with depth to water table was parameterised from Silberstein

et al. (1999). To illustrate this dynamic, which was shown in Chapters 5 and 6 to be

central to the emergence of multiple attractors, Figure 7.17 presents the proportional

change in LAI with depth to water table.

Two additional model parameters were also added to the model to account

for uncertainty in the forcing data and catchment area and both were included as

calibration model parameters. The parameters were a dimensionless precipitation

scaler, Ps, and a dimensionless ETo scaler, ETos and were both initially estimated
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Figure 7.16: Pasture LAI estimates from Johns and Lazenby (1973). Linear interpola-
tion was used to derived points for January, June and October.
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Figure 7.17: Proportional change in LAI with depth to water table as estimated by
equation 4.8 and the parameters of Table 7.5. Note, - - - denotes a hypothetical
pasture of increased sensitivity to the water table that was investigated within
Section 7.4.3.

at 1.0. The entire daily precipitation and ETo time series was multiplied by the

respective scalers at the start of each simulation. Calibration tests where carried

out using the control catchment model to assess if inclusion of these parameters

made the calibration poorly conditioned. Inclusion of these parameters did not

notably reduce the rate or stability of the calibration and it converged to very

similar parameters and a lower objective function value was achieved.
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Objective Function

The weighted least squares objective function was as follows:

χ2 =

t∑
i=1

nBores∑
j=1

Ωhi j

[
hi j − h′i j (b)

]2
+

n∑
i=1

ΩQi

[Qκ
i − 1

κ
−

Q′i (b)κ − 1

κ

]2

(7.20)

where hi j is the observed head at bore j and time step i; h′i j is the modelled head at i

and j resulting from parameter vector b; Ωhi j is the weighting of head observation

i and j (see sub-Section 7.4.1 for the estimation of weights); Qi is the observed

monthly streamflow at time step i; Q′i is the modelled monthly streamflow at time

step j resulting from parameter vector b; and ΩhQi
is the weighting of streamflow

observation i.

As the model was run using daily forcing, the modelled monthly flow in the

objective function was calculated from the daily flow by trapezoidal integration

of the month’s daily flow results. The power and fractional terms to the monthly

flow where introduced to reduce the heteroscedasticity of the flow residuals. This

modification was adopted from Chiew (1990) where it was applied to calibration

of a lumped rainfall runoff model to streamflow. The κ parameter was explored

by Chiew (1990) to achieve minimal heteroscedasticity and set to 0.2. Because of

the considerable computational time for this investigation, simulations were not

conducted to optimise for κ and it was set to 0.2 herein. This was found to result in

an acceptable distribution of flow residuals.

Calibration Data

As detailed in Section 7.4.1, calibration was undertaken to monthly streamflow and

head observations. Observations were derived for the end of each month from

June 1995 to December 2007. For groundwater head, observations at the end of

each month were selected, or interpolated to the end of the month using a cubic

spline. The interpolation was limited to between pairs of observations no more than

31 days apart. The resulting monthly head observations are denoted in Figures
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7.6(b) and 7.7(b) by ×. The objective function weighting for each monthly head

observation was derived as the inverse of the sum of the error variances from the

interpolation plus the head measurement. From Hill and Tiedeman (2007, pp360) the

head error was taken as 0.1% of the depth to water table. The interpolation error was

defined simplistically as the difference between a linear interpolation and the cubic

interpolation. Both error sources were assumed to be at the 95%h confidence interval

and as such were divided by 1.96 to give the standard deviation and then squared

and added to give the error variance. For the streamflow observations, the monthly

flow was calculated for those months without gaps in the monitoring record. The

resulting estimate of monthly flow at both gauges is given in Figure 7.18. The

objective function weighting for flow was derived by assuming the theoretical rating

curve to have an uncertainty, again to 95% probability, of 5% and the measurement of

the stage height an error of 2.5 mm (estimated from gauge uncertainty investigations

by Ozbey et al. 2008). Both errors were applied to daily observations, summed

then divided by 1.96 for 95% probability, squared to a variance and summed to a

monthly variance. This was then inverted to produce the flow weighting estimates.

To summarise the resulting observation for each catchment, Figure 7.19 presents

the continuity of streamflow and head observations.

Calibration Method

Implementation of the calibration scheme in Section 7.3.1 to minimise the objective

function involved decisions regarding the model parameters of Table 7.5 requir-

ing calibration; the calibration scheme parameters; and the process by which the

calibration is evaluated. Each is detailed in this sub-section.

Firstly, calibration of all model parameters was not undertaken because of the

considerable computational load this would require and the model was insensitive

to some parameters for which acceptable estimate were available. The parameters

most requiring calibration were identified by quantifying the parameter sensitivity

and the strength of the evidence supporting the initial estimate. Parameters of high

sensitivity and low supporting evidence were a priority for calibration.
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(b) Treated catchment (gauge 415263).

Figure 7.18: Monthly streamflow for the control and treated catchments.

The sensitivities were estimated by calculation of the composite scaled sensi-

tivity (CSS) (Hill and Tiedeman 2007). It effectively calculates the square root of the

diagonals of the Hessian approximation matrix scaled by the parameter values. As

such it ignores the parameter covariance and is calculated as follows:

css j =

ND∑
i=1


(
dssi j

)2

ND


1/2

(7.21)

where css j is the CSS for parameter j; ND is the total number of observations;
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Figure 7.19: Duration and continuity of streamflow and groundwater observations
for the control and treated catchment.

and dssi j is the dimensionless scaled sensitivity for modelled observation i and

parameter j and is calculated by:

dssi j =
∂y′i
∂b j
| b j |

(
Ω1/2

)
ii

(7.22)

The simulations for the CSS calculations were undertaken with a 50 year

warm-up period. The adequacy of this warm-up was assesed by conducting simu-

lations with a 105 year warm-up and calculating the change in head by 2007. The

difference was less than 0.01 meters and the 50 year warm-up was thus concluded
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as adequate. However, during the calibrations for both catchments the specific

yield for the granites converged toward exceptionally high values of 0.5. After

much investigation this was found to be due to an insufficient warm-up period.

The warm-up period for all calibrations was therefore extended to 105 years.

The CSS results (see Figure 7.20) show for both catchments the models were

highly sensitive to:

• saturated lateral hydraulic conductivity of the granites, ksmax ;

• depth of geological weathering in both units, βk/2;

• vadose zone porosity in both units, φ;

• vadose zone pore-size distribution in both units, ϕ;

• limiting depth of soil evaporation in both units, devap;

• light extinction coefficient for pastures, Klight;

• lower boundary condition head, ho; and

• climate forcing scaling, Ps, and ETos.

All of these parameters were selected for calibration. In light of the minimal evi-

dence for the initial estimates and the expected increased significance near to the

optima, the following parameters were also selected: saturated lateral hydraulic

conductivity of the meta-sediments, ksmax ; specific yield of both geological units, f ;

stream-aquifer conductance, Cb f ; LAI for the trees in the treated catchment; and the

limiting infiltration rate of both soil units, Io. This resulted in nineteen calibration

parameters for control catchment and twenty for the treated catchment.

Secondly, the calibration scheme of algorithm 7.1 was implemented with the

following calibration parameters:

• maximum number of iterations of 100;

• maximum Broyden iterations set to 10;
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• convergence tolerance, ε, set to 1E−5;

• initial Levenberg-Marquardt parameter, λ0, set to 0.5.

The number of total and Broyden iterations and convergence tolerance were taken

from the five parameter trials of sub-Table 7.4(b). The the maximum number of

iterations was increased from 50 as most of the trials had not converged after 50

iterations. The initial Levenberg-Marquardt parameter, λ0, was set to be sufficiently

to ensure the solver did not initially make a Newton’s approximation, which was

often initially poor, but moved somewhat in the direction of steepest descent.

Unfortunately it was necessary to use only one initial start per calibration

due to time constraints and the considerable computational time required for each

calibration. Considering the Broyden updating trials in Table 7.4 show the five initial

starts to either converge near to the optima or to unrealistic parameter values, the

omission of multiple starts is likely to result in identification of the optima. This is

further discussed in Section 7.5.

Usage of the calibration scheme to estimate optimal parameters also requires

evaluation of the resulting parameters. As discussed in Section 7.1, the resulting pa-

rameters were evaluated using both a temporal split-sample and a differential split-

sample calibration-prediction scheme (Klemes 1986). The temporal split-sample

scheme comprised of calibrating the parameters to the 6.5 years of observation data

from June 1995 to the end of 2001 and evaluated the resulting parameter sets by

simulation of and comparison against the remaining six years of observation from

2002 to the end of 2007. The differential split-sample scheme comprised of calibrat-

ing each catchment to the entire 12.5 years of observation data and evaluating the

resulting parameter sets by transfer of the parameters to the alternate catchment

and simulation of the 12.5 observation data.

In analysing the calibration and evaluation simulations, linear parameter con-

fidence intervals were first derived (see Section 7.3.3, page 251) and the adequacy

of using linear intervals was assessed by graphical inspection of calibration residu-

als. The adequacy of the calibrated models were then assessed by considering the
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plausibility and consistency of selected parameters followed by graphical analysis

of simulated heads and streamflow. Finally, the assessment of multiple attractors

was undertaken for each calibrated model by time-integration simulations from

the shallow initial condition with the LAI feedback and then from a deep initial

condition without the LAI feedback. As the latter solution provided an estimate of

the deep attractor, convergence of the shallow initial condition solution to a shal-

lower water table depth would indicate emergence of the shallow attractor. Lastly,

additional investigations for multiple attractors were also undertaken by repeating

these simulations but for pastures of increased sensitivity to the water table depth.

7.4.2 Model Calibration Results

Table 7.7 presents the calibrated parameter values and statistics for the calibration

algorithm and the fit to the observed data, for both catchments and calibration

periods. Fit statistics are also presented for the evaluation simulations. With

respect to the model parameters, a prominent feature was the high variability

between calibrations in parameters for physically similar systems. For example, for

the calibrations to all observation data, the specific yield of the granites (Dgr) was

estimated at 0.28 for the control catchment and at 0.12 for the treated catchment.

Such inconsistencies also arose between the calibration to the split and full record,

and most notably for the control catchment. Additionally, some of the parameters

were grossly implausible for all values within the linear confidence interval. Most

notably, the aforementioned specific yield for the granites (Dgr) of 0.28 is almost

one of magnitude greater than that adopted by Hocking (2005) and is more typical

of coarse unconsolidated sediments than weathered granite (Freeze and Cherry 1979,

table 2.4). Another example is the lower boundary condition head which was

consistently estimated at 12 to 16 metres below the land surface. Considering

that the linear regression of Figure 7.15 estimated this depth at 1.2 metres and the

location is of a low slope and curvature, the estimated depth at 12 to 16 metres is

considered implausible.

A more subtle feature of the parameter results is the higher consistency of
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parameters for the upper slopes compared to the lower slopes; specifically, the hy-

drogeological parameters for the meta-sediments and the vadose zone parameters

for the mid and upper slopes. Across both catchments and calibration periods these

parameters were estimated to be predominately within the confidence range of the

other estimates. Additionally, the confidence ranges were considerably lower than

for the parameters of the granites and lower slope soils. Combined, the tighter

confidence range and better parameter consistency was likely to be due to the sig-

nificantly higher signal to measurement error ratio for observation bores within the

meta-sediments. Both of these factors also lend weight to the plausibility of the

parameter estimates for the upper slopes. Overall, parameters values for the mid

and upper slopes are plausible and consistent with relatively narrow confidence

intervals but the parameters values for the lower slopes are not realistic.

With respect to the calibration statistics, Table 7.7 shows all four calibrations

to have converged (as measured by the convergence criteria) within the maximum

number of iterations of 100. The efficiency of the convergence was also significantly

increased by adoption of the Broyden updating scheme. Assuming that omission

of the Broyden updating would result in the same number of successful iterations

(i.e. χ2 objective function declines with the iteration), Table 7.7 shows the Broyden

updating to reduce the number of function calls by between 53% and and 79%.

With respect to the fit statistics, Table 7.7 shows both calibration and evalu-

ation simulations for the control catchment to have achieved a considerably lower

objective function value per observation than for the treated catchment. The mean

of all weighted residuals from each simulation were predominantly negative, indi-

cating an under-estimation of head, and the skew was also predominantly negative.

Various plots of the calibration residuals are also presented in Appendix A. They

show the residuals to be approximately normal; of modest correlation with time

and the modelled value; and serially correlated at the gauge and at two observa-

tions bores in each model. As discussed on page 251, if the residuals are normal,

independent of time and the modelled value and without serial correlation, then

linear confidence intervals are an appropriate measure of parameter uncertainty.
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As Appendix A indicates these requirements to be only partially met, the linear

confidence intervals in Table 7.7 should be considered with some caution. How-

ever, collectively they are felt to be informative in assessing the performance of the

model.

Table 7.7 also presents the coefficient of efficiency (Nash and Sutcliffe 1970)(CoE)

for the streamflow and heads for the calibration and evaluation simulations. For

all simulations the CoE was very poor for the streamflow and reasonably good for

groundwater heads. To further investigate, Figures 7.21 to 7.24 present time series

of modelled and observed streamflow and heads and Figure 7.25 presents scatter

plots of observed versus modelled streamflow.

With respect to the control catchment models, Figures 7.21 and 7.22 present

time series for calibration to the pre-2002 observation data and the whole observa-

tion record respectively. For the pre-2002 calibration, Figure 7.21(a) shows that for

both the calibration and evaluation periods low flows were consistently over esti-

mated and the highest of flows were under estimated. For the heads, Figure 7.21(b)

shows the observations from bores 124671 and 124672 to have been reasonably well

simulated during both the calibration and prediction periods. A number of large

recharge events were well simulated, smaller events were somewhat over estimated

and the long term trend was of minimal bias. For the three lower catchment bores

124676, 124683 and 124705 the responsiveness and long term trend was adequate

but bores 124676 and 124683 were biased to respectively over and under estimate

the head.

For the control catchment calibration to the whole observation record, Figure

7.22(a) shows that, for the calibration simulations, low flows were consistently over

estimated and peak flow increased compared with the split-sample simulations of

Figure 7.21(a). For the evaluation simulations (i.e. the calibration parameters from

the treated catchment whole of observation record calibration tested on the control

catchment model), the flow was comparable to the calibration flow and the CoE

was slightly improved. With respect to the heads, the calibration simulations were

very comparable to those from the split-sample simulations in Figure 7.21(b). For
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the evaluation simulation, at the upper two bores 124671 and 124672 the heads were

surprisingly accurate. While the simulated responsiveness was low, the long term

trend was comparable to the observation data and there was only modest bias to

deeper heads. For mid slope bores 124683 and 124676 the accuracy did however

decline in that the heads were notably over estimated. For the low slope bore 124705

the head bias was minimal but again the responsiveness was significantly reduced.

With respect to the treated catchment models, Figures 7.23 and 7.24 present

time series for calibration to the pre-2002 observation data and the whole record

respectively. For the pre-2002 calibration, Figure 7.23(a) shows both high and low

flows to be consistently over estimated. For the heads, Figure 7.23(b) shows both the

calibration and evaluation simulations to be considerably poorer than for the control

catchment. For the two upper catchment bores 124669 and 124673 the simulations

show a response only to the large recharge events prior to 1997, after which the

heads were consistently under estimated. Like the control catchment, the head

at the lowest elevation meta-sediment bore (bore 124674) was significantly over-

estimated. For the lower catchment bores monitoring the granites the simulated

responsiveness was also poor, however the error in the trend trend was improved.

For the treated catchment model calibration to the whole observation record,

Figure 7.24(a) shows results only for the calibration simulation. The evaluation

simulation (i.e. the calibration parameters from the control catchment whole of

observation record calibration tested on the treated catchment model) could not

be derived because the water table rapidly rose to above the land surface. This

caused the model to crash because of the singularity within equation 4.30. This

was found to be due to the parameter for the lower slopes limit soil evaporation

depth, devap, within the control catchment model approaching zero. Attempts were

made to derive an evaluation simulation by replacing this parameter with the initial

estimate of 0.75 but the model failure persisted. With respect to the results from the

calibration simulation, flows were very comparable to the split-sample calibration

in Figure 7.23(a), however the CoE did slightly decline. For the heads, Figure

7.24(b) shows the results to be also very comparable to the split-sample calibration,
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(a) Monthly streamflow time series (gauge 415264).
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Figure 7.21: Control catchment calibrated and predicated monthly streamflow and
predicted heads for calibration to data from 1995 to 2002. Observation data is
denoted by ×, calibration results by — and evaluation by - - - .
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(a) Monthly streamflow (gauge 415264).
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Figure 7.22: Control catchment calibrated and predicated monthly streamflow and
predicted heads for calibration to data from 1995 to 2007. Observation data is
denoted by ×, calibration results by — and evaluation by - - - . Note, the evaluation
results were derived from simulations for the control catchment using the treated
catchment calibration parameters.
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(a) Monthly streamflow (gauge 415263).
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Figure 7.23: Treated catchment calibrated and predicated monthly streamflow and
predicted heads for calibration to data from 1995 to 2002. Observation data is
denoted by ×, calibration results by — and evaluation by - - - .
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(a) Monthly streamflow (gauge 415263).
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Figure 7.24: Treated catchment calibrated monthly streamflow and predicted heads
for calibration to data from 1995 to 2007. Observation data is denoted by × and
calibration results by — . Note, evaluation results are not presented because the dif-
ferential equation solver failed when using calibration parameters from the control
catchment calibration.
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however the bias declined slightly at the upper slope bores 124673 and 124669.

To provide additional insight into the calibrated models, Table 7.8 presents

the mean vadose zone fluxes (as a fraction of precipitation) from the control and

treated catchment models calibrated to both record lengths. For each observation

bore, fluxes are given for the nearest model node. For the control catchment,

Table 7.8(a) shows the interception, infiltration, recharge and transpiration to be

comparable at each bore and between the two simulations. The transpiration was

the dominant flux and this is consistent with the catchment being water supply

limited. Considering that the LAI is also approximately at the maximum annual

average, the transpiration from both simulations appears not to be reduced by the

water table and therefore the simulations appear to be within the deep water table

attractor basin. The other major flux was the recharge. For both simulations it was

very large at over 0.23 and this is considered implausible. The major differences

between the simulations were in the runoff and soil water evaporation. With respect

to the runoff, from the pre-2002 calibration it was comparable to the observed

runoff fraction of 0.028, but for the calibration to the whole record it was nearly

three time higher. The soil water evaporation from calibration to the whole record

was approximately zero at the lower three bores and again less plausible than that

from the pre-2002 calibration. Considering that the calibration to the whole record

produced implausible soil evaporation and runoff and no significant improvement

in the simulation of heads or streamflow, it was considered the least plausible of

the two simulations.

For the treated catchment, Table 7.8(b) shows the interception, infiltration,

runoff and recharge and transpiration to be comparable throughout and between

the two calibration simulations. The transpiration was again the dominant flux

and was consistently higher in the lower catchment compared to that from the

control catchment simulations. The runoff was predominantly from the lower

slopes and was somewhat higher than the observed runoff fraction of 0.024. Overall,

the calibration to the whole record was considered the least plausible of the two

simulations. This was because it produced consistently higher runoff and because
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(a) Control catchment calibrated to pre-2002 data.
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ferential equation solver failed when using calibration pa-
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Figure 7.25: Scatter plots of observed versus modelled monthly streamflow from the
control and treated catchments. Calibration results are denoted by • and evaluation
results by ◦ .
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the LAI for the trees was very implausible with no significant improvement in the

simulation of heads or streamflow.

The major difference between the models for the two catchment was the

recharge. For the control catchment, the recharge fraction was between 0.23 and

0.31 while for the treated catchment it was from 0.01 to 0.1. While both show

recharge to increase with elevation, as estimated by Sinclair Knight Merz (1996),

the recharge from the control catchment was unrealistically high. At the lower

three bores this appears to be due to the soil evaporation approaching zero, which

allowed for higher soil moisture and therefore increased vertical unsaturated con-

ductivity. Inspection of time series of recharge at each bore also indicated very

different temporal recharge dynamics (these plots are not presented). For the con-

trol catchment, recharge occured from multiple events between 1995 and 2007. For

the treated catchment, recharge events occured only prior to 1998 when the trees

were only recently established and the LAI was accordingly very low. This is also

considered unrealistic and resulted in the poor simulated head variance shown in

Figure 7.24(b).

7.4.3 Emergence of Multiple Attractors

To investigate if two attractors emerged from the calibrated models, time-integration

solutions were derived from a shallow and deep water table initial condition with

only the shallow condition having the LAI positive feedback. As the deep initial

condition solution without the positive feedback will always converge to the deep

attractor basin, two attractors can be detected if the shallow initial condition solution

converges to a notably shallower water table. Furthermore, if the solution is within

the shallow attractor basin then the LAI should be considerably lower than the

maximum LAI. In the following, time series of both the water table depth and

LAI are presented to determine if multiple attractors emerged from any of the four

calibrated models.

Figures 7.27 and 7.29 present time series of depth to water table at three

catchment locations: 250 metres, 500 metres and 1,000 metres. For the control
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(a) Pre-2002 data calibration at 250 metres.
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(b) 1995-2008 data calibration at 250 metres.
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(c) Pre-2002 data calibration at 500 metres.
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(d) 1995-2008 data calibration at 500 metres.

Figure 7.26: Control catchment model time series of annual mean LAI at two
locations.

catchment, Figure 7.27 shows the solutions from the shallow initial condition to

converge to a depth equal to that from the non-feedback model for both calibrated

models at the three locations. Figure 7.26 also shows the annual mean LAI from the

shallow initial condition solution to be near to the maximum of 0.855. Therefore,

multiple attractors did not emerge from either of the control catchment models.

With respect to the treated catchment models, Figure 7.29 shows the feedback

solution depth to water table to again converge to equal that from the non-feedback

solution for both models and at the three locations. Figure 7.28 also shows the

annual mean pasture LAI from the shallow initial condition solution to be near to

the maximum of 0.855. Therefore, multiple attractors did not emerge from either of

the treated catchment models.
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(a) Pre-2002 data calibration at 250 metres.
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(b) 1995-2008 data calibration at 250 metres.
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(c) Pre-2002 data calibration at 500 metres.
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(d) 1995-2008 data calibration at 500 metres.

Figure 7.28: Treated catchment model time series of annual mean LAI at two loca-
tions.

Chapter 6 demonstrated that the potential for multiple attractors was confined

to a somewhat narrow parameter range and, within this range, the emergence of

multiple attractors was be very dependent upon the climate variability. This inves-

tigation of multiple attractors has been, in comparison to the extensive Monte-Carlo

climate replicate simulations of the prior chapter, very preliminary. Unfortunately

time did not permit a more rigorous assessment of multiple attractors by means

of Monte-Carlo climate replicate simulations or Monte-Carlo simulations sampling

parameters from within the confidence intervals.

It was, however, possible to investigate the effects of pasture LAI being more

sensitive to the depth to water table. This was undertaken because, in the above

calibrations, the pasture LAI was modelled to be very insensitive to the water table
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in that only when the water table depth was at 0.5 metres did the LAI decline

to 50% of the maximum. Considering that Figures 7.27 and 7.29 show the water

table to decline considerably throughout the 1940’s, if the LAI modification caused

the water table prior to 1940 to be within the shallow attractor then a second

attractor may emerge throughout the 1940’s. To investigate, within each calibrated

model the parameter for the water table depth at which the LAI equals 50% of the

maximum, dLAI/2, was changed to 4 metres and the rate of decay, α, changed to 10.

This is considered somewhat unrealistic and was undertaken only for hypothetical

analysis of the models. The resulting rate of decay with depth to water table is

shown in Figure 7.17. Using the modified calibrated models, simulations were then

undertaken from the same shallow initial condition as for the original calibrated

models. For the control catchment models, Figure 7.27 shows the water table at

250 metres and 500 metres to be consistently shallower than that from the original

models. The LAI at this shallower depth is also shown within Figure 7.26 to be

approximately zero at 250 metres and fluctuate from zero to near 0.8 at 500 metres.

This indicates that at 250 meters the shallow attractor emerged and persisted for

the extent of the simulation while at 500 metres it indicates that the water table

possibly crossed to the deep basin in the 1940’s and again in the early 2000’s. At 500

metres, however, the difference in water table depth with the non-feedback solution

is shown to be very minimal and it is therefore uncertain if two attractors emerged.

For the treated catchment models, Figure 7.29 shows the water table at 250

metres and 500 metres from the modified LAI model to notably differ from that of

the non-feedback model. This is most evident at 500 metres where the two models

display clearly different water table depths and variance. The LAI for the modified

model is also shown within Figure 7.28 to be zero at 250 metres and 500 metres.

This indicates that for the modified model the shallow attractor emerged at 250

metres and 500 metres and persisted for the duration of the simulation. As no

crossing to the deep attractor basin occured, it cannot however be concluded that

both attractors emerged for this modified model.
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7.5 Discussion and Conclusions

The implementation of the coupled HSB model to the paired study catchments of

Great Western and subsequent calibration and evaluation was undertaken: (i) to

strengthen the model plausibility; and (ii) to identify multiple hydrological attrac-

tors within actual catchments. With respect to the model plausibility, acceptable

simulation of heads were achieved for the control catchment models. The treated

catchment modelled heads were of higher bias and reduced responsiveness to

recharge events. For both catchments, the simulation of the observed heads near

the lower boundary to the meta-sediments was poor and predominantly these

heads were over estimated. For both catchment models the simulation of monthly

streamflow was poor. For all models the low flow periods were significantly over

estimated.

With respect to the calibrated parameters, over the four calibrated models

the parameters and confidence intervals for the mid and upper slopes (i.e. the

hydrogeological parameters for the meta-sediment and soil parameters for the mid

and upper slopes) were in considerably higher agreements than those for the lower

slopes. As the simulated heads at the upper slopes were also the most accurate, these

parameters were considered the most plausible of those calibrated. For the lower

slopes, some parameters were clearly implausible. Most notably, for calibration to

the whole record the specific yield for the control catchment was 0.28 and the LAI

for the trees of the treated catchment was 18. In contrast, the parameters for the

split-sample calibrations of both catchments, and particularly the control catchment,

where consistently more plausible and produced the most plausible runoff and soil

water evaporation fluxes. In light of this, and considering that only the split-sample

calibrations could both be evaluated, the split-sample models were considered the

most plausible of the four calibrated models.

Clearly the calibration of the coupled HSB model to the study catchments was

not ideal. For the various calibrations, either the simulation of heads was acceptable

but recharge and specific yield parameters were implausible or the simulation of
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heads was poor but recharge and specific yield parameters were plausible. Further-

more, for all calibrations the simulation of streamflow was poor. The coupled HSB

model is, however, felt sufficiently valid that with improved simulation of saturated

excess runoff and improved calibration methods, good calibration to stream and

groundwater could be achieved under plausible parameters and fluxes. To archive

this, the runoff could be improved by removal of the equations limiting infiltration

and the calibration methods could be improved by the following:

• implementation of multiple starts calibration as multiple local optima are

likely to exist considering the non-linearity of the model and preliminary

calibration trials for the treated catchment converged toward a second optima

of near zero specific yield for the granites;

• improved use of streamflow observation data by estimation of slow flow from

the streamflow record and input into objective function as an addition time

series. This would most likely improve calibration to low flow periods and

estimation of the heads within the lower slopes of each catchment;

• site sampling of saturated conductivity, using slug tests, and soil water reten-

tion parameters to allow a reduction in the number of calibration parameters

and thus reduction in the calibration degrees of freedom.

The investigation of multiple attractors found only the deep attractor to

emerge from all four of the calibrated models. Furthermore, the proximity of

this attractor to the land surface indicates that only the deep attractor could exist.

As such, Monte-Carlo climate replicates or simulation of different land cover would

be very unlikely to result in the emergence of multiple attractors. Investigations

were also undertaken with the pasture LAI modified to be sensitivity to the water

table at a greater depth. This did result in the shallow attractor emerging, and most

prominently so for the treated catchment models. However, at no model location

did both attractors emerge over the simulated time series of depth to water table. If

Monte-Carlo climate replicate simulations were undertaken then, considering the
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very delayed crossing to the deep attractor demonstrated in Figure 6.14, the deep

attractor would most likely also emerge.

The investigations using the modified pasture LAI are shown in Figures 7.27

and 7.29 to clearly elevate the water table from that of the calibrated models. If cal-

ibrations were undertaken using these modifications, then the parameter estimates

would most certainly change from those without the modification. Therefore, the

investigations using the modified pasture LAI must be considered only as a hypo-

thetical exploration. It does however highlight the significance of these parameters

to the emergence of multiple attractors. If the LAI decay parameters dLAI/2 and α

were calibrated using these above refined calibration methods and the parameter

uncertainty quantified, Monte-Carlo simulations could then be undertaken with cli-

mate replicates and parameters sampled from the confidence intervals to produce

probabilistic estimates of multiple attractors. This would produce a significantly

more rigorous investigation of multiple attractors.
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Chapter 8

Summary and Conclusions

8.1 Introduction

This thesis presents an investigation of multiple hydrological stable states (i.e

attractors). It was motivated by a scepticism of the predominantly near-linear

disturbance-response dynamics adopted by much of hydrology and implemented

within hydrological models. This chapter summarises: assumptions underlying

this disturbance-response dynamic; the thesis research questions; and the investiga-

tions methods. Conclusions to each research question are then presented, followed

by an outline the contributions made and possible further research.

Catchment hydrological modelling frequently simulates disturbance-response

behaviour using complex models that result in very simple near-linear dynamics.

As a result of a disturbance, such as from deforestation or a series of wet years,

streamflow or groundater heads may be modelled to increase but upon the re-

turn to prior landuse or climate conditions the streamflow and heads return to

approximately their initial levels. This assumes a single steady state for a given pa-

rameterisation and implies an infinite resilience to disturbances. This assumption

of one attractor is not explicitly recognised and is in fact implicit. It was argued

to have emerged as an unintended consequence of reductionist model construction

and proposed to be based upon an error of induction. The thesis aimed to both

make the assumption explicit and to falsify it.

299
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The investigation of natural systems having more than one steady state arose

in the field of ecosystem resilience. It provides an appealing framework for un-

derstanding the cumulative impact of disturbances on natural systems and the

effects of management actions in changing vulnerabilities to these disturbances. It

has substantially advanced the management of a wide range of natural resources

(Scheffer et al. 2001) but hydrology has not yet benefited. Furthermore, the consid-

eration within the hydrological and water resource management literature of the

prevalence, relevance or possibility of multiple attractors or positive feedbacks has

been minimal. The potential significance to hydrology is well introduced by Dent

et al. (2002). More recently, van Dijk (2004) noted the importance of considering

multiple attractors in ecohydrology and Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (2007), in considering

outstanding challenges to humid land ecohydrology, noted an understanding of

the resilience and stability of wetland hydrology as one of nine unresolved issues.

The only previous significant quantitative catchment scale hydrological resilience

model is that of Anderies (2005) and its extension Anderies et al. (2006). The Anderies

(2005) model is an annual time step, salt and water storage, groundwater-vadose

zone two region lumped model of the Goulburn-Broken catchment (Victoria, Aus-

tralia). It predicts the region to have two attractors: a near surface water table

and a deep water table. The model was not numerically calibrated and model pre-

dictions were evaluated only against the average observed stream flow from three

locations for the current land cover of each region. While the model was developed

primarily to explore catchment management options, and not to predict multiple

attractors, the prediction of the later was considered herein to suffer from a range of

potentially invalidating assumptions, most notably the significant spatial lumping

of groundwater flow.

This dissertation brings together concepts from hydrology and ecosystem

resilience science to: (i) highlight the implicit assumption of catchments having

only one hydrological attractor; and (ii) initiate its falsification for dryland water

supply limited catchments. The dissertation aimed to address the following four

research questions:
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1. Is the assumption of dryland non-urban catchments always having only one

attractor valid?

2. How can the existence of multiple attractors be identified?

3. For what catchment attributes may the assumption be invalid?

4. What is the impact of climate forcing time step and variability on the crossing

between basins of attractor?

To address these questions, four research approaches were considered, namely:

field experiments; field observations; time series analysis and numerical modelling.

Because of the very little existing research into hydrological resilience, no working

hypothesis existed to undertake field experimentation and very little research ex-

isted to inform either the type of catchments to monitor or the time series dynamics

indicative of multiple attractors. As such the only viable approach was numeri-

cal modelling. Adopting standard resilience science methods, the modelling was

undertaken using deterministic differential equations. Like Anderies (2005), the

context of the investigation was vadose zone-groundwater interactions where the

unconfined aquifer is saline; the vegetation water usage is water-supply limited;

and the time scale is decadal or greater.

Scheffer and Carpenter (2003) argue that for the foreseeable future, resilience

investigations will rely on numerical models but they do need to comprise of more

realistic dynamics and be better supported by field observations and direct ex-

periments. To falsify the assumption of dryland non-urban catchments always

having only one attractor, five vadose-groundwater models of increasingly realistic

dynamics were iteratively developed and tested. The modelling started from an

extension of Anderies (2005) (see Section 3.2) and ended with a hillslope Boussinesq

model incorporating catchment shape coupled to a vertically integrated vadose

zone model (see Chapter 4). The plausibility of the final model’s dynamics was

then explored under a range of parameter combinations and stochastic forcing. The

emergence of multiple attractors was investigated for a range of parameters and
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under stochastic forcing using standard resilience techniques, such as continuation

analysis and time-integration, and newly developed techniques for application to

Monte-Carlo simulations. Combined with the investigation of model dynamics,

numerous catchment attributes likely to influence the emergence of multiple at-

tractors were identified. To support the model with field observations, the model

was then applied, calibrated and evaluated to two research catchments in western

Victoria. Despite such an application being argued by Scheffer and Carpenter (2003)

as a necessity for the credibility of resilience science, few resilience models have

been applied or calibrated. The application to the two study catchments found

the model capable of acceptably simulating and predicting observed groundwa-

ter heads, however the simulation and prediction of monthly streamflow was poor.

Numerous options emerged from this trial to improve the calibration, most notably:

(i) improved calibration methods by using multiple initial starts, field estimation

of selected parameters and the addition of baseflow to the objection function; and

(ii) improved simulation of runoff by modifying the vadose zone equations to pre-

dominantly produce saturated excess runoff rather than infiltration excess runoff.

For each of the two study catchments, two models were calibrated. Each model

was assessed for the emergence of multiple attractors by time-integration meth-

ods. Within all four models, only the deep attractor emerged and exist. This was

somewhat disappointing, however the hypothetical investigations indicated that

multiple attractors emerge only within a somewhat narrow parameter range and

therefore not all catchments are expected to have multiple attractors. Furthermore,

the assessment of multiple attractors was somewhat preliminary. A more rigor-

ous assessment should incorporate the Monte-Carlo sampling of the parameter

uncertainty space and simulation with stochastic climate replicates.
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8.2 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be made for each of the four research questions.

Is the assumption that dryland non-urban catchments always have only one at-

tractor valid?

Either potential answer to this question has important implications for catchment

hydrological management. If the assumption cannot be falsified then much needed

supporting evidence is provided for current hydrological practices. Conversely, if

falsified then the current practices for assessing the hydrological response to dis-

turbances warrants broad reassessment. As theories are subject to being falsified

upon observation of a single counter instance (see Klein and Herskovitz 2007, for an

accessible discussion), identification of a single catchment having multiple attrac-

tors would require rejection of the theory of catchments having only one attractor or

proposition of an auxiliary condition. Identification herein was undertaken using

a model, and not field observations or experiment, and as such the strength of the

falsification is commensurate with the plausibility of the model.

The plausibility of the model is a function of both the validity of the model

structure and the performance when applied. Multiple hydrological attractors did

emerge from the model under average monthly and stochastic monthly and daily

forcing over a range of hypothetical but plausible parameter values. With respect

to the plausibility of the model structure, the fundamental dynamic that resulted

in multiple attractors was the positive feedback from reduced LAI and transpi-

ration when the water table intersects the root zone. This dynamic is supported

by numerous field observations and experiments. All other dynamics, with the

exception of the two layer hillslope Boussinesq structure, were drawn from well

established hydrological equations. This allowed the adoption of parameters from

the existing literature. Regarding the performance of the model, simulations using

these hypothetical parameters and daily forcing produced flux estimates that were

very comparable to independent estimates. The application and calibration of the
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model to the two study catchments resulted in adequate simulation and prediction

of heads but poor simulation and prediction of monthly streamflow. The calibrated

parameters for the mid and upper slopes of the catchment models were plausible

and the split-sample evaluations showed the model to have reasonable predictive

accuracy. Despite this the performance was not sufficient to strengthen the model

plausibility. However, the performance was not sufficiently poor to invalidate the

model structure and numerous options were identified for improving the structure

and its implementation and calibration.

Clearly much research remains, but the theoretical basis of the model does

lend weight to its plausibility and therefore the finding that certain catchments

are likely to have multiple attractors when modelled with plausible parameters.

Hence, this modelling investigation has demonstrated a significant likelihood that

the implicit assumption of all dryland non-urban catchments always having only

one hydrological attractor is false. Certain catchments appear likely to have multiple

attractors and an auxiliary condition to the assumption specifying which types of

catchments are assumed to have only one attractor is required.

A valid question for this research is whether the two attractors emerged

only because of the obvious fact that two different land covers producing different

recharge rates result in different water table elevations. The causal pathway for

this question, and many land cover-groundwater investigations, is of a vegetation

change (which is almost always assumed anthropogenic) driving the change in the

water table elevation. A key difference here is that the two water table attractors

emerge because of the reverse pathway. That is, a change in water table elevation

drives a change in landcover (i.e. LAI). If a water table disturbance is sufficient to

produce a change to the LAI then a positive feedback can be initiated causing an

amplification of the disturbance, resulting in a significant change in the LAI and new

equilibrium water table elevation. If the traditional pathway of landcover change

driving changes in the water table were adopted then such complex disturbance-

response behaviour would be omitted, only one attractor could exist and the system

would be of infinite resilience to disturbances.
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A possible criticism of the findings is that, if catchments have multiple attrac-

tors, why have they not been observed? To observe a change from one attractor

to another, and to attribute this to there being two attractors, would require long

term groundwater head monitoring of a catchment that has not undergone no-

table landuse change; is of a configuration likely to have two attractors; and to

have experienced a climatic disturbance sufficient to cause a change of attractors.

Given the limited long term groundwater observation data available, finding such

a catchment with the right characteristics and adequate data for inference is very

difficult. Added to this is the fact that researchers have not searched for such

cases. Therefore it is not surprising that documented empirical examples do not

exist. Understanding is therefore likely to rely on plausible numerical models into

the foreseeable future. Furthermore, the difficulty in applying and calibrating these

models suggests only probabilistic estimation of multiple attractors will foreseeable

be possible.

The investigated positive feedback results from an adaptation of LAI to a cli-

matic disturbance. This is unlikely to be the only biophysical catchment adaptation

to a disturbance that results in a positive feedback and the possibility of multiple

hydrological attractors. Adoption of the auxiliary condition of specifying when a

catchment is assumed to have a single attractor is considered a worthy first step in

identifying where other multiple hydrological attractors may exist.

While this thesis has focused on the technical aspects of identifying multiple

hydrological attractors, the existence of multiple attractors has major implications

for catchment management. At the local scale, dryland salinity mitigation could

be enhanced via identification of catchments with two attractors and temporary

interventions undertaken to shift the water table over the repellor to the deep water

table attractor. Assuming all catchments have a single attractor instead requires

permanent, and thus more costly, interventions. At the wider scale, the water

resource impacts from climate change may be significantly amplified for catchments

having two attractors. For a catchment currently at the shallow attractor, more

extended periods of reduced infiltration may increase the probability of a shift to the
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deep attractor. Upon such a shift, catchment yields may dramatically reduce and,

importantly, be unlikely to recover following a return to average climate conditions.

Therefore, the catchment state becomes very dependent upon the historic climate

and major changes may result from climate change even if only the variability, rather

than the mean fluxes, change. Alternatively, if one attractor existed then catchment

yields would likely be more proportional to the change in mean climatic forcing

and, thus, less significant. Knowledge of which catchments may have multiple

attractors and how their resilience can be modified could significantly enhance the

management these risks.

How can the existence of multiple attractors be identified?

Five methods were investigated for detecting multiple attractors within a numerical

model. The applicability of each method is detailed below. All but the analytical

continuation methods were applied to the coupled HSB model.

Time-integration from multiple initial conditions under monthly average forcing

was a reliable method for quantifying attractors but only when the biophys-

ical processes were adequately simulated using monthly forcing. Its attrac-

tor estimates did concur with simulations under stochastic monthly forcing.

However, the state space of the repellor cannot be tractably estimated using

this method;

Analytical equilibrium and fold-point continuation was an elegant and very tractable

method for quantifying the resilience over multiple parameter dimension. It is

however limited to the simplest of analytical models in which the biophysical

processes are adequately simulated using annual forcing;

Numerical limit-cycle continuation adapted for monthly average forcing was an

accurate method for quantifying the state space location of attractors and re-

pellors with a change in a single model parameter. It produced estimates of the

two-attractor range comparable to that from time-integration simulations un-

der monthly average and stochastic forcing. However, in comparison to daily
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forcing time-integration, limit-cycle continuation produced poor estimates of

the two-attractor range. Like the first method, it is applicable only when the

biophysical processes are adequately simulated using monthly forcing.

Time-integration simulations under stochastic monthly forcing were conducted

to assess if multiple attractors still emerge under stochastic forcing. The

emergence of multiple attractors were identified by conducting simulations

with and without the LAI positive feedback. The omission of the feedback

facilitated identification of the deep attractor. If the water table from the

simulation with the positive feedback was notably shallower, then there was a

strong indication of the shallow attractor emerging. Importantly, this method

identified not the existence of multiple attractors but rather their emergence

under plausible climate forcing. Numerous subtle differences arose between

the emergence and existence of attractors and these are discussed within the

last of the four research questions below.

Time-integration simulations under stochastic daily forcing were as for the above

stochastic method but with daily forcing.

As discussed within the forth research question below, inspection of vadose

zone fluxes from simulations under monthly and daily forcing concluded that

monthly forcing results in implausible fluxes and simulations should be undertake

with daily forcing. Therefore, of the five methods investigated, only the time-

integration simulation under stochastic daily forcing produced reliable estimates

of multiple attractors. Unlike limit-cycle continuation, it however does not allow

tractable identification of the repellor state space location; the change in the number

of attractors with model parameters; or quantification of the resilience. To derive

such measures for stochastic forcing, Monte-Carlo simulations using daily stochastic

climate replicates were undertaken for a range of parameter value. To assess for

multiple attractors the Monte-Carlo results were analysed using two methods: (i)

bimodal distribution of water table depth in the final year of simulation; and (ii) the

probability over time of crossing the repellor. Bimodal distribution, whether from
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a single time series or from stochastic replicates, were however found to be a poor

indicator of multiple attractors and applicable only if the switching between basins

is very infrequent. This is contrary to that proposed by Scheffer and Carpenter (2003).

The probability over time of crossing the repellor is a new measure of resilience. It

incorporates both the distance to the repellor and the resistance (i.e. the basin depth)

to estimate the probability of the system actually entering the basin of attraction. It

also provides a powerful measure for determining if the simulation duration was

sufficient. However, for investigations concerned with the duration of each basin

crossing or where long term average dynamics may be inappropriate, such as for

on going land cover change, this method would be inappropriate. Furthermore,

the repellor state space location is estimated by limit-cycle continuation and, as this

can currently only be undertaken using average forcing, errors are unfortunately

introduced into the estimates. The use of Monte-Carlo simulations also make this

method multiple orders of magnitude more computationally demanding than limit-

cycle continuation. As the deficiencies of monthly forcing simulations were found

to be due to scaling errors in estimating infiltration, limit-cycle continuation most

likely could be scaled to be applicable to daily simulations. This would eliminate the

errors within the probabilistic measure of resilience and provide a significantly more

tractable method for estimating the resilience with changes in climate variability

and/or land cover.

For what catchment attributes may the assumption be invalid?

The catchment attributes for which the assumption of one attractor is least valid

were arrived at through development of the preliminary models (see Chapter 3)

and the exploration the coupled HSB model (see Chapters 4 to 7). The preliminary

models facilitated identification of the essential attributes for there to be the potential

for multiple attractors to emerge. The explorations and application of the coupled

HSB model facilitated identification of the subtler attributes required for multiple

attractors to actually emerge.

With respect to the preliminary models, the distributed Anderies (2005) model
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and application to the Sunday Creek catchment (see Section 3.3) found that for

100% tree cover only the shallow water table attractor emerged. This was contrary

to Anderies (2005), which predicted 100% tree cover to result in two attractors in

all model regions. After many trials, the emergence of two hydrological attractors

was identified to be a function of the change in recharge with depth to water table

and the subsurface outflow rate. Specifically, for the two attractors to have the

potential to emerge the recharge must increase when the water table intersects

the root zone and continue to increase as the fraction of the root zone below the

phreatic surface increases. Whether two attractors emerge depends upon the lateral

saturated flow rate for two different saturated thicknesses. The deep water table

attractor was found to emerge only if recharge declines at such a depth so that it

can equal the saturated outflow at this depth. Conversely, the shallow water table

attractor emerged only if, for the same parameters, recharge when the water table is

shallow exceeds the saturated outflow at this depth. For both attractors to emerge

the saturated outflow rate must meet both conditions. As the saturated flow rate

varies throughout a catchment, multiple attractors are likely to occur only in some

locations and multiple attractors were found to emerge only at the mid to lower

slopes in the case studies. At the upper slopes only the deep attractor emerged. This

dependency between recharge and saturated flow indicates, what is now somewhat

obvious, that the emergence of both attractors is primarily dependent upon water

fluxes, and not the solute fluxes as modelled by Anderies (2005).

With respect to the coupled HSB model, the simulation of an increase in

recharge when the water table intersects the root zone was more biophysically

based. The LAI was modelled to decline toward zero as the phreatic surface inter-

sected a greater fraction of the root zone. This reduced transpiration, which in turn

increased soil moisture and recharge. Under daily stochastic forcing, the water table

most likely to be found within the deep basin of attraction. Both attractors were

found to emerge when the limiting infiltration rates was moderate to high and,

for the catchment geometries investigated, when the lateral saturated hydraulic

conductivity was from approximately 0.2 to 2 m day−1. This high infiltration rate
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suggests multiple attractors are most likely to emerge in saline catchments of a low

runoff fraction and the latter conductivity ranges are typical of western Victoria

(Hocking 2005).

Clearly, this investigation of the attributes for which multiple attractors are

likely was preliminary. Considerably more research could be undertaken to derive,

for example, indices for the likelihood of two attractors from the ratio of recharge

or infiltration to some measure of lateral saturated flow and catchment areal shape.

What is the impact of climate forcing time-step and variability on the crossing

between basins of attraction?

Throughout the dissertation, three climate forcing time steps were investigated. All

four of the preliminary models used annual forcing. For the preliminary HSB model

(see Section 3.5) it was concluded that a soil moisture storage should be added to the

HSB model for plausible simulation of recharge. The forcing time step was reduced

to monthly and, as discussed within Section 5.5, the ksmax two-attractor range and

its lower limit significantly increased compared to annual forcing. Under daily

stochastic forcing the ksmax two-attractor range and lower limit again significantly

increased. The water table was also significantly more likely be within the deep

basin for almost all parameter combinations investigated. The inspection of va-

dose zone fluxes in Section 6.6 found that this was a result of runoff increasing and

recharge declining under daily forcing. Furthermore, the fluxes from daily forcing

were considerably more plausible than those from monthly forcing. In conclusion,

the forcing time step size was found to be highly significant in the estimation of

multiple attractors. For catchments of event dominated recharge, plausible estima-

tion appears to require at least daily forcing, and possibly sub-daily forcing. Annual

forcing simulations, even if using empirical partitioning functions as adopted by

the preliminary HSB model (see Section 3.5) and Anderies (2005), are concluded to

produce exceedingly unreliable estimates of multiple attractors and should not be

used for prediction or operational decisions.

With respect to the impact of climate variability on the crossing between at-
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tractor basins, stochastic forcing coupled with the spatial dimension of the model

(see Chapter 6) caused complex attractor dynamics not previously proposed, sug-

gested or identified within the resilience literature. That is, the standard resilience

concept is that once the system crosses the repellor it then converges toward, and

persists near to, the new attractor. This simple concept was not observed herein.

Instead, the water table in the lower catchment was shown to often cross the repel-

lor from the deep basin and immediately return back to the deep attractor basin.

Less frequently, when the water table crossed the repellor from the deep basin it

would persist within the shallow attractor basin and converge toward the shallow

attractor. This persistence appears to be dependent upon the water table in the up-

per catchment being very near to the repellor prior to a large recharge event. Two

distinct types of attractor basin changes therefore appear possible within the lower

catchment: (i) a short-term and local attractor basin change that occurs relatively

frequently; and (ii) a persistent and whole-of-catchment, i.e. global, basin change

that occurs relatively infrequently. Inclusion of a spatial dimension within the catch-

ment resilience model therefore causes the boundary between attractor basins to

appear somewhat ambiguous or fuzzy rather than sharp as implied from standard

resilience concepts and as estimated by continuation analysis. Furthermore, the

emergence of local and global attractor basin changes is analogous to the resilience

concept of panarchy, whereby attractor basins are conceptualised as nested over spa-

tial scales and the dynamics at each scale to be dependent upon the attractor states

at both larger and smaller scales (discussed in Section 2.2 and detailed in Gunderson

and Holling (2002); Walker et al. (2004)). While additional research is clearly required

to understand this connection with panarchy concepts, this is one of the very few

numerical demonstrations of panarchy (only other known investigations are Car-

penter et al. 1999; Carpenter and Brock 2004) and the first known demonstration of

spatial panarchy. Coupled with the spatially heterogeneous potential for multiple

attractors, the question as to whether a catchment has multiple attractors appears

to be very dependent upon the spatial and temporal scale of the question and for

the foreseeable future should only be answered probabilistically.
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8.3 Summary of Original Contributions

The key area of original contributions are outlined below:

• falsification of an assumption central to hydrological disturbance-response

investigations within a modelling framework;

• an understanding of which types of dryland water supply limited catchments

are most likely to have multiple attractors;

• quantitative means for identifying attractors within numerical hydrological

modelling;

• In addition to hydrological resilience, original contributions were also made

to hillslope hydrological modelling, include:

– development of a two layer HSB model;

– development of a HSB model with Darcy’s Law modified for reduced ge-

ological weathering, and thus hydraulic conductivity, with depth below

the surface;

– application and calibration of the HSB model by Troch et al. (2003) that

incorporates catchment shape.

• With respect to overall resilience science, original contributions have also been

made, including:

– development of a spatial resilience model and insight into spatial aspects

of resilience and the emergence of panarchy;

– inadequacy of using limit-cycle continuation and average forcing in es-

timating attractors and repellors;

– new measures for quantifying resilience, namely the probability over

time of switching attractor basins;

– advancement in the validity of the resilience concepts by application and,

most importantly, calibration to field sites. Application and calibration

of resilience models has very rarely been undertaken.
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8.4 Further Research

Research into hydrological resilience is currently very minimal. Considering only

the vadose-groundwater modelling of this dissertation, a considerable amount of

further research could be undertaken. The most notable further research is as

follows:

• additional investigations using the coupled HSB model to:

– understand the change in the number of attractors, resilience and panar-

chy with changes in the vegetation cover; climate variability and change;

and/or inclusion of groundwater pumping;

– more rigorous application of the model by obtaining field estimates of

hydraulic conductivity, soil hydraulic parameters and LAI;

– more rigorous investigation of multiple attractors from a calibrated model

by undertaking Monte-Carlo simulations with stochastic climate repli-

cates;

– development of simple indices for estimating the catchments likely to

have multiple attractors from, say, the ratio of recharge or infiltration to

some measure of lateral saturated flow and catchment areal shape.

• extension and refinements to the model structure:

– modification of the partitioning processes to simulate runoff as predom-

inately from saturated excess rather than from infiltration excess. This

could be achieved by removing the limitation to infiltration from within

the vadose zone model;

– modification of the unsaturated layer to more rigorously simulate unsat-

urated vertical flow and the interaction with the water table. This could

be accomplished using the vertically distributed analytical model of Laio

et al. (2009);

– replace the leaf area index logistic weighting function with the more

physically plausible fraction of the root distribution within the saturated
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layer. Considering the decay in LAI as the water table approaches the

surface is a central component of the model, this is a simple modification

that would add credibility to the model and the prediction of multiple

attractors.

• scaling of infiltration under monthly forcing to that from daily forcing in

order to allow use of limit-cycle continuation. If the scaling of infiltration

is unsuccessful then there would be little justification for maintaining the

simplification of one-dimensional saturated lateral flow HSB model. This is

because the HSB model was adopted primarily so that limit-cycle continuation

could be tractably undertaken and the results easily interpreted.

• development of a working hypothesis for the identification of historic attrac-

tor basin changes from observed time series data. The hypothesis could be

derived from the simulated stochastic groundwater hydrograph dynamics of

Chapter 6 combined with the catchment attributes likely to result in multiple

attractors.
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(b) Normal probability plot of the weighted residuals.
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(c) Weighted residuals versus time.
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(d) Weighted residual versus modelled head.
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(e) Observed versus modelled depth to water table.
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(f) Autocorrelation of weighted residuals.

Figure A.1: Analysis of residuals for control catchment for calibration to data from
1995 to 2002. Scatter plots (c),(d) and (e) symbols are as follows: ◦ gauge 415264, H
bore 124705, � bore 124683, N bore 124676, � bore 124672, H bore 124671.
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(a) Histogram of weighted residuals.
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(b) Normal probability plot of the weighted residuals.
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(c) Weighted residuals versus time.
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(d) Weighted residual versus modelled head.
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(e) Observed versus modelled depth to water table.
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(f) Autocorrelation of weighted residuals.

Figure A.2: Analysis of residuals for control catchment for calibration to data from
1995 to 2007. Scatter plots (c),(d) and (e) symbols are as for Figure A.1.
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(b) Normal probability plot of the weighted residuals.
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(c) Weighted residuals versus time.
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(d) Weighted residual versus modelled head.
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(e) Observed versus modelled depth to water table.
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(f) Autocorrelation of weighted residuals.

Figure A.3: Analysis of residuals for treated catchment for calibration to data from
1995 to 2002. Scatter plots (c),(d) and (e) symbols are as follows: ◦ gauge 415263,
H bore 124704, � bore 124702, N bore 124675, � bore 124674, H bore 124673,� bore
124669.
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(a) Histogram of weighted residuals.
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(b) Normal probability plot of the weighted residuals.
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(c) Weighted residuals versus time.
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(d) Weighted residual versus modelled head.
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(e) Observed versus modelled depth to water table.
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(f) Autocorrelation of weighted residuals.

Figure A.4: Analysis of residuals for treated catchment for calibration to data from
1995 to 2007. Scatter plots (c),(d) and (e) symbols are as for Figure A.3.
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Multiple stable states in hydrological models:

An ecohydrological investigation
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[1] Many physical-based models of surface and groundwater hydrology are constructed
without the possibility of multiple stable states for the same parameter set. For such a
conceptualization, at the cessation of a transient hydrological disturbance of any
magnitude the model will return to the same stable state and thus show an infinite
resilience. To highlight and falsify this assumption, a numerical distributed
ecohydrological model (coupled hillslope Boussinesq-vertically lumped vadose zone) is
presented, in which qualitatively different steady state water table elevations exist for the
same parameter set. The multiple steady states are shown to emerge from a positive
feedback arising from a reduction in leaf area index (LAI) and thus transpiration, as a
saline water table approaches the surface. Limit cycle continuation is also undertaken to
quantify the state-space location of the threshold (repellor) between the steady states
(attractors) and quantify the resilience. While the model is biophysically simple, it is
sufficiently complex to challenge this potentially significant assumption within water
resource planning.

Citation: Peterson, T. J., R. M. Argent, A. W. Western, and F. H. S. Chiew (2009), Multiple stable states in hydrological models: An

ecohydrological investigation, Water Resour. Res., 45, W03406, doi:10.1029/2008WR006886.

1. Introduction

[2] Many physical based models of surface and ground-
water hydrology are constructed without thought given to
the possibility of multiple stable states for the same param-
eter set. For such a conceptualization, at the cessation of a
transient hydrological disturbance of any magnitude the
model will return to the same stable state, and thus show
an infinite resilience. In an attempt to make this assumption
less implicit, a numerical hydrological model is presented in
which this assumption is violated.
[3] The impetus for the model derives from the concept

of ecosystem resilience (referred to henceforth as resilience)
[Walker et al., 2004]. It is a concept, derived from dynamic
systems theory, in which biophysical environments are
investigated for multiple possible equilibrium (henceforth
generalized to the term attractor) for the same parameters
[Ludwig et al., 1997; Holling, 1973]. Within the hydrolog-
ical and water resource management literature consideration
of the prevalence, relevance or possibility of multiple
attractors is very minimal. The existing literature comprises
a discussion of the potential significance of multiple hydro-
logical attractors by Dent et al. [2002]; qualitative agricul-
tural case studies [Allison, 2003; Allison and Hobbs, 2004;
Walker et al., 2002]; arid-climate one-dimensional soil
moisture models of multiple equilibria, or modes, resulting
from assumptions of multiequilibrium landcover [e.g.,

Walker et al., 1981; D’Odorico et al., 2005; van de Koppel
and Rietkerk, 2004; von Hardenberg et al., 2001]; rainfall
recycling producing multiple soil moisture modes [e.g.,
Charney and Stone, 1974; D’Odorico and Porporato,
2004], and a simple nonbiophysical one-dimensional water
table model presenting multiple hydrological attractors
[Ridolfi et al., 2006]. The soil moisture and rainfall recy-
cling investigations cited above do explicitly investigate
multiple hydrological attractors, though at a scale of ques-
tionable relevance to water resource management. The rain-
fall recycling positive feedback is proposed to operate at the
subcontinental scale, while the arid-climate soil moisture
feedback has been investigated only at the subplot scale.
The only significant quantitative catchment scale hydrolog-
ical resilience model is of Anderies [2005] and its extensions:
Peterson et al. [2005] and Anderies et al. [2006]. The
Anderies [2005] model is an annual time step, salt and
water storage, groundwater-vadose zone lumped model of
the Goulburn catchment (Victoria, Australia). It predicts
the region to have two attractors: a near surface water table
and a deep water table. As a result of widespread land
clearing the deep water table attractor is predicted to have
been lost with only the near surface water table attractor
remaining. See Peterson et al. [2005] for a more detailed
critique.
[4] Examples within the hydrological literature of an

explicit assumption of a single attractor could not be found.
Models in which a steady state solution is independent of
the initial conditions does though provide examples in
which two attractors cannot exist. Such models include
ModFlow-2000 [Harbaugh et al., 2000], Flowtube, a one-
dimensional Boussinesq equation-based groundwater model
[Argent et al., 2001], and a one-dimensional soil moisture
model [Laio et al., 2001]. For rainfall-runoff models, such
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as Topmodel [Beven and Kirkby, 1979] or SIMHYD [Chiew
et al., 2002], the fluxes are of interest rather than the
comparably slow groundwater state variables and, as such,
steady state solutions are very rarely sought. However, a
single attractor can be inferred by the return of the output
hydrograph to that of the predisturbance hydrograph for any
magnitude disturbance, assuming the pre and postdisturb-
ance climatic forcing is identical. A second illustration of the
assumption of one attractor is found in the low significance
given to initial conditions in transient simulations. For
transient groundwater modeling, this is often shown with
the solution starting from a plausible initial state, rather from
a state chosen through investigation of responses to different
initial conditions [e.g., Beverly et al., 1999]. With lumped
rainfall-runoff models, such as SIMHYD, initial conditions
are often arbitrarily assigned and simulations undertaken
with an initial warm-up period to minimize their significance
to the period of interest. With the exception of the study of
Ridolfi et al. [2006], a final illustration is found in the lack of
use of continuation analysis to investigate multiple attractors
(see section 3.2 for a description of continuation analysis).
[5] While the concepts of resilience and multiple attrac-

tors are worthy of inquiry, resilience models are almost
always theoretical studies that are not calibrated or vali-
dated against observed data. While it is questionable
whether an unobserved attractor can be numerically vali-
dated via data from the observed attractor, calibration of
the model to the observed attractor is thought a necessary
first step. As per Anderies [2005], this paper investigates
vadose-hydrogeological interactions. The focus here is on
the development of a rigorous biophysical model for the
exploration of multiple attractors and future calibration.
The model is therefore developed so that (1) the number of
parameters and state variables are minimal; (2) where possi-
ble, parameters are independently observable; and (3) it is
spatially distributed to aid calibration to observed ground-
water levels. This is achieved using a modified hillslope
Boussinesq groundwater equation coupled with a vertically
lumped one-dimensional vegetation-vadose zone model.

2. Model Development

[6] The model is developed from the assumption that
multiple coexistent hydrological attractors do not exist. The
aim is not to prove that such attractors exist but rather that
minor, defensible and plausible changes to modeling of
groundwater-vadose zone interactions can give rise to
multiple attractors. That is, the paper aims to falsify the
assumption that dryland catchments only have a single
hydrologic attractor.
[7] The following coupled model is not aiming to im-

prove the validity or predictive accuracy of existing coupled
models. It is developed to tractably explore the potential for
multiple attractors within the parameter space. To explore
the state-space location of thresholds between attractors
(henceforth generalized to the term repellor) also requires
the model to have a smooth and continuous response
surface, without the thresholds caused by, for example,
min/max and if/else functions. This also reduces the stiff-
ness of the differential equations and facilitates the future
use of gradient-based calibration. As a compromise between
the high frequency soil moisture dynamics and the low
frequency lateral groundwater flow, the model time step is

monthly. Central to the model is the interaction between
transpiration and the water table. Until recently ecohydro-
logical investigations focused upon water-limited ecosys-
tems in which interaction of the vadose zone with the water
table was omitted [Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 2007]. Rodriguez-
Iturbe et al. [2007] recently stressed the importance of
development of a framework to investigate interaction of
the water table, soil moisture, rainfall regime, and vegeta-
tion. Subsequently, the interaction of bare soil and a shallow
water table with stochastic rainfall was investigated, al-
though this was limited to one-dimensional vertical flow
[Ridolfi et al., 2008]. The model developed here addresses
some of the unresolved issues by Rodriguez-Iturbe et al.
[2007], namely redistribution via lateral saturated flow and
vegetation, and demonstrates that complex behavior can
arise from a relatively simple model.
[8] Figure 1 summarizes the model developed over the

following pages. It presents the model as a cross section over
the catchment length with an inset summarizing the unsatu-
rated zone model. Lateral flow occurs only within the
saturated zone and the flow direction is perpendicular to
the aquifer-basement boundary. Saturated flow can occur in
both the aquifer and soil layers, if the water table is within the
soil layer. The depth of the unsaturated layer is the minimum
of the depth to the lower soil layer boundary and the depth to
the water table.With respect to the inset, the unsaturated zone
is vertically lumped and rainfall is partitioned to runoff and
infiltration. Unsaturated fluxes are assumed vertical and, if
the water table is within the soil layer, both recharge to and
uptake from the groundwater can occur.
[9] Numerous other coupled vadose-lateral groundwater

models have been developed. A notable early model was a
rigorous full hydraulic head-based three-dimensional, ver-
tically discretized, transient model [Freeze, 1971]. Aiming
to overcome the computational load, many hillslope hydrol-
ogy models have subsequently simplified Richard’s equa-
tion [e.g., Kim et al., 1999; Hilberts et al., 2007]. Within
groundwater modeling, coupled models have also emerged
[e.g., Barlow and Harbaugh, 2006; Niswonger et al., 2006;
Cordano and Rigon, 2008]. Differences between the fol-
lowing model and the above-cited hillslope models include
vertically integrated unsaturated zone; time steps of one
month compared to predominately subdaily time steps; and
the transpiration being a function of both depth to water
table and soil moisture, rather than soil moisture alone. With
respect to the cited groundwater models, the following
model is only one-dimensional, has one layer and only
has saturated lateral flow. The model does, however, parti-
tion rainfall to runoff and infiltration, and utilizes pressure
head gradient vadose zone drainage. Such dynamics are not
required to achieve the presented dynamics but are included
(1) as their omission would require assumptions potentially
invalidating the findings and (2) to facilitate future field
application of the model. Discretizing the soil layer was also
investigated, and was found to increase the memory require-
ments of the limit cycle continuation sparse Jacobian matrix
significantly beyond the 8-GB capacity of 64-bit desktop
computers, and was thus considered premature.

2.1. Ecohydrological Model

[10] Field studies of vadose zone-water table interaction
emerge predominately from Australian salinity management
investigations. For irrigated lucerne with a 1-m deep water
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table, a two-site lysimeter study found that with a change
from fresh (0.1 dS m�1) to saline (16 dS m�1) water table,
the leaf area index (LAI) declined by 41%; transpiration by
36%; and groundwater uptake by 67% [Zhang et al., 1999].
Uptake from the saline groundwater was estimated, at each
site, at 3.3 and 2.3 mm day�1, of which 19% (0.21 and
0.15 mm day�1, respectively) was estimated to be transpired.
Summarizing 20 field studies, Thorburn [1997] concluded
that, following establishment of trees and pastures, ground-
water uptake of shallow saline groundwater by each is very
comparable to that of bare soil. A further study of 80 woody
revegetation sites found that groundwater uptake is minor at
sites with shallow saline water tables, and observed lowering
of the water level is likely to be due to initial direct uptake
followed by reduced in situ recharge [George et al., 1999].
With respect to field studies of tree water use, an in situ
investigation of Eucalyptus largiflorens found that at sites
recharged only by vertical infiltration, uptake was from fresh
unsaturated deep drainage rather than accessible saline
groundwater [Holland et al., 2006]. Conversely, Thorburn
et al. [1993] concluded groundwater uptake was an impor-
tant source but acknowledged that a high saline water table
may have restricted transpiration and uptake. Returning to
plant growth, the leaf area per tree of E. camaldulensis and
E. occidentalis after a 7-year growth was found to decrease
by 50% and 61%, respectively, at sites of moderately saline
shallow groundwater compared to fresh sites [Benyon et al.,
1999].
[11] Although these studies differ in location (and thus

climate, geology, soil), species, method and aims, it is
plausible to summarize that (1) transpiration declines as a
shallow saline water table intersects a greater fraction of the
root zone; (2) the reduction in transpiration is coupled with
a reduction in LAI; and (3) uptake of saline groundwater by
pastures and eucalyptus is a minimal fraction of their total
transpiration. This forms the basis for the modified transpi-
ration function in the following model development.

[12] In the development of the monthly time step model,
the monthly change in soil moisture cannot be assumed zero
and thus soil moisture state variables are required. As this
investigation is into long-term multiple equilibrium of the
water table rather than soil moisture dynamics, the soil
moisture is vertically integrated to a single layer store. The
surface slope is assumed sufficiently flat that lateral unsat-
urated flow is also zero. The unsaturated zone point water
balance is thus:

dm x; tð Þ

dt
¼ I m; S; tð Þ � E m; S; tð Þ � T m; S; tð Þ

� L m; Sð Þ � U m; Sð Þ ð1Þ

where m [L] is soil moisture at time t [T] and at a distance x
[L] from the catchment outlet; S [L2] is groundwater storage
per unit length; I [L T�1] is infiltration rate; E [L T�1] is soil
evaporation rate; T [L T�1] is transpiration rate; L [L T�1] is
leakage to, or uptake from, the water table; and U [L T�1] is
uptake (deposition) of soil moisture as a result of a rising
(lowering) water table.
[13] In partitioning rainfall for infiltration, the intercep-

tion storage capacity was estimated from the LAI and
assumed to empty daily [Wigmosta et al., 1994; Dickinson
et al., 1991]. The effective rainfall, Peff (in meters), and the
maximum rainfall to infiltration, Pinfilt [L T�1], is thus:

Peff ¼ P � 10�4LAIt � F ð2Þ

Pinfilt ¼ min Peff ;mmax � m
� �

� Peff � lP ln e
Peff � mmax�mð Þ

lP þ 1

� �

ð3Þ

where LAIt is the dimensionless leaf area index at time t
(equation (7)); F is ground cover fraction of the canopy,
which as per Tuteja et al. [2004] is assumed to equal unity;
and lP [L] is a smoothing parameter for approximating the

Figure 1. Schematic of the coupled model. (top left) Inset details the one-dimensional unsaturated zone
model.
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above min function [Kavetski and Kuczera, 2007], trials for
which identified acceptable smoothing to occur when lP =
0.005 m; and mmax [L] is the maximum soil moisture
capacity equal to the soil porosity, f, multiplied by the
minimum of the vertical depth of the soil layer and the
depth to the water table (or depth below natural surface,
DBNS), dv [L]. The infiltration rate, I, is estimated from the
study of Yu et al. [1997] by:

I ¼ Ip 1� e
�

Pinfilt

Ip

� �

ð4Þ

Ip ¼ Ioe
mmax�m
mmax ð5Þ

where Ip [LT
�1] is the spatially averaged potential infiltration

rate; and Io [L T�1] is a parameter for the spatially averaged
limiting infiltration rate when saturation occurs over the
entire cell, generating runoff [Tuteja et al., 2004].
[14] Three fluxes are simulated from the soil moisture

store: evaporation, transpiration and nonfree draining leak-
age to the water table. Transpiration is frequently modeled
as a piecewise linear function of the soil moisture fraction
multiplied by the potential evapotranspiration [e.g., Laio
et al., 2001]. Above a soil moisture fraction designated
q*, the sum of transpiration and soil evaporation is at the
rate of potential evapotranspiration. For long-term simula-
tions though, the potential transpiration is also a function of
vegetation growth and seasonality. A simple model incor-
porating both is the linear piecewise soil moisture function
multiplied by an estimate of the potential transpiration. The
later was derived from scaling potential evaporation by one
minus the exponential function of Monsi and Saeki [2005]
for relative shaded light intensity as a function of LAI
[implemented within Vaze et al., 2004]. Transpiration was
estimated thus as:

T ¼ PET 1� e�klightLAIt
� �

QTF ð6Þ

where PET [L T�1] is the areal potential evapotranspiration;
klight is the dimensionless canopy light extinction coeffi-
cient; LAIt is the dimensionless leaf area index at time t; and
0 � QTF � 1 is the linear piecewise function.
[15] The discussion above of the impact of a shallow

saline water table on vegetation transpiration clearly indi-
cates that transpiration and LAI decline with both increasing
groundwater salinity and rising water table. A simple further
modification is to make LAI, and thus transpiration, a
function of DBNS. That is, as the water table lowers from
the surface to far below the root zone the LAI increases
from zero to a predefined climatic maximum. Multiplying
the equation for LAIt by Tuteja et al. [2004] by a two-
parameter polynomial logistic function results in LAIt being
a function of both rainfall and DBNS:

LAIt ¼ LAImonth
P

Pi

� �b
dav

dav þ da
LAI=2

 !

ð7Þ

where LAImonth is the fixed average monthly LAI; Pi

[L T�1] is the average monthly rainfall for month i; b is a
scaling parameter for the change in LAI with the rainfall
ratio; dLAI/2 [L] is a parameter for the water table depth at
which the LAI is 50% of the maximum; and a is a parameter
for the LAI rate of decay as the water table rises. The logistic

function aggregates a reduction in transpiration from an
increase in soil salinity, due to both reduced osmotic
potential and the toxicity of salt to vegetation. It thus
ignores changes in vegetation sensitivity to salt with growth
and season. Soil salt flushing from, and uptake to, the root
zone is also ignored. Effectively, at each time step the soil
salinity is assumed to be in a quasiequilibrium.
[16] The QTF of equation (6) is often estimated as a linear

piecewise function in which the transpiration potential
fraction equals zero below a wilting point, and increases
linearly to unity at and above the soil moisture level where
plant stomata being to close. To eliminate the thresholds at
the wilting and stomata closure points, the integral of the
smooth step function by Kavetski and Kuczera [2007] was
expanded to include smoothing of two thresholds:

QTF ¼
lq

q
*
� qwp

ln
1þ e

q�qwp

lq

1þ e
q�q	
lq

0

@

1

A ð8Þ

where qwp is a dimensionless parameter for the vegetation
wilting point soil moisture fraction; q* is a dimensionless
parameter for the soil moisture fraction at which stomata
begin to close as a result of water stress; q is the
dimensionless soil moisture fraction defined as the soil
moisture store, m, over the unsaturated depth, dv , and
approximated by the smooth function of equation (10); and
lq is a dimensionless parameter affecting smoothing, trials
for which identified acceptable smoothing to occur when
lq = 0.001.
[17] The estimation of evaporation, E, below is compa-

rable to transpiration except that (1) the relative evaporation
fraction, QEF, is extended to the soil moisture residual and
porosity and (2) only the upper soil column is available for
evaporation:

E ¼ PETe�klightLAItQEFdE ð9Þ

where 0 � QEF � 1 is the relative evaporation fraction; and
0 � dE � 1 is the fraction of the soil column available for
surface evaporation. The relative evaporation fraction, QEF,
is estimated from a smooth function for q that approximates
m
dv
and is comparable to the relative transpiration fraction of

equation (8):

q ¼
m

dv
� qr þ lq ln

1þ e

m
dv

�qr

lq

1þ e

m
dv

�f

lq

0

@

1

A ð10Þ

QEF ¼
q� qr

f� qr
ð11Þ

where qr is a dimensionless parameter for the soil moisture
residual and f is a dimensionless parameter for the soil
porosity. In estimating dE, it is reasonable to assume the
fraction of potential evaporation at a depth, d, from a soil
layer declines from unity at the surface and approaches zero
as d extends far below the land surface. Assuming
exponential decay at a rate of a, dE is estimated from its
integral over a depth from zero to dv by:

dE ¼
1

a
1� e�adv
� �

ð12Þ
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where

a ¼ �
lnG

devap
ð13Þ

where devap [L] is a parameter for the soil depth at which the
fraction of potential evaporation equals G, a dimensionless
constant which in this application was fixed at 0.05.
[18] In estimating the leakage to the water table, L, most

integrated soil moisture models assume the water table is
sufficiently below the root zone that leakage can be esti-
mated as free draining [e.g., Laio et al., 2001]. The
inclusion herein of a water table thus requires the total
vertical vadose zone hydraulic head to include the pressure
potential in addition to the elevation head. From Darcy’s
equation and assuming the drainage is quasisteady state, the
leakage is estimated as:

L ¼ �kq
@y

@z
þ 1

� �

ð14Þ

where kq [L T�1] is the unsaturated vertical hydraulic
conductivity; y [L] is the pressure potential; and z is the
upward positive elevation. In estimating @y

@z
, the partial

derivatives of the osmotic, bulk and pressure potentials are
assumed zero, and is approximated by only the matric
potential. Estimating the matric potential, ym, from the
center of the unsaturated zone, and assuming the matric
potential is zero at the water table, gives:

@y

@z
¼ S < Saq

� � @ym

@z

� S < Saq
� � ym � 0

0:5dv � 0

� 2l
ym

dv
ð15Þ

where Saq [L2] is the groundwater storage capacity below
the lower soil boundary (see equation (22)); (S > Saq) is a
nonsmooth step function equaling zero when S � Saq and
one when S > Saq. To smoothen the above finite difference
approximation, a dimensionless function l is adopted. It is
an infinitely differentiable logistic function approximating
the discontinuous step function (S > Saq) [Kavetski and
Kuczera, 2007]:

l ¼
1

1þ e
S�Saq

lS

ð16Þ

lS [L2] is a smoothing parameter. To ensure a smooth
behavior near saturation, ym and kq were estimated from van
Genuchten [1980] and thus require the following para-
meters: air entry pressure, ya [L]; maximum vertical
conductivity, kv [L T�1]; and the pore size index, 8. The
final term of equation (1), the soil moisture uptake function,
U, is presented in a later section (equation (25)).

2.2. Modification of the Hillslope Boussinesq Model

[19] The addition into the above model of saturated lateral
flow allows for the consideration of heterogeneous poten-
tiometric curvature in the investigation of multiple water
table attractors. It also allows for future calibration to

distributed observed groundwater levels. A hillslope storage
Boussinesq (HSB) equation of one-dimensional lateral flow
that accounts for catchment shape and the slope of the
impermeable bed was adopted [Troch et al., 2003]. As the
catchment geometry (catchment width, slope, and depth to
basement) is defined by few model parameters, it also
facilitates tractable future investigation into their role in
the emergence of multiple attractors.
[20] Application of the HSB model to dryland salinity

investigations is likely to misrepresent dryland salinity
processes due to its constant bed slope angle. As illustrated
by the common example of a shallow water table occurring
at the break of slope, topographic curvature heavily influ-
ences the depth to water table and cannot be assumed zero
for this investigation. Hilberts et al. [2004] proposed a
nonuniform sloping bed HSB, such that the slope angle, i, is
a function of distance to the outlet, x. This expansion and
Troch et al. [2003] provided the basis on which the
following modifications to the HSB were made: a soil layer
of porosity differing to the underlying consolidated sedi-
ments; recharge as a function of depth to water table; and
uptake (deposition) of soil moisture when the water table
rises within the soil layer.
[21] Troch et al. [2003] modified the saturated lateral

flow Boussinesq equation to a hillslope of variable width,
w(x), by changing the state variable from saturated thick-
ness, b, to groundwater storage, S:

dS

dt
¼

@

@x
�
ksS

f
cos i

@

@x

S

wf

� �

þ sin i

� � �

þ N ð17Þ

where x [L] is the distance to the outlet measured parallel to
the impermeable aquifer basement; f is a dimensionless
parameter for the drainable porosity; i is the slope of the
aquifer basement to the horizontal; ks [L T�1] is the
saturated lateral conductivity; and N is the source term
representing net recharge at distance x and time t. It assumes
groundwater flow occurs only in the direction x and that the
saturated thickness, b, is uniform over the catchment width
at x and is equal to S

wf
.

[22] Previous applications of this equation assumed the
drainable porosity, f, to be either constant [e.g., Troch et al.,
2003; Hilberts et al., 2004] or a function of the soil-water
retention properties and thus the water table depth [Hilberts
et al., 2007]. Neither considered two or more layers of
differing saturated porosity. In this application it is too
restrictive to assume the soil and underlying unconfined
aquifer are of equal saturated porosity. Thus equation (17) is
modified such that f is replaced by a bulk drainable porosity,
m, which is a function of the groundwater storage estimated
across both layers and derived as follows:

b ¼
S

wm

¼
S

wf
� S > Saq
� � S � Saq

wf
þ
S � Saq

wf

� �

¼
S

wf
� S > Saq
� �

S � Saq
� �f� f

ff
ð18Þ

where Saq [L
2] is the capacity of groundwater storage below

the lower soil boundary (see equation (22)); and f is the
drainable porosity of the underlying unconfined aquifer.
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The equation effectively calculates the saturated thickness
from the groundwater storage, S, assuming both layers have
a porosity of f, and subtracts from it the saturated thickness
for groundwater storage within the soil layer, calculated
using the porosity of both f and f. Rearranging as a function
for m gives:

m ¼
Sf

S � S > Saq
� �

S � Saq
� �f� f

ff

ð19Þ

[23] The step function (S > Saq) equals unity when S is
greater than Saq and is otherwise zero. This causes a discon-
tinuity in the model, and sowas replaced by a smooth approx-
imation. Importantly, an approximation using equation (16)
causes m to implausibly be less than f as S increases toward
Saq. Using the integral of equation (16) with respect to S
ensures m to be greater than f as S increases toward Saq.
Thus the bulk drainable porosity is redefined as follows (see
Kavetski and Kuczera [2007], equations (12)–(13), for
further details):

m ¼
Sf

S �
f� f

f

Z S

0

ldS

ð20Þ

where

Z S

0

ldS ¼ lS ln e
S�Saq

lS þ 1

� �

ð21Þ

[24] To complete the derivation of m, the constant vector
Saq is defined as follows, where dsoil is a dimensionless
parameter for the depth of the soil layer as a fraction of the
vertical depth from the surface to the aquifer basement. This
representation of soil depth facilitates a declining soil depth
as the aquifer basement approaches the surface at the upper
catchment:

Saq ¼
baq

wf
¼

1

wf
1� dsoilð Þ E � B

� �

cos i ð22Þ

where E [L] is the elevation of the land surface at x
averaged over the catchment width at x; B [L] is the
elevation of the impermeable bedrock at x also averaged
over the catchment width at x; baq [L] is the thickness
between the aquifer basement and the soil aquifer. In the
implementation of the model E and B were estimated as a
function of the horizontal distance from the catchment
outlet, u, rather than parallel to the impermeable aquifer
basement, x. The term cos i converts the vertical thickness,
E � B, to a thickness perpendicular to x.
[25] Two additional aspects of the two-layer version of

equation (17) are that, firstly, a rising (falling) water table
will remove water from (deposit water to) the unsaturated
zone and, secondly, as the water table approaches the
surface, groundwater will be evaporated. As the inclusion
of groundwater evaporation into the model is only to provide
a negative feedback to constrain the water table below the
surface, a simple equation is adopted for which no additional
parameters are required. From the unsaturated zone evapo-
ration function (equation (12)), the relative evaporative

potential decay provides an estimate of groundwater evapo-
ration from the top of the capillary fringe in the form:

Egw ¼ PETe�a dv�yað Þ ð23Þ

where dv [L] is the minimum of the vertical depth of the soil
layer and the depth to the water table, defined as:

dv ¼ E � B�
S

wm cos i
ð24Þ

[26] The uptake (deposition) of soil moisture by a rising
(declining) water table is poorly represented by a lumped
unsaturated zone model. For example, the uptake is a
function of the soil moisture at a depth near the initial water
table, yet for a lumped model the soil moisture is assumed
uniform. Also, hysteresis effects may occur, as the response
from a rising and falling water table is unlikely to be equal.
More relevant to this study is that, as the soil moisture
fraction is estimated from the soil moisture storage, m,
divided by dv, a rising water table will cause, when flux
changes are ignored, an increase of the soil moisture
fraction. For the scenario of a water table within the soil
layer but below the root zone, it is implausible that a rising
water table would increase the relative soil moisture, and
thus increase transpiration and evaporation, despite no
additional soil moisture. The uptake function has thus been
developed such that the soil moisture fraction is constant
with a changing water table depth and achieved via the
uptake of unsaturated storage equaling the soil moisture
fraction multiplied by the rate of water table rise. The
discontinuity, (S < Saq), in the following was removed by
substituting equation (16) for l.

U ¼ wq
db

dt

¼ wq
d

dt

S

wm

� �

¼ q
dS

dt
m�1 1�

S

m

@m

@S

� �

¼ S < Saq
� � q

f

dS

dt

¼ l
q

f

dS

dt
ð25Þ

[27] Generalizing the HSB of equation (17) such that the
bedslope, i, and lateral saturated conductivity, ks, are not
assumed uniform; replacing f with m; substituting the source
term, N, with recharge (equation (14)), groundwater evap-
oration (equation (23)) and the groundwater uptake (equa-
tion (25)); and rearranging to an explicit equation for dS

dt
the

HSB becomes:

dS

dt
¼

1

m 1� l q
f

� �

@

@x

ksS

m
cos i

@b

@x
þ sin i

� �� �

þ w L� Egw

� �

 �

ð26Þ
[28] Importantly, the denominator of the outer term in the

above equation causes the rate of change of groundwater
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storage to be a function of the soil moisture. For a water
table within the soil layer, as the soil moisture approaches
saturation dS

dt
approaches infinity, thus causing a singularity.

While this has not occurred in simulations to date, caution is
required in future applications. In solving equation (26) the
inner and outer partial derivatives were approximated by
block-centered finite difference, such that, at block j:

dSj

dt
�

1

mj 1� lj
qj
f

� �



1

xjþ1
2
� xj�1

2

Cjþ1
2

cos ijþ1
2

bjþ1 � bj

xjþ1 � xj
þ sin ijþ1

2

� ��

(

� Cj�1
2

cos ij�1
2

bj � bj�1

xj � xj�1

þ sin ij�1
2

� ��

þ wj Lj � Egwj

� �

)

ð27Þ

where C is the lateral flow conductance and equals ksS
m
.

For an unconfined aquifer and assuming the transmissivity
varies linearly between the block nodes, the conductance at
j � 1

2
and j + 1

2
is approximated as [Harbaugh et al., 2000;

Goode and Appel, 1992]:

Cj�1
2
¼

1

2
Cj þ Cj�1

� �

; Cjþ1
2
¼

1

2
Cjþ1 þ Cj

� �

ð28Þ

[29] The slope of the bedrock, i, is defined as a function of
the bedrock slope relative to the horizontal distance to the
outlet, u [L], below. In this implementation, ij�1

2
was estimated

by linear interpolation from the adjacent block nodes:

ij ¼ arctan
@Bj

@uj
ð29Þ

[30] Saturated conductivity was estimated as a logistic
function such that as the saturated thickness approaches zero,
ks rapidly approaches zero. More specifically, at a saturated
thickness of bk/2 [L] the saturated conductivity is half the
maximum, ksmax

[L T�1], and declines at a rate t with the
saturated thickness. This was implemented to avoid the re-
quirement for an additional state variable vector, as per Mod-
Flow [Harbaugh et al., 2000], for the rewetting of dry nodes.

ks ¼ ksmax
bt

bt þ bt
k=2

ð30Þ

2.3. Numerical Solution

[31] An analytical solution to the above nonlinear cou-
pled unsaturated HSB PDE (equations (1) and (27)) is both
very unlikely and not the focus of this paper. Numerical
solution methods were therefore adopted. They were solved
as a transient problem using the MatLab variable time step
solver ode15s [Shampine and Reichelt, 1997]; u was dis-
cretized at 10 m; and relative and absolute error tolerances
were 10�4 and 10�6 respectively. Validation of the solution
involved (1) confirmation of mass balance errors less than
0.1 mm day�1 and (2) validation of the mass balance errors
being proportional to the spatial node spacing, relative and
absolute error.
[32] Limit cycle continuation (LCC) traces stable periodic

cycles of the state variables with a change in a model
parameter. Unlike time integrated solutions, it allows esti-
mation of the state-space location of repellors in addition to
attractors. It was undertaken using MATCONT-CL [Dhooge
et al., 2003] with the following modifications: (1) center
weighted finite difference Jacobian with adaptive finite
difference step size [Ridders, 1982] and (2) boundary
value problem (BVP) collocation scheme modified for
periodicity resulting from forcing (seasonal climate data)
and not the differential equations. The continuation was
undertaken for the saturated lateral conductivity parameter,
ksmax

. The BVP was solved with seven solution nodes and
five collocation points between each node; maximum step
length of 1000 (dimensionless); and a normal vector
tolerance for the Newton’s residual and function error of
10�6. The LCC results were checked at the fold points
(i.e., at the ksmax

limit of an attractor) against time integra-
tion solutions.

3. Model Exploration

[33] In exploring model behavior, parameters typical of a
semiarid catchment have been adopted and are presented in
Table 1. The land use is grazed pastures and soil-water
parameters are for a sandy clay [Rawls et al., 1982]. The
repeating within-year climatic forcing and average LAI
(LAImonth) are presented in Figure 2. The monthly climatic

Table 1. Model Parameters and Assigned Values

Catchment Geometry Parameters
Catchment length, L 2000 m
Elevation of aquifer basement, B3u

2 + B2u + B1 1.75e�5, 0.003, 0
Elevation of land surface, E3u

2+ E2u + E1 1e�5, 0, 50
Catchment width, 2w1e

w2u 250 m, 0.0004
Soil depth (as fraction of depth to bedrock) 0.05

Hydrogeological Parameters
Lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity, ksmax

1.0 m day�1

Specific yield, f 0.05
Lower boundary condition hydraulic gradient 0.001
Upper boundary condition specified flux 0 m3 day�1

Unsaturated Zone Parameters
Limiting infiltration rate, I0 0.02 m day�1

Brooks and Corey soil parameters, 8, ya 0.168, �0.2917 m
Vertical conductivity, kv 0.0288 m day�1

Porosity, f 0.43
Residual soil moisture fraction, qr 0.109
Evaporation depth at 5% relative potential, devap 0.5 m
Fraction of potential evaporation at depth devap, G 0.05

Plant Water Use Parameters
Stomata closure soil moisture, q* 0.35
Wilting point soil moisture, qwp 0.1752
Canopy light extinction coefficient, klight 0.6
Depth at which LAIt is 50% of potential, dLAI/2 2 m
LAI rate of decay with water table depth, a 3
Change In LAI with the rainfall ratio, b 1

Threshold Smoothing Parameters
Infiltration capacity smoothing, lP 0.005 m
Soil moisture fraction smoothing, lq 0.001
Lower soil boundary smoothing, lS 40 m2

Saturated thickness at which ks = 0.5ksmax
, bk/2 2 m

Rate of decline of ks with saturated thickness, t 4

W03406 PETERSON ET AL.: MULTIPLE STABLE STATES IN HYDROLOGICAL MODELS
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forcing were converted to the annual scaling of the model
prior to implementation.

3.1. Transient Solutions

[34] If a water table has only one attractor, then irrespec-
tive of the initial head or magnitude of disturbance it will
eventually return to the same attractor. To investigate the
potential for two attractors the model was solved with an
initial head of 20% and 98% of the maximum saturated
thickness. Importantly, it is implausible to expect all dryland
catchments to have the same number of attractors. The
exploration is thus undertaken at three values of saturated
lateral conductivity, ksmax

.
[35] Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 show simulation results from

the two initial heads and, for Figures 3 and 5, at three values
of ksmax

. Displayed in each cross section is the initial head;
the transient solution at 20 year increments; and the steady
state head (at the first day of each year). As a result of the
cyclical climatic forcing the head does not approach a
steady state at x but rather approaches a stable within-year
sinusoidal like cycle. The steady state head was identified
by continuing the simulation until the soil moisture and
groundwater storage state variables at all nodes of x
converged to, and maintained, a stable phase space cycle
for at least 100 years simulation. In the following subsec-
tions the model is investigated for two types of lower
boundary condition: fixed hydraulic gradient and a general
head boundary.
3.1.1. Fixed Hydraulic Gradient at x = 0 m
[36] In the following, the lower boundary condition is a

constant phreatic surface hydraulic gradient of 0.001. This
boundary condition, compared to more conventional bound-
ary conditions such as fixed head, fixed flow rate or general
head, allows the rate of saturated outflow to be relatively
unconstrained. For a low ksmax

of 0.075 m day�1 and the
shallow initial head, Figure 3a shows a very slight rise of
the water table to 0.68 m DBNS (at 250 m from the outlet
and henceforth). From the deep initial head, Figure 3b
shows a significant rise of the water table to an elevation
equal to that from the shallow initial condition (Figure 3a).
Therefore at a ksmax

of 0.075 m day�1 the model has only one
steady state water table depth and thus one attractor. For a
ksmax

of 1.0 m day�1 and the shallow initial head, Figure 3c
shows a convergence to a shallow water table of 0.9 m
DBNS. Conversely, from the deep initial head Figure 3d
shows an initial rise and eventual convergence to a deep

water table of 45.7 m DBNS. Therefore at a ksmax
of 1.0 m

day�1 the model has two steady state water table depths and
thus two attractors. For a higher ksmax

of 2.5 m day�1,
Figures 3e–3f show that from the shallow and deep initial
heads, both solutions converge to an equal DBNS over the
catchment extent and equaling 47.4 m DBNS at 250 m from
the outlet. Therefore at a ksmax

of 2.5 m day�1 the lateral
discharge at the lower boundary is sufficient that the
shallow attractor is eliminated and the model has only one
attractor.
[37] To provide a comparison with more traditional

groundwater models, and to make transparent the process
causing the two attractors, the LAI (equation (7)) is made
independent of the water table depth via removal of the
equations logistic function. This is the only change in
the model, data or parameters from the model producing the
results of Figure 3. Figures 4a and 4b show simulation results
for a ksmax

of 1.0 m day�1 from both the shallow and deep
initial head. Both converge to the same attractor of 45.7 m
DBNS, which is identical to the deep DBNS attractor of
Figure 3d for ksmax

of 1.0 m day�1. The inclusion into the
model of LAI as a function of DBNS produces a positive
feedback such that when the water table is shallow a net
recharge event causes an elevation of the water table, which
reduces LAI, and thus transpiration. During subsequent
recharge events, less infiltrated water is transpirated
resulting in a higher soil moisture fraction and recharge
than would occur if the LAI were independent of the water
table depth. The increased recharge further elevates the
water table, causes a further reduction in the LAI, and
results in the shallow attractor of Figure 3c.
3.1.2. General Head Boundary at x = 0 m
[38] The above exploration clearly highlights the emer-

gence of multiple water table attractors. The fixed hydraulic
gradient lower boundary condition is, however, uncommon.
In the following it has been replaced with a general head
(GH) boundary, simulating the interaction with a river
perpendicular to the groundwater flow. The GH boundary
is implemented as a river of fixed water level elevation,
extending over the width of the catchment and at x = 0 m:

Qx¼0 ¼ krivw hriv
hx¼0 � hriv

driv
ð31Þ

¼ Crivw hx¼0 � hrivð Þ ð32Þ

where hx=0 is the vertical water table elevation at x = 0 m
equaling B + b

cos i
; hriv [L] is a parameter for the elevation of

the river water level; and Criv [L T�1] a parameter for the
river conductance per unit boundary width. The latter lumps
the parameters of krivbriv

driv
, where kriv [L T�1] is the lateral

saturated conductivity between the river and groundwater;
briv [L] is the depth of saturated flow into the river; and driv
[L] is the distance between the x = 0 m model node and the
river. The parameters hriv and Cstream were set to 48 m and
0.2 m day�1 respectively.
[39] Figure 5 shows simulation results from the two initial

heads and three values of ksmax
. For a low ksmax

of 0.1 m
day�1, solutions from both the shallow and deep initial
heads converge to 0.68 m DBNS (Figures 5a and 5b).
Therefore at a ksmax

of 0.1 m day�1 the model has only one
steady state water table depth and thus one attractor. For a

Figure 2. Climatic forcing and average LAI (LAImonth).
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Figure 4. Time integration solutions of the model without the positive feedback at two initial heads (as
a fraction of themaximum saturated thickness b

bmax
) at a saturated lateral conductivity ksmax

of 1.0m day�1. On

each cross section is the land surface elevation, basement elevation, and initial and steady state

groundwater heads. Transient solutions at 20-year time steps are given as light gray lines.

Figure 3. Time integration solutions of the model at two initial heads (as a fraction of the maximum
saturated thickness b

bmax
) for three values of saturated lateral conductivity ksmax

. On each cross section
(labeled in the bottom right) is the land surface elevation, basement elevation, and initial and steady state
groundwater heads. Transient solutions at 20-year time steps are given as light gray lines.
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Figure 5. Time integration solutions of theGHboundary conditionmodel at two initial heads (as a fraction
of the maximum saturated thickness b

bmax
) for three values of saturated lateral conductivity ksmax

. On
each cross section (labeled in the bottom right) is the land surface elevation, basement elevation, and
initial and steady state groundwater heads. Transient solutions at 20-year time steps are given as light
gray lines.

Figure 6. Time integration solutions of the GH boundary condition model without the positive feedback
at two initial heads (as a fraction of the maximum saturated thickness b

bmax
) at a saturated lateral

conductivity ksmax
of 0.5 m day�1. On each cross section is the land surface elevation, basement elevation,

and initial and steady state groundwater heads. Transient solutions at 20-year time steps are given as light
gray lines.
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higher ksmax
of 0.5 m day�1, from the shallow and deep

initial heads the solutions converge to 0.9 and 2.51 m
DBNS respectively (Figures 5c and 5d). While this
difference is subtle and apparent only at u � 750 m, at a
ksmax

of 0.5 m day�1 the model does have two attractors. For
a higher ksmax

of 0.75 m day�1, solutions from both the
shallow and deep initial heads converge to 2.53 m DBNS
(Figures 5e and 5f). Therefore at a ksmax

of 0.75 m day�1 the
model also has only the deep attractor.
[40] Again, a comparison was undertaken with more

traditional groundwater models by removing the logistic
term of the LAI equation (equation (7)). Figures 6a and 6b
show simulation results for a ksmax

of 0.5 m day�1 from both
the shallow and deep initial head. Both converge to the
same attractor of 2.56 m DBNS. Again, the inclusion of
LAI as a function of DBNS produces a positive feedback
resulting in two attractors. For the prior boundary condition
(section 3.1.1) the simulations with and without the LAI
dependency resulted in a deep attractor of equal water table
depth. For the GH boundary, though, the water table is three
centimeters shallower when the LAI dependency is included
because at a depth of 2.53 m (Figure 5c) the LAI is still
slightly constrained and recharge is slightly increased.

3.2. Forced Limit Cycle Continuation

[41] Figures 3 and 5 illustrate that two attractors emerge
only within a specific range of ksmax

. The significance of
these multiple attractors is though dependent upon the size
of the ksmax

range. That is, if two attractors emerge over a
wide range of ksmax

then a larger fraction of a region’s
catchments may have two attractors. Also, if the state-space
distance from the current attractor to a repellor is very large
then the probability of a disturbance being of sufficient
magnitude to cause a shift over the repellor is minimal,
making the alternate attractor of minimal significance.
Continuation analysis (a subset of bifurcation theory) is a
powerful tool for (1) quantifying the state-space location of
attractors and repellors with a change in one or two model
parameters and (2) quantifying the hysteresis in recovery
following a change in the basin of attraction when the model
parameter(s) investigated are management initiatives, such as
the fraction of a landscape cleared. Below, results of
numerical continuation analysis quantify (1) the ksmax

range
over which two attractors occur and (2) the state-space
location of repellors within this ksmax

region.
[42] Prior to considering limit cycle continuation (LCC),

consider a system without any periodicity in the attractor.
For example, if in the above model the climate and monthly
average LAI were constant for all time, then the solution
would converge to a constant over time. Equilibrium
continuation is the process of tracing such a solution with
a change in a model parameter. That is, for a scalar state
variable problem, y, with parameter a, equilibrium con-
tinuation traces dy

dt
= g(y, a) = 0 from an initial solution with

a change in parameter a. For trivial problems the solution is
obtained by rearranging dy

dt
to an explicit function for a, that

is, a = g(y). For implicit equations a predictor-Newtons
corrector method is used to numerically trace a curve from
an initial solution. The stability of each point is defined by
the eigenvalues such that if all eigenvalues are negative (real
or complex) the point is an attractor while if at least one
eigenvalue is greater than zero the point is a repellor. The
significance of such a curve is that, in this paper’s context, it

quantifies the parameter region over which only a single
attractor exists, the region over which multiple attractors
exist, and the state variable location of the repellor(s).
Quantifying the state-space distance from an attractor to a
threshold is a common measure of resilience [Lele, 1998].
This effectively estimates the cumulative disturbance
required to cross the threshold, without any requirement
to quantify the sequence, frequency or magnitude of the
disturbances.
[43] As a result of the model within-year periodic forcing,

the soil moisture and groundwater storage state variables do
not approach a time-independent equilibrium but rather a
sinusoidal-like repeating cycle, formally called a limit cycle.
As the cycle results from climatic forcing rather than the
system equations, it is referred to henceforth as a forced
limit cycle. Limit cycle continuation effectively traces a
phase plane with incremental changes in a parameter. It was
undertaken by treating the cycle of the state variables as a
boundary value problem (BVP), and solved using a
collocation algorithm. As per equilibrium continuation,
limit cycle continuation starts from an initial limit cycle
derived from time integration of the model and, using a
predictor-corrector algorithm, increments the model param-
eter of interest and attempts convergence of the BVP. As
per section 3.1, the investigation was undertaken for the
parameter ksmax

and for both the fixed hydraulic gradient and
general head boundary conditions. Forced limit cycle con-
tinuation results are presented at two cross-section locations
(250 and 1000 m) in two and three dimensions.
3.2.1. Fixed Hydraulic Gradient at x = 0 m
[44] Figure 7 presents the LCC results at two cross-

section locations with the inclusion of the LAI dependency
(a and b) and with its omission (c and d). Each line (actually
a phase cycle) parallel to the soil moisture axis is a solution
to the BVP. The line approximately parallel to the ksmax

axis
identifies the solution path and starts from the initial solu-
tion (dotted) at a ksmax

of 2.5 m day�1. In all following plots,
a dashed solution path identifies a model repellor and a solid
line identifies an attractor. In Figures 7e and 7f, the solution
paths (lower soil moisture path only) from each of the three-
dimensional models are overlain and, for clear comparison,
rotated to omit the soil moisture variable and to clearly dis-
play the differences in water table depth.
[45] Figures 7a and 7b illustrate that at both 250 and

1000 m, two attractors occur between a ksmax
of 0.1 and

2.4 m day�1. In this region the attractor to which a time
integration solution of the model will converge, assuming the
climatic forcing of Figure 2, depends upon the initial
conditions. That is, it will converge to the attractor for which
crossing of the repellor is not required. The repellor could
though be crossed if a climatic disturbance was sufficient
to move the state variables over the repellor. The resilience
of each attractor is thus the state variable distance from the
attractor to the repellor [Lele, 1998]. Between a ksmax

of 0.1
and 2.4 m day�1 the model thus has a finite resilience to
climatic disturbances. Below a ksmax

of 0.1 m day�1 the time
integration solution of the model will converge only to the
shallow attractor, independent of the initial conditions.
Conversely, above 2.4 m day�1 the time integration solution
will converge only to the deep attractor, independent of the
initial conditions. Both single-attractor regions are thus of an
infinite resilience to climatic disturbances. For a diagram-
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Figure 7. Fixed hydraulic gradient lower boundary condition forced limit cycle continuation results at
two distances from the catchment outlet. Solid lines identify attractors, and dashed lines identify
repellors. (a) 250 m. (b) 1000 m. (c) 250 m, no positive feedback. (d) 1000 m, no positive feedback.
(e) 250 m (two-dimensional)-feedback model (solid black) and no positive feedback model (gray dotted).
(f) 1000 m (two-dimensional)-feedback model (solid black) and no positive feedback model (gray dotted).
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Figure 8
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matic illustration of these concepts, see Figure 8e. With
respect to the range of each limit cycle, the most significant
aspect is the reduced soil moisture variability of the shallow
attractor compared to the deep attractor.
[46] To further highlight the influence of the positive

feedback from LAI declining with the water table depth,
equation (7) is again made independent of the water table
depth via removal of the logistic function. In Figures 7c and
7d are the LCC results at 250 and 1000 m. At all values of
ksmax

this model has only one attractor and no repellor and
thus is infinitely resilient to climatic disturbances.
[47] Figures 7e and 7f provide a comparison of the LCC

results from the model for which the LAI is dependent and
independent of the water table depth. At both locations the
two models differ significantly only at a water table depth
shallower than the repellor, below which the models are
approximately equal. The shallow attractor of the water
table-dependent model emerges at a relatively shallow depth
and is also less resilient than the deeper attractor.
3.2.2. General Head Boundary at x = 0 m
[48] Figure 8 presents the LCC results at two cross

section locations with the inclusion of the LAI dependency
(a and b), and with its omission (c and d). Figures 8a and 8b
illustrate that at both 250 and 1000 m, two attractors occur
between a ksmax

of 0.2 and 0.61 m day�1. Below a ksmax
of

0.2 m day�1 the time integration solution of the model will
converge only to the shallow attractor, independent of the
initial conditions. Conversely, above 0.61 m day�1 the time
integration solution will converge only to the deep attractor,
again independent of the initial conditions. Both single-
attractor regions are thus of an infinite resilience to climatic
disturbances. With respect to the range of each limit cycle,
the most significant aspect, similar to the prior boundary
condition, is the reduced soil moisture variability of the shal-
low attractor compared to the deep attractor.
[49] To again highlight the influence of the positive

feedback, equation (7) is made independent of the water
table depth via removal of the logistic function. Figures 8c
and 8d show the LCC results at 250 and 1000 m. At all
values of ksmax

this model has only one attractor and
no repellor and is thus infinitely resilient to climatic
disturbances.
[50] Figures 8e and 8f provide a comparison of the LCC

results from the model for which the LAI is dependent, and
independent, of water table depth. The two models differ
significantly at both locations and over much of the range of
ksmax

. This arises because, for the GH boundary, the deep
attractor is sufficiently shallow that the LAI reduces from its
potential, and thus recharge increases. Within the region of
two attractors (ksmax

range, 0.2–0.61 m day�1) the resilience
of each attractor is also comparable.
[51] The significance to water resource management of

multiple water table and soil moisture attractors extends
beyond changes to groundwater storage and vegetation

dynamics. As the GH boundary simulates saturated flow
to and from a river at the lower boundary, multiple attractors
in streamflow are also possible. To assess this, the runoff R
[L T�1] at node u and time t, annual volumetric runoff
Qrunoff [L

3 T�1], annual base flow Qbase flow [L3 T�1], and
total annual volumetric contribution to the riverQriv [L

3 T�1]
were calculated as below, where the integrals were approx-
imated via Simpson’s trapezoidal integration:

R u; tð Þ ¼ Peff � I ð33Þ

Qrunoff ¼

Z t¼1

0

Z u¼L

0

w uð ÞR u; tð Þdu dt ð34Þ

Qbaseflow ¼

Z t¼1

0

Crivwu¼0 hu¼0 tð Þ � hrivð Þdt

¼

Z t¼1

0

0:2� 500 hu¼0 tð Þ � 48ð Þdt ð35Þ

Qriv ¼ Qrunoff þ Qbaseflow ð36Þ

[52] Figure 9 presents the resulting unit area annual base
flow and total flow to the river against ksmax

. Two attractors
for base flow and total flow exist between a ksmax

of 0.2 and
0.61 m day�1. This range is identical to that of the state
variables in Figure 8. For a ksmax

of 0.5 m day�1 the base
flow at the shallow and deep attractor is 0.018 and 0.0012 m
year�1, respectively, and the total streamflow is 0.046 and
0.013 m year�1, respectively. As Figures 8e and 8f
illustrate, the resilience of each attractor is only 1–2 m of
water table elevation, so a change of attractors seems
possible and, as such, a significant change in streamflow is
plausible.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

[53] This investigation has demonstrated that a simple
and plausible coupled vadose-groundwater model can have
two qualitatively different water table attractors, making the
steady state water table elevation dependent on the initial
conditions. The two attractors result from a positive feed-
back of LAI, and thus transpiration, declining as a recharge
event elevates a shallow saline water table, resulting in
increased recharge during subsequent recharge events. It
was demonstrated that removal of this feedback resulted in
only one attractor, such that the steady state water table
became independent of the initial conditions. This indepen-
dence of the steady state to initial conditions is typical of the
vast majority of hydrological models.
[54] Not all catchments are thought to have multiple

attractors. Their emergence is dependent upon factors con-
trolling lateral saturated flow (hydrogeology, boundary
conditions, catchment shape) and recharge. The range in
saturated conductivity, ksmax

, over which the two attractors
emerge was investigated, via limit cycle continuation and

Figure 8. General Head lower boundary condition forced limit cycle continuation results at two distances from the
catchment outlet. Solid lines identify attractors, and dashed lines identify repellors. (a) 250 m. (b) 1000 m. (c) 250 m, no
positive feedback. (d) 1000 m, no positive feedback. (e) 250 m (two-dimensional)-feedback model (solid black) and no
positive feedback model (gray dotted). The convergence to each attractor from various initial conditions (solid squares) is
illustrated for the feedback model (black arrows) at three values of ksmax

and the no positive feedback model (gray arrows).
(f) 1000 m (two-dimensional)-feedback model (solid black) and no positive feedback model (gray dotted).
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time integration, and found to be 0.1 to 2.4 m day�1 for the
fixed hydraulic gradient lower-boundary condition and 0.2
to 0.61 m day�1 for the general head (GH) lower-boundary
condition. Either side of this range only one attractor
existed. The difference in range, which was a result of
greater lateral flow from the general head boundary
condition model, highlights the dependency of this para-
meter range on model configuration. In earlier trials, for
example, doubling the soil layer thickness shifted this range
such that two attractor were maintained as ksmax

approached
zero. The most significant differences between the two
boundary condition models was the state-space location of
the repellor and deep attractor. For the fixed hydraulic
gradient condition the repellor water table depth was over
30 m above the deep attractor (Figures 7e and 7f), making it
very resilient and suggesting that only the most major of
climatic disturbances could cause a change of state from the
deep to shallow attractor. For the GH condition, the repellor
is approximately centered and is only meters of water table
depth from each attractor (Figures 8e and 8f). Climatic
disturbances shifting the system to the alternate attractor are
thus significantly more plausible for the general head than
the hydraulic gradient boundary condition model. Impor-
tantly, an attractor change in the general head model, which
simulates interaction with a river, would result in major
changes to stream water quality and quantity. The catchment
contributions of base flow and total river flow both have
two attractors, and a change from the shallow to deep
attractor would result in a reduction to base flow and total
flow of 93% and 71% respectively (Figure 9 at ksmax

equals
0.5 m day�1).
[55] While the above conclusions are interesting, the

unsaturated zone model and its coupling to the lateral flow
model is very simple. The omission of explicit salt dynam-
ics required the assumptions that salt fluxes are in pseudoe-
quilibrium, and that the impacts of salt on LAI are
immediate. While the sensitivity of vegetation to salt is

simulated via two parameters (Table 1, dLAI/2 and a), the
rate of salt flushing and its correlation with soil type is
ignored. The use of monthly climatic forcing data, as
opposed to daily, results in a poor estimate of runoff,
dampened within-month soil moisture fraction and thus,
due to the very nonlinear unsaturated vertical conductivity,
reduced recharge. To identify the repellors does though
require constant or repeating smooth cyclical climate data.
Constant climate data (i.e., annual averages) was investi-
gated and found, as a result of reduced recharge, to
significantly reduce both the ksmax

range and lower value of
two attractors compared to monthly data. While the limit
cycle continuation results are more valid than those derived
from equilibrium continuation, this highlights that the
continuation results are dependent upon the time step of
the forcing data. That is, if weekly forcing data was used as
opposed to the monthly forcing data, the soil moisture
would be less smooth, episodic recharge would increase,
and estimation of the location and extent over which two
attractors occur would be further improved. Despite the
above, the model could have been further simplified, for
example, by replacement of the partitioning of rainfall to
infiltration by a fixed fraction of rainfall; or replacement
of matric potential soil-water drainage by a simple function of
soil moisture. Both such changes would reduce the number of
model parameters but would require additional assumptions.
Considering the aims of the investigation, the model is felt
sufficiently complex to challenge the assumption of hydro-
logical systems having only one attractor, though simple
enough to facilitate identification of repellors, via limit cycle
continuation, and future calibration in field studies.
[56] A possible criticism of the findings is that, if catch-

ments have multiple attractors, why have they not been
observed? To observe a change from one attractor to another
and to attribute this to there being two attractors would
require long-term groundwater head monitoring of a catch-
ment that has not undergone notable landuse change; is of a
configuration likely to have two attractors; and to have
experienced a climatic disturbance sufficient to cause a
change of attractors. Unfortunately this is very unlikely
and understanding will therefore foreseeably rely on plau-
sible numerical models. However, the potential consequen-
ces of assuming a catchment has only one attractor when it
actually has two, needs discussion. At the local scale,
dryland salinity mitigation could be enhanced via identifi-
cation of catchments with two attractors and temporary
interventions undertaken to shift the water table over the
repellor to the deep water table attractor. Assuming all
catchments have a single attractor instead requires perma-
nent, and thus more costly, interventions. At the wider scale,
and more topical, the water resource impacts from climate
change may be significantly amplified for catchments
having two attractors. For a catchment currently at the
shallow attractor, more extended periods of reduced infil-
tration may increase the probability of a shift to the deep
attractor. Upon such a shift, Figure 9 illustrates catchment
yields would dramatically reduce and, importantly, be
unlikely to recover following a return to average climate
conditions. If one attractor instead existed, changes would
likely be more proportional to the climatic change and thus
less significant. While somewhat alarmist, this highlights
the potential changes in natural resource outcomes of

Figure 9. General head lower boundary condition annual
base flow (black line) and total streamflow (gray line) at the
lower catchment boundary derived from the forced limit
cycle continuation. Solid lines identify attractors, and
dashed lines identify repellors.
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assuming two attractors as opposed to one.
[57] The presented positive feedback is unlikely to be the

only positive biophysical feedback in catchment hydrology.
Considering that multiple attractors may emerge without
positive feedbacks [Cinquin and Demongeot, 2002],
hydrological systems are even less likely to always have a
single attractor. Specifying when and which aspect of a
modeled system is assumed to have a single attractor is
considered a worthy first step in identifying where other
multiple hydrological attractors may exist.
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Abstract: Many physically based models of surface and groundwater hydrology are constructed without 
the possibility of multiple stable states for the same parameter set because they do not include positive 
feedbacks. For such a conceptualisation, at the cessation of a transient hydrological disturbance of any 
magnitude the model will return to the initial stable state, and thus show an infinite resilience. To highlight 
and challenge this assumption a numerical distributed eco-hydrological model (coupled hillslope Boussinesq-
vertically lumped vadose zone) was developed in which qualitatively different steady state water table 
elevation and stream flow exist for the same parameter set. It is used herein to quantify catchment resilience 
to climatic disturbances.  

Resilience investigations have traditionally used equilibrium or limit cycle continuation analysis to quantify 
resilience by estimating the state space location and number of stable states (henceforth referred to as 
attractors) and thresholds (henceforth referred to as repellor). This method requires the use of constant or 
stable and smooth inter-annual cycles of climate forcing. As groundwater recharge is often dominated by 
episodic climate events, it is an open question as to whether the multiple hydrological attractors identified 
from continuation analysis still exist under stochastic climate forcing. Using the above model, this was 
investigated by undertaking simulations with 100 stochastic climate replicates of 118 years for a range of 
saturated hydraulic conductivity (ksmax) parameter values. It allowed assessment of which parameter values: i) 
lead to bimodal water table elevations emerging, indicating multiple attractors; and ii) quantification of the 
probability of a shift from a shallow to a deep water table attractor, and vice versa.  

To assess bimodal behaviour, for each ksmax value the mean depth to the water table over the final year of 
simulation was calculated and a histogram derived from the 100 simulations. Multiple water table depth 
attractors (see below) and modes did emerge but were dependent upon the spatially-averaged limiting 
infiltration rate parameter, Io. For Io of 20 mm/day (and ksmax from 0.05 to 0.7 m/day) the system shifts from 
the deep to shallow attractor at the first major rainfall event, thus resulting in only one clear mode. Reducing 
Io by 50% and 75% resulted in increasingly clear bimodal water table elevations. The probability of an 
attractor shift was also calculated and found to be very dependent upon whether the initial state was the 
shallow or deep water table attractor, with a shift from the deep to the shallow attractor being more probable 
than the reverse. Overall, this work: i) strengthens the important theory of multiple hydrological attractors; ii) 
expands quantitative resilience concepts and methods to better incorporate disturbances; and iii) extends 
characterisation of which catchments are likely to have multiple attractors. 

 
a) Water table, as depth, crossing form the shallow to 

deep attractor (black line) & annual rainfall (bars). 

 
b) Water table, as depth, crossing form the deep to 

shallow attractor (black line) & annual rainfall (bars).

Keywords: surface-groundwater interactions, quantitative resilience, steady states, stochastic hydrology.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Many physically based models of surface and groundwater hydrology are constructed without the possibility 
of multiple stable states for the same parameter set because they do not include positive feedbacks. For such 
a conceptualisation, at the cessation of a transient hydrological disturbance of any magnitude the model will 
return to the initial stable state, and thus show an infinite resilience. To highlight and challenge this 
assumption Peterson et al. (2009) developed a numerical distributed eco-hydrological model (coupled 
hillslope Boussinesq-vertically lumped vadose zone) in which qualitatively different steady state water table 
elevation and stream flow exist for the same parameter set. Quantitative resilience investigations attempt to 
quantify the state space location of such steady states (hence forth referred to as attractors) using equilib rium 
or limit cycle continuation. If forcing data is input to the model, as per most hydrological applications, then 
continuation analysis requires it to be constant or of stable and smooth cycles (see Peterson et al., 2009 for  
further details). As stochastic climatic forcing cannot be input, soil moisture is most likely dampened and 
potentially results in reduced peak unsaturated vertical soil moisture conductivity and reduced groundwater 
recharge. As the proposed multiple attractors of Peterson et al. (2009) are very dependent upon recharge 
estimates it is thus an open question as to whether they still exist under stochastic climate forcing. For 
example D'Odorico et al. (2005) demonstrated numerically that climate fluctuations can change a soil 
moisture-vegetation model with two attractors to having only one intermediate attractor. This paper adopts 
Peterson et al. (2009) and undertakes simulations using 100 climate replicates to: i) investigate whether 
multiple attractors still emerge; and ii) quantify the probability  of a shift from a shallow to a deep water table 
attractor, and vice versa.  

2. METHODS 

The investigation of multiple water table elevation modes was based on the hillslope Boussinesq–lumped 
unsaturated zone model of Peterson et al. (2009) and, to facilitate comparison, used the parameters, structure, 
time-step, and monthly average climate forcing of that study. One hundred replicates were derived from daily 
precipitation and estimated FAO56 ETo. Simulations were then undertaken for each replicate, the observed 
climate and the monthly average climate. This was repeated for a range of saturated conductivity parameter 
values, as per Peterson et al. (2009). Trials found that the emergence of multiple attractors was largely 
dependent upon the limiting infiltration rate parameter and simulations were accordingly also undertaken for 
three such values. Additional details are given below. 

2.1. Surface-groundwater model 

As per Peterson et al. (2009) the hillslope Boussinesq–lumped unsaturated zone model was parameterised to 
be of a water supply-limited catchment, land use of grazed pastures with winter-spring dominant LAI, and 
soil water parameters for sandy clay (Rawls et al., 1982). As per Peterson et al. (2009) monthly forcing data 
was adopted. The boundary condition at the bottom of the catchment was a general head boundary, which 
simulated interaction with a stream of fixed stage, and at the top a no-flow boundary condition was used. 

2.2. Climate Data and Replicates 

Daily precipitation and estimated daily FAO56 reference crop evapotranspiration (ETo) data was obtained 
from SILO (Jeffery et al., 2001) for a point at 143.45 degrees longitude and -37.10 degrees latitude from 
1890 to 2007. These coordinates approximate the daily precipitation gauge 081000 at Avoca (Vic), which is 
from 1884 to the present, and thus the SILO data strongly resemble observed precipitation. The average 
annual precipitation and ETo is 542 and 1103 mm/year respectively. The average precipitation to Eto ratio is 
0.49 and average annual excess precipitation is 98 mm/year.  Figure 1 shows box-plots detailing the 
distribution of monthly precipitation and evaporation. One hundred 118 year climate replicates were derived 
using The Stochastic Climate Library single site daily climate algorithm (Srikanthan et al., 2004) and the 
SILO data from 1890 to 2007 inclusively.  

2.3. Simulation Experiments 

If a water table has only one attractor then irrespective of the initial head or magnitude of disturbance, it will 
eventually approach this attractor. To investigate the potential for two attractors the model was solved with 
an initial head of 20% and 98% of the maximum saturated thickness. For specified values of ksmax and Io and 
each climate replicate, simulations were undertaken from both initial conditions. Simulations were from 
years 1890 to 2007 inclusive. An alternative to initial conditions at extremes in the maximum saturated 
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thickness would have been to adopt the state space location of attractors identified from limit cycle 
continuation in Peterson et al. (2009).  This was not adopted as it would have increased the number of 
variables (i.e. scientific variables, not equation variables) in the comparison with results using average 
climate data (from Peterson et al., 2009) and unnecessarily pre-supposed the attractors identified still 
emerged using stochastic climate data. For each climate replicate and the two initial conditions, simulations 
were undertaken at twenty values of ksmax (increments of 0.05 m/day from 0.05 to 1.0), each repeated for three 
values of Io (5, 10 and 20 mm/day). Thus, 12,000 simulations were performed using a 96 2.4 GHz Xeon 
processor cluster.  

a) Monthly Precipitation. b) Potential evaporation (FAO56 ETo). 

Figure 1. Box-plot of  monthly precipitation and ETo from SILO data (1890 to 2007) at 143.45 degrees 

longitude and -37.10 degrees latitude. 

The simulation results were analysed for: i) bimodal water table elevation, and ii) the probability of crossing 
from the deep water table attractor to the shallow attractor and vice versa.  For the bimodal investigation, the 
average water table elevation in the final year of each simulation at 250 metres from the outlet was calculated 
and, for a given parameter set and initial condition, a histogram of water table elevation produced. The 
averaging was required to reduce noise (from the stochastic climate forcing) in the histograms. A statistical 
test for bimodality was then undertaken. Investigating the probability of crossing the repellor was more 
complex. Over the 118 years simulation the water table can, theoretically, repeatedly cross the repellor. 
Inspection of time-series of heads also found that spurious repellor crossings did occur in which the head 
slightly crosses and returns again within 1-2 months. Such crossings where not felt to constitute a clear and 
persistent change in the basin of attraction. As such, the time-series of water table heads were first smoothed 
using a 24 month moving average. For each smoothed time-series, the number of repellor crossings was then 
counted. If odd, the simulation was recorded as having a change in the basin of attraction by the final month 
of simulation. No even number of repellor crossings were detected, thus indicating no simulation crossed the 
repellor and then returned to the initial basin of attraction. For each parameter set and initial condition, the 
probability of such a change in the basin of attraction was then estimated by analysing all 100 replicates.  

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Bi-modal Water Table Elevation 

Figures 2 and 3 present the histograms of mean depth to water table when starting from the shallow and deep 
initial conditions respectively. Each figure presents histograms for three values of saturated conductivity, ksmax, 
and repeated for three values of the limiting infiltration rate, Io. The values of ksmax approximates points at 
10%, 50% and 90% of the ksmax parameter range over which two attractors exist as derived by continuation 
analysis (Peterson et al., 2009). For a shallow initial water table, Figure 2 illustrates the average water table 
depth in the final year has a high probability of also being shallow for all nine parameter combinations.  Only 
one mode emerges in each of the nine histograms, thus indicating a very low probability of crossing the 
repellor into the deep water table attractor. The distributions do though become increasing positively skewed 
as the ksmax percentile increases. Interestingly, the difference between the mode and the depth to water table 
from the average monthly climatic forcing increases as the ksmax percentile increases. For an initially deep 
water table, Figure 3 illustrates more complex results. For Io of 10 and 20 mm/day, the water table has a very 
high probability of crossing the repellor and entering the basin of the shallow attractor, resulting in 
distributions very comparable to those of Figure 2. For Io of 5 mm/day each histogram has two clear modes, 
approximately at the shallow and deep attractors (as indicated by of the blue circles). In summary, two 
modes, and thus two attractors, can emerge with stochastic forcing but it is very dependent upon the climatic 
variability and the limiting infiltration rate.  
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Figure 2. Histograms of mean depth to water table (green bars) in final year of simulation for the shallow 

initial water table depth. No histogram has two clear modes. Each column of histograms is of an equal value 

of Io, as given by the lower x-axis. Each row is of a different percentage value of the ksmax attractor range. The 

top, middle and bottom rows are at 90%, 50% and 10% the range of two attractors respectively. The range 

of two attractors was derived using limit cycle continuation (see Peterson et al., 2009). This range is given by 

the grey vertical bars and the small black squares note the ksmax value of the corresponding histogram. The 

open red circle and blue circle denote the final average depth to water table using the SILO data and 

monthly average climate data respectively. 

Figure 3. Histograms of mean depth to water table (green bars) in final year of simulation for the deep 
initial water table depth. The red dashed box indicates histograms of two clear modes. Additional 

annotations are as per Figure 2. 

For Io of 5 mm/day and for both initial conditions, stochastic simulations were also conducted at above and 
below the ksmax range of two attractors. The depth to water table histograms were no longer bimodal, as 
occurred with the two attractor range, and all of a lower standard deviation. This indicates that continuation 
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analysis does correctly quantify the range of two attractors and the emergence of bimodal water table 
elevations is constrained to this range. 

The identification of two modes in Figure 3 was somewhat subjective in that no statistical measure was 
adopted. While no consensus exists for statistical tests of bimodality (Knapp 2007), that of Hartigan and 
Hartigan (1985) and Hartigan (1985) provides a quantification of the dip between modes and the statistical 
probability the observed modes could emerge from random sampling from a uniform distribution. 
Specifically, the dip statistic is 'the maximum difference between the empirical distribution function and the 

unimodal distribution function that minimises that maximum difference' (Hartigan 1985). It ranges from zero 
when unimodal to a maximum of 0.25. Table 2.1 presents the dip and significance value, p, for each of the 
nine histograms of Figures 2 and 3. It shows statistically significant (at p<=0.1) multiple modes were 
detected for the deep initial depth when Io equals 5 mm/day and at the 90% and 50% ksmax range (i.e. 0.35 
m/day and ksmax 0.2 m/day respectively).  

Percentile ksmax 
range of two 

attractors 

Shallow Initial Water Table depth Deep Initial Water Table depth 
Spatially-averaged limiting infiltration rate, Io 

(mm/day) 
Spatially-averaged limiting infiltration rate, Io 

(mm/day) 
5 10 20 5 10 20

90% dip=0.0282 
 p=0.8615 

0.0227
0.9915

0.0242
0.9710

0.0583
0.0100

0.0198 
0.9980 

0.0242
0.9805

50% 0.0349 
 0.5325 

0.0319
0.6890

0.0250   0.9580 0.0835
0.0000

0.0256  
0.9575 

0.0249
0.9650

10% 0.0418 
0.2275 

0.0365
0.4565

0.0409
0.2485

0.0361
0.4705  

0.0356 
0.5080 

0.0418
0.2335

Table 1: Bimodal statistical test results using Hartigan (1985). Data from each of the nine histograms of 

Figures 2 and 3 were tested and are summarised above. The first statistic for a ksmax and Io combination is the 

dip statistic, a measure of the strength of the dip between two modes. The lower is the statistical significance 

of the two modes. Two modes of statistical significance were detected (bold) only when the water table was 

initially at the deeper water table attractor and Io=5mm/day and ksmax = 0.35 and 0.2 m/day (i.e. 90% and 

50% percentiles of two attractor range). 

The value of Io at which two modes emerge is low; however the actual simulated infiltration can significantly 
exceed 5 mm/day. The parameter, Io, can be considered as the effective saturated hydraulic conductivity at 
the surface (Tuteja et al., 2004). At each time step the 
spatially-averaged potential infiltration rate, IP, is 
estimated from the soil moisture deficit and Io. As a 
result of sorption, IP can be greater than Io. If 
precipitation is greater than IP then the resulting 
infiltration can be greater then Io. Figure 4 presents the 
infiltration, for Io of 5 mm/day, as a function of 
effective precipitation at six values of soil moisture 
fraction. For an effective precipitation of above 6 to 10 
mm/day, infiltration exceeds the spatially-averaged 
limiting infiltration rate of 5 mm/day to approach a 
maximum of 13 mm/day. Thus, the emergence of 
bimodal water table elevations is not limited to as low 
an infiltration as suggested by an Io of 5 mm/day. 

To highlight the crossing of the repellor, Figure 5 
presents time series from two replicates for which the water table crosses from the shallow to the deep 
attractor and vice versa. Figures 5a shows the water table crossing from the shallow basin of attraction to the 
deep attractor in 1951 and stabilising around the deep attractor henceforth. Notably, the repellor crossing 
occurred following a period of only slightly lower rainfall. Figure 5c shows the change to the deep water 
table attractor basin decreases the streamflow and the baseflow almost ceases. The cessation of the baseflow 
is due to the fixed stream stage height boundary condition. The LAI is also shown in Figure 5e to increase by 
approximately one order of magnitude following the crossing to the deep attractor. Figures 5b shows the 
water table stable around the deep attractor then crossing to the shallow attractor in 1997. Figure 5d shows 
that baseflow occurs only when the water table is near to or above the repellor and total streamflow increases 
following the crossing. Figures 5f shows the LAI to decrease by approximately one order of magnitude 
following the crossing to the shallow attractor. 

Figure 4. Infiltration as function of precipitation 

for Io= 5mm/day at six values of soil moisture 

fraction (ª).  
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a) Shallow to 
deep water table 
attractor 
crossing (black 
lines) and 
annual rainfall 
(blue bars). 

b) Deep to 
shallow water 
table attractor 
crossing (black 
lines) and annual 
rainfall (blue 
bars). 

c) Annual stream 
flow for simulation 
from a) above. 

d) Annual stream 
flow for simulation 
from b) above. 

e) Leaf area index 
for simulation 
from a) above. 

f) Leaf area index 
for simulation from 
b) above. 

Figure 5. Time series of depth to water table, streamflow and LAI from a replicate crossing from the shallow 

to the deep attractor (left column) and vice versa (right column) when Io=5mm/day and ksmax=0.35m/day. 

3.2. Probability of Repellor Crossings 

Figure 6 estimates the probability of ending in the alternate basin of attraction from that of the initial 
conditions after 118 years simulation at the three values of Io. For the shallow initial attractor there is near 
zero probability of crossing to the deep basin of attraction, except at the upper ksmax limit of the two attractor 
range (grey rectangle). Conversely, for the deep initial attractor with Io of 10 and 20 mm/day, the probability 
of crossing to the shallow basin of attraction approaches 1.0 for ksmax in the two attractor range. If though ksmax 
is greater than this range, then the water table will revert to the deep level. For Io of 5 mm/day there is a 
significant probability of remaining in the deep basin of attractor whilst in the ksmax two attractor range.  

 
Figure 6.  Probability switching to the alternate basin of attraction after 118 years simulation at the three 

values of Io. The shaded rectangle is the ksmax range over which two attractors exist. 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The above results demonstrate that duel water table attractors identified by Peterson et al. (2009) can emerge 
under stochastic climate forcing. However their existence was dependent upon the infiltration parameter Io, 
such that the two attractors emerged only when Io equalled 5 mm/day (Figures 2, 3 and Table 1). For Io of 10 
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and 20 mm/day, infiltration during the first high rainfall period is sufficient to shift the water table from the 
deep to shallow basin of attraction. For Io of 5 mm/day the probability of crossing to the alternate basin of 
attraction (Figure 6) was asymmetric such that there is a much higher probability of crossing from the deep to 
the shallow basin of attraction than vice versa. This implies that a less extreme climatic fluctuation is 
required to cross into the shallow water table attractor than to cross to the deep attractor. Importantly, the 
asymmetric probabilities are not due to differences in the width of the basin of attraction (i.e. absolute 
difference in the depth to water table at an attractor from that of the repellor) as derived from continuation 
analysis. For example, at Io of 5 mm/day and ksmax of 0.25 m/day each attraction is of an equal depth to water 
table 'distance' to the repellor (0.9 metres depth to water table) but the probability of shifting from the 
shallow to deep attractor and vice versa are 0% and 50% respectively. The probability plots thus demonstrate 
deficiencies of continuation analysis, which is a widely used tool for quantifying resilience, and suggests 
caution in the interpretation of its results. Notably, continuation analysis may predict the location of attractors 
which are very unlikely to emerge. This is most likely due to it omitting quantifi cation of the basin 
resistance, which is a measure of the 'depth' of the basin (see Walker et al., 2004 for a useful schematic). 
Inclusion of resistance would most likely identify the deep water table attractor as significantly 'shallower' 
than the alternate attractor, thus supporting the above identified asymmetric probabilities. 

The time series of LAI in Figures 5e and f show that at each of the two water table attractors the LAI differs 
by at least one order of magnitude. A valid question is whether the two attractors emerge only because of the 
obvious fact that two different landcovers producing different recharge rates result in different water table 
elevations. The causal pathway for this question, and many landcover-groundwater investigations, is of a 
vegetation change (which is almost always assumed anthropogenic) driving the change in the water table 
elevation. The above attractors emerge though because of the reverse pathway. That is, a change in water 
table elevation drives a change in landcover (i.e. LAI). If a water table disturbance is suff icient to produce a 
change to the LAI then a positive feedback can be initiated causing an amplification of the disturbance, 
resulting in a significant change in the LAI and new equilibrium water table elevation. If the traditional 
pathway of landcover change driving changes in the water table were adopted then such complex 
disturbance-response behaviour would be omitted, only one attractor could exist and the system would be of 
infinite resilience to disturbances. In order for multiple attractors to emerge a positive biophysical feedback is 
required. Our proposed vegetation-water table positive feedback is unlikely to be the only positive feedback 
within hydrology. Ongoing development of this and additional positive hydrological feedbacks we hope wil l 
raise awareness of the implici t assumption within hydrology of infinite resilience and single stable states and 
its implications for catchment management. 
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

Many models of surface and groundwater hydrol-

ogy are constructed without thought given to the 

possibility of multiple stable states for the same 

parameter set. If a single stable state is assumed, a 

transient hydrological disturbance of any magni-

tude will result in a return of the model to the same 

stable state, and thus show an infinite resilience.  

In an attempt to make this assumption less im-

plicit, a plausible numerical hydrological model is 

presented in which this assumption is violated.   

The model is developed from the assumption that 

multiple coexistent hydrological states do not ex-

ist. Its aim is not to prove such multiple equilibria 

exist but rather demonstrate that minor, defensible 

and plausible changes to groundwater-vadose zone 

interaction equations give rise to multiple equilib-

ria. 

The impetus for the model derives from the con-

cept of ecosystem resilience. It is based upon the 

hillslope Boussinesq partial differential equation 

(PDE) coupled to a vertically integrated unsatu-

rated zone ordinary differential equation (ODE) 

and solved numerically. The only significant 

change from traditional coupled models is the re-

duction in leaf area index (LAI) and thus transpira-

tion as the watertable, which is assumed highly 

saline, approaches the surface. This is demon-

strated to produce a positive feedback and two 

coexistent equilibrium watertable depths. 

If a watertable has only one equilibria, then irre-

spective of the initial head it will eventually come 

to the same equilibrium. To investigate the poten-

tial for two equilibria the model was solved with 

an initial head of 5% and 92.5% of the maximum 

saturated thickness. Figure 1 show results for a 

saturated lateral hydraulic conductivity, ksat, of 

0.16 m/day.  Clearly the model has both a deep 

and shallow watertable equilibria. To highlight that 

all dryland catchments are unlikely to have two 

such equilibria, the simulation is repeated for a 

high and low ksat. For the low ksat the system has 

only a shallow equilibria, while for the high ksat 

only deep equilibria.  

The water resource impacts from climate change 

may be significantly amplified for catchments hav-

ing two equilibria. For a catchment currently at the 

shallow equilibria, more extended periods of re-

duced infiltration may increase the probability of a 

shift to the deep equilibria. Upon a shift, streams 

hydrologically connected to the aquifer may shift 

from gaining to losing. The stream baseflow would 

reduce, suffer ecologically and, regionally, yields 

would further decline under climate change. If one 

attractor instead existed, changes would likely be 

more proportional to the change in recharge and 

thus less significant. While somewhat alarmist, 

and the model developed thus far omits the interac-

tion with streams, it highlights the change in natu-

ral resource outcomes assuming two attractors as 

opposed to one. 
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Figure 1. Solution cross sections of watertable elevation at (---) initial condition; (---) 40 year time steps; and 

(----) at equilibrium.
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INTRODUCTION 

Many models of surface and groundwater hydrol-

ogy are constructed without thought given to the 

possibility of multiple stable states for the same 

parameter set.  If a single stable state is assumed, a 

transient hydrological disturbance of any magni-

tude will result in a return of the model to the same 

stable state, and thus show an infinite resilience.  

In an attempt to make this assumption less im-

plicit, a numerical hydrological model is presented 

in which this assumption is violated.   

The impetus for the model derives from the con-

cept of ecosystem resilience (referred to hence 

forth as resilience) (Walker et al. 2004). It is a 

concept, derived from dynamic systems theory, in 

which biophysical environments are considered to 

have multiple possible equilibria (hence forth at-

tractors) for the same parameters and within each 

one, the system stochastically moves. For a suffi-

cient transient disturbance the system may cross a 

threshold (hence forth repeller) and move into an 

alternate, and possible socially undesirable, equi-

librium. The only quantitative catchment-resilience 

model is that of Anderies (2005) and extended by 

Peterson et al. (2005). This model, which is an 

annual time step, salt and water, groundwater-

unsaturated zone lumped model of the Goulburn 

catchment (Victoria, Australia), predicts it to have 

two coexistent equilibria. As a result of widespread 

land clearing it predicts one of the equilibria to 

have been lost and the catchment to have only the 

state of near-zero depth to groundwater remaining.  

While the concepts of resilience and multiple equi-

libria (i.e. an attractor) are worthy of inquiry, nei-

ther calibration nor validation of such models is 

almost ever undertaken. While it is questionable 

whether an unobserved attractor can be numeri-

cally validated via data from the observed attrac-

tor, validation of the model to the observed attrac-

tor is thought a necessary first step. This investiga-

tion develops a resilience model built from pa-

rameters independently observable and of a struc-

ture enabling future calibration. As per Anderies 

(2005), the focus is vadose-hydrogeological inter-

actions and the model is distributed to facilitate 

calibration to observed groundwater levels.  

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

The model is developed from the assumption that 

multiple coexistent hydrological states do not ex-

ist. Its aim is not to prove such attractors exist but 

rather that minor, defensible and plausible changes 

to groundwater-vadose zone interaction equations 

give rise to multiple attractors. 

For model transparency and tractable calibration 

the model is developed with minimal state vari-

ables and parameters. While soil and aquifer salin-

ity are potential drivers of multiple states, these 

state variables are thus omitted as data are gener-

ally unavailable though required for initial condi-

tions and desirable for calibration. The model state 

variables are water table elevation and soil mois-

ture. The model is constructed to be continuous 

and smooth, i.e. without thresholds from min/max, 

if/else functions. This has the advantage of reduc-

ing the stiffness of the differential equations, 

which enhances the validity of the solution; allows 

future numerical continuation of attractors; and the 

future use of gradient based calibration techniques. 

As a compromise between the high frequency soil 

moisture dynamics and the low frequency lateral 

groundwater flow, the model time step is monthly.   

Unsaturated Zone Model 

The vadose zone-watertable literature predomi-

nately emerges from Australian salinity manage-

ment investigations. For irrigated lucerne with a 

one metre deep watertable it was found that with a 

change from fresh (0.1 dS m-1) to saline (16 dS m-

1) water table, the leaf area index declined by 

41%; transpiration by 36%; and groundwater up-

take by 67% (Zhang et al. 1999). Uptake from the 

saline ground water was estimated at 3.3 and 2.3 

mm day
-1 of which 19 percent (0.21 and 0.15 mm 

day-1 respectively) was estimated to be transpired.  

Summarising twenty field studies, Thorburn 

(1997) concludes that, following establishment of 

the plant, groundwater uptake of shallow saline 

groundwater by trees and pastures is very compa-

rable to that of bare soil. A final study of 80 sites 

found that groundwater uptake is minor for sites 

with saline groundwater and observed water level 

declines are likely to be due to initial direct uptake 

followed by reduced in-situ recharge (George et al. 

1999). 

With respect to field studies of tree water use, an 

in-situ investigation of Eucalyptus largiflorens 

trees found that at sites recharged only by vertical 

infiltration, uptake was from fresh unsaturated 

deep drainage rather than accessible saline ground 

water (Holland et al. 2006). Conversely, Thorburn 

et al. (1993) concluded groundwater uptake was an 

important source but acknowledged that a high 

saline watertable may have restricted transpiration 

and uptake. Returning to plant growth, the leaf 

area per tree of E. camaldulensis and E. occiden-

talis after seven years growth was found to de-

crease by 50% and 61% respectively at sites of 

moderately saline shallow groundwater compared 

to fresh sites (Benyon et al. 1999). 
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Although these studies differ in location, and thus 

climate, geology, soil etc; species; method and 

aims, it is plausible to summarise that i) transpira-

tion declines as a shallow saline watertable ap-

proaches the surface; and ii) the reduction in tran-

spiration is coupled with a reduction in LAI. In the 

following model development this forms the basis 

for the modified transpiration function. 

In the development of the monthly time step 

model, the monthly change in soil moisture cannot 

be assumed zero and thus requires a soil moisture 

state variable(s). As this investigation is into long-

term multiple equilibria of the water table rather 

than soil moisture dynamics, the soil moisture is 

vertically integrated to a single layer store. The 

surface slope is sufficiently flat that lateral unsatu-

rated zone flux is also assumed zero. The unsatu-

rated zone point water balance is thus: 

� �Sm,Ut)S,L(m,t)S,E(m,t)S,T(m,t)S,Q(m,t)I(S,P(t)=
dt

dm(t)
������ (1)

where m(t)  [L T-1] is soil moisture; P(t) is monthly 

precipitation; I(S,t) is canopy interception rate and 

S is groundwater storage; Q(m,S,t)  is runoff rate; 

T(m,S,t) is transpiration rate; E(m,S,t) is soil 

evaporation rate;  L(m,S,t) is leakage to, or uptake 

from,  the watertable; and U(m,S) is uptake of soil 

moisture with a rising watertable. The develop-

ment of each flux term is beyond the scope of this 

paper.  

The transpiration flux is central to this investiga-

tion into multiple equilibria. Transpiration is fre-

quently modelled as a piecewise linear function of 

soil moisture fraction (e.g. Laio et al. 2001). 

Above a relative soil moisture threshold, 

evapotranspiration is at climatic demand. Long 

term simulations do though require a change in the 

maximum transpiration potential to reflect changes 

in vegetation growth and seasonality. A simple 

such model for a water limited environment is that 

proposed by Johnson and Thornley (1983), in 

which the transpiration potential is a function of 

both LAI and monthly PET, multiplied by the rela-

tive soil moisture fraction: 
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where, T [L T-1] is the transpiration rate at time t; 

PET [L T-1]  the areal potential evapotranspiration 

at time t; klight the canopy light extraction coeffi-

cient; LAI the leaf area index; � the soil moisture 

fraction constrained between �wp and �*; �wp the 

wilting point soil moisture fraction; and �* the soil 

moisture fraction at which stomata begin to close. 

Tuteja et al. (2004) estimated monthly LAI as the 

product of the monthly average LAI by the ratio of 

the month’s precipitation to the month’s average 

precipitation. The above discussion of the impact 

of a shallow saline water table on transpiration 

indicates that transpiration declines with both in-

creased groundwater salinity and rising watertable 

and that LAI is a plausible indicator of this decline. 

As the above transpiration potential is limited only 

by climate it is inadequate for the investigation of 

transpiration in saline conditions. A simple modi-

fication is to make LAI also a function of standing 

water level (SWL) such that as the watertable low-

ers from the surface to far below the root zone the 

LAI increases from zero to the climatically limited 

maximum. Using a two parameter polynomial lo-

gistic function, LAI is thus estimated as: 
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where, LAIi the fixed average LAI for month i; P 

[L] the precipitation for time t, Pi [L] the average 

monthly precipitation for month i; and � a scaling 

parameter for change in LAI with the precipitation 

ratio; dv [L] is the vertical depth to the watertable; 

dLAI/2 [L] a parameter for the watertable depth at 

which LAI is 50% of LAIi; and . a parameter for 

the rate of decline of LAI with dv. 

Modification of Hill-Slope Boussinesq Model 

The inclusion into the above model of lateral flow 

allows for the consideration of heterogeneous po-

tentiometric curvature in the determination of mul-

tiple water table equilibria.  It also allows the fu-

ture calibration to distributed observation bores. 

The hillslope storage Boussinesq (HSB) model, a 

one dimensional lateral flow model accounting for 

catchment shape and the slope of the impermeable 

bed, was selected (Troch et al. 2003). As the HSB 

catchment geometry (catchment width, slope and 

depth to basement) is defined by few model pa-

rameters, it also facilitates tractable investigation 

into their role in multiple attractors emerging. 

Application of the HSB model to dryland salinity 

problems is likely to misrepresent dryland salinity 

processes due to its constant bed-slope angle. As 

illustrated by the common example of a shallow 

watertable occurring at the break of slope, topog-

raphic curvature heavily influences the depth to 

watertable and cannot be assumed zero for this 

investigation. Hilberts et al. (2004) proposed a 

non-uniform sloping bed HSB such that the slope 

angle, i, is a function of distance to the outlet, x. 

This expansion of the Troch et al. (2003) Boussi-

nesq model provided the basis for the necessary 

expansions for a soil layer of differing porosity to 
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the underlying consolidated sediments; recharge as 

a function of depth to watertable; and uptake 

(deposition) of soil moisture when the watertable 

rises within the soil layer. Development of this 

HSB model is beyond the scope of the paper, 

though the HSB equation is: 
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where b is the saturated thickness [L]; i the slope 

angle; E [L] groundwater evaporation; k [L/T] the 

lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity; L  [L/T] 

the leakage to the watertable from the unsaturated 

zone; S [L2] the groundwater storage; w [L] the 

catchment width at x; � the aggregate aquifer po-

rosity allowing a change in the porosity as the wa-

tertable enters the soil layer; � the soil moisture 

fraction; - the soil porosity; and 1 a dimensionless 

vector smoothing the soil-aquifer boundary.  

Numerical Solution 

Analytical solutions to the HSB PDE have been 

derived with a uniform bedrock slope angle and 

recharge. An analytical solution to the above non-

linear coupled vadose-HSB PDE (eqn. 1 and 4) is 

both very unlikely and not the focus of this paper. 

Numerical solution methods were therefore 

adopted. They were solved numerically as a tran-

sient problem using a MatLab variable time step 

solver ode15s (Shampine and Reichelt 1997) with 

finite difference Jacobian. The partial derivatives 

for the groundwater storage, S, were estimated via 

finite difference whereby the first derivative was 

centre weighted. The discretisation of x was 10 

metres and solved at a relative and absolute error 

tolerance of 1e-4 and 1e-6 respectively. Validation 

solution involved i) verification of all analytical 

differential equations against finite difference es-

timates; ii) confirmation of conservation of mass; 

and iii) validation of the mass balance errors being 

proportional to the spatial discretisation size and 

relative and absolute error. 

MODEL EXPLORATION 

In exploration of model behaviour, arbitrary pa-

rameters typical of a semi-arid catchment (P/PET 

= 0.5) are presented in Table 1. The model pa-

rameters for the baseline exploration (Table 1) 

were selected to ensure two states are produced 

while adhering to the model assumptions: the satu-

rated conductivity is homogenous and isotropic; 

and plant water use is supply limited. The land use 

is grazed pastures and the Brooks and Corey soil 

parameter are for a clay loam (Rawls et al. 1982). 

The three equations in Table 1 simply produce 

smooth sub-yearly sinusoidal estimates. The catch-

ment width is also given in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Catchment width 

Table 1. Model Parameters 
Hydrogeological Parameters:  

Lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity: kmax 5 m/month 

Specific yield: f 0.05 

Lower boundary condition – hydraulic gradient: 0.003 

Upper boundary condition – specified flux 0 m3/mth 

Unsaturated Zone Parameters:  

Maximum infiltration 100 mm/ month 

Soil depth (as fraction of depth to bedrock) 0.1 

Brooks and Corey soil parameters: 3, %a 0.242, 0.5643m 

Vertical conductivity: kv 1680 mm/ month 

Porosity: - 0.464 

Residual soil moisture fraction: �r 0.075 

Plant Water Use  

Stomata closure soil moisture: �* 0.35 

Wilting point soil moisture (at -1.5 MPa): �wp 0.1752 

Canopy light extraction coefficient: Klight 0.6 

Evaporation depth at 5% relative potential: devap 0.5 m 

Depth at which LAI is 50% of potential: dLAI/2 2 m 

LAI rate of decay with watertable depth: . 5 

Change in LAI with the rainfall ratio: � 1 

Average monthly LAI = 
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Climatic Data  
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If a watertable has only one attractor then irrespec-

tive of the initial head or size of disturbance, it will 

eventually come to the same equilibrium. To in-

vestigate the potential for two attractors the model 

was solved with an initial head of 5% and 92.5% 

the maximum saturated thickness. Importantly 

though, it is implausible to expect all dryland 

catchments to have the same number of attractors. 

The model exploration thus investigates the re-

sponse to the two initial heads at three values of 

saturated lateral conductivity, ksat. 

Figure 3a-f shows the simulations from the two 

initial heads and three values of ksat. Displayed in 

each cross section is the initial head; the transient 

solution at 40 year increments; and the steady state 

estimate. Clearly, for a ksat of 5 m/month (0.16 

m/day) the solutions converge to two different 

attractors. For an initial (shallow) head of 92.5% of
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Figure 3. Solution cross sections of watertable elevation at (---) initial condition; (---) 40 year time steps; and 

(----) at equilibrium. 
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Figure 4. Solution cross sections (from model in which LAI is watertable independent) of watertable 

elevation at (---) initial condition; (---) 40 year time steps; and (----) equilibrium. 

the depth to bedrock, the solution converges to an 

equilibrium watertable depth of 1.1 metres (0 m 

from the outlet). Conversely, for an initial (deep) 

head of 20% of the depth to bedrock, the solution 

converges to an equilibrium watertable depth of 36 

metres (0 m from the outlet). Respectively, the 

model has a shallow and a deep attractor, and thus 

the equilibrium watertable depth is very dependent 

upon the initial head.  

The number of attractors is, however, dependent 

upon ksat. For a higher ksat of 25 m/month (0.82 

m/day), both the shallow and deep initial condition 

solutions converge to the same attractor at a wa-

tertable depth of 47 metres (0 m from the outlet). 

While for a ksat of 0.5 m/month (0.016 m/day) both 

the shallow and deep initial condition solutions 

converge to a shallow attractor at a watertable 

depth of 3.8 metres (0 m from the outlet).  

To provide a comparison with more traditional 

groundwater models, and to make transparent the 

process causing the two attractors, the LAI (eq. 3) 

is made independent of the watertable depth via 

removal of the equation’s logistic function. This is 

the only change in the model, data or parameters 
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from the model producing the results of Figure 3. 

Figure 4a-b shows that for a higher ksat of 5 

m/month (0.16 m/day), both the shallow and deep 

initial condition solutions converge to the same 

attractor at a SWL of 35.65 metres (at 0m from the 

outlet), which is identical to the deep state attractor 

of Figure 3d. Thus the inclusion into the model of 

LAI, and thus transpiration, as a function of SWL 

results in the two attractors of Figure 1c-d. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

This investigation has found that a simple coupled 

vadose-groundwater model can have two qualita-

tively different watertable equilibria. Central to the 

emergence of more than one attractor is the inclu-

sion of a positive feedback, which in this model is 

the reduction in LAI as a shallow saline watertable 

approaches the surface. More specifically, when 

the saline watertable is near surface, a recharge 

event resulting in a watertable rise of dht causes 

the LAI to further decline which in turn causes the 

transpiration to further decline and thus a greater 

fraction of infiltration going to recharge.  

Not all catchments are thought to have multiple 

equilibria. Their emergence is dependent upon the 

catchment hydrogeology, shape and recharge. 

Figure 3e-f demonstrate that for a high lateral satu-

rated conductivity, the transmissivity at the shal-

low initial head is sufficient that flow out of the 

lower boundary is greater than the increased re-

charge from the positive feedback and thus only 

the deep attractor exists.  Conversely, Figure 3a-b 

demonstrate that for a low lateral saturated con-

ductivity, the transmissivity at the deep initial head 

is insufficient such that the lower boundary out-

flow is less than the recharge, causing only the 

shallow attractor to emerge. Between these two 

conditions, as demonstrated, both attractors can 

exist. Importantly, the values of saturated conduc-

tivity over which two attractors are observed is 

dependent upon the soil texture. More conductive 

soils resulted in more recharge and thus high 

minimum values of saturated conductivity at 

which both attractors were observed.  

While the above conclusions are interesting, the 

coupled model on which it is based is very simpli-

fied. Most notable is the unsaturated zone ODE. 

The monthly time step results in a dampened 

within-month soil moisture fraction and, due to the 

very non-linear unsaturated vertical conductivity, 

lower recharge than is expected. The omission of 

explicit salt dynamics is probably the biggest limi-

tation of the model. The model assumes the im-

pacts of salt from a rising watertable on LAI are 

immediate and at a pseudo-equilibrium. While the 

sensitivity to salt is simulated via two parametric 

parameters (Table 1: dLAI/2 and .) the rate of salt 

flushing and its correlation with soil type is ig-

nored. While these deficiencies may compromise 

the findings, the model is felt sufficiently valid to 

challenge the assumption of hydrological systems 

having only one attractor. The simplicity of the 

model also allows future tractable calibration and 

limit cycle continuation, which quantifies the resil-

ience with a change in, say, ksat. Both are unlikely 

if expanded to a coupled vertically distributed ad-

vection-dispersion – HSB model.  

A possible criticism of the findings is that, if 

catchments have multiple attractors, why have they 

not been observed? To observe a change from one 

attractor to another and attribute this to their being 

two attractors would require long term groundwa-

ter head monitoring of a catchment that has not 

undergone notable landuse change; is of a configu-

ration likely to have two attractors; and to have 

experienced a climatic disturbance sufficient to 

cause a change of attractors. Unfortunately this 

seems unlikely and understanding may need to rely 

on plausible numerical models.  While difficult to 

prove, the potential consequences for assuming a 

catchment has one attractor when in fact it has two, 

or more, need discussion. At the local scale, dry-

land salinity mitigation could be enhanced via 

identification of catchments with two attractors 

and temporary interventions undertaken to shift the 

watertable over the repeller to the deep watertable 

attractor. Assuming all catchments have a single 

attractor instead requires permanent, and thus more 

costly, interventions. At the wider scale, and more 

topical, the water resource impacts from climate 

change may be significantly amplified for catch-

ments having two attractors. For a catchment cur-

rently at the shallow attractor, more extended peri-

ods of reduced infiltration may increase the prob-

ability of a shift to the deep attractor. Upon a shift, 

streams hydrologically connected to the aquifer 

may shift from gaining to losing. The stream base-

flow would decline, suffer ecologically and, re-

gionally, yields would further decline under cli-

mate change. If one attractor existed instead, 

changes would likely be more proportional to the 

change in recharge and thus less significant. While 

somewhat alarmist, and the model thus far omits 

the interaction with streams, it highlights the 

change in natural resource outcomes assuming two 

attractors as opposed to one. 

Future work will involve limit cycle continuation 

and calibration to dryland catchments of the Goul-

burn, Victoria. The presented positive feedback are 

unlikely to be the only instance within catchment 

hydrology. Further work will also explore and de-

velop additional potential examples. 
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Abstract: Over the last decade, many ecosystems have begun to be understood as having multiple 
coexistent stable states. Often such states are characterized as socially desirable and undesirable, with for 
instance high/low fish stocks or oligotrophic / eutrophic lake states. Within catchment planning modeling, a 
frequent assumption is that the equilibrium state would not change with state variable initial conditions. That 
is, different initial conditions will not cause a shift to a different equilibrium point, thus implicitly assuming 
only one stable state. Until recently no investigation of regional agricultural catchments as having multiple 
stable states has been published.  
 
Simple analytical models have been developed to numerically predict the existence of such multiple stable 
states. Termed resilience models, they are exclusively based upon coupled differential equations, thus 
allowing identification of stable states and their thresholds. They do not provide improved predictive 
accuracy but rather the contemplation and identification of dimly perceived possible system wide changes.  
 
The only existing catchment-resilience model is a salt and water groundwater-unsaturated zone, two region 
lumped model of the Goulburn catchment in Victoria, Australia [Anderies 2005].  Its minimal numerical 
validation and most invalidating assumption of a within-region homogenous depth to water table is 
discussed.  Both are addressed with an expansion to it to a semi-distributed model. This was implemented for 
a sub-catchment of the original model in order to facilitate a more robust validation. Calibration to 29 year 
yield and stream salt load records is to be undertaken with consideration of equifinality. The significant 
prediction of saline catchments as having multiple states is thus to be validated for the first time with any 
rigor. Its utility to catchment planning is in encouraging a departure from assuming catchments have a single 
equilibrium state and thus dramatically expanding the decision space.  
 
Keywords: Goulburn catchment; Salinity; Bifurcation; Multiple States; Resilience.   
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Recently, simple models have been developed to 
numerically predict the existence of multiple stable 
states. They comprise of a system ordinary 
differential equations (ODE), each describing the 
evolution of one state variable.  Bifurcation of the 
solution to the ODEs allows estimation of the 
stable states and thresholds with a change in a 
model parameter. With respect to management, 
this provides an understanding of the change in 
number and state space location of the stable states 
which changes in a management option, such as 
percentage land cleared or fire frequency.  
 
Much of the numerical resilience analysis has 
focused on ecological systems such as lakes 

subject to eutrophication [Janssen et al. 1999], lake 
fish stocks [Carpenter et al. 2004] and rangeland 
grazing [Janssen et al. 2000]. Analysis of 
agricultural catchments has recently begun to be 
qualitatively addressed, though with a focus on the 
interaction of the physical system with its 
management and use [Allison 2003, Allison et al. 
2004, Walker et al. 2002]. The only catchment-
resilience model published to date is that of 
Anderies [2005]. This model, which is an annual 
timestep salt and water groundwater-unsaturated 
zone lumped model of the Goulburn catchment 
(Victoria, Australia), predicts it to have two 
coexistent stable states. As a result of the 
widespread land clearing it predicts one of the 
stable states to have been lost and the catchment to 
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have only the state of near-zero depth to 
groundwater and very high load export remaining.  
 
This paper addresses the most invalidating 
assumption of the prediction of multiple coexistent 
states.  An expansion to the model is presented and 
along with a method for validation against 
observed data. Its purpose is not to improve the 
predictive accuracy of the Anderies [2005] model 
but rather to rigorously support a hypothesis 
contrary to the often implicit assumption of 
catchments having a single equilib rium. 
 
Its significance to the session considering 
‘developing appropriate tools for environmental 
management and policy’ is in presenting a means 
for dramatically expanding the decision space of 
problem construction and highlighting the 
potential for multiple states. 
 
2. A REGIONAL ODE MODEL OF THE 
GOULBURN CATCHMENT 

 
The Anderies [2005] model is a simple salt and 
water balance dynamic model of the Goulburn 
catchment, Victoria, Australia. It models the 
catchment as two regions, the lowland regional 
plains, comprising the Shepparton Irrigation 
Region (SIR), and the upland region dominated by 
dryland grazing and cropping. Each region is 
characterized by three state variables and their 
evolution given by a set of ODEs: d DBNS / d t;  
d Soil_Salt_Mass / d t; and d Groundwater_Salt_Mass / d t  
(DBNS: depth below natural surface of the water 
table). Darcy’s law is also used to dynamically 
estimate lateral groundwater flow from the uplands 
to lowland region. Simulations are also at an 
annual time step.  
 
Below is a brief review of the model. A detailed 
description of the model is beyond the scope of 
this paper (see Anderies 2005 for detail ).  
 
2.1 Model Review 
 
This review is not a critique of the model’s simple 
hydrological assumptions against more detailed 
models. Instead, some of the more significant 
assumptions of the model are discussed in the 
context of the model’s purpose. 
 
Rainfall is partitioned into evaporation, runoff, 
infiltration, transpiration and recharge using a set 
of parametric equations. Unlike other parametric 
models, such as Zhang et al. [1999], the 
partitioning is dependent upon, in addition to 
annual rainfall, the depth below natural surface 
(DBNS) of the water table and the soil salinity. 
The model does not include a state variable for soil 
moisture, thus assuming the annual change in soil 

moisture storage is negligible. This exclusion 
causes any infiltration not uptaken by the plant to 
go to recharge within the year, thus ignoring the 
often considerable time lag of infiltration to 
recharge. It also forces runoff to be a function only 
of annual rainfall. Thus, runoff is independent of 
DBNS and soil salinity and lumps infiltration and 
saturation excess runoff. 
 
Like the non-lagged routing of infiltration to 
recharge, the interaction between the DBNS within 
a region and the baseflow is also non-lagged. That 
is, if the watertable becomes shallower within a 
time step, the baseflow will immediately increase. 
This is due to the model’s inability to simulate 
differing DBNS within a region.  
 
One of the future challenges of Integrated 
Assessment Modeling (IAM) is “how to identify 
and represent thresholds where systems may flip 
from one state to an entirely different 
discontinuous state” [Parker et al. 2002]. While 
Anderies [2005] is not strictly an integrated 
assessment model it explicitly addresses this 
challenge and thus produces a much expanded 
decision space. It may appear though to be a 
natively simple speculative model able to produce 
only the broadest of predictions. While partially 
true, prudent decision making does require that a 
variety of plausible hypotheses about the 
responses to our actions are considered, even if 
only dimly perceived [Ludwig et al. 1997]. 
 
2.1 Previous Results 
 
Anderies [2005] reports that bifurcation of the 
model for the percentage of land cleared within 
one region, when the other region is not cleared 
and not irrigated, produces two stable states. The 
fi rst has a deep DBNS, high soil and groundwater 
salt store and the second a near zero DBNS, low 
soil and groundwater salt store. As the percentage 
of land cleared within the upland region 
approaches 15.4%, the resilience within both 
regions falls dramatically such that only very 
minor disturbances (i.e. above average rainfall or 
widespread but small changes in landuse) will 
push the system over the threshold and into the 
undesirable state of near zero DBNS. When the 
percentage cleared exceeds 15.4%, only the near 
zero DBNS state exists. Currently 65% in uplands 
and 90% in the lowlands is cleared [Goulburn 
Broken Catchment Management Authority 2002]. 
According to the model the catchment is thus 
tending toward a state of zero DBNS, resulting in 
a significant and long-term increase in the region’s 
salt exports. 
 
The two region Anderies [2005] model was 
recently subdivided to simulate the uplands region 
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as two and three smaller regions [Peterson et al. 
2005]. In Figure 1 are the DBNS bifurcation 
results from the three region (two upland regions) 
model. For a set fraction of land clearing in the 
uplands, presents the equilibrium state under 
average climate conditions and differing initial 
water table states. As the fraction of land clearing 
changes, the attractor (i.e. stable states) to which 
the system tends also changes. As for the two 
region model, beyond 15.4% clearing the DBNS 
within regions 1 (lowlands) and 2 (midlands) is 
predicted to evolve towards zero. This expansion 
of the model investigated the significance of a less 
uniform DBNS on the prediction of multiple stable 
from the original model. The bifurcation of both 
the 3 and 4 regions did still produce a very 
comparable, though more complex, set of 
coexistent states. 
 
2.2 Feedbacks Causing States 
 
The multiple stable states emerge from a change in 
rainfall partitioning. As the water table becomes 
shallower, both infiltration excess runoff and 
capillary discharge increase. As the soil profile 
becomes more saline, the maximum transpiration 
and transpiration efficiency (percentage of the 
infiltration that is transpired) also decline, 
resulting in increased recharge. This initiates a 
positive feedback cycle of shallow DBNS and high 
soil salt store reducing transpiration, which 
increases recharge and causes the DBNS to rise 
further and therefore the transpiration to again 
decline.   
 
Numerous other stable states are likely to exist in 
addition to that within the Anderies [2005] model. 
At a sub-annual time step multiple states of soil 
moisture have already been identified [Grayson et 
al. 1997]. Climate-landuse positive feedbacks have 
also been identified as causing a state change in 
precipitation following regional land clearing 
[Charney et al. 1974]. While only the landuse-
climate multiple states are due to changes in 
feedbacks, as opposed to changes only in external 
forcing, this highlights that numerous other stable 
states to those within Anderies [2005] possibly 
exist for the Goulburn catchment. 
 
2.3 The Model in Context  
 
The Anderies [2005] model, and the variants 
presented below, are significantly different from 
existing Australian regional salinity models with 
respect to both purpose and structure. Table 1 is an 
incomplete list of regional Australian salinity 
management models [Beverly 2002].  
 
The models in Table 1, with the exception of CAT 
Salt [Vaze et al. 2004] and Anderies [2005], do 

not dynamically model recharge, but require an a 
priori estimate. Only Anderies [2005] is also based 
on a set of ODEs, thus allowing bifurcation. 
 

Figure 1. 3-Region DBNS bifurcation. Lines of 
equal color across the set of plots correspond to 

the same stability / threshold state. Only for the red 
set of lines is the water table deep in all regions. 

 
Australian catchment hydrology models, with the 
exception of Anderies [2005], focus 
predominantly on predictions over shorter time 
periods, approximately sub-decades. Just as 
notable these models have exceptionally little 
emphasis on modeling positive feedbacks. This 
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implicit bounding of catchment modeling to 
shorter term predictions is a likely contributor to 
the disregard of positive feedbacks. That is, 
positive feedbacks which are currently either 
constrained by negative feedbacks or are very slow 
processes are assumed constant over the short 
model prediction timeframe. Additionally, the 
current focus upon prediction over questioning our 
understanding of processes may also have 
discouraged the consideration of feedbacks and 
thresholds.  Unfortunately these postulations 
cannot be referenced because of the lack of 
literature on the nature of catchment modeling. 

Table 1. Comparison of the Anderies [2005] 
model with other Australian regional catchment 
models. ODE: Ordinary differential equations. 

PDE: Partial differential equations. 
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3. SIGNIFICANCE AND VALIDITY Of 
COEXISTANT STATES TO PLANNING 
 
Policy-makers and the public, it has been said 
[Beck 2005], are more interested in the possibility 
of non-linear dislocations and surprises in the 
environment than in smooth extrapolations of 
current trends [Brooks 1986]. The alternative 
stable states of the system dictate if and how such 
a system may dramatically change, while the 
thresholds dictate how vulnerable we are to such a 
change. Once crossed, the functional processes of 
the system have changed making recovery hysteric 
or irreversible.  
 
A shift from one stable state domain to another 
occurs because of a disturbing force. An 
understanding of the stability landscape, i.e. the 

stable states and thresholds, provides a measure of 
the resilience to the cumulative impact of 
disturbances.  Resilience modeling thus provides 
management with a means to assess the 
vulnerability to unknown future disturbances and 
the impact of management initiatives in expanding 
or contracting the current domain of stability. 
 
3.1 Why bother with increased complexity? 
 
The ODE model, especially when semi-
distributed, is significantly more complex than a 
simple rainfall runoff model and dramatically 
more so than an annual runoff model. Conversely, 
it is very simple hydrogeological, omitting such 
processes as time varying flow directions and 
multiple layers. The obvious question then is why 
bother with this ODE model? Why not use 
existing models for estimation of stable states, 
thresholds and thus resilience.  
 
Firstly, the simulation of thresholds and stable 
states requires the inclusion of positive feedbacks. 
As outlined in Table 1 this is omitted from most 
existing models, including lumped rainfall models 
such and ModFlow groundwater model. 
 
Secondly, the simple addition of feedbacks to such 
models would still be insufficient. Only ODE 
models can be analyzed to detect thresholds as 
they require identification of the state space 
location of points of zero derivative and negative 
second derivative. 
 
3.2 Validity of predicted coexistent states 
 
While the Anderies [2005] model does have 
numerous sources of parametric uncertainty, 
potential structural uncertainties may invalidate the 
prediction that multiple stable states exist. A 
region suffering from landscape salinity rarely, if 
ever, has a homogenous DBNS. Due mainly to 
topography, the water table is shallow at very 
limited sites, predominantly at alluvial depressions 
and breaks of slope. This is clearly displayed 
within the Salinity Management Plans for the 
region [Salinity Pilot Program Advisory Council 
1989]. Therefore while such sites, according to the 
model, will have crossed the threshold into the 
shallow DBNS state, in practice the vast majority 
of a region will not have crossed this threshold and 
will remain in a deeper DBNS state. Because of 
the dependency of the positive feedback processes 
in producing the shallow stable state, this 
assumption of uniform DBNS is a major 
invalidating of the lumped Anderies [2005] model.  
 
To date, both the Anderies [2005] model, and 
other resilience models have undergone very 
minimal validation against observed data. 
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Validation of the predicted coexistent states is thus 
further compromised.  
 
4. METHODOLOGY 
 
Validating the Anderies [2005] resilience model 
involved expansion of it to semi-distributed 
structure followed by implementation to a smaller 
catchment and validation against observed data. 
Below are details of the methodology: 
 
1. A distributed model was implemented by 

defining the dynamics of each region as a C# 
class. Creating an instance of this class for 
each grid cell of the catchment and fixing the 
flow paths allowed the development of a 
spatial resilience model. The ODEs were 
solved using the Cash-Karp adaptive step size 
version of Runge-Kutta; 

 
2. To simplify v alidation implemented was for 

the significantly smaller regions (609 km2 
compared to the 10,000 km2 of the original 
models) of Sugar loaf creek within the South 
West Goulburn. The only landuses are 
dryland grazing and native vegetation. Thus 
irrigation is thus omitted from the model and 
further simplified;  

 
3. State variable initial conditions were derived 

from steady state values under pre-clearing 
landuse; 

 
4. Validation is to be undertaken against 

observed stream flow and yield. Calibration 
will be undertaken via random sampling from 
the parameter space and outputs assessed 
against the Nash-Sutcliff Efficiency (NSE). 
Essentially this considers equifinality in the 
validation of the model. This also provides a 
means of sensitivity analysis through plots of 
the NSE against the parameter value; 

 
5. Attractors and threshold will be numerically 

identified for each parameter set achieving an 
acceptable NSE. The state space distance 
between the deep DBNS attractor and the 
threshold will provide a spatial measure of the 
resilience.  

 
5. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND 
DICUSSION 
 
To date, the above methodology has not been 
completed. The model structure and the ODE 
solver have been developed for the distributed 
model. This has been implemented for the 
Sugerloaf catchment at a grid cell resolution of 4 
km2, resulting in 459 coupled differential 
equations. Validation has not yet been completed, 

but is being undertaken to 29 years of yield and 
salt load stream data (gauge number 405240). 
 
Preliminary trials from the validation suggest the 
following. Further work will be presented at the 
conference: 
 
� Outputs are sensitive to only four parameters 

(stream bed saturated conductivity; two of the 
ten rainfall/salt partitioning parameters; and 
saturated horizontal hydraulic conductivity); 

 
� Calibration, at an annual step, to the 29 year 

observed data can be achieved; 
 
� Bifurcation of the distributed model produces 

estimates of resilience that are somewhat 
counter-intuitive. That is,  resilience is not low 
only within lower relief regions such as 
drainage lines; 

 
� The multiple states of the land surface are 

producing irreversible state changes in the 
catchment outputs, that is yield and salt loads.  

 
The generality of the methods discussed 
throughout are two fold. The invalidation of a 
single equilib rium within a saline catchment can 
be generalized conceptually by initiating a process 
of questioning the assumed single equilib rium 
within existing catchment models. Technically, its 
adoption requires the inclusion of positive 
feedbacks within models and threshold 
identification requires formulation of problems as 
ODEs. Of these the difficulty in identifying 
feedbacks that may not have been previously 
observed appears the most challenging. 
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

Over the last decade, ecosystem management has 

been tending toward understanding ecosystems as 

having multiple stable states. Often such states are 

characterised as socially desirable and undesirable, 

with for instance high/low fish stocks or 

oligotrophic/eutrophic lake states. Their 

significance is that small stochastic forces may 

force the system over a threshold toward an 

alternative, potentially undesirable, state. Until 

recently no investigation of similar behaviour in 

regional agricultural catchments has been made. 

This paper further develops the only published 

model of a regional agricultural catchment system 

predicted to have such multiple states.  

Simple analytical models have been developed to 

numerically predict the existence of such multiple 

stable states. They are models of physical 

behaviour, comprised of a set of ordinary 

differential equations (ODE), with each equation 

defining the evolution of a state variable. 

Bifurcations of the ODE models provide a means 

of identifying the set of stable states and the 

thresholds between them, and thus quantifying the 

resilience of current state of the system to shocks. 

The resilience of agricultural catchments has 

recently begun to be qualitatively addressed. The 

only catchment-resilience model is a salt and water 

groundwater-unsaturated zone model of the 

Goulburn catchment (Anderies 2005). The 

catchment is modelled at two connected lumped 

regions; one for the lowland plains and the other 

for the uplands. It predicts the catchment to have 

only two stable states; one of deep water table 

depth and low stream salt loads and the other of a 

water table approaching the surface and high salt 

loads. It predicts that beyond 15.4% of land 

clearing in the upper Goulburn, the system has 

only the latter state. This paper expands upon this 

model to test these predictions.  

The predicted two states are the result of a positive 

feedback loop emerging as the depth to the water 

table becomes very shallow. It results in high soil 

salinity which reduces transpiration, and in turn 

increases groundwater recharge, thus closing the 

feedback. Lumping of the Goulburn catchment 

into only two regions treats the landscape salinity 

processes as uniform across the catchment, rather 

than varying locally and realistically. This 

inconsistency was investigated by subdividing the 

upland region of the model. This tests its 

predictions with greater spatial resolution and 

more realistic representation of critical processes. 

The multiple stable states predicted by the original 

model do not appear to be an artefact of the degree 

of spatial lumping. Expanding the model from two 

lumped regions to three and four regions still 

produces the predicted multiple states. 

Significantly more complex stability structures did 

emerge but the general properties of a cluster of 

stable states at only a deep water table and another 

at an approximately zero water table depth 

persisted. Included in these sets, and in the 2-

region model, were previously unpublished stable 

states produced by non-uniform shocks applied 

across the regions.  

The phenomena predicted by these models have 

major implications for stream and landscape 

salinity management. These predictions are, 

however, based upon a very simple and highly 

spatially lumped model. Future work will apply a 

greater spatial resolution in order to allow more 

rigorous calibration against stream and 

groundwater hydrographs, and thus more valid 

identification of stable states and thresholds.  

If the predictions of multiple stale states for the 

Goulburn catchment are correct, then based upon 

the very high percentage of cleared land, the entire 

catchment should have only the shallow water 

table stable state. As the percentage of land cleared 

has significantly increased throughout the last 

century within the catchment, it should also have 

switched from having at least two stable states to 

the current single stable state. If this is correct, it 

should be observable in the catchment data. An 

investigation of whether it is will be undertaken 

following refinement of the model.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past decade, ecosystem management has 

been tending toward understanding ecosystems as 

having multiple stable states (Gunderson et al. 

2002). Often such states are characterise as 

socially desirable and undesirable states, with for 

instance, high/low fish stocks or 

oligotrophic/eutrophic lake states. The significance 

is that small stochastic forces may force the system 

over a threshold toward an alternative, potentially 

undesirable, state. Much of the modelling 

undertaken in this field has focused on ecological 

systems. Until recently no investigation of similar 

behaviour in regional agricultural catchments has 

been made. This paper further develops the only 

published model of a regional agricultural 

catchment system predicted to have such multiple 

states.  

The investigation of ecosystems as having multiple 

stable states has predominantly been driven by the 

Resilience Alliance (www.resalliance.org) and its 

publication Ecology and Society 

(www.ecologyandsociety.org).  Much of the focus 

to date has been on the qualitative understanding 

of regional natural resources and their interaction 

with society when managed for extraction. More 

recently simple analytical models have been 

developed to numerically predict the existence of 

multiple stable states. These models are based on 

physical principles and comprise of a system 

ordinary differential equations (ODE), each 

describing the evolution of one state variable.  

Bifurcation of the solution to the ODEs allows 

estimation of the stable states and thresholds with 

a change in a model parameter. With respect to 

management, this provides an understanding of the 

change in number and state space location of the 

stable states which changes in a management 

option, such as percentage land cleared or fire 

frequency. 

Bifurcation of the solution to the ODEs also allows 

quantification of the system’s resilience. 

Ecological resilience, while having some variation 

in definition (Brock 1998; Perrings 1998), is 

generally context dependent. That is, it considers 

the magnitude of force W to shift resource X from 

state Y to state Z. As the change of states should be 

a function of the system structure, and not the 

historic stochastic forces exerted upon it, the states 

are measured from the centre of stability of the 

current stable state to a threshold (i.e. state space 

ridge) into the alternative state (Lélé 1998). 

Ecological resilience, unlike engineering 

resilience, does not focus on the duration until 

return to a single stable state following a 

perturbation or shock. Bifurcation allows the 

plotting of these stable states and thresholds and as 

such quantification of the system’s resilience. 

As mentioned previously, much of the numerical 

resilience analysis has focused on ecological 

systems such as lakes subject to eutrophication 

(Janssen et al. 1999), lake fish stocks (Carpenter et 

al. 2004) and rangeland grazing (Janssen et al. 

2000). Analysis of agricultural catchments has 

recently  begun to be qualitatively addressed, 

though with a focus on the interaction of the 

physical system with its management and use 

(Walker et al. 2002; Allison 2003; Allison et al. 

2004). The only catchment-resilience model 

published to date is that of Anderies (2005). This 

model, which is a salt and water groundwater-

unsaturated zone lumped model of the Goulburn 

catchment (Victoria, Australia), predicts it to have 

only two stable states. As a result of the 

widespread land clearing it predicts one of the 

stable states to have been lost and the catchment to 

have only one stable state remaining. This state is 

of near-zero depth to groundwater and very high 

salt export. This paper expands on Anderies (2005) 

to test the predictions of the Goulburn currently 

having only this single and undesirable stable 

state.  

2. A REGIONAL ODE MODEL OF THE 

GOULBURN CATCHMENT 

The Anderies (2005) model is a simple salt and 

water balance dynamic model of the Goulburn 

catchment. It models the catchment as two regions, 

the lowland regional plains, comprising the 

Shepparton Irrigation Region (SIR), and the 

upland region dominated by dryland grazing and 

cropping. Each region is characterised by three 

state variables and their evolution given by a set of 

ODE equations: 
dt

dDBNS (DBNS: depth below 

natural surface of the water table); 

dt
MassSaltdSoil __ ; and 

dt
MassSalterdGroundwat __ . 

Darcy’s law is also used to dynamically estimate 

lateral groundwater flow from the uplands to 

lowland region. Simulations are at an annual time 

step.  

A detailed description of the model is beyond the 

scope of this paper (see Anderies 2005 for detail). 

Below is a brief review of the model followed by 

the setting of the model in context with existing 

regional salinity models. 

2.1. Model Review 

The Anderies model was developed “as an 

alternative to the practice of using existing models 

[see Table 1], originally developed for a different 
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set of questions at a scale not appropriate to 

regional agroecological and water policy issues”  

(Anderies 2005).  Therefore this review is not a 

critique of the model’s simple hydrological 

assumptions against more detailed models. Instead, 

some of the more significant assumptions of the 

model are discussed in the context of the model’s 

purpose. 

Rainfall is partitioned into evaporation, runoff, 

infiltration, transpiration and recharge using a set 

of parametric equations. Unlike other models, such 

as BC2C (Dawes et al. 2004), the partitioning is 

dependent upon, in addition to annual rainfall, the 

depth below natural surface (DBNS) of the water 

table and the soil salinity. The model does not 

include a state variable for soil moisture, thus 

assuming the annual change in soil moisture 

storage is negligible. This exclusion of a soil 

moisture store causes any infiltration uptaken by 

the plant to go to recharge within the year, thus 

ignoring the often considerable time lag of 

infiltration to produce recharge. 

The lack of a soil moisture state variable also 

forces runoff to be a function only of annual 

rainfall. Thus, runoff is independent of DBNS and 

soil salinity and lumps infiltration excess and 

saturation excess runoff (Beven 2001). 

Stream flow is the sum of surface runoff and 

baseflow, while non-groundwater subsurface 

discharge is ignored. Importantly the model 

dynamically simulates baseflow as a function of 

the DBNS, thus allowing a stream to switch 

between gaining and losing groundwater. Darcy’s 

law is used to estimate the flow as a function of the 

head difference between the groundwater and the 

stream (which is assumed to be at the surface 

elevation). Anderies (2005) parameterised the 

coefficients for Darcy’s law such that groundwater 

flows into the stream for all DBNS. A practical 

limitation of the model is that this 

parameterisation, while also very difficult to 

estimate, depends on the surface area of the region. 

This is due to the need to estimate the stream cross 

section area and the distance between the two head 

estimates. It therefore must be re-estimate when a 

model region is subdivided and as such should be 

used as a calibration parameter. 

Like the non-lagged routing of infiltration to 

recharge, the interaction between the DBNS within 

a region and the baseflow is also non-lagged. That 

is, if the watertable becomes shallower within a 

time step, the baseflow will also increase. This is 

due to the model’s inability to simulate differing 

DBNS within a region. While this assumption is 

less significant within the local and intermediate 

groundwater flow systems of the upland region, it 

is not realistic within the regional groundwater 

flow system of the lowlands region. The very low 

hydraulic gradients of the lowlands ensure that the 

lag time between a local change in DBNS and a 

change in baseflow is orders greater than one year. 

Anderies (2005) reports that bifurcation of the 

model for the percentage of land cleared within 

one region, when the other region is not cleared 

and not irrigated, produces two stable states. The 

first has a deep DBNS, high soil salt store and the 

second a near zero DBNS, low soil and 

groundwater salt store. As the percentage of land 

cleared within the upland region approaches 

15.4%, the resilience within both regions falls 

dramatically such that only very minor shocks (i.e. 

above average rainfall or widespread but small 

changes in landuse) will push the system over the 

threshold and into the undesirable state of near 

zero DBNS. When the percentage cleared exceeds 

15.4%, only the near zero DBNS state exists. The 

current percentage of the catchment cleared is 

approximately 65% in uplands and 90% in the 

lowlands (Goulburn Broken Catchment 

Management Authority 2002). According to the 

model the catchment is tending toward a state of 

zero DBNS, resulting in a significant and long-

term increase in the region’s salt exports. 

The multiple stable states emerge from a change in 

rainfall partitioning. As the water table becomes 

shallower, both infiltration excess runoff and 

capillary discharge increase. As the soil profile 

becomes more saline, the vegetation’s maximum 

transpiration and transpiration efficiency 

(percentage of the infiltration that is transpired) 

also decline, resulting in decreased transpiration 

and increased recharge. This initiates a positive 

feedback cycle of shallow DBNS and high soil salt 

store reducing transpiration, which increases 

recharge and causes the DBNS to fall further and 

therefore the transpiration to fall again.   

While the model does have numerous sources of 

parametric uncertainty, potential structural 

uncertainties may invalidate the prediction that 

multiple stable states exist. A region suffering 

from landscape salinity rarely, if ever, has a near 

uniform DBNS over its extent. Mainly due to 

topography, the water table is shallow at very 

limited sites, such as alluvial depressions and 

breaks of slope (Coram 1998). This is clearly 

displayed within the Salinity Management Plans 

for the region (Salinity Pilot Program Advisory 

Council 1989). Therefore while such sites, 

according to the model, will have crossed the 

threshold into the shallow DBNS state, in practice 

the vast majority of a region will not have crossed 
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this threshold and will remain in a deeper DBNS 

state. The critical percentage of land cleared, 

above which only the shallow DBNS state exists, 

may therefore also be significantly higher. This 

paper investigates this factor by modifying the 

Anderies (2005) model within Simulink® in order 

to increase its spatial detail within the upland 

region and simulate more realistic representation 

of processes critical to its predictions. 

2.2. The Model in Context  

The Anderies (2005) model, and the variants 

presented herein, are significantly different from 

existing Australian regional salinity models, with 

respect to both purpose and structure. Table 1 is an 

incomplete list of regional salinity management 

models (Beverly 2002). As bifurcation of the 

Anderies (2005) model considers water balance 

changes as a result of deforestation, two models 

focusing only on stream flow changes as a result of 

landuse change are also included. 

The models in Table 1, with the exception of CAT 

Salt (Vaze et al. 2004) and Anderies (2005), do not 

dynamically model recharge, requiring an a priori 

estimate to be supplied. Anderies (2005) is also the 

only model to be based explicitly on a set of 

ODEs, thus allowing bifurcation.  

Table 1. Expansion of Anderies (2005) model 

within Simulink® to model three regions. ODE: 

Ordinary differential equations. PDE: Partial 

differential equations. 
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ModFlow Regional 

Groundwater model � D � � � � PDE 

Flow Tube ~� D � � ~� � PDE 

CAT Salt � D � � � ~� PDE 

CRC CH 2cSalt � D � � � � Buckets 

BC2C � P � � � � n/a 

CRC CH FCFC � P � � � � n/a 

Anderies 2005 � D&P � � � ~� ODE 

3. METHODOLOGY 

To investigate the sensitivity of the predictions 

from the Anderies (2005) model to greater spatial 

detail, the model was implemented within 

Simulink®. This allowed simple expansion to any 

number of regions as two Simulink library blocks 

were defined (a generic region and lateral 

groundwater flow between regions) and can be 

linked to simulate any number of regions.  

Bifurcation was undertaken numerically within 

MatLab® using a Broyden Updating Newton-

chord pseudo-arc length predictor corrector 

algorithm (Kuznetsov 1995). This algorithm traces 

a line of zero state-variable derivatives as a 

function of the change in a model parameter, in 

this case the percentage area of cleared land in the 

upland region. To ensure all zero-derivative states 

are traced, a local minimisation/maximization 

recursive algorithm was developed. Starting from a 

very deep DBNS, the algorithm perturbed the 

DBNS of each region until a new stable state was 

located. Bisection was then used to locate the 

unstable threshold between the two stable states. 

The algorithm then called itself in order to locate 

other stable states from this new stable state. This 

algorithm ensured all stable states were identified. 

In testing the predictions of Anderies (2005), the 

original model was changed minimally to ensure a 

valid comparison. The inclusion of additional 

model regions therefore preserved all of the 

parameterisation of Anderies (2005). That is, for 

the three-region model the upland region was sub-

divided into two regions (Table 2) and i) the drain 

conductance was scaled to ensure an equal base  

flow discharge per km
2
 as Anderies (2005) and ii) 

Darcy’s Law parameters were scaled to ensure an 

equal lateral flow into the lowlands region. The 

only exception to this was the drain conductance 

within the second lowest elevation region (region 

2). It was increased to 5000 m/year in order to 

produce plausibly deep DBNS for zero land 

clearing. Also, the fraction of land clearing at each 

point of the bifurcation was applied to all 

subdivisions of the upland unit, thus ensuring the 

same land use as in the original model. 

Table 2. Summary parameter values for Anderies 

(2005) and the extended models. 

Model 
Sub-

Region 

Area 

(km2) 

Elevation 

(mAHD) 
1 5,000 100 

Anderies 2005 
2 5,000 700 

1 5,000 100 

2 2,500 200 3 Region 
3 2,500 550 

1 5,000 100 

2 2,500 200 

3 1,250 400 
4 Region 

4 1,250 550 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. 2-Region Model Revised 

Figure 1 shows the DBNS bifurcation results for 

the lowlands and uplands of the two-region model. 

For a set fraction of land clearing in the uplands, 
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the plots give the very long term evolution of 

system from initial conditions. As the fraction of 

land clearing changes, the attractor (i.e. stable 

states) to which the system evolves also changes. 

Beyond 15.4% clearing the DBNS within region 2 

is predicted to evolve towards zero. Corresponding 

to such a shallow DBNS are very low soil and 

groundwater salt stores. This is only due to a very 

long period of high stream salt loads in which the 

stores are discharging. 

In all of the figures below, the attractor and 

repeller (unstable threshold) curve approximating a 

‘>’ is due to the reduction in transpiration from an 

increased soil salinity and shallower DBNS.  The 

approximately horizontal attractors and repellers 

greater than zero are additional states not reported 

in Anderies (2005). These are due to a shock being 

exerted only on a neighbouring region, causing it 

to approach the near-zero-DBNS attractor. The 

change in lateral flow produces, in the case of the 

lowland region, a new stable state at approximately 

12.5 metres DBNS. Importantly, these newly 

identified states occur only when the shocks are 

not uniformly applied to all regions. Also, unlike 

Anderies (2005), new attractors within the lowland 

region are still present up to 100% land clearing. 

 

 

Figure 1. 2-Region DBNS bifurcation Lines of 

equal colour across the set of plots correspond to 

the same stability / threshold state. 

4.2. 3 & 4-Region Models 

In Figures 2 and 3 are the DBNS bifurcation 

results following subdivision of the upland region 

of the Anderies model into 2 and 3 sub-regions 

respectively. Most significant is that for all regions 

of both models, like the two-region model, only 

two sets of attractors exist. Below a critical 

fraction of land clearing, all models have a set of 

attractors clustered at a deep DBNS and a second 

set at a very shallow DBNS, with no continuum 

between. The only slight exception is an attractor 

in the most downstream region, at a deep DBNS 

independent of the fraction of clearing. 

The most significant difference arising from the 

increased spatial resolution of the 3- and 4-region 

models is the more complex set of attractors at a 

deeper DBNS. These are a consequence of 

combinations of adjacent regions approaching the 

near zero DBNS attractor set. The second major 

difference is the fraction of clearing beyond which 

only the zero DBNS attractor set exists. For the 3-

region model, the central region’s critical fraction 

of clearing is increased from 15.8% to 26%. For 

the 4-region model, the critical fraction of land 

clearing in regions 2 and 4 is also increased, to 

24% and 43% respectively. While this critical 

fraction is sensitive to the stream discharge 

coefficient (see Section 2), the parameter values 

used in the 3- and 4-region models were scaled to 

preserve the discharge of the original 2-region 

model. The increased spatial resolution of the 

model may therefore highlight the very generalised 

concept of a smaller fraction of cleared land being 

required to put the downstream end of a catchment 

more at risk of shallow water tables than a more 

upland region. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The multiple stable states predicted for the 

Goulburn catchment by Anderies (2005) do not 

appear to be an artefact of the degree of spatial 

lumping. Expanding the model from two lumped 

regions to three and four still produced the 

predicted multiple stable states. Significantly more 

complex stability structures emerged with the 

increased spatial resolution, but the general feature 

of a cluster of stable states at only a deep water 

table and another at a much shallower water table 

persisted. Included in these sets and the 2-region 

model were newly identified stable states produced 

by non-uniform shocks applied to each region.  

The phenomena predicted by the set of models 

have major implications for stream and landscape 

salinity management as well as water resource 

planning. These predictions are, though, based 

upon a very simple and highly spatially lumped 

model. The emergence of multiple states is 

dependent on the model parameter values, most 

significantly the drainage conductance and 

basement elevation unconfined aquifer parameters. 
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Figure 2. 3-Region DBNS bifurcation. Lines of 

equal colour across the set of plots correspond to 

the same stability / threshold state.  

Future work will apply the model at a greater 

spatial resolution, to allow more rigorous 

calibration against stream and groundwater 

hydrographs, and thus more valid identification of 

stable states and thresholds. 

Finally, if the predictions of multiple stable states 

for the Goulburn are correct then, as the 

percentage of land clearing within the catchment is 

very high, the entire Goulburn should have only 

one stable state, a shallow water table state, and be 

slowly evolving toward it. Additionally, as the 

percentage of land clearing rose significantly 

throughout the last century, the Goulburn should 

have switched from having at least two stable 

states to the current single shallow-water table 

state. If all of this is correct, it should be 

observable in the catchment data. A check of this 

will be undertaken following the above refinement 

of the model.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 4-Region DBNS bifurcation. Lines of 

equal colour across the set of plots correspond to 

the same stability / threshold state. 
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